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ABSTRACT
The Use of Food in Early Childhood Learning
December 1978
Frank Self, B.A., San Francisco State College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Ellis 01 im
Technology, large scale production, transportation, and
the rise of affluence have enabled society to become consumers
almost to the exclusion of our being creators and producers for
our own and others' well-being. This emphasis on purchasing
ready-made products is systemic in our society. The entire
educational system is a part of and a contributor to the consumer
society. Instructional systems originate apart from the school
and, in prepackaged form, are offered to the children. Development
is assumed to be alloplastic. Instruction and learning are
conceived of as largely verbal in nature. All too often, activity
by children is viewed as the means of expending "surplus energy"
or as the means of teaching ideas important to subject matter
disciplines. As a consequence, school is usually indifferent or
hostile toward the subjective and phenomenological existence of
children or, at best, provides only perfunctory support for
children's needs and concerns with development, autonomy, creativity,
and community.
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This study has attempted to accomplish two major objectives.
The first is the formulation of a theoretical foundation for a
phenomonological and experiential curriculum which focuses on the
child and the central aspects of teaching and learning. Activity,
perception, and experiences are viewed as central and intrinsic
to the child's physical, cognitive, imaginal, and social being and
to the child's world. Implicit and explicit in the theoretical
foundation are the child's autoplastic development, the concept
that the child's development of learning and capability takes
place through the child's own actions, initiative, and perception,
and that the child is intrinsically motivated toward self-
actualization.
The second major objective is the creation of a curriculum,
a structured series of intended learning outcomes, which is based
directly on the theoretical foundation. The curriculum is for
children ages 3 through 8 and concerns activities with food and
cooking. Such a curriculum is ideal for promoting holistic
education, creative learning, and development. Indeed, this
curriculum promotes autonomy, creativity, and development in both
students and teachers.
Beginning with the environment for learning and the role of
the teacher as instructor, the curriculum is presented in four
sections: (a) activities with raw foods, (b) activities with
processed foods, (c) cooking with recipes, and (d) cooking without
recipes. In each section is the following: (a) some comments,
including rationale, selection, and use, (b) learning objectives.
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(c) set-up of the classroom, (d) tools and equipment, and (e) some
examples of activities. Feedback and evaluation are discussed
and examples of possible instructional activities are provided.
The aims of the curriculum are for the child to attain the
following: (a) curiosity and delight in direct and active
exploration and observation of foods and involvement with foods,
(b) curiosity and willingness to risk extending beyond the familiar
to the unfamiliar, (c) openness to make physical changes and
alertness in observation of those changes, (d) trust and confidence
in developing skills in use of tools, (e) alertness and confidence
in combining imagination and content in the development of relation-
ships and mathematical classifications, (f) autonomy and openness
to extend in number and diversity the foods eaten and enjoyed,
(g) the ability to decenter beyond the child's own world to develop
relations with others and their worlds, and (h) openness to
experience and alertness in the identification of relevant attributes
of three-dimensional experiences and translation intP two-
dimensional schematics (i.e., written expression).
Selected parts of the curriculum were field tested. Although
the usual problems in field testing were noted, as a whole the
field test seemed to confirm that (a) the curriculum does assist
children in accomplishing the stated objectives, and (b) the
curriculum can be used across the stated age range.
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Technology ... the knack of so
arranging the world that we don't
have to experience it.--M. Frisch
Industrial man's attempt to identify
with the machine as if it were a new
totem animal leads him into a
self-perpetuating race for robot-like
efficiency, and yet also to the
question as to what, when all
adjustments are made, is left of a
human "identity."
--E. H. Erikson
Of the three usual motives for learning
things— necessity, ambition, and
curiosity— simple curiosity was the
worthiest of development, it being
the "purest" (in that the value of
what it drives us to learn is terminal
rather than instrumental), the most
conducive to exhaustive and continuing
rather than cursory or limited study,
and the likeliest to render pleasant
the labor of learning. --J . Barth
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM, PURPOSE, SIGNIFICANCE,
AND DELIMITATIONS
The first chapter presents the problem, purpose, significance,
and delimitations of this study. The chapter ends with a summary
of what is to follow in the succeeding chapters.
Probl em
Technology, large scale production, transportation, and the
rise of affluence have enabled society to become consumers almost
to the exclusion of our being creators and producers for our own
and others' well-being. This emphasis on purchasing ready-made
products is systemic in our society. The entire educational system,
to an unprecedented degree, is a part of and a contributor to the
consumer society.^ Today's schools are consumers of mass-produced
buildings, furniture, and educational materials. All of these,
and the ideas behind them, are external to the people who make up
^An indication of the extent that education has largely
become a consumer society, with hamburgers and information totally
fused, is the textbook series for grades kindergarten through eight.
Mathematics Around Us^ published by Scott, Foresman and Company,
1975. "The textbooks are alive with problems centered around
Twinkies, Coca-Cola, Baby Ruth Candy, Wrigley's gum, Mersey's
chocolate. Log Cabin syrup, and so on. IllustraHons of cakes, ice
cream, popsicles, and hot dogs exuberating throughout the^pages seem
to reinforce, in an instructional context, the appeal of 'junk
food'. . . . Photographs of 58 different corporate brands and
logotypes are in the third-grade book alone" ("Twinkies in Textbooks,'
1978, pp. 1, 2).
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3the school system. Instructional systems also are created apart
from and are "bought" by the school. The generation of ideas,
creativity, and productivity are no longer a primary concern of
school teachers and administrators, therefore they are no longer
a central enterprise for students.
Somebody, somewhere, thought up everything in
advance. There's just no more thinking to be
done. Or, worse still, nobody had anything to
do with it in the first place. Ideas are the
product of immaculate conception! (Goodlad,
1960, p. 24)
Education for children has largely become a consumer activity.
In the school "knowledge" too often comes to the student in packages
and kits (complete, child-proof, teacher-proof) which are "served"
by the teachers (M. Johnson, 1977, pp. 11-12). And, more and more,
we are finding that many students "aren't buying."
The task of curriculum construction, following
this concept of learning, becomes the prepack-
aging of content into neat, consumable bundles.
These bundles are then stored away in a curri-
cular deep-freeze and, ultimately, displayed
before the eager eyes of hopeful pupils. But,
alas, once removed from cold-storage, the fast-
thawing goods quickly spoil and swiftly smell.
The pupils are less than enchanted. (Goodlad,
p. 24)
Schooling is increasingly seen as, at best, indifferent and, at worst,
hostile to the needs and concerns of children, that is, needs for and
concerns with growth, autonomy, individual responsibility, initiative,
personal meaning, self-worth, humane values, community.
There are appropriate as well as inappropriate
pressures to learn. Somewhere along the educa-
tive and miseducative road that is life the
learner must respond to compelling forces within
him, forces seeking to repeat the satisfactory
4experience of coming to know for one's self.
The best way to make sure that these forces
never will hold sway is to substitute for them
pressures from without— pressures to please,
pressures to cover and pressures to conform.
(Goodlad, p. 28)
It would seem that the "good life" requires a degree of personal
and social autonomy, which is evidently in conflict with where our
consumer society has led us. What the consumer society provides so
easily and in such abundance is products, such as shoes, ham-
burgers, information. What people need which the consumer society
does not supply is opportunity to engage in process, that is, action,
personal experience. Coleman (1971) has made the assertion that today
we are information rich and action poor. As we have seen, we are rich
in the products of information. And most assuredly, we are poor in
the process of experience. Experience, being active, can lead to the
development of initiative and individual responsibility. The develop-
ment of initiative and individual responsibility can lead to feelings
of self-worth and autonomy, which, joined with social interaction and
community, can lead to humane values. Experience, being active and
stimulus seeking, can lead to creativity and productivity, skill
development and learning, competence and the possibility of wisdom.
With a look at young children and their lives today we see
investigative and testing behavior of themselves, of other people,
and of objects in their immediate environment. We see children
trying to make sense of ideas and behaviors which arouse their
feelings, but which elude their minds. We see children pulled and
pressed by conflicting forces from the outside community, and even
5within the family itself. We see many "hyperactive" and confused
kids. The world is too much with them. They eat hotdogs but do
not know they are eating meat. They eat french fries and do not
know they are eating potatoes. They have absorbed the world through
the television and have not the vaguest notion what their mothers
and fathers do at work. They know all the answers, but they do not
know how questions are developed. They have accelerated vocabularies
and retarded comprehension.
In recent years there have bean many attempts to meet some of
these problems. There are now curricula (or, perhaps more accurately,
planned instruction) for children which have emphasized experience
in process learning, most notably in science and in mathematics (Good-
lad, von Stoephosius, & Klein, 1966). However, most of the instruc-
tional systems encourage activity and experience in process learning
in order to enable children to arrive at particular abstract ideas
from subject matter disciplines which the instructional systems
developers want the children to learn. The direction of instruction
is from outside in. The purpose of the activities is to smooth the
internalization of information from outside the child.
There are few instructional systems which focus on learning
from the inside out, which start with children and approach activity
and experience from the point of view of children. There is a need
for more theoretical support for utilizing direct, phenomenological
experience in instruction.
6There is presently a lack of articulation between
instruction for preschool and primary education which makes little
sense from the point of view of child development. We find such
conceptions as 3-year-olds "play" and 7-year-olds "work," that
blocks are for 5-year-olds and books are for 6-year-olds. An
instructional system which spans the entire six years of preschool,
beginning at age 3, and extending through the primary grades can
demonstrate the developmental sequence of experience during these
years.
There is also a lack of articulation between the home and
the school. A school curriculum which seeks to tie in-school to
out-of-school experience, scientific to everyday concepts (Vygotsky,
1934/1965, Chap. 6), out-of-context to in-context learning (Bruner,
1966, p. 62), which, in other words, focuses on holistic education,
can significantly support the development and learning of children
(Scribner & Cole, 1976).
Children act on their world and interact with their world
in an effort to see what happens, to find out how things work, to
increase their control of themselves and their world. This
direction-oriented behavior is children's search for meaning. Meaning
to children is not depth philosophy conerned with an ultimate and
all-encompassing conceptual system. Rather, to children, meaning
comes from such practical and immediate problems as pursuing
questions of identity and operation. "What is it?" "How does it
work?" These are what interest and provide meaning for children.
7We know an object when we know how it is made, and we know how
it is made in the degree in which we ourselves make it" (Dewey,
1929/1958, p. 428). It is from such basic materials that meaning,
experience, and knowledge comes.
Early childhood education has long embraced activity and
the child (usually preceded by the adjective "whole") as the focus
for instruction (Davis, 1947; Omwake, 1971; Sears & Dowley, 1963).
However, even in early childhood education there is too often a
stopping short, a lack of pursuit to the limits, not so much from
external limits being imposed, but rather from lack of imaginative
and dedicated support and facilitation by the teacher of children
in their active search for meaning.
Purpose
Observation clearly reveals that children are most engrossed
and most open to learning when they are directly and perceptually
involved in self-initiated physical activity and the observation
and manipulation of their immediate environment. What is needed
is a theoretical foundation for a phenomenological and experiential
curriculum for young children, a model which will focus on the
child and on the central aspects of teaching and learning, on
activity, perception, and experiences which are central and intrinsic
to children's physical, cognitive, imaginal, and social being and to
their world. The purpose of this study is the synthesis of such a
theoretical foundation, and the design of such a curriculum.
8Sp6ci f i cdl 1 y , ths objBCtivGS of thG study arG (a) to concGptual izG
a thGorGtical foundation for dGVGloping a phonorriGnological and
GxpGriGncG-basGd curriculum for Gariy childhood learning, (b) to
develop a curriculum based on the conceptualized theoretical
foundation, (c) to field test essential parts of the curriculum
with children, and (d) to make recommendations about how the
curriculum can be implemented in early childhood settings.
For the purpose of this study, curriculum is defined as
"a structured series of intended learning outcomes" (M. Johnson,
1967/1977, pp. 6, 13). Early childhood is defined as that period
of growth and development from age 3 through 8. Field test is
defined as the determination of the questions; (a) does the
curriculum assist children in accomplishing the stated objectives?
and (b) can the curriculum be used across the stated age range?
When children are first born, they must learn two things to
stay alive, to breathe and to eat. Breathing and the air which is
breathed and eating and the food which is eaten are both suitable
and important subjects for instruction. But of the two, eating
and the food which is eaten presents more possibilities for varied
and rich activities for young children. Food and cooking activities
involve all the senses, develop a wide range of skills, further
social relationships; in short, they are among the most basic,
complete, fulfilling and meaningful experiences available to young
children. Food and cooking experiences are perhaps unique in
integrating cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor behaviors. Young
children are capable of performing most if not all operations
9involved in the preparation of food; and, through active involvement
in food preparation, young children will likely expand the range
of food they wish to eat and thereby increase the chance of
receiving the necessary nutrients.
Food is important not only to life itself, but also to the
quality of life as seen in social development and culture. Using
food and eating as symbols of our interaction with the world,
S. Freud (1905/1953) developed a theory of human sexuality. Peris
(1969) developed gestalt therapy, Piaget (1935/1963, 1964/1968; Piaget
& Inhelder, 1966/1969) conceptualized basic cognitive processes,
and Levi-Strauss (1969) categorized the nature of cultures. Methods
of obtaining and preparing food have long been identified as critical
in identifying the degree of civilization of any group of people.
The eating of food has been central to major social bonding since the
world began, as can be seen by considering such rituals as seders,
communions, marriage feasts, birthday parties, and businessmen's
lunches.
2
To children, being fed is being loved; a full belly is the
ultimate in comfort and security. A hungry child is a distrustful
child. Still, many children are fussy eaters. For some, eating
has become a battleground with the children on one side, adults
on the other, and food in the middle. As the battle for power and
winning proceeds, the food as nutrient and satisfaction gets lost,
and food as symbol of power struggle and victory or defeat takes
2For a view of the social role of food in the history of
China, see Chang, 1977.
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its place. Eating becomes for some children a violation of
their integrity, of their body, of their whole being.
For many children eating is positive evidence that they
are cared for and loved, that they are worthy of receiving a share
of what is so important to the entire family. For many children
their sense of community is greatest at mealtimes, when they sit
down with others in their family to eat, talk, and enjoy being
together. For many, mealtimes are the best times of the day.
And for children who are given the opportunity to participate in
food preparation and cooking, these experiences provide a way to
learn to do important jobs which are adult jobs. Children also
are able to actively and concretely show their love and caring for
others through giving food which they have prepared to others,
for the pleasure and sustenance of the receiver. Through sharing
food, children become more civilized, more humane.
If food preparation and eating played a major role in the
children's activities in school, the gap between home and school
would be lessened, and children would gain skills and perceptions
in school which could be practiced and developed at home. The
children's opportunities for enriching family life would be greatly
increased, and this would inevitably strengthen the ties between
the children and the other members of their families. It is not
unimportant that home-school ties would surely result as well.
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Significance
In 1859 Herbert Spencer (1859/1911, Chap. 1) considered the
question: What knowledge is of most worth? He identified five
major areas of human activity. It is enlightening to look at his
five areas from the perspective of this curriculum.
"Those activities which directly minister to self-preservation."
Certainly eating does this.
"Those activities which, by securing the necessaries of
life, indirectly minister to self-preservation." Food preparation
in a safe environment does this.
"Those activities which have for their end the rearing and
discipline of offspring." The developmental and phenomenological
activities by young children do this.
"Those activities which are involved in the proper social and
political relations." The interpersonal skill building which is
a major part of this curriculum does this.
"Those miscellaneous activities which make up the leisure
part of life, devoted to the gratification of the tastes and feeling."
The imaginal skill building which is a major part of this curriculum
does this, and the extension in number and diversity of foods eaten
and enjoyed does this, also.
Since there are many possible ways to approach Spencer's
major areas of human activity, it is not being claimed that Spencer
would approve of this curriculum. However, as a philosopher he
was greatly interested in organic development and in synthesis in
12
education. As an example of a curriculum which promotes organic
development and synthesis, this curriculum is significant.
For teachers who seek to promote organic development and
synthesis within the context of food and cooking, this curriculum
will provide the in-depth and detailed information which is needed,
and which, heretofore, has been unavailable. However, it would
be unrealistic to expect that the only use of this curriculum by
practicing teachers of young children would be adopting the
curriculum as a whole. Even more teachers will extract segments
from the whole, segments which seem to fill in a gap or provide
a valuable supplement to the existing and ongoing educational
program. Probably the information on creating a safe environment
for food preparation and cooking and the international recipes
suitable for children's use will be among the segments most
commonly extracted. Some teachers, who are not interested in or
able to pursue a food and cooking program, may well find the
theoretical foundation, the curriculum's environment for learning,
and the role of the teacher as instructor helpful to them in
pursuing another program, one which is also supported by
instruction as development.
From the above, it seems reasonable to affirm the following
general izations.
The theoretical foundation and the curriculum on food and
cooking have theoretical significance for the following reasons:
1. They are based on autoplastic development which is
both phenomenological and experiential.
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2. They directly relate to the types of knowledge which
Spencer found of most worth.
3. They promote holistic education and creative learning.
4. They promote continuity between the child's in-school
and out-of-school experience.
5. They promote continuity in the school curriculum from
preschool through the primary grades.
The theoretical foundation and the curriculum on food and
cooking have practical significance for both teachers and students
for the following reasons:
1. They provide for the students' self-motivated, self-
rewarding, and productive activity which supports the
students' creativity, subjectivity, and self-awareness.
2. They build the students' skills in using tools, relating
to other people, and learning from direct experience.
3. They aid the students' understanding of the conventions
of representing in two-dimensions three-dimensional
sequential experiences.
4. They help students extend in number and diversity the
foods eaten and enjoyed, especially foods which are low
in sugar, which are various parts of plants, and which
are from many different cultural groups throughout the
world.
5. They form a bridge between children's in-school and out-
of-school experience and provide ways for children to
strengthen their esteem and bonding within their family groups.
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6. They provide for students ages 3 years through 8 a
continuity in school experience.
7. They provide for teachers the opportunity to exert
autonomy by selecting the curriculum to use in teaching.
8. They provide for teachers the in-depth and detailed
information concerning the use of food and cooking in
the classroom.
9. They provide information to teachers with varying
interests and needs.
10. They provide teachers with a variety of ways to relate
to the students' families.
11. They support teachers in exercising permissive leadership,
reversing classroom roles and power for instructional
purposes.
12. They assist students and teachers in their holistic
development.
Del imitations
The theoretical foundation and the curriculum on food and
cooking have the following delimitations:
1. Because of the institutionalization of teaching situations,
education governed by the logic of development has
inspired more imagining of possibilities than actual
classroom behavior. This curriculum is not intended to
be adopted by any state department of education or purchased
and used by a school system.
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2. This curriculum is to be freely selected by those
teachers who will directly use the curriculum in their
teaching. Those teachers must be committed to the
theoretical foundations of the curriculum and realize
that large amounts of dedication, time, and energy, as
well as organizational ability, resourcefulness, and
flexibility will be required.
3. The schools, and especially the principals, must provide
knowledgeable and understanding support, operational
flexibility, and supportive leadership to enable the
teachers to be successful in their use of the curriculum
and the students to be successful in their development.
4. Lastly, this curriculum is not to be confused with other
curriculums with similar variables but different
theoretical foundations with different aims and goals.
The succeeding chapters will contain the following material:
Chapter II will present the curriculum model and theoretical
foundation for the curriculum which includes the child as a thinking-
feeling-acting person, the child's search for meaning, the development
of human consciousness from world view to values, skill building,
environment for learning, learning objectives, instruction and
eval uation.
Chapter III will present the curriculum. Basic assumptions
and aims are stated, followed by a detailed account of the environment
for learning and the role of the teacher as instructor. The
16
curriculum is presented in four sections: activities with raw
foods, activities with processed foods, cooking with recipes,
cooking without recipes. The chapter ends with a full presentation
of feedback and evaluation in relation to the curriculum and the
instructional activities developed therefrom.
Chapter IV will present the field test of selected parts of
the curriculum and the effect of the field test on the curriculum.
The last chapter. Chapter V, will summarize the problem,
the theoretical foundation, the curriculum, and the field test,
and will discuss their theoretical and practical implications.
Recommendations will be made for implementing the curriculum in
schools and topics for further study will be suggested.
To be born is both to be born of the
world and to be born into the world.
The world is already constituted, but
also never completely constituted; in
the first case we are acted upon, in the
second we are open to an infinite number
of possibilities. But this analysis is
still abstract, for we exist in both ways
at once . There is, therefore, never
determinism and never absolute choice,
I am never a thing and never bare
consciousness. In fact, even our own
pieces of initiative, even the situations
which we have chosen, bear us on, once
they have been entered upon by virtue of
a state rather than an act.
--M. Merleau-Ponty
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CHAPTER II
THE CURRICULUM MODEL
Chapter II presents the curriculum model, the theoretical
foundation for the curriculum. It concludes by showing how the
model can lead to the curriculum itself.
Theoretical Foundation for the Curriculum
A theoretical foundation has been conceptualized upon which
to develop the curriculum. It is shown in schematic form in
Figure 1
.
The theoretical foundation centers on the child. The
transactional nature between child and the environment is indicated
by the solid arrows. The expanding, developmental nature of the
theoretical conception is indicated by the broken arrows. Learning
results from direct, phenomenological experience, from the inside
out (Litt, 1973; Merleau-Ponty , 1962; Veatch, 1973). The theoretical
foundation incorporates the theory of consciousness and value
development of B. P. Hall (1976, 1977), the basic principles of
curriculum and instruction as formulated by Tyler (1949, 1977), the
theory of creative learning as conceptualized by R. M. Jones (1968),
the psychology and learning of the child as conceptualized by
Piaget (1935/1963, 1964/1968, 1969/1970, 1970/1971, 1972/1974;
18
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Figure 1. Theoretical foundation for developing a
phenomenological and experience-based
curriculum for early childhood learning.
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Piaget & Inhelder, 1966/1969), and the study of theories of
instruction by Lamm (1976). The major components of the theoretical
foundation for the curriculum development are explained in the
following sections.
The Child as a Thinking-
feel ing-acting Person
Starting at the core in the model (see Figure 2), this
theoretical foundation for curriculum development is based on the
t
Figure 2. The child as a thinking-feeling-acting person.
conception of the child as a holistic organism (Muller, 1964; Piaget
& Inhelder, 1966/1969, p. 128), a thinking-feeling-acting person
with the built-in capacity to function as a feedback-control system
(Pribrim, 1964; Smith & Smith, 1966), a child who thinks^ about his
or her feelings and actions, who feels in relation to his or her
^In this paper thinking is conceived of not in the Greek sense
which separates reasoning from perceiving, thought beginning where
the work of the senses ends, proclaiming the former and distrusting
the latter, but, rather, as "all mental operations involved in the
receiving, storing and processing of information: sensory perception,
memory, thinking, learning" (Arnheim, 1969, p. 13).
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thinking and actions, who acts in relation to his or her thinking
and feelings, and who does all of this simultaneously and
continuously (Ambrose & Miel, 1958). The child is seen as a person
of complexity in a complex world. Phenomenologically, the child
is both directly acted upon by the world and simultaneously directly
acting upon the world; both the child and the world are changed as
each acts upon the other. The child is stimulus-seeking in
transacting with the world (Berlyne, 1960, 1966; J. McV. Hunt, 1960;
Hutt, 1966/1976; Piaget, 1935/1963; R. W. White, 1959). There is
direction in the child's thinking-feeling-acting, and that direction
is toward meaning (F. P. Hawkins, 1974; Phenix, 1964).
Search for Meaning
Moving out from the core to the next level in the model (see
Figure 3), the child searches for meaning in the world through the
child's own experiences (Featherstone, 1950; F. Smith, 1975, p. 243).
Figure 3. Search for meaning.
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Meaning for the child initially relates to physical existence, that
the child is given the physical support that is needed, that the
child is kept warm and fed when hungry, that the child knows people
care through their caring for him or her. Next, meaning comes
through the child's testing and mastery activities, finding out
what different things are through what they do, finding out what
different people do, becoming skilled at getting things and people
to do what they can do (Piaget, 1935/1963). Then meaning comes
through the child's play, through finding out what he or she can
do with the thingsand people in the world, through "playing" that
he or she is powerful and in control, through experiencing
"abstracts of life. . .in a vivid manner" and enjoying it (Sutton-
Smith & Sutton-Smith, 1974, p. 241). Finally, meaning for children
comes through the assumption of responsibility within the world, the
finding of one's place, and being of use and help to others.
World View and Values
At the same level in the model as "search for meaning" is
"development of human consciousness from world view to values" (see
Figure 4). At this point the theoretical foundation begins to draw
upon the work of B. P. Hall (1976, 1977), especially the first two
phases of his theory of the development of human consciousness.
Hall sees consciousness as stemming from the fundamental view that
the individual has of the world. He sees that this fundamental
view develops and changes through a process of the interaction of
maturation and experience of the person with the environment.
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Figure 4. Development of human consciousness from world
view to values.
Moreover, he sees that all individuals begin, in infancy, with the
same world view and then, if development is adequate, may proceed
through three other phases in sequential order. Each world view
is expressed by the individual in a particular way. From the
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particular world view, the individual chooses his or her values;**
for the individual this is a meaning-creating experience.
The values which are primary at each phase of consciousness
are clustered into groups (stages A and B). Stage A core values
are more turned inward in relation to the individual while stage B
core values are more turned outward in relation to the world.
Stage A values have a consolidating and strengthening function,
analogous to the process of accommodation conceptualized by Piaget
(1935/1963), and stage B values function as exploratory and venture-
some, analogous to Piaget's process of assimilation.
According to Hall's theory, we would expect to find children
ranging in age from 3 through 8 to be in the first two phases of
consciousness.
The world view for phase I is the world as mystery with the
self as the center. This is expressed through physical action in
terms of physical existence. The stage A core values, as they are
identified by B. P. Hall, are (a) self as center, (b) (self)
preservation, (c) safety/survival , and (d) food/warmth/shelter. The
stage B core values are (a) (self) delight, (b) wonder/curiosity,
(c) sensory/pleasure/sex, (d) affection/securi ty , and (e) discovery/
del ight.
The world view for phase II is the world as problem with the
self as belonging. This is expressed through physical action
in
In this paper, "the act of valuing is the stance the self takes
towards the environment such that the self acquires meaning
an e
creative development of both the self and the environment
is enhanced
(B. P. Hall, 1976, p. 26).
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terms of social/interaction (doing). The stage A core values
are (a) (self) worth, (b) being liked, (c) friendship/belonging,
(d) family/belonging, and (e) play/fantasy. The stage B core values
are (a) (self) competence/confidence, (b) work/labor, (c)
instrumentality, (d) achievement/success, (e) prestige/image,
(f) law/rule, (g) control/order/discipline, (h) ownership, and
(i) education/certification.
For this curriculum design we will relate most closely to the
core values of the B stage of phase I and the A stage of phase II.
Though these are the anticipated values of children within this
age range, certainly the values of phase I, stage A remain important,
just less immediate. As a matter of fact, it is the core value
"food" from phase I, stage A which provides the content for this
curriculum. Although the values of phase II, stage B become more
central as the individual develops to that stage, these values begin,
in various rudimentary forms, sometimes much earlier. Certainly
young children are not ignorant of (self) competence, work,
instrumentality, achievement, and control, and the curriculum will
provide opportunities for the children to develop those values as
appropriate to their own levels of consciousness.
Earlier it was stated that this curriculum design is based on
the conception of the child as a thinking-feeling-acting person.
We have seen the role that values play in Hall's theory of the
development of consciousness. It is interesting and appropriate
to note the cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of
values: values are ideas about what is desirable; values engage the
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feelings for or against them; and values lead to action in the
direction of values achievement (Rokeach, 1973). Keeping in mind
the thinking-feeling-acting conception of the person and the
thinking-feeling-acting conception of values, we will look at
Hall's conception of skills.
Skills Building and Evaluation
We move now to the outermost level in the model, directly in
line with "search and meaning," to "skill building and evaluation"
(see Figure 5). It is through the building of skills within the
t
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Figure 5. Skill building and evaluation.
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context of values that consciousness is developed. B. P. Hall (1976,
Chap. 5) has four classifications of skills: systems, instrumental,
interpersonal, and imaginal.
Systems skills refer to skills in perception of part-whole
relationships and the awareness of the nature of change within a
complex, multi-interrelated organization. Of the four skills. Hall
sees systems as the one young children are least able to be
involved in; however, young children do need to learn coping skills
relating to their bodies, their families, and their schools as
these function as systems.
Instrumental skills refer to "the ability to manipulate ideas
and the immediate external environment. It is the skill of
handicrafts, physical dexterity and academic (cognitive)
accomplishment" (B. P. Hall, 1977, p. 3). Instrumental skills are
task oriented. These skills are ones with which young children are
greatly involved; the building of these skills is a major objective
of the food and cooking curriculum.
Interpersonal skills refer to general communications and
understandings with others. It is the ability to become objective
concerning personal feelings so that cooperation is enhanced.
Interpersonal skills also include the skills involved in psychosocial
development outlined by Erikson (1963; 1964, Chap. 4). As
interpersonal relationships and social skills both expand,
consciousness expands.
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Imaginal skills refer to "the synergetic interaction between
the fantasy, the emotions and the reflective intellect of man"
(B. P. Hall, 1976, p. 167). Imaginal skills enable people to learn
from direct experiences, to identify alternatives and to choose
among them, to act creatively in problem solving. It is through
imaginal skills that children develop the process of concept
formation and invention. Imaginal skills synthesize and integrate
the other skills. The building of imaginal skills is also a major
objective of the food and cooking curriculum.
Through skill building, the child learns to interact effectively
with the world.
By their very nature, skills lend themselves to evaluation.
Indeed, without evaluation there could be no skill building. Smith
and Smith (1966, p. 383) have distinguished "three main sources of
feedback in tool -using operations: feedback from the actual movements
of the hand or arm; feedback from the physical motions of the tool
or machine; feedback from the action of the tool or machine on
environmental materials or objects." Admittedly, instrumental skills
provide feedback which is especially clear and forceful, but the
other skills also provide feedback which can be observed both by
the child and by the instructor. The child's behavior can be
observed. The child can be questioned about his thoughts, feelings,
and actions. The child can be listened to. And the environment
can be observed to see the impact of the child on it.
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Environment for Learning
In the model (see Figure 6), "environment for learning" is
at the top, arching over all other parts and connecting "skill
t
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Figure 6. Environment for learning.
building and evaluation" with "learning objectives and evaluation.
There is considerable evidence that environments are composed of
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physical and psychological interactions (Barker, 1968; E. T. Hall,
1966; Kritchevsky, Prescott & Walling, 1969; Proshansky, Ittelson
& Rivlin, 1970; Sommer, 1969). Constellations of environmental
features and their Qualities have direct and indirect effects on
the child's development and learning.
In analyzing teaching-learning environments, E. Jones (1977)
has identified five dimensions each for physical settings and
teacher behavior. These are presented as continua. The dimensions
for physical settings are (a) softeness/hardness, (b) open/closed,
(c) simple/complex, (d) intrusion/seclusion, and (e) high mobility/
low mobility. The dimensions for teacher behavior are (a) opens/
closes, (b) simplifies/complicates, (c) permits intrusion (intrudes)/
<
provides seclusion (withdraws), (d) permits high mobility/permits
low mobility, and (e) soft/hard.
These various dimensions create pressures for certain behaviors
and pressures against those behaviors at other positions on the
continua. These pressures, together, set limits which are physical
and psychological in nature and directly and indirectly promote and
inhibit the child's thinking-feeling-acting both as an individual
and as a part of a group.
Certain environmental characteristics and constellations of
characteristics have been identified as necessary for a positive
learning environment. McVickar (1972) identified freedom, a sense
of trust, and a feeling of respect for self and others for developing
imagination in both children and adults. To create an environment
for individualization, Wheeler (1971) cited as environment
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responsive to the needs and interests of children, where children
learn through their own experiences, and where children can interact
with each other and with adults in an atmosphere of mutual trust
and respect. Wallach and Kogan (1965, p. 289) postulated the need
for freedom from pressures of time and a relative lessening of
evaluational pressures. Foshay and Wann (1954) stated the need
for children to be sure of the teacher's basic support of them before
children will be able to "initiate anything of importance in the
classroom" (p. 118). R. M. Jones (1968) pointed out the risk
children take in asking a question; "To share a question is often
to invite inspection of one's tenderer parts. Like other loving
acts this is not something we do with strangers" (p. 47). He also
stated (p. 255) the need for comfort and confidence on the part of
the teacher. Fady (1969/1976, p. 333), Fagen (1976, pp. 100-101),
and Hutt (1966/1976, pp. 203-204) have cited the importance of
Bally's concept of relaxed field, a situation in which homeostatic
needs are met and the child has a sense of well-being, for an
environment in which play can occur. The combination of cognitive
and affective support, freedom to venture, feedback, intrinsic
motivation, and stimulation to extend the child's actions and ideas
has been cited as valuable by Hunkins (1976, Chap. 2 & 3), Pribram
(1964), Rudolph (1973), F. Smith (1975, Chap. 8), Smith & Smith
(1966, Chap. 18), and Torrance & Myers (1970, Chap. 3, 7, 8, 9, &
10). However, Coopersmith (1968) found that children develop
self-trust, venturesomeness, and the ability to deal with adversity
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if they are treated with respect and are given well-defined
standards of values, demands for competence, and guidance toward
solutions of problems within an environment which is well-
structured and demanding. Kubie (1952), on the other hand, cited
the need to avoid premature censorship of ideas which come through
too much emphasis upon convergent thinking in the early years.
And Mead (1973) asserted that extrinsic motivation in the form of
a reward will teach children to devalue a particular behavior.
E. Jones (1977, Chap 8-12) has combined the extreme positions
of environmental dimension continua and revealed ways of looking at
learning environments. Her conceptualizations are presented below
in combination with the environmental characteristics identified as
necessary for a positive learning environment.
Where the setting is open and the teacher opens, there is
exploration (freedom, sense of trust, feelings of respect, experiences,
interactions, freedom from time and evaluational pressures, comfort,
feedback, intrinsic motivation, divergent behavior). Where the
setting is closed and the teacher closes, there are set tasks
(confidence, wel 1 -structured and demanding environment). Where the
setting is closed and the teacher opens, there is modification.
Where the setting is open and the teacher closes, there is restriction.
Where the setting is soft and the teacher opens, there is
relaxation (freedom, sense of trust, responsive to the needs and
interests of children, experiences, interactions, freedom from
pressures, love, comfort, relaxed field). Where the setting is
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hard and the teacher closes, problem solving is required (well-
structured and demanding environment). Where the setting is hard
and the teacher opens, problem solving is supported (love,
confidence, cognitive and affective support, feedback, stimulation,
demands for competence, guidance toward solutions of problems).
Where the setting is soft and the teacher closes, there is dependency
and frustration.
Where the setting is complex and the teacher complicates,
there is enrichment (cognitive and affective support, freedom to
venture, feedback, stimulation, demands for competence). Where
the setting is simple and the teacher simplifies, there is, of
course, simplification. Where the setting is simple and the teacher
complicates, the teacher provides ideas (interaction with adults).
Where the setting is complex and the teacher simplifies, the setting
provides ideas (children learn through their own experiences).
Where the setting is intrusive and the teacher permits
intrusion/intrudes, there is stimulation (this may or may not extend
the child's actions and ideas). Where the setting is seclusive and
the teacher provides seclusion/withdraws, there is boredom. Where
the setting is seclusive and the teacher permits intrusion/intrudes,
there is teacher direction (interaction with adults). Where the
setting is intrusive and the teacher provides seclusion/withdraws,
there is either restriction by the teacher or learning to cope by
the child.
Where the setting is soft and the teacher intrudes, there is
dependency (supportive for a very young child but probably
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ov6rprot6ct i V6 and insufficiGntly challGnging for an oldGr child).
Where the setting is hard and the teacher withdraws, we have
programmed learning. Where the setting is hard and the teacher
intrudes, we have teacher-set tasks (well-defined standards of
values and well
-structured environment). Where the setting is soft
and the teacher withdraws, we have independent play (responsive
environment, interaction with other children, freedom from time
and evaluational pressures, comfort, relaxed field, freedom to
venture, feedback, intrinsic motivation, divergent behavior).
From the above it would appear that the most positive learning
environment would have a setting which is soft, open, and complex;
a teacher who opens and complicates; and, to provide demands for
competence, a degree of hardness in the setting to support problem
solving. This conclusion is supported by the findings of Prescott
(1973, 1974). This must, of course, be a flexible, non-static, and
evolving environment in order to support the development of a child,
and a rich and complex environment to support the development of a
group of children. It must be an environment sensitive to each
child's present cognitive structure in order to select problems
relevant to his present structure and also ones which are increasingly
complex (Kessen, 1968; Palmer, 1969).
Learning Objectives and Evaluation
In the model (see Figure 7), "learning objectives and evaluation"
is directly in line with "search for meaning." It is also in
symmetrical correspondence with "skill building and evaluation.
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Figure 7. Learning objectives and evaluation.
And along with "skill building and evaluation," "learning objectives
and evaluation" is where "environment for learning" and "instruction
and evaluation" meet. Kamii and DeVries (1977) have written that
"the most important issue in early education is that of objectives"
(p. 388). They have found that decisions on what should be taught
are often made with little consideration of why it should be taught.
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They have strongly asserted that "it is essential for our
objectives to be solidly grounded in a developmental theory
supported by research" (p. 388). In their case they used the
works of Piaget. For a more general approach to answering the
questions of what we should try to teach and why, we will look
to the work of Tyler.
Tyler (1949), in his "rationale for viewing, analyzing,
and interpreting the curriculum and instructional program of an
education institution" (p. 1), identified four fundamental questions
which must be answered in developing any curriculum anddplan of
instruction. The first question was "What educational purposes
should the school seek to attain?" The fourth question was "How
can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?" (p. 1).
(The second and third questions concerned educational experiences
and their organization.)
In Tyler's work we have one of the clearest statements
concerning the methodology of selecting educational objectives
and evaluating the extent to which changes in behavior in relation
to the educational objectives are being realized by the program of
curriculum and instruction. Tyler proposed that objectives be
selected from a knowledge base acquired from studies of the
learners themselves, contemporary life outside the school,
suggestions from subject specialists, philosophy, and psychology
of learning. Further, he proposed that objectives be stated in
a form to be helpful in selecting learning experiences and in
"in terms which identify both the kindguiding teaching, that is.
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of behavior to be developed in the student and the content or area
of life in which this behavior is to operate" (pp. 46-47). Evaluation
(Chap. 4) is based on information gained by sampling evidence of
students behavior through paper and pencil tests, observations,
interviews, questionnaires, collections of actual products made
by students, and even records made for other purposes, such as the
record of books withdrawn from the library. The information gained
must directly relate to the educational objectives, and be objective,
reliable, and valid. The results of the evaluation are used to
modify and improve the curriculum and instructional program, as
well as help in the guidance of individual students and groups of
students.
More than twenty-five years later, Tyler (1977) commented on
his earlier work in the light of the curriculum field as it has
developed over the years. His four questions have been at the center
of the field for both his supporters and his opponents. He maintained
that these questions are still basic, and believed that their
importance has been underscored by experiences during the years
since 1949. However, there were two changes in emphasis which he
thought necessary.
I would give much greater emphasis now to careful
consideration of the implications for curriculum
development of the active role of the student in
the learning process. I would also give much
greater emphasis to a comprehensive examination
of the non-school areas of student learning in
developing a curriculum. (Tyler, 1977, p. 37)
(These two areas had been dealt with in Tyler's 1949 work on pages
5-16 and 16-25.
)
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It is enlightening to look at the ideas of some of the
opponents of Tyler's rational model. Arnstein, Eisner, Macdonald,
and Raths have expressed reservations concerning Tyler's concept
and use of behavioral objectives. Arnstein (1964) objected to
prespecified objectives on grounds that they are inevitably
manipulative, and, therefore, are contrary to American ideals of
democracy, as well as the function of education within a democratic
society. Both Eisner (1967a, 1967b) and Macdonald (1965) also
objected to behavioral objectives, not, however, because of the
possibility of manipulation, but, rather, because one cannot know
ahead. As Eisner stated, ends are "reflected upon in retrospect
rather than in prospect" (1967b, p. 279). Raths (1971) dismissed
behavioral objectives on practical grounds; instead he proposed
criteria for worthwhile educational activities centered on values.
Doll (1972) rejected Tyler's model and proposed his own in which
students determine their own goals, activities, and behaviors, a
model which centers on the process of experiencing. Ubbelohde (1977)
rejected Tyler's model and proposed that "intentions and aims
rather than behaviors or actions" (p. 29) should be the focus for
developing curricula. Macdonald (1977) held that value decisions
rather than rational decisions are most appropriate to curricula
development. Mills (1971) feared what she saw as the danger of
becoming locked in the pattern of identification of purposes,
development of learning to achieve the purposes, evaluation to
ascertain the effectiveness of learning experiences, followed by
identification of new purposes, and so on; Mills opts for ambiguity.
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Arnstine failed to see that both democracy and education in
a democracy are behavioral processes directed toward particular
goals inherent to the philosophies of democracy and democratic
education. Prespecified objectives are not, by definition,
manipulative. Eisner's and Macdonald's position that objectives
become known only after instruction has been completed leaves
unanswered the question of how instruction chosen without objectives
can ever achieve, after instruction, the focus which could be
termed "objectives." This is the old story of the monkey hitting
the typewriter keys at random and producing "Hamlet"; it is, to
say the least, highly unlikely. Paths' value statements to support
worthwhile educational activities exactly fit within Tyler's criteria
for behavioral objectives, that is. Paths identifies "both the kind
of behavior to be developed in the student and the content or area
of life in which this behavior is to operate" (Tyler, 1949, pp. 46-47).
And there is nothing contrary to Tyler's model about Doll's goals
to directly involve students inthe process of experiencing. Both
Ubbelohde and Macdonald create false dichotomies by opposing, in the
one case, intentions and aims from behaviors and actions, and, in
the other, reason from values. Mills' fears that Tyler's model
would "encourage rigor mortis " (Mills, 1971, p. 732) are hardly
supported by Tyler's many sources for information concerning behavioral
objectives. Tyler draws upon the learners themselves, contemporary
life outside the school, subject specialists, philosophy, psychology
of learning as well as the five general principles in selecting
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learning objectives which again center on the learners themselves
(Tyler, 1949, pp. 5-43; 65-68). Because Tyler states,
I tend to view objectives as general modes of
reaction to be developed rather than highly
specific habits to be acquired. However, each
curriculum-worker will need to formulate a
theory of learning in which he has some confidence
and use it as a basis for checking his
educational objectives to see that they are
consistent with his theory of learning (p. 43),
his model may well accommodate Mills' concern that curriculum
workers "accept the challenge of struggling with the unknown and
unresolved" (Mills, 1971, p. 735) and pursue uncertainty.
As we have seen, Tyler's model is built on the blending of
information from many sources. He has been strongly critical of
curricula developed from narrow perspectives, especially those
"designed [by subject matter specialists] solely in terms of the
logic of the discipline" (Tyler, 1977, p. 39). In addition to
selecting curriculum objectives which are important for students
to learn in order to live effectively in contemporary society,
are valid in terms of subject matter, and are consistent with the
total educational philsophy of the school, "they should be of
interest or be meaningful to the prospective learners, or capable
of being made so in the process of instruction" (p. 38). He then
added the following:
This does not imply that the interest of learners
and their understanding of the meaningfulness of
educational objectives at any given time are
permanent and do not change. Quite the contrary,
in a particular unit of study although the initial
objectives should be those that students at the
time see are interesting and/or meaningful things
for them to learn, as they go through the learning
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experiences they will broaden and deepen their
interests. As they gain greater understanding
of the relevance of what they are learning, they
will see the meaning of and develop interest in
objectives that stimulate them to further study,
(p. 38)
The view of the importance of supporting the learning interest
and ability of children in contrast to the structure of disciplines
for effective learning to take place is vividly illustrated in an
account by Carini (1977). An old cup was found when children were
digging in the school garden. This conversation ensued between the
two discoverers, ages 9 and 10.
"Hey, here's a cup."
"Say, yeah, some people must have had a party out here
once.
"
"Yeah, and I guess they had a fight, and yeah, that's
how the cup got busted." (p. 17)
Others started looking and digging. The children became interested
in exploring old things, sites, junk, photographs, books. Carini
then made the points:
What did not happen, and what I would suggest
could never happen because of the ages of the
children involved, was an engagement with history
per se. To understand history, even of a place
as close as their own village, is beyond the
conceptualizing powers of children of these ages—
and as it is beyond them it would not meaningfully
interest them. An understanding of history
depends upon the ability to consider the
hypothetical, the possible— a conceptualization
of time that occurs relatively late in development.
The effort to take children's spontaneous activities
and to stretch them to adult concepts generally
succeeds in dulling and nullifying the original
interest of the child and in frustration for both
adult and child. But to grasp the child's interest
in hunting for old objects, the delight in
discovering and bringing to light what is hidden,
in figuring out what might have happened in the
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"olden days" as a place much akin to a fairyland,
suggests to the imaginative adult many ways for
the child to represent and articulate activities.
Through this representation the child builds in
turn a thickness of meaning and experience that
is the rich basis for later conceptualizing and
categorizing, (p. 18)
Here it must be pointed out that neither Tyler nor Carini
separate content from process. The process of learning exists only
as content is learned, and content cannot be learned without
experiencing process. Aquinas (1256-59/1953, p. 85) long ago
warned that teachers cannot stuff their knowledge into students
because particles of the same knowledge cannot pass from one subject
to another. More recently Duckworth (1972) has warned of process
devoid of content: "a set of intellectual processes, a dry,
contentless, set of tools which students can then go about applying"
(p. 230). She continued:
I believe that the tools cannot help but develop,
once children have something real to think about.
And if they don't have anything real to think
about, they won't apply tools anyway. That is,
there really is no such thing as a contentless
intellectual tool. If you have some knowledge
at your disposal then you can try to make sense
of new experiences and new information related
to it. You fit it into what you have. Let me
make it clear that by content I do not mean
verbal summaries of somebody else's knowledge.
I am not urging a return to textbooks and
lectures. I mean a person's own repertoire
of thoughts and actions and connections and
predictions and feelings. Some of them may
have their source in something the child has
read or heard. But he has done the work of
putting them together for himself, and they
give rise to new ways for him to put them
together for himself, (p. 230)
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Duckworth is referring to Piaget's concept of knowledge and
intelligence, that is, knowledge in the broad sense, knowledge
which the person puts into an organized structure which, then,
makes it possible to understand specific information, that is,
knowledge in the narrow sense (Kamii & DeVries, 1977).
Not only are content and process too often separated but
also socioemotional and affective objectives and cognitive objectives
are separated as well (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl
,
Bloom & Masia, 1964).
This is inconsistent with the view of the child as a thinking-
feeling-acting, holistic person. Kamii (1975) and Kamii and DeVries
(1977) have defined educational objectives by putting cognitive
objectives within the context of socioemotional objectives. Examples
of their educational objectives are the following:
Curiosity and initiative in pursuing curiosities
Alertness in putting things into relationships
Confidence to figure things out
Confidence to speak one's mind with conviction
Autonomy and ability to resist what does not make sense
Openness to consider different points of view (Kamii,
1975, p. 236).
In support of this position, Kamii notes Piaget's basic belief
that intelligence develops as a whole by the child's own construction
and that this construction becomes possible only by "the child's
curiosity, interest, alertness, desire to communicate and exchange
points of view, and a desire to make sense out of it all" (p. 236).
She further notes that if, indeed, curiosity, initiative, and
alertness are present in young children, then the more usual cognitive
objectives which are appropriate to the children's cognitive structure
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and levels of development will be learned within the course of
children s experience. This point has great relevance in relation
to instruction.
Before the consideration of instruction, I will conclude this
section on learning objectives and evaluation with a statement by
Lane (1964). "Goals are the crucial aspect of learning. They must
be genuine, real, and attainable. The enduring results of learning
are the feelings, meanings, insights that we accrue" (p. 147).
Instruction and Evaluation
In the model (see Figure 8), "instruction and evaluation" forms
the base for the entire model, connecting with both "skill building
and evaluation" and "learning objectives and evaluation," and
corresponding symmetrically with "environment for learning" at the
top.
At the beginning of Carl Roger's book. Freedom to Learn (1969),
the distinction is made between two general types of learning which
exist along a continuum of meaning. One type is meaningless, for
example, nonsense syllables, not easy to learn but easy to forget.
This would be the case in every learning task for which the learner
has inappropriate or insufficient background to provide context
supportive of the learning task. The second type is "significant,
meaningful, experiential learning" (p. 4). This learning has a
quality of personal involvement, is self-initiated, is pervasive
throughout the learner's entire personality, is evaluated by the
learner, and is, in essence, meaningful because "the element of
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Figure 8. Instruction and evaluation
meaning to the learner is built into the whole experience" (p. 5).
Rogers (pp. 5, 151-155) maintained that teaching inevitably results
in meaningless learning and that meaningful learning results,
not
from teaching, but, rather, from facilitation (pp. 129-144,
157-166)
He summarized some of the guidelines of facilitation as
follows.
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1. The facilitator has much to do with setting the
initial mood or climate of the group or class
experience.
2. The facilitator helps to elicit and clarify the
purposes of the individuals in the class as well
as the more general purposes of the group.
3. He relies upon the desire of each student to
implement those purposes which have meaning for
him, as the motivational force behind significant
learning.
4. He endeavors to organize and make easily available
the widest possible range of resources for learning.
5. He regards himself as a flexible resource to be
utilized by the group.
6. In responding to expressions in the classroom
group, he accepts both the intellectual content
and the emotionalized attitudes, endeavoring to
give each aspect the approximate degree of
emphasis which it has for the individual or
the group.
7. As the acceptant classroom climate becomes established,
the facilitator is able increasingly to become a
participant learner, a member of the group, expressing
his views as those of one individual only.
8. He takes the initiative in sharing himself with the
group— his feelings as well as his thoughts— in ways
which do not demand nor impose but represent simply
a personal sharing which students may take or leave.
9. Throughout the classroom experience, he remains
alert to the expressions indicative of deep or
strong feelings.
10.
In his functioning as a facilitator of learning,
the leader endeavors to recognize and accept his
own limitations, (pp. 164-166)
Coleman (1967/1976) did not divide learning into two types.
relegating teaching to the type which he opposes; however, he went
even further than did Rogers in relation to the validity of
teaching. He maintained "that persons do not learn by being taught.
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they learn by experiencing the consequences of their actions"
(p. 461). Coleman's position recalls Lane's statement, "Learning
is a process of reacting to circumstances. The learner learns
his own reactions" (1964, p. 149).
If teaching results in either no learning or meaningless
learning, what, then, is the value of teaching?
A possible solution to this apparent dilemma can be found
in some remarks made by Piaget:
The question comes up whether to teach the
structure, or to present the child with
situations where he is active and creates
the structures himself. . . .The goal in
education is not to increase the amount of
knowledge, but to create the possibilities
for a child to invent and discover. When
we teach too fast, we keep the child from
inventing and discovering himself. . . .
Teaching means creating situations where
structure can be discovered; it does not
mean transmitting structures which may be
assimilated at nothing other than a verbal
level. (Duckworth, 1964/1970, p. 137)
Reflecting these ideas of Piaget's, D. Hawkins (1965/1970) wrote,
"To teach means to facilitate learning by surrounding the child with,
and helping him into, situations where learning can take place"
(p. 65).
What Rogers calls "facilitation" and what Piaget calls
"teaching" seem to be synonymous. Piaget would probably agree
with Coleman that "persons do not learn by being taught" if that
which is taught are structures, that is, concepts beyond those
which the learner can meaningfully assimilate. However, Piaget
would surely agree with Coleman and Lane concerning the activity
of the learner being central to the learning act.
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Bloom (1976) has developed a theory of school learning which
consists of student characteristics, instruction, and learning
outcomes. There are two types of student characteristics:
cognitive entry behaviors, "the extent to which the student has
already learned the basic prerequisites to the learning to be
accomplished" (p. 10), and affective entry characteristics, "the
extent to which the student is (or can be) motivated to engage in
the learning process" (p. 11). Instruction consists of the learning
task or tasks and a particular set of instructional conditions,
the quality of instruction, "the extent to which the instruction to
be given is appropriate to the learner" (p. 11). The learning
outcomes are the level and type of achievement, the rate of learning,
and the affective characteristics of the learner in relation to
the learning task and the self. The intent of the theory is to
enable one "to predict, to explain, and to modify individual
differences in school learning" (p. 12) so "most students can learn
what the schools have to teach" (p. 1). Thus, Bloom provides another
way to think about Rogers' distinction of meaningful from meaningless
learning.
After extensive review of the literature. Bloom (Chap. 5)
concluded that the characteristics of teachers, classrooms, and
schools have little effect on the learning of students. While
he admitted that this finding may be caused by faults within the
studies, he believes that it is the teaching rather than the
teacher which is central, and it is the environment for
learning
in the classroom rather than the physical characteristics
of the
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class and classroom that is important for school loarning. A
major problem cited is that in many large groups much of the
teacher's time and energy is consumed by managing the students
instead of managing the learning. Interestingly, Bloom found
that the most successful instruction was observed in the work of
an excellent tutor. When one observes a skilled tutor with a
student, one becomes aware of a high degree of mutually directed
action and response, what Gordon (1976, p. 17) refers to as
"ping-pong," a flow of adjustments and accommodations to maintain
the quality of the teaching-learning process. As the size of the
learner group increases it becomes increasingly difficult for the
teacher to maintain this flow. Not only is it difficult to observe
the diverse and often subtle responses of a large group of
learners, but it is almost impossible to successfully differentiate
the varied cues, reinforcement, and participation among the varied
learners without some formal procedures. Bloom found the amount
of active participation (both overt and covert) in the learning
to be an excellent indication of the quality of instruction for
the purpose of predicting and accounting for individual student
learning. He explained this by noting that for participation to
be full, reinforcement (which, unfortunately, he sees an extrinsic
to the learner) must be adequate and effective and cues must be
interesting and meaningful. He did not refer to participation
providing more consequences of action to experience or to react
to.
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One point made by Bloom is of special importance to this
study. He stated (p. 134) that more mature and capable learners
may well be unimpaired by variations in the quality of instruction,
but for the less mature or less capable learners it will be of
grave consequence should the quality of instruction be less than
high. According to Bloom, "if maximum quality of instruction is
provided in the early learning tasks in a series and most of the
learners attain mastery of these learning tasks" (p. 135), then
in the later learning tasks in the series most learners can
maintain mastery even if the quality of instruction is less than
ideal. Thus, he believes initial learning to have long-range
effects.
Although Bloom's theory implies that equality of learning
outcomes, as opposed to equality of opportunity, can be a goal
of education, he does recognize (p. 217) that there are parts of
school programs where equality of opportunity may be preferred to
equality of outcomes. This would seem to be the case with
exploratory and creative learning activities designed to develop
knowledge in the broad sense. However, this does not mean that
learning outcomes for every child are not important. The success
of all instructional activities requires excellence in terms of
quality of instruction. When the learning group is small and
participation is varied and high, the effectiveness of an excellent
tutor can be approached.
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D. Hawkins (1969/1970) also has written on the teacher's
function "to respond diagnostically and helpfully to a child's
behavior" (p. 47) and has described some of the problems which
result from passive students and uninspiring learning environments.
If you operate a school. . .in such a style
that the children are rather passively sitting
in neat rows and columns and manipulating you
into believing that they're being attentive
because they're not making any trouble, then
you won't get very much information about them.
Not getting much information about them, you
won't be a very good diagnostician of what they
need. Not being a good diagnostician, you will
be a poor teacher. The child's overt involvement
in a rather self-directed way, using the big
muscles and not just the small ones, is most
important to the teacher in providing an input
which potentially has much more heft than what
you can possibly get from the merely verbal or
written responses of a child to questions put
to him or tasks set for him. When we fail in
this diagnostic role we begin to worry about
"assessment." (Hawkins, 1969/1970, pp. 47-48)
Both Bloom and D. Hawkins see the same problem, but, while Bloom
seeks for a solution in formative assessment as well as participation,
D. Hawkins wishes to avoid "assessment" and seeks instead for an
increase in the range and variety of overt participation which will
increase the opportunity of the teacher to provide necessary feedback
and correction. 5 D. Hawkins' approach is especially appropriate for
an experiential curriculum for young children.
In discussing the distinction between a theory of instruction
and a theory of learning, Lamm (1976, Chap. 2) stated that learning
^Berg (1977, pp. 120-121) has written eloquently on the
deleterious effect of assessment on children's lives.
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theory is essentially descriptive, that is, it explains or attempts
to explain change" in the individual. However, a theory of
instruction is prescriptive, that is, it forces "a choice between
alternative possibilities" (p. 45). Furthermore, although the
final test of learning, according to learning theory, is measurable
achievement in specific behavior isolated from all other behaviors,
a theory of instruction has as its criterion for evaluating success
"the significance of this achievement for the general development
of the individual" (p. 46). According to Lamm,
the question at issue between the various
schools of education is: What is satisfactory
development? Desired achievements are selected
according to their respective answers to this
question. The mere fact that an acheivement
has been attained is meaningless until the
function of the achievement has a place in the
total process of development, (p. 46)
(From this perspective. Bloom's "theory of school learning" is clearly
a theory of learning rather than a theory of instruction, but
Rogers' guidelines for facilitation is at least a partial theory of
instruction.
)
Lamm identified three major concepts of satisfactory
development which have philosophical and historical importance in
education: that on which imitation in instruction is based, that
on which molding in instruction is based, and that on which
development in instruction is based (p. 58). Each concept of
satisfactory development has its own logic and its own style of
instruction, that is, its own point of view of contents, methods,
and goals.
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He has, also, identified basic concepts of instruction in
terms of direction, process, and means. Because the theoretical
foundation of the food and cooking curriculum supports the
concept of development in instruction, that part of Lamm's conceptual
dimensions of the theory of instruction (Chap. 3) will be reviewed.
In terms of direction, in instruction intrinsic aims control
extrinsic goals (intrinsic aims are seen as process goals, which
support development, extrinsic goals are seen as content goals which
originate in society and culture); the nature of desired achievement
by the student is discovering new principles and testing them; and
the social interpretation of instruction is individuation. This
means that the objectives of instruction are to be determined while
the instruction is actually occurring, "in accordance with the
teacher's sensitivity to his pupil's reactions" (p. 95); desired
achievement includes creativity, self-actualization, autonomy,'
flexibility, a critical attitude, diversity of interests, and
educability; social significance of instruction "means counteracting
the distorting pressures exerted by society on the individual [and]
liberating his unique potentialities" (p. 129).
In terms of process, in instruction the status of the learner
is a unique individual; the status of the contents is the support of
the learner's capacities; the status of the teacher is specialist.
This means that learning is an individual process (as implied in
the above statement concerning intrinsic aims being process
goals),
curricula, instructional methods, and instructional systems
must
be flexible to allow for adaptation to each learner's
specific
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nG6dsi knowlGdgG acts as a raw matGrial with which and by mGans
of which the individual activates his creative drives; by so
activating them, he discovers meaning in his existence" (p. 155),
thus, the role of knowledge is to foster the development of
creativity, subjectivity, and self-awareness.
In terms of means, in instruction the preferred kind of
motivation is self-motivation and self-regulation; the preferred
kind of activities is pupil-initiated; the preferred kind of
leadership is permissive style. This means that humans are innately
active and this activity is involved in exploring the environment
which provides opportunities for learning; the role of teaching is
to organize the environment so pupils will become active in it and
derive satisfaction from the activity itself to enable learning to
take place. Because permissive leadership is a new concept in
education, it seems appropriate to quote some of Lamms' statements
which explain the concept and which suggest some of the benefits
that can accrue to the learner.
Teaching situations are. . .asymmetrical
situations in which the adults have more power
than children. When these adults, because of
a specific consciousness of their role as
educators, renounce the use of their superior
power, permissive leadership results. It
continues to be leadership because it is backed
by authority, but it uses this authority in order
to prevent, as far as possible, outside
interference with the development of those for
whom it is responsible, (p 216)
Development in the spirit of permissiveness is
conceived of as a continuous process through
which the individual actualizes his personality.
At different ages the form and content of the
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individual's self-actualization change, but the
possibilities for experimentation are common at
all stages of his development. . . . The
small child who experiments with choosing for
himself according to his own tastes experiences
satisfaction at one time and frustration at
another. As a result, he learns to make choices,
and, what is more important, he learns to trust
himself to make choices, (pp. 215-216)
In the absence of any external pressure
against which he can direct the resistance
aroused in him by education, the pupil is
obliged to accept his resistance as his own
problem. When he does so, he becomes aware of
himself as a changing and developing being, (p. 217)
Lamm defined instruction as "actions resulting from choices
between contradictory goals and contradictory means, which are
made in accordance with the data of the situation in which the
instruction takes place" (p. 70). He then made the point: "The
first characteristic of instruction is that it takes the actual
state of the pupils to be instructed into account. Any change in
their state obliges a corresponding change in the actions of the
teacher" (p. 71).
There are, according to Lamm, three stages in which the
teacher is forced to make decisions: the stage of preparation,
the stage of implementation, and the stage of feedback (Chap. 4).
Preparation for instruction consists, to use Piaget's terms,
of knowledge in the broad sense, or, in Lamm's terms, experience
as a human being at the diffuse level, as well as experience in the
content to be taught at the specific level. All of this is
evaluated and classified in relation to its educational significance,
keeping to the instructional pattern of development, for encouraging
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creativity. Alternate approaches are considered and included in
the teacher's repertoire of instructional ideas.
It is important that final decisions not be made during the
stage of preparation, for instruction would then invariably deny
the experience of the actual teaching situation. Teachers must
approach instruction as an exploratory situation in which their
prior knowledge of existing possibilities and their sensitivity to
factors operating in the classroom combine to attain their aims.
To know whether or not the teacher has attained the goals,
the teacher must evaluate his or her actions, "which is the
confrontation of intentions and results" (p. 230). If the teacher
finds that the aims were not met and that modification is called
for, the teacher returns to the stage of preparation. Such learning
from one's experience is difficult because of the problems involved
in being objective. Emotional involvement and the particularity
of immediate, concrete, specific experiences are difficult to
transcend. "Objectivization occurs when the teacher translates his
concrete experience into explicit concepts within the framework
of a theory that gives them meaning" (p. 230). However, as Lamm
has stated, "this process of feedback and decision making is the only
way the teacher can improve instruction and foster his professional
growth" (p. 230). (See Appendix A for bibliographic materials on
feedback and evaluation in instruction.)
From this we can see that Lamm's presentation of the concept
on which development in instruction is based is compatible with the
above cited ideas of Rogers, Coleman, Lane, Piaget, and some of the
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ideas of Bloom; indeed they are not only compatible, but Lamm has
placed them in context within a conceptual schema and, in so doing,’
gone beyond them.
Lamm's instruction for development also promotes R. M. Jones'
concept of creative learning. According to R. M. Jones (1968, p.
77), when instruction involves children in content in such a way
that their imaginations are stimulated, their ideas and feelings
are shared, and mastery of their imaginations, ideas, and world-
are developed and strengthened, then creative learning will result.'
He has expressed this by the simple formula "instruction (imagination
+ community + mastery) = creative learning" (p. 77). Creative learning
is the basic learning objective in all instruction for development.
Imagination, community, and mastery also directly relate to B. P.
Hall's imaginal, interpersonal, and instrumental skills.
We have now developed the theoretical foundation, starting
with the child as a thinking-feeling-acting, holistic person who
searches for meaning, and who, in searching for meaning, begins to
develop consciousness. Through consciousness the child views the
world in a particular way and incorporates particular values.
The child's active search for meaning occurs with and through the
child's world view and values, and the child's building of systems,
instrumental, interpersonal, and imaginal skills. This skill
building process is facilitated by the child being in an environment
for learning; and it is sharpened and focused by instruction aimed
toward learning objectives. Through the building of, especially.
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the instrumental, interpersonal, ain;d imaginal skills, consciousness
is developed, the child learns to .feel a part of, and interact
effectively with, the world, and mastery and creative learning are
attained.
This theoretical foundation suggests the following for a
curriculum:
1. In the curriculum, the child will be central, not the
content, the instructorjipr the school administration.
2. The curriculum will support the child's thinking-feeling-
acting as integral to one another and to the child and
will make no attempt to deny, by parceling out one aspect
from the others, either the holistic nature of the child,
or the holistic nature of intelligence.
3. The curriculum will recognize that the child and the
child's world (which includes content and instruction)
are both active rather than passive, complex rather
than simple, and that they directly and simultaneously
act upon each other with mutually directed action and
response.
,
4. The curriculum will recognize that the child intrinsically
and actively explores the environment, and continually
seeks increasing levels of complexity which are stimulating
and understandable. By so^ doing, the child will develop
creativity, self-actualization, and autonomy.
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5. The curriculum supports meaningful ness which is obtained
through the child's own activity and experience.
Meaningful ness comes first through physical existence
and delight, curiosity, wonder, pleasure, security, and
discovery, then through social interaction and self-worth,
belonging, play, competence, confidence, and instrumentality.
6. The curriculum will support an environment for learning
which is flexible, non-static, and evolving, one which
is rich and increasingly complex. The setting will be
open, soft, and complex; it will also contain the element
of hardness to promote activity, problem solving, and
confidence.
7. The curriculum will specify learning objectives, which are
meaningful, genuine, significant, experiential, and
attainable, which are flexible, non-static, and evolving,
which are rich and complex, and which integrate content
and process, the affective and the cognitive.
8. The curriculum will promote instruction which opens and
complicates, which is flexible, and which consists of
actions resulting from choices made during preparation,
implementation, and feedback. This instruction will
promote the development and interaction of imagination,
community, and mastery which will result in creative
learning and development.
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Chapter II has presented the curriculum model, the theoretical
foundation for the curriculum. It has concluded by showing how
the model can lead to the curriculum itself.
George Bernard Shaw offered the cynicism
that "he who can does, and he who cannot
teaches." May I suggest that he who
wants to teach must learn, that he who
learns and continues to learn can teach.
Wordsworth's insight that the child is
the father of the man teaches us that the
learner is the father of the teacher—
and the curriculum, that external organizer
which facilitates the learning process,
is the bridge between the teacher and
the learner. --R. Ekstein
Childhood taste habits never completely
die out. They seem to leave their mark
on us and often dictate the areas that we
are willing to explore or not explore as
adults. That is why I feel, rather
strongly, that children should be exposed
to not only the best foods but also foods
of as many different countries as
possible. --M. Jaffrey
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CHAPTER III
THE CURRICULUM
Chapter III presents the curriculum on food and cooking for
young children. It begins with a detailed discussion of the
environment for learning and the role of the teacher as instructor
(which includes the basic assumptions and aims of the curriculum).
It then presents the activities with raw and processed foods and
cooking with and without recipes (each section of which includes
comments, learning objectives, classroom set-up, tools and
equipment, and activities which illustrate the curriculum).
A discussion of food and cooking in current educational
programs for children and a critical analysis of selected books
on cooking by children for use by children and teachers of
children can be found in Appendix B. Unfortunately, the
literature seems to lack a work on food and cooking for children
which is designed to promote children's experiential learning
and which is also comprehensive, thorough, and theoretically
sound. This study is directed toward providing a remedy for
this situation.
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Environment for Learning and the Role
of the Teacher as Instructor
In addition to the values which are primary at each phase of
consciousness as identified by B. P. Hall, the curriculum is
supported by the following basic assumptions:
1. Trust is highly valued. The absence of trust leads to
alienation and hopelessness.
2. Development is highly valued. The absence of
development leads to stagnation.
3. Intrinsic motivation is highly valued. The absence of
intrinsic motivation leads to extrinsic motivation.
4. Activity is highly valued. The absence of activity
leads to passivity.
5. Curiosity is highly valued. The absence of curiosity
leads to indifference.
6. Openness is highly valued. The absence of openness
leads to narrowness.
7. Alertness is highly valued. The absence of alertness
leads to dullness.
8. Flexibility is highly valued. The absence of flexibility
9.
leads to rigidity.
Creativity is highly valued. The absence of creativity
leads to inertness.
10. Diversity is highly valued. The absence of diversity
leads to monotony.
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11. Community is highly valued. The absence of community
leads to aloneness and isolation.
12. Mastery and competence are highly valued. The absence of
mastery and competence lead to helplessness and impotence.
13. Autonomy is highly valued. The absence of autonomy leads
to dependence.
14. And, to echo R. M. Jones, instruction may lead to
imagination plus community plus mastery, which produces
creative learning. The polar opposite of creative
learning is anxiety, which is produced by imagination
plus aloneness plus helplessness.
Based on these assumptions, the aims are stated as the
following:
1. The children will attain curiosity and delight in direct
and active exploration and observation of foods and
involvement with foods.
2. The children will attain curiosity and willingness to
risk extending beyond the familiar to the unfamiliar.
3. The children will attain openness to make physical changes
and alertness in observation of those changes.
4. The children will attain trust and confidence in developing
skills in use of tools.
5. The children will attain alertness and confidence in
combining imagination and content in the development
of rel ationships and classifications.
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6. The children will attain autonomy and openness to extend
in number and diversity the foods eaten and enjoyed.
7. The children will attain the ability to decenter beyond
the child's own world to develop relations with others
and their worlds.
8. The children will attain openness to experience and
alertness in the identification of relevant attributes
of three-dimensional experiences and translation into
two-dimensional schematics.
These aims can only be met when instruction takes place within
the preferred environment for learning.
To clarify the nature of the environment for learning, I
will begin with an analogy. With automobile travel, there are two
basic approaches to getting from one place to another. The
approaches stem from the purposes of the travel. In one, the
purpose is to get to the destination as soon as possible, to take
the shortest, most direct, and fastest roads possible, avoiding as
much as possible any situations which would cause delay in reaching
the destination. In the other approach, the purpose is to engage
in interesting experiences through exploring the world. In this
approach, reaching the destination is expected and appreciated,
but that is to come after many other kinds of experiences. Instead
of zooming past a road which is unexplored, one turns in to see what
turns up. When approaching a falling rock zone, one stops to look
at the rocks which have fallen, observe the pattern in the rock wall,
and guess which rocks will fall next. When coming upon a deer
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crossing area, one stops and looks for deer prints in the dirt.
One takes the long route and is willing to make it even longer
if there is the possibility of discovering something or creating
something new and interesting. By traveling in this manner, one's
sense of being alive is sustained and extended.
When one is in the role of a cook, as opposed to one who
cooks, the purpose is to get food on the table as quickly and as
easily as possible. If one is concerned with efficiency and speed,
one does not wax rhapsodic about the deep color of egg plant, the
seed pattern of pomegranate, or the number of peas in a pod. The
"cook" might well notice these things, but only for reasons of
collecting data concerning matters which would be critical in
relation to the purpose of getting the task accomplished as
efficiently as possible. The "cook" has no time or mind set for
aesthetic delight or serendipitous adventure. The consequences
affecting task achievement inhibit such activity.
However, one can be engaged in food activities without taking
the role of the cook; instead of being task oriented and efficient,
one can explore foods for stimulation and delight, for discovering
something or creating something new and interesting. Children, by
nature, actively and endlessly pursue the novel in their exploration
of the world to be able to learn more about the world and about
themselves. Children will create a salad and put piles of cheese
in because cheese is fun to grate'. Children will estimate the
number of peas in a pod and then compare the number of peas from
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various pods. Jean, determined to find out if cherry pits would
grow inside her stomach, experimented by lying in the sun with
her mouth open so light would get in. Children will experiment
with hand-cranked food grinders to see what difference the various
sized cutters make when grinding various foods. A child, when
cutting a carrot with a crinkle cutter, will see stairs or a
puzzle and realize that he or she made them. A child who usually
flits from one activity to another will grind flour from wheat
with a hand grain mill, mix and flour to make a dough, knead the
dough, wait by the oven while the dough bakes, then parade the
hot bread so that everyone will see what he made— all by himself.
The preferred environment for learning involves not only
opportunity and support for activity, mastery, delight, imagination,
problem solving, play, invention, and discovery, but also tools
and materials which are safe and interesting and enable children
to have direct impact on the world and to develop skills through
overt participation. The food and cooking content will be used to
support each child's creativity, subjectivity, and self-awareness.
Self-worth, belonging, and competence will be fostered within a
cooperative social environment.
Specifically, children need to be in a relaxed field, where
their basic trust allows them to be comfortable, where they are
protected from physical, psychological, and social risks. This is
a situation in which the children do not feel on the spot, and,
therefore, do not feel that what they do will have a bearing on
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their self-worth in the eyes of others (Wallach and Kogan, 1965,
p. 290). Children then can slowly and comfortably become familiar
with new foods, tools, and activities. Children are not forced to
eat or even to taste. Children are allowed to taste and even
encouraged to taste, but they are neither bribed nor rewarded.
Unfortunately, many children have learned to dislike "vegetables"
by being told they can have ice cream afterwards (Mead, 1973, p. 331).
Although the field is relaxed, it is not static. In addition
to being protective, it is reinforcing to each child at the stage
of present experiences, and of the next stage to which the child
aspires. In this situation, values relevant to the child's current
growth can become internalized (B. P. Hall, 1976, p. 107). For
development to occur within the current stage and also toward the
next stage, each child must be stimulated at increasingly complex
levels related to subsequent demands by the child's environment
(Palmer, 1969). The environment stimulates each child to directly
act upon it and to try to make sense of the confusion (Tyler, 1969,
p. 62). Children create their own psychological order, rather
than a logical order which is systematically arranged (Dewey, 1902/
1960, pp. 25-27), for as Whitehead (1938/1968) wrote, an idea
must be grasped "in the rough before we smooth it out and shape it"
(p. 7). Although the possibilities for a child to invent and
discover must be realized, the situation must be open to the
diversity which each child invents and discovers.
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Children are stimulated through their direct action on food,
action which is repetitive and which helps them come to know for
themselves. Direct action on food begins with the simple and
expands in complexity in relation to motor skills, number of
successive operations, and progress from raw to cooked states.
Children begin in parallel activity and slowly develop into cooperative
activity. Children's activities with food also start with the
familiar (whether the food is processed or raw) and lead toward the
unfamiliar, the "foreign," the "unpleasant." The motor skills
previously developed with a jack-in-the-box are put to use with an
egg beater and extended to a grain mill.
According to Smith and Smith (1966), "the best we can do for
the learner is to provide him with a diversity of sensory experience
and to encourage him to react in diverse ways" (p. 469). Children
are stimulated with diversity in foods, tools, and food preparation
processes. Children are also stimulated by the number of different
food activities they engage in.
Manipulabil ity, indeterminacy of control, multiplicity of
consequences, novelty, and similarity to realistic adult tasks
seem to be qualities of a task process which contribute to the
pleasure children derive from it (R. Sears, 1966a, pp. 44-46). When
children derive pleasure from process activity and when divergent
rather than just convergent thinking is encouraged, intrinsic
motivation seems to be readily aroused (P. S. Sears & Hilgard, 1964,
p. 208). Process activity is not confined to motor behavior, for
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children's intrinsic motivation can lead them toward intellectual
concerns as easily as not. As Ginsburg (1977) comments.
The four-year-old does not know what is
intellectual and what isn't! And supporting
children's intellectual work does not
necessarily mean pushing or training or
drilling. On the contrary, it can mean
fostering just another variety of enjoyable
play. (p. 71)
Although children are often intellectual in their attempts to
understand the world, young children, at least, do not intellectually
and systematically conceptualize their experience. Rather, they
focus their attention and their intelligence on objects. What can
be learned about this object? What can this object do? What can
this object cause another object to do? The child objectifies
experience. When the child creates objects, the child can also
derive pleasure (R. Sears, 1966b, pp. 47-50).
There are two statements which children make that are central
to children's motivation for development. One is the competence/
autonomy-seeking statement: I can do it myself. The second is the
competence/autonomy-affirming statement: I did it myself. The
environment for learning must enable children to make both statements
again and again.
Earlier, it was mentioned that children are stimulated to
move from the familiar to the foreign. As children's food
experiences increase and become more varied, children will be able
to make the foreign familiar. This will be a sign that they have
decentered and extended themselves beyond their previous mind set.
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They have risked venturing forth. They have opened themselves to
a new level of relating to the world.
The teacher is responsible for creating the environment for
learning and for developing a method of instruction which will
help each child meet the developmental, self-actualizing objectives
of the food curriculum. Specific activities are planned and created
by the teacher and each child, with each child initiating the
activities and the teacher providing support and guidance through
permissive leadership. Therefore, this curriculum, which is to
result in the child's creative behavior, learning, and development,
is created through the interaction of the teacher's and each child's
behavior and learning, within the context of the food and cooking
program.
For this to happen, certain conditions are essential. First,
the teacher must be committed to the theoretical foundations of
the curriculum. Second, the teacher must freely choose to adopt
and use the curriculum, realizing that large amounts of dedication,
time, and energy, as well as organizational ability, resourcefulness,
and flexibility will be required. Third, the teacher must have the
school's knowledgeable and understanding support as well as its
protection from those forces of society which envision the school
in terms of corporate management and stimulus-response, input-output,
producer-consumer manipulation (Kliebard, 1971/1977, pp. 609, 622-
623). When these three conditions are met, any other problem
involved in creating an environment for learning and developing the
role of the teacher as instructor are minor and transitory.
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In the instructional situation, the teachermust closely focus
on each child. The number of children directly involved at any one
time ranges from one to four. This allows the teacher to receive
and respond to the varied cues and behaviors which are feedback
from the children. The teacher can, based on this feedback, assess
each child's skills to help the child build on the existing and
burgeoning skills, and provide guidance, questions, and comments
when needed. Often the teacher's most creative and insightful
learnings and understandings concerning the development of children
will occur through reflection and evaluation away from the immediate
situation, after there has been time to ponder and assimilate.
Instruction proceeds by the teacher (a) giving children freedom for
varied and extensive activity, (b) closely observing and listening
to what the children are saying and perceiving the meanings behind
their words while they are engaged in activity, enabling the teacher
to assess their abilities, thoughts, and feelings; (c) providing
guidance through open-ended questions and comments which help
children focus and divert their attention, prolong their thinking
to all relevant stimuli, relate their thinking to past experiences
and’ present knowl edge , discourage impulsive behaviors, and gain
more information which heightens their curiosity and zest for
learning (W. J. Meyer, Note 10; Rohmer, Note 11).
Demonstration by the teacher is to be avoided. Since learning
from a demonstration requires considerably more ability to move
outside of one's self to be able to perceive a situation from
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another's perspective, it is not an effective method of instruction
for young children. As Piaget remarked.
Experience is always necessary for intellectual
development. ... But I fear that we may fall
into the illusion that being submitted to an
experience (a demonstration) is sufficient for
a subject to disengage the structure involved.
But more than this is required. The subject
must be active, must transform things, and
find the structure of his own actions on the
objects. (Duckworth, 1964/1970, p. 138)
The teacher must avoid talking to the extent that children
are unable to concentrate on their activities and learn. Gordon
(1976) labels this behavior the "professor," describing it as
"talking followed by talking followed by talking, without paying
any attention whatsoever to whether anybody is tuned in, responding,
or attending" (p. 178). Rand (1970) quotes a kindergarten child
speaking of an art teacher, '"she doesn't give us art, she just
speeches us. We don't learn nothin'!" (p. 365). Endless talking
tends to be a symptom of anxiety stemming from the teacher's fear
of losing control in the immediate situation. When the teacher
realizes this behavior is occurring, the teacher must first stop
talking, then find out where the children are and reconnect with
them. It may also be necessary to simplify the situation to
re-establ ishthe relaxed field for both the teacher and the children.
It is of paramount importance that the teacher truly respect
children and be genuine in relating to them. Children are not to
be either laughed at or criticized for their "funny" or "absurd"
ideas or behaviors. Children do the best they are able to under the
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circumstances. Besides, sometimes the "craziness," if thought
about, will be seen to make excellent sense (R. M. Jones, 1968,
pp. 55-86; Matthews, Note 12).
Sometimes events themselves are crazy. When this occurs
and the teacher can capitalize on it in a light and playful manner,
wonderful things can occur. This is illustrated in the following
poem:
I shook and shook the ketchup
But it didn't bloop out
So I stamped the bottle
On the table
And a glob shot up
And made a big red splat
On the ceiling.
"Quick, hold your hamburger under it!"
Daddy said.
"Maybe it'll drip." (Jackson, 1974, p. 3)
Formal training, especially verbal instruction, is to be
avoided (Ginsburg, 1977, p. 73). As F. Smith (1975) has stated,
"children cannot be trained or disciplined into learning; nor can
training take the place of learning. Learning is cognitive, and
requires a cognitive involvement" (p. 227). And encouraging
children to memorize will not help.
It is a widely spread opinion that memorizing
will not hurt, that knowledge does not harm.
I am afraid it may. Dead knowledge dulls the
spirit, fills the stomach without nourishing
the body. The mind is not a bottomless pit,
and if we put in one thing we might have to
leave out another. By a more live teaching
we can fill the soul and reserve the mind for
the really important things. (Szent-Gybrgyi
,
1964, p. 1279)
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This curriculum is developmental for children, and it can be
developmental for the teacher. The teacher can begin with familiar
foods, tools, and activities and slowly develop toward the
unfamiliar. But whatever the teacher does must be done with
conviction and relaxation.
Children do not identify with teachers' good
intentions if these are insecurely plied. . . .
It is better for a teacher, looking to try new
methods, to be guided by her sense of comfort
before her sense of duty—at least until the two
show signsof going together. (R. M. Jones,
1968, p. 255)
In addition to the developmental theory, there are certain
aspects of this curriculum which stem from social considerations.
Creative, productive activity by the child is emphasized. Foods
and recipes which are low in sugar are used. The curriculum also
emphasizes the preparation of the various parts of plants (root,
stem, leaf, flower, fruit) and foods from many different cultural
groups throughout the world.
The curriculum is written beginning with raw foods and ending
with cooking without a recipe. However, in practice, the curriculum
must begin where the children are. This may mean that for many
children today the teacher begins by getting a can of vegetable
soup and letting children explore it, identifying the known food
and investigating the unknown foods. This may lead to trying to
recreate that soup by cooking, either with a recipe or by making
it up. Often young children have difficulty accommodating to the
limits imposed by a recipe, and easily and eagerly move into the
freer situation of doing what is interesting and using what is at
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hand. To young children, a wide range of products is considered
a pancake and is yummy. The teacher and the children are to
commence and proceed through the curriculum according to their own
sense of psychological order.
The curriculum is not only designed for children ages 3
through 8, it is designed to be used with the children for the
entire six years from when they are 3 until when they are no longer
8. This is a long time, so teachers do not need to rush, to make
sure that they "cover." Even in six years, it will not be possible
to cover all the possibilities. Rather, the teachers and the
children are to wind their ways in and around and back and over
again, following their own psychologically ordered paths which
change as they change, always going beyond into something else,
even when seeming to stay still, before going on again. There may
be times when food activities take a back seat to other occupations
which capture the children's imaginations or are bought to bear
upon children by others' concerns and expectations.
Since classrooms fortunately consist of more than four children,
it will be necessary to provide other interesting and absorbing
activities in the classroom so the children who are not involved
with food can be actively involved in learning something else and
so the teacher can closely attend to the food activities. This is
one way that the teacher's skills in organization will be used.
Unless this is successful, the teacher's energies will be directed
to organizing the learners rather than assisting children in
organizing the learning.
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Because of the curriculum's inherent flexibility, focus on
physical activity, and subjective and experiential orientation,
it can be used with a wide range of children with diverse
characteristics. Portions of the curriculum have been used
successfully with the diversity of "normal" children, as well as
children with special needs, including those who were mentally
retarded and also those with visual and auditory impairments.
This section on the environment for learning and the role
of the teacher as instructor will close with a quotation from
Prangnell (1969). He had discussed his conception of friendly
objects as "inanimate constructions that support us in our everyday
lives. . .[and which manifest] human relevance" (p. 36). Friendly
objects are designed so that they are immediately useful, capable
of receiving distinguishing marks, and respond directly to the
care we give them (p. 37). He then takes the idea of friendly
object and enlarges it to a grander scale:
If our buildings and cities are made as friendly
objects, they will invite and precipitate our
participation. As friendly objects, they will
have immediate purpose and withheld meaning.
They will stimulate, through participation, our
creative powers which are the basis of growth
in all our activities. If, in all our plans,
we recognize this need to grow as our prime
objective, all aspects of organization and
administration will take their appropriate
and reasonable place, (p. 41)
It may not be too farfetched to view the food curriculum in
this way. The food curriculum invites and precipitates our
participation. The foods, tools, and food preparation processes
have immediate purpose and withheld meaning. They stimulate.
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through participation, our creative powers which are the basis of
growth in all our activities. Recognizing, in all our plans, this
need to grow as our prime objective, all aspects of organization y
and administration will take their appropriate and reasonable place.
Parts of the Curriculum
The curriculum is divided into four parts which relate to raw
foods, processed foods, cooking with recipes, and cooking without
recipes. Each part is presented with discussion and comments
concerning rationale, selection, and use; learning objectives; set-up
of the classroom; tools and equipment; and some examples of classroom
activities developed from the curriculum.
Activities with Raw Foods
In this country there is one food which is more often served
in the raw state to young children than any other. That food is
carrots— raw carrots. Most children like them, they are relatively
inexpensive, and they are available in almost every market
throughout the year. Parents give them to children, and teachers
give them to children. They are the all-time favorite finger food.
Day after day, month after month, season after season, year after
year— they are cut in thin, stick-like shapes, always 2-inches long.
Some years ago it was decided that the most convenient shape for
carrots to be presented to young children was a 2-inch stick. It
is easy to hold. If a child rejects it after chewing on it, there
is not much waste. If a child wants another, well,
being able to
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ask and receive is considered a good experience, especially when
accompanied by "please" and "thank you." I call it the early-
childhood-education-2-inch-carrot-stick.
There is another food which is commonly served in the raw
state to young children, not as common as raw carrots, but certainly
in strong second place. That is celery. How do we tend to find
celery cut? I call it the early-childhood-education-2-inch-celery-
stick. Both celery and carrots are cut the same way and come out
looking, except for color, very much alike. Many children have
eaten many carrot sticks and many celery sticks and have no idea
that celery and carrots are not the same except for name and color.
Many children have never seen a whole carrot or a whole bunch of
celery so that their knowledge of celery and carrots as different
foods of different plants is non-existent. Too many children do
not know that the appearance of carrots and celery can be entirely
different depending on the direction and spacing of the cuts. They
don't know what effects other food tools might have on the shape,
texture and even taste. They do not know that there are many other
foods which they can explore and taste and eat. Too many children
do not know that food can be fascinating to act on, to talk about,
to learn with.
Carrots are an excellent food for children to work with. They
are familiar and enjoyed by most children. They are long, so it
is easy for one hand to hold one end while the other hand holds a
tool to work on the opposite end. They are firm enough to be used
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with many different tools and yielding enough for young children
to successfully use many different tools with them.
Celery is also excellent to work with, as are raw parsnips,
cucumber, zucchini, and, to move to sharper flavors, rhubarb and
daikon, the large, white, Japanese radish. Raw foods with other
shapes, structures, and texture provide other problems to solve,
as well as other possibilities for discovery, learning, and achievement.
Beet (beetroot), fennel (finnochio), kale, broccoli, butternut
squash— representing the basic parts of plants: root, stem, leaf,
flower, fruit—can all be eaten in the raw state.
Many children prefer eating plants raw rather than cooked.
It seems that to all children at a certain age, generally when the
teeth are coming in, a raw carrot feels good, tastes good, and
many children persist in preferring raw foods to cooked. Most
children like the mild, subtle flavors of raw foods and will avoid
the stronger flavors which can come about through cooking.
Of those foods which might possibly be introduced in an early
childhood program in this country, there are some foods in the raw
state which children must not be allowed to eat because of the hazard
of poisoning: chicken and duck egg whites, animal meat, mussels,
oysters, cassava (manioc, tapioca), akee nuts, green persimmons,
green bananas, and legumes, especially kidney beans, soy beans,
lentils, and field beans. Raw white potatoes if they are spoiled
or green under the skin and raw sweet potatoes if they are slightly
damaged or soft are never to be eaten (Conn, 1973, pp. 304-305;
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Dack, 1956, Chaps. 3, 6; Hardin & Arena, 1974, pp. 13, 101, 118-119,
143, 145; Jaffe, 1973, pp. 108-117; Singleton & Kratzer, 1973,
p. 333; Whitaker & Feeney, 1973, pp. 288-289; Wilson & Hayes, 1973,
pp. 409-411).
There are certain plants which are safe to eat raw except for
particular parts which are toxic and are to be avoided: the leaves
of rhubarb and tomatoes, the pits of apricots and peaches, the seeds
of apples and grapes, the peel of mango, and the sprouts of potato
(Conn, p. 303; R. L. Hall, 1973, p. 449; Hardin & Arena, pp. 14,
76-77, 140, 145; Singleton & Kratzer, pp. 324-325, 333).
If any of these foods are brought into the classroom for the
purpose of being cooked, children should not be allowed to taste, and
certainly not eat them. The teacher can calmly make statements
such as the following: "We can taste the chicken after it is
cooked, not while it is still raw." "See the green here? That
means this potato is not safe to eat. Potatoes must be white
under the skin before we can eat them." "Where is a good place
that we could put the bananas until they ripen? They are good to
eat then." "This is cassava. Some people call it manioc. Other
people call it tapioca, because the tapioca that is used for
tapioca pudding is made from this. But it's a complicated process.
It has taken many smart people to learn how to use* manioc, to use
cassava, because, if this is eaten raw, it is poisonous. But after
special things are done with it, it becomes safe to eat. It can
be put into soups, and the soup will be safe to eat. And tapioca
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is safe to eat. Maria, does your mother buy these at the store and
cook with them? Your mother must be very smart to know how to make
good food out of this. Maybe you could learn how she does it and
then show us here at school." These foods must be under the careful
control of the teacher.
Children tend to eat small quantities of raw foods. In the
classroom, amounts of foods are restricted, if only for economic
reasons. Therefore, it is unlikely that any child will eat a raw
food to such an extent that any harm will occur. Although any food
eaten to excess is ill-advised, there are some foods—mango, nutmeg,
cabbage, mustard, kale, brussels sprouts, cauliflower, broccoli,
rutabaga, turnip, cress, horseradish—when eaten raw and to excess
that can be a problem because of the small size of children (Hardin
& Arena, pp. 14, 51, 110-111). But eating to excess is highly
unlikely to occur.
With a few individuals, mainly those of Greek or Italian
origin, eating either raw or cooked fava beans (broad beans, horse
beans, English beans, Windsor beans) can be serious, not because of
excess but because of an inherited enzyme deficiency which results
in favism. However, "the beans may be eaten. . .without danger by
those not carrying this genetic trait" (Hardin & Arena, p. 89).
Certainly in the manner in which foods are presented to
children in this curriculum, major problems are highly unlikely.
With a few simple precautions taken, fresh, sound, clean, raw foods
obtained from reliable sources are good for children to taste and
even to eat.
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For initial experiences with a food, it is important that
the food be as fresh as possible and of excellent quality. Initial
experiences hold great meaning for people and we want children to
react to the food at its best, not second or third best. If the
first time a child encounters broccoli the flowers are gooey through
sitting in a plastic bag too long, we would tend to find the child
not liking broccoli. Our minds work sometimes to our disadvantage;
we would think (and this would be true not only of children but of
adults) not "I don't like broccoli which has gooey flowers, which
was served to me in this place, at this time." Rather, the reaction
is inevitably, "I don't like broccoli." We will in the future,
whenever we encounter broccoli, decide that we do not like it,
irrespective of its quality or condition. This same situation would
occur with any new food in an initial experience if the food were
not of excellent quality.
The impact of initial experience has been well expressed by
Read in his autobiography.
The echoes of my life which I find in my
early childhood are too many to be dismissed
as vain coincidences; but it is perhaps my
conscious life which is the echo, the only
real experiences in life being those lived
with a virgin sensibil i ty— so that we only
hear a tone once, only see a color once, see,
hear, touch, taste and smell everything but
once, for the first time. All life is an echo
of our first sensations. But it is more
complicated than that, for the senses apprehend
not only colors and tones and shapes, but also
patterns and atmosphere, and our first
discovery of these determines the larger
patterns and subtler atmospheres of all our
subsequent existence. (Read, 1963, p. 17)
So, if the carrot bends over, forget it.
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Food of excellent quality is often expensive. Buy it. Only
small amounts are needed at any one time. These are food
experiences, not a feeding program. There is no expectation that
children will stop eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner when this
program begins. For one session, generally one pound of carrots
is enough for a small group of children. A few cucumbers, a pound
of cranberries, half a dozen apples, a rutabaga (Swede)— each
of these would well support a session with many possibilities
for investigation, discovery, and learning. Sometimes, for
fostering comparison among various foods as well as comparison
among various methods of preparing the same food, it will be
necessary to purchase larger quantities.
All foods to be eaten raw are to be clean. In this day
and age we are especially aware of the relativeness of this term.
When we are involved with young children, "clean" is even more
relative. One encourages children to scrub raw fruits and other
parts of plants (everything which can withstand scrubbing) in
fresh, clean water and to carefully rinse the delicates, such as
raspberries. Plants which tend to be sandy, such as asparagus,
spinach, lettuce, radish, strawberries, beets, and beet greens,
should be sloshed about in a deep basin of warm water. (This
water should feel hot to young children, but not be so hot they
cannot put their hands in it. In other words, it is to be warm
according to any adult who has had experience washing dishes by
hand.) If the basin of water is deep enough, the water is warm
enough, and the sloshing slows down and stops, the sand will settle
at the bottom of the basin. Gently lift the foods out of the
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water and put them in something clean. Throw out the water and
rinse the basin. Repeat the entire procedure. Assuming that one
is dealing with more food than sand, the food will now be clean
and not a bit wilted from the heat. Foods which have been waxed
with toxic chemicals to protect against decay, discoloration, or
spoilage should be vigorously scrubbed in hot water with detergent
and thoroughly rinsed or, and this is generally preferable, be
removed of all of the outside surface. Foods which are commonly
waxed include cucumbers, peppers (bell peppers, sweet peppers),
rutabaga, apples, and citrus fruits. Of course one tries to get
foods which have fallen on the floor disposed of or washed before
being eaten. But if a child should eat some food which is not as
clean as one would prefer it either for oneself or for a child,
remember that one aim is for children to eat and enjoy their eating;
this is no time to be over-fussy. Relax. Learning not to eat
food which is not clean is social learning, and children will learn
it eventually.
Today, supermarkets carry an abundance of raw foods. One is
not greatly limited by using only the raw foods available there.
However, in recent years there has been renewed interest in eating
wild foods. There is danger from poisoning from many wild plants.
Unless one can positively identify the wild plant, and one knows
that the wild plant is absolutely nontoxic, one should not allow a
child to taste the plant. Leaves, berries, roots, flowers—none of
these should a child be allowed to sample unless the child is
capable of knowing, and then knows exactly what is being eaten and
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that it is nontoxic. The potential hazards are too great to play
around with wild foods in a state of ignorance. It is better to
avoid the wild plant which might be harmless and delicious than to
suffer the pain of toxic poisoning. Observing plants that dogs
and birds eat and selecting only those is certainly no guarantee of
avoiding trouble, as any veterinarian will attest. If one must
venture outside of food markets, go with the excellent book by
Hardin and Arena (1974). Even then, exercise caution and common
sense. Day lilies picked from roadsides may contain toxic materials
from sprays to control weeds, road surfacing oils, and automotive
exhaust residues.
Occasionally, some markets (usually independent stores rather
than chains) will sell wild foods. If the management can be treated
and the foods are of excellent quality, they may be purchased.
Learning Objectives
1. The children will attain curiosity and delight in direct
and active exploration and observation of foods and
involvement with foods.
2. The children will attain curiosity and willingness to risk
extending beyond the familiar to the unfamiliar in the
direct and active exploration and observation of foods
and involvement with foods.
3. The children will attain curiosity and openness in actively
creating physical changes in raw foods and alertness in
observing of those changes.
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4. The children will attain trust and confidence in developing
skills in the use of food tools with raw foods.
5. The children will attain alertness and confidence in
combining imagination and content in the development of
relationships and classifications.
6. The children will attain autonomy and openness to extend
in number and diversity the raw foods eaten and enjoyed.
Set-up of the classroom . For working with raw foods with
success and ease, the classroom set-up needs to include three
things: a place for hand and food washing, a place for working,
and a place for washing the equipment.
If there is a low sink which children can easily use, it
should be used. If there is not, it is easy to set up a hand washing
area. Four or five stations are needed: (a) a dish for the soap
(bar soap seems to work most successfully), (b) a basin of warm water
for washing, (c) a basin of warm water for rinsing, (d) a stack of
towels, and (if the towels are single use) (e) a container to put
the used towels. These five stations can be set up in sequence from
left to right on a long table or on five chairs placed side by side
with their backs against the well or a partition. Also, the
stations can be set up on a table with the children walking around
the table. The chairs can even be placed back to back with the
children walking around them. Or if tables and chairs are in short
supply, one or two wagons can support the stations.
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An additional basin of warm water is needed for washing the
raw plants. A variety of small brushes are to be available for the
children to use for scrubbing. The food washing station can be
placed near but apart from the hand washing stations, or it can be
placed either between the rinse basin and the stack of towels (so
that the sequence would be soap, wash water, rinse water, food wash
water, towels, towel disposal, food wash water). The stations
should be arranged so that they make sense to the children and fit
with the specific overall spatial situation.
The various basins of water should be placed on absorbent
materials, such as old cotton blankets, towels, or diapers. Underneath,
plastic sheeting or an old (but clean) plastic shower curtain should
be placed to protect the table, chairs, or wagon.
A sturdy, moderately small table is needed for the food
preparation activities. If the table is round and the cutting boards
are rectangular, there is plenty of space between the children, but
physically assisting a child across the table may be a problem. If
the table is rectangular, the cutting boards (and therefore, the
children) may get too close to ensure safety, but it will be easier
for the teacher to assist a child across the table. It is possible
to have children at two small rectangular tables placed at a right
angle with the teacher seated on the outside of the angle, but this
is difficult for observation and supervision and is not recommended.
Two large, round tables placed together is impossible, and, although
some teachers attempt to cope with the problems this arrangement
creates, this is dangerous and is to be completely avoided.
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At a rectangular table, the following seating arrangements
are recommended. With one child, the child can sit at one end of
the table with the teacher sitting on the side to the child's
right, if the child is right-handed, or to the child's left, if
the child is left-handed. With two children, the additional child
can sit across from the teacher. With three children, the third
child can sit on the side next to the second child. With four
children, the fourth child can sit on the side next to the teacher.
Also, it is recommended that the least capable children sit in
positions one and two, the most capable children sit in positions
three and four, and the tools which require the most supervision
be used by the children in positions one and two, the tools which
require the least supervision be used by children in positions
three and four. It will not, of course, always be possible to have
each child with the appropriate tool in the appropriate position.
(To add another factor, on the side across from the teacher, there
will be problems if a left-handed child is sitting on the right of
a right-handed child.) However, if the teacher keeps this seating
arrangement in mind and makes use of it when the need arises, there
will be greater assurance of observation, supervision, and safety.
As the skills of all four children reach a level of competence, they
can sit two to a side with the teacher sitting at the end.
At a round table, the least capable children and the tools
which require the most supervision can be nearest the teacher; the
most capable children and the tools which require the least
supervision can be on the other side of the table.
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A special place for washing the cutting boards and tools and
for holding the sponges for cleaning the table helps the children
to realize the importance of using clean rather than dirty water
to clean with. This area can be set up similarly to the hand washing
area, however, the stations are fewer in number and somewhat
different in function. The stations needed are, in order of use,
(a) a scraper with a basin to scrape food bits into from the cutting
boards, (b) sponges, scrub brushes, and a basin of soapy, warm
water for washing, (c) a basin of clear warm water for rinsing, and
either (d) a rack for drying the boards and tools, or (d) a pile
of clean dish towels, (e) a rack for holding the boards and tools,
and (f) a container in which to put the used towels.
Paper towels, sponges, dust pan, brush, broom, and a plastic-
lined waste basket help the children and the teacher clean the
floor in the food area.
Though all of these areas with all of their stations may seem
needlessly elaborate, it is easy for the children to learn the
various healthful and safe procedures which are involved. Because
of the clarity of this environment, most children enjoy following
these procedures. Typically, after a few times, it is the children
who remind the teacher to wash.
Tools and equipment . Cutting boards serve two main purposes.
One, the cutting board provides a safe surface to cut against.
Two
the cutting board delineates the space for each child in
the food
activity.
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We have already discussed how the teacher begins working with
one child. When the teacher has developed feelings of confidence
in the situation and the one child has gained some skills and
mastery, a second child can be added. The teacher then places
another cutting board on the table to indicate a space for another
child. This process continues until the teacher feels effective
with the present number, but unable to effectively interact with
additional children. This would probably be either three or four
children in total and perhaps fewer, depending on the overall
classroom situation. The number of children allowable at any one
time is indicated by the number of cutting boards placed on the
table. Therefore, a classroom would need no more than four cutting
boards and possibly fewer than four.
All the food that the child is working with stays on that
child's cutting board except for those foods which are placed in a
dish. This means that all food is kept off the table surface
itself. The children are instructed to cut down toward the cutting
board. Children also need to be instructed that it is all right
to cut the cutting board— that it will not hurt the cutting tool,
and it will not hurt the board. Some children have been so
well-trained not to damage the "furniture" that it requires
considerable reorientation on their part to allow themselves to
make full use of the cutting board.
Even though wooden cutting boards are least expensive and
easiest to obtain, they should not be used in the classroom.
Keeping them so clean that they do not harbor micro-organisms is
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an impossible task, especially in a classroom with young children.
Boards of plastic, ceramic, or rubber should be used. Some of the
plastics and ceramics have smooth surfaces which become slippery
very easily. The polyethylene and the rubber with a roughened,
pebbly surface are far less apt to cause a child to slip, and are,
therefore, recommended. These are expensive. Planning is suggested.
Kami i and DeVries (1978) have developed a rationale for
selecting activities for preschool children (3- and 4-year-olds),
which, as is true of food and cooking activities, involve changes
in objects.
In selecting activities involving changes in
objects, a rule of thumb is to consider the
objects that primitive people could act upon.
Electricity and machines run by electricity
were not invented until later in history.
The history of science can thus serve as a
guide as to what is probably appropriate for
preschool children. In primitive times,
people were interested in cooking, plants,
animals, and art. Just as these people
structured their observations, young children
learn about the properties of objects and
living organisms and their interactions by
acting on them and observing the regularity
of their reaction. For example, in kindergarten
classes, we find each fall several children
who think that a leaf found on the ground will
grow if it is planted and watered. If we want
to nurture an experimental attitude, we must
encourage such children to act on the object
to test their hypotheses, (p. 11)
It is such direct experiences with foods which are here proposed,
and food tools which provide direct action are emphasized. But it
will be recalled that this food curriculum is intended for children
ranging in age from 3 to 8, and some electrically powered food tools
will be considered.
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Many food tools can be used effectively by young children.
However, the tools must be of excellent gual ity, sturdily constructed,
and designed in ways which facilitate children's use (stainless
steel is helpful, here). They should perform excel lently— that is,
knives should have full tangs and be sharp, cleavers should be
heavy and solidly built, grinders should be sturdy and well-adjusted.
Left-handed children will be helped by tools designed for their use.
After the tool has been obtained, the teachermust thoroughly
know that tool. What parts of the tool would be safe in use by
young children? What parts of the tool would be unsafe in use by
young children? How can young children be helped to use the unsafe
parts in ways so that it is safe and they are safe? How many unsafe
uses can be thought of when the tool is used with various foods?
Unless the teacher has thoroughly searched for the answers to all
of these questions before allowing a child the use of the tool,
the teacher will be at a severe disadvantage and the child may be
needlessly injured.
Even though tools are designed for specific uses, children
use tools in many different ways. One reason this is so is that
children have to learn how to use the tool, and this learning
comes about through experimenting with different ways to use it.
Also, children are free in invention; they delight in exploring
all the different possibilities they can conceive of.
The teacher needs to exercise restraint in giving direction
and focus attention on observing and assessing the child's skills.
n
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The teacher must determine the child's level of mastery which is
only possible when the child is allowed the freedom to use his or
her skills. However, the teacher is there, attentive, and available
for any needed guidance. The key word to remember is guidance,
not demonstration. The child is the one who needs to learn to
master the tool. Learning from watching a demonstration is
exceedingly difficult for young children who learn from experiencing
the results of their own behavior. Therefore, it is a child's own
action which must be involved.
The child should be told what he or she is doing correctly.
The elements of the tool and the food which he or she needs to be
aware of to do the job safely and successfully need to be pointed
out. If the child is doing something that is really dangerous, it
must be stopped, either by holding the hands or by taking the tool
away. Simple explanations with as few words as possible are most
helpful. The child can then try again.
If the child purposefully uses the tool in a dangerous manner,
the tool must be taken away immediately. The teacher, in a calm,
firm, supportive voice, can use such words as: "No, you may not
do that. It is dangerous. You can use the knife (or whatever) only
to cut the carrot (or whatever). Do you want to cut the carrot?"
When the teacher senses that the child does want to use the tool
properly with the food and also feels the child is able to do it,
then, and only then, does the teacher return the tool to the child.
The child can either sit at or near the table and observe or move
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to another activity. The teacher must be in control of the child
and the situation if, and when, the child is unable to maintain that
control
.
Are there times when a child should not be allowed to use
food tools? Yes. Such situations are of three general types.
First, there are times when the child's impulse control is seriously
weakened to the extent that using a food tool might well be
dangerous to the child as well as to other children and the teacher.^
Second, there are also times when the child is ill and, for health
reasons, must not be allowed to work with food. Third, there are
those situations which are created by the teacher's inability to
p»^ovide necessary supervision. This would, surely to no one's
surprise, include those times that the teacher has planned and is
involved in activities other than food. It would also include those
times during food activities when a worker arrives to fix the water
heater, the local service club arrives with its donation of toys,
the fire alarm sounds, the teacher must go to the toilet, or is called
to the phone. At such times, the tools must be taken away from
the children. The teacher calmly explains why the tools must be
removed for a few minutes, and that they will be returned to each
child. The teacher then takes all the tools away, does what needs
to be done as quickly as possible, returns to the food activity
table, giving each child the opportunity to continue with the tool
that each child was previously using. The point is that when
&See A. Freud (1965, Chap. 3) and Wolfgang (1977).
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children are working with food tools, the teacher is to be there to
provide guidance as it is needed and to help prevent any major
accidents from occurring. This is not a suitable time for the
teacher to clean the closet.
Are there ever times when it is safe for some young children
to work with food tools without supervision? No. However,
supervision can vary by degrees of intensity.
Working with food and food tools is much like working with
wood and wood tools. The teacher does not introduce the activity
until the children have developed trust and security in the school
setting and the teacher has developed basic controls. Then the
teacher introduces woodworking with extra soft wood, a hammer, and
some sturdy common nails; the teacher is right there, observing,
supervising, using questions and comments to help the child focus
attention and develop the knowledge and skills to make it possible
to succeed with more complex materials and tools. As the child's
skills develop— skill s with each material and each tool— the teacher
can begin to provide some supervision of another nearby activity.
However, the child (or, more likely, the children) engaged in
woodworking are still being supervised. The difference is that the
child's skill development is now such that the child has internalized
many of the extrinsic controls which the teacher had previously
supplied; the child knows that this development has occurred and the
teacher knows it, too. But when the child moves on to a new challenge
which is potentially dangerous, the teacher moves closer to better
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observe and to provide more immediate supervision as it is needed,
then moves farther away when the child has once again developed
intrinsic controls.
That is the way it is with food and food tools. Not: with
supervision or without supervision. Rather: more supervision or
less supervision, less intrinsic control and more extrinsic control
or more intrinsic control and less extrinsic control. There needs
to be a balance. The child takes the lead. The teacher supports.
All of this happens slowly and it happens individually. Efforts
to speed the process do not seem to be helpful. Howard Lane used
to remark that you don't get a frog sooner by cutting off the tadpole's
tail. Food activities are more complex than woodworking activities
and take more time for competence to be achieved. However,
children do learn, and they do develop. Teacher's support will, at
some time, become background. But the children and the teacher
will mutually develop their own sensitivities and cues which will
signal their own needs and responses. That cannot be written here.
What is written here is a description of how teachers and children
can begin.
The following will provide information concerning tools which
children can use effectively, safely, and productively with raw
foods. The first category is hand tools.
1. Knives . Children need to visually distinguish the cutting
edge (which is thin and sharp) from the back of the blade (which
is thick and dull), and this needs to be done accurately and quickly
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to insure that, in cutting, the cutting edge is always toward the
cutting board. Should it then be necessary to exert additional
pressure to cut completely through a food, the fingers of the
hand which had been needed to stabilize the food can be safely
pressed on the back of the blade. One hand is always on the
knife handle. If, however, the child mistakenly attempts to cut
with the back of the blade, the difficulty in cutting may be
great, which will tend to increase the child's desire to provide
extra pressure on the knife. Should that pressure be provided
by fingers pressing on the blade, the results could be unfortunate.
Children can learn to hold a knife correctly; most children learn
it rapidly and with ease. However, the teacher must believe that
this is a skill that a young child is capable of learning and
be willing to help the child focus attention on the critical
aspects of the tool and how those aspects relate to the task. This
is one-on-one activity, not a group task.
There are three basic knives which are helpful to have: a
paring knife, a serrated fruit and vegetable knife, and a large
chef's knife. With the serrated knife, it is easy for the child
to distinguish the serrated cutting edge from the back of the
blade. The serrated cutting edge makes it easy to cut through
skins and peels. The chef^ knife allows children to work with
larger and firmer foods. With this knife children will sometimes
find that they have better leverage when they are standing. (It is
not necessary to always be seated when working with foodsj Because
of the short blade of the paring knife, sometimes children
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misjudge the length of it and cut too close to the hand which is
holding the food. This is more apt to happen with spherical
foods, such as an orange than with long foods, such as zucchini.
As far as table knives and plastic knives are concerned, they
are fine for spreading softened butter and mustard.
Children well-know that knives are dangerous. They know
that a knife is an adult tool. With few exceptions, they treat
it with the utmost respect. They also see that the teacher treats
them with respect to allow them to use a knife and, especially, to
stay with them to help them learn to use it safely and skillfully.
An additional word of caution: It is important that knives
be sharp. Contrary to what many people think, a dull knife is
dangerous. With a dull knife, extra force is required, and the
blade tends to slip from the point where the child wants to cut.
A sharp knife requires less pre-sure and is easily and effectively
handled. With proper precaution you will not be endangering children.
2. Peelers . Children work very successfully with swivel-
action peelers. The most commonly found type has the blade on a
rod which extends within the handle. This type can be used equally
well by both left- and right-handed persons. Another swivel -type
(from France) has a swivel blade which goes across a framework
reminiscent of a sling shot. A third type (from West Germany) has
a shape reminiscent of a tooth brush with the swivel blade placed
where the bristles would be. This model comes with a sturdy
plastic screw which allows the swivel blade to be placed for
either
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right- or left-handed persons. The second model is used by placing
the peeler on the food and pulling it toward the body with full
arm motion. Adults tend to use the first and third models, using
the thumb to steady the food, by drawing the peeler toward the
thumb. However, this technique is not safe for young children.
Children should hold the food with one hand and the tool with the
other, moving the tool away from the holding hand and toward the
cutting board, or away from the body, in a shucking motion.
There are also peelers with stationary blades. They are
easier to use on a basically flat surface, such as a cucumber,
than on, say, a potato with many and deep eyes. There is one
peeler designed for left-handed adults which is suitable for
right-handed children to use with the shucking motion.
It may, perhaps, be necessary to point out to a child which
side of the blade does the cutting. But even with that knowledge,
a child will occasionally want to rub the food with the non-cutting
side of the peeler. This is a safe and pleasant enough activity.
Some children will peel a bit and then begin eating. Some will
peel completely around the food and others will keep the peeler on
one path and peel away until there is nothing left but thin strips
of food.
As tools go, these peelers are quite safe. However, the
cutting edges are sharp; this should be known and respected. When
the cutting edges become dulled, peelers cannot be sharpened.
Throw them away and get new, sharp ones. Dull peelers are dangerous.
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3. Kitchen shears
. Kitchen shears are now made with a variety
of handles. If it is possible to borrow the various types to try
out in the classroom, it will then be possible to make a better
choice of purchase. (Good quality but ordinary scissors, well-
cleaned, will do very well for some tasks.) Shears enable children
to safely accomplish many cutting activities which the child is
not yet able to manage with a knife, such as mincing parsley,
lettuce, spinach, and other leafy foods, even Chinese pea pods.
Bulky, hard foods are not suitable for cutting with shears. Also,
the children need to be conscious of where the other hand is in
relation to where the scissors are. Scissors have a way of creeping
up on an unwary finger. Because children tend to perceive of
scissors as an "ordinary" child's tool, they tend not to take
special precautions.
4. Graters . Graters do a lot of work fast and children
enjoy using them. Some graters produce only one type of cut. Others
have three or four different cutting surfaces which cut foods
differently. What is so interesting to children is the different
results which come about through the use of different grating
surfaces. There are two basic types of activities involving graters.
The first type is to take one food, a carrot, for example, and
explore the many different ways that the various grating surfaces
will change the form of the carrot. The second basic type is to
take a single grating surface and see what impact this surface
has
on a wide variety of foods, for example, carrot, grapes,
potato,
lettuce, cauliflower, banana, and lemon.
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Some graters are made so that they are kinder to straying
knuckles than others. (Occasionally, a child will need to be
reminded to grip the food farther away from the surface being
grated. ) Most graters are made of metal but some are made of
sturdy plastic. Almost every grater is designed so that the food
is grated by being moved in only one direction across its surface.
When a child's fingers are moved across the grater surface in that
direction it will feel rough and slightly sharp; when fingers are
moved in the opposite direction, the grater just feels bumpy. With
almost every grater, the back side of the grating surface is
perfectly safe, so that a child can scrape the food off the
underside without fear of being cut.
5. Mincers . A mincer is a type of knife with a curved blade.
Many mincers have only one blade, but some have multiple blades
set parallel one to the other. (There is even a mincer designed
for parsley and chives which is a series of closely spaced cutting
discs which are to be rolled back and forth.) Most have one
handle, but the Italian mezzaluna has two; in all mincers the
handles are above the cutting surface. Since they are to be used
with a back and forth, rocking motion, and it requires both hands
for a child to use it in that way, hands are well out of the way
of the cutting surface. Often a child will want to use it with a
chopping motion and that should be stopped immediately. Chopping
often causes the food pieces to fly into the air and land away
from the cutting board. This action by the food can easily
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stimulate a child to random and uncontrolled behavior. The rocking,
mincing motion is easy for a child to learn to control; the
chopping motion is not. The smaller mincers can be used in a
wooden bowl as well as on the cutting board. Mincers are not
safe to cut a whole carrot or a whole onion. They are designed
for making small pieces of food tiny.
6. Crinkle cutter . Children call this kind of knife by many
names: crinkle cutter, wavy cutter, bumpy cutter, french fry cutter,
beet cutter, corrugated paper cutter. This is a knife which has a
handle arrangement similar to that for the single-handled mincers.
And, as with the mincers, children use both hands to hold one. Here
the blade is flat on bottom but wavy so that it strongly resembles
the wavy part of corrugated paper. When a cut is made with the
crinkle cutter the food has a distinctive, wavy surface. Most of
the models have blades two to three inches long. One model has a
blade seven inches long.
Children use this tool not only for cutting but also for
scraping and peeling. One child made short, chopping motions, as
if "tenderizing" the rhubarb. Some children have learned that if
they turn a carrot while slowly cutting downward, a circular twisting
pattern is created, somewhat like fiddleheads. Children delight in
this tool. They like the different shapes that they can create with
it. They are excited to learn that they can reassemble foods cut with
this tool as if the food were a puzzle. Some children, by holding the
food cut with this tool on the diagonal, see the pattern resembling
stairs. This tool makes the ordinary special.
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7. Apple and pear corer and slicer . This tool is used by
placing the apple or pear on the cutting board so that the core
is in vertical position, centering the cutting circle directly
over the stem of the fruit and pressing the tool down, with both
hands, toward the cutting board. If the movement of the center
circle of the tool followsthe direction of the core, then the
core will be separate from the rest of the fruit, and the fruit
will be cut into wedge-shaped slices. Some models cut the fruit
into eight slices, some into twelve. Children are fascinated by
what this tool can do. Looking at the tool you see a small circle
of metal which is almost flat, but this circle produces something
which is not flat at all, but long and round. This tool always
produces the same number of slices, no matter which child uses it,
no matter what time of day it is, or whether it is rainy or sunny.
This is a tool to think about.
One thing about this tool is that the market is flooded with
models which are not particularly sturdy. If a child uses one of
these on an especially firm apple or small turnip or a lemon, the
metal cutting edges may bend or come apart from the frame. The
teacher should test this to ensure that the model is sturdy before
giving it to children for their exploration. Potatoes and zucchini,
as well as apples and pears, stimulate fascinating questions and
comments by children.
8. Cleaver . Some raw foods are so hard or so tough or so
big or so awkward to manage— for example, the various winter squashes,
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sugar cane, pineapple, rutabaga, sugar beet, celeriac— that to use
a knife, even the chef's knife or any of the other previously
mentioned tools, to try to cut them invites danger. To be able
to maintain control is difficult for an adult, impossible for a
young child. For this job, a strong, solid, heavy, sharp cleaver
is needed.
Now choosing a cleaver instead of a knife may seem like
going from the pan into the fire. Certainly cleavers are formidable.
And certainly cleavers require special precaution. But just as
certainly, young children—even 3-year-olds—can learn and exercise
the necessary precautions, and safely and successfully cut through
hard, tough, big, and awkward raw foods.
Because a cleaver is heavy and the handle is thick, children
must have both hands on the handle. Therefore, neither hand will
accidently be in the way when a child is trying to cut. Some
children with tentative grips will need to be aided in learning
how to grasp the handle firmly to maintain control. This learning
can be facilitated by the teacher trying to pull the cleaver out
of the child's grasp; most children develop this skill quickly.
Since the cleaver is not designed for mincing motions, children
need to stand to allow for a full arm swing (but absolutely no
swings from behind or over the head). When a cleaver is being used,
only the child with the cleaver is at the table at that time.
The teacher is standing by, helping the child to be in control.
Foodswhich are basically spherical and tend to roll around
a bit (true of some melons as well as acorn squash and rutabaga)
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need to be set up in such a way that the rolling is stopped.
Concentrating on a still target is enough of a challenge; chopping
around, hoping sometime to chop where the traveling food happens
to be. is courting disaster. Keeping the food still on the cutting
board can easily be accomplished by twisting together a few double
sheets of newspaper and forming them into a ring or nest into
which the food neatly fits. With this stabilizing support, the
child can focus attention on safe and effective use of the cleaver
without needing to be concerned with where the food might go to
next.
Even with a sharp, heavy cleaver firmly held and accurately
aimed with full -arm motion by a standing child (or, even, by an
adult), sometimes the cleaver does not go completely through the
food. This problem can be dealt with in one of two ways. Whichever,
both hands stay on the cleaver handle. If the cleaver is wedged
into the food, the child keeps both hands on the handle, lifts the
cleaver with the food clinging to it and brings the cleaver and
food down sharply on the cutting board, thus continuing to cut
through the food. This process is repeated until the food is
completely cut. Should the food fall or freely separate from the
cleaver, the child keeps both hands on the cleaver and aims the
next cut at the previous cut or where the child wants the cut to
be. This process is repeated until the food is completely cut.
In no case is the child to use a hand to pry the food from the
cleaver blade. If the food is completely cut and small pieces
remain on the cleaver, the cleaver blade can safely be wiped on
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the front edge of the cutting board as long as (a) the child is
standing and (b) the child's two hands are firmly holding the
cleaver by the handle.
Why? Why do any of this? The child's sense of autonomy and
competence is tremendously strengthened from actively and
successfully coping with a difficult task. The child's sense of
confidence in his or her developing skills is greatly enhanced.
The child's sense and awareness of the teacher's respect, support,
and permissive leadership is developmental ly rewarding. The child's
feelings of mastery in problem solving further his or her trust in
the world of things. The child's feelings of trust in the world
of things further his or her trust in those people who support this
development.
9. Miscellaneous hand tools . There are many hand tools which
children enjoy using and can use safely and successfully, only a
few of which are listed here. Apple corer: it may first be
necessary to cut a thin slice off the bottom of the apple with a
knife to make it sit still and straight on the cutting board, and
a thin slice off the top of the apple so the apple corer penetrates
more easily. Double melon-ball cutter: this will make two sizes
of balls of melons, bananas, apples, squash, pumpkin, daikon,
cucumber, and other foods as well as be used as a scoop and scraper.
Butter curler: this knife (bent so it resembles a shepherd's
crook) apparently curls butter, but, more interesting to children,
it cuts anything softer than coconut meat and is the
perfect tool
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for taking the seeds out of concave surfaces such as a tomato,
half a cucumber, or half a muskmelon. Citrus reamers: these
come in a design made of wood (from Mexico and also Greece) to
be held in the hand and, more commonly, of glass, metal, or
plastic, to rest on a table or, of metal or plastic, on a cup;
some are designed to separate the juice from the pulp and seeds.
Whisk: these come made of tinned-steel, stainless steel,
birch-twig, bamboo, and wood and are usually beautiful; also they
are just the thing for mixing liquids and beating egg yolks.
Tomato slicer: this is a large rectangular frame with thin
serrated metal blades which simultaneously make thin slices of
moderately soft foods.
Gadgets are getting easier to find. Try them out. They all
help children develop their skills and coordination and increase
their understanding of transformations.
10. Holding tools . Some foods are so small that they are
difficult to hold by the hand while a tool is being used on them.
The solution: use a holding tool. The most familiar is the two-
or three-tined, short-handled utility fork. There is an onion
holder (from the U.S.) which resembles an Afro hair comb and is
designed to hold an onion while being sliced and even finely
chopped. There are two forks, the tines of which are not in a
straight line but, rather, in a triangle: one (from Austria) is
especially sturdy and is for potatoes, the second (from Norway)
is for pickles. All of these tools will hold many foods
in addition
to onions, potatoes, and pickles.
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Th6 n6xt cdtGgory is niGchdnicdl tools. ThG introduction
of mechanics into food tools shifts the child's action away from
the direct to the indirect. Mechanical tools bring the perplexing,
magical world to a child in a form which is confined and a bit
approachable. This provides a wedge into the forces of the world
which are beyond the child's comprehension. For the child's
environment does not consist solely of clear, immediate, predictable
cause and effect relationships.
To a child (and for most adults) the world is full of magic,
that is, events occur which are not subject to any type of control
by a natural power. The world to a child is controlled by three
forces: (a) the child; (b) other people, all of whom are big,
strong, powerful, and infinitely competent; and (c) magic, which
can include God. Of the three forces, the first, the child as a
force in the child's own world, is perceived by the child as almost
totally lacking in power. The power is perceived as being invested
in other people and in magic. As the child develops control and
confidence, a sense of autonomy and power are also developed. The
child becomes competent through the building of instrumental,
interpersonal, and imaginal skills, and through the development of
consciousness from the view of the world as a mystery to the view
of the world as problem solvable by physical and social action.
Then "other people" begin to be seen as less monolithic, less
strong, less powerful, and less competent, and causes and effects
in the physical environment become more understandable and
predictable. The building of skills, the development of
no
consciousness, the development of autonomy and competence, the
slaying of the forces of magic and unreason—all occur through
direct action by the child on his or her world. Through action
—
pulling, reaching, observing, running, painting, talking,
climbing, hunting, singing, investigating, eating, cutting— the
child learns and develops.
When the child uses a knife, a peeler, a cleaver, or a grater,
the pattern of the hand through space, the physical motion of the
tool in relation to the food or the motion of the food in relation
to the tool, and the resulting change on the food are highly similar
or congruent (Smith & Smith, 1966, p. 383). Because of this
congruence and the fact that the entire sequence is immediately
and clearly visible, there is a high degree of predictability.
The child can then learn such relationships as, "If I do this,
then this, accordingly, will result."
However, not all tool feedback patterns are congruent. An
example of a tool with noncongruent feedback pattern is a hand-
operated meat grinder. The hand moves in a large circle, the tool
has a small turning screw which moves the food along a channel
into cutting blades; the food comes out in small but varied shaped
pieces. The action on the food is unpredictable from the motions
of the hand and arm. This noncongruent feedback pattern is
characteristic of mechanical tools. Now, what previously would
have been seen as "magic," can come to be understandable. When a
whole carrot is fed into a meat grinder, carrot "salad" comes out.
Ill
When celery is fed into a meat grinder, celery "salad" comes out.
When the cutting blade with big holes is put on the meat grinder,
cranberries come out in big pieces, big at least in comparison
with the size of cranberries. When the cutting blade with little
holes is put on the meat grinder, the cranberries come out much
smaller. Even though internally incommensurate, as a whole the
tool is predictable. If the child acts on the tool in a certain
way, carrot becomes "salad," in another way the carrot bumps up and
down and doesn't become "salad." With mechanical tools the child
can begin to learn such relationships as "If I do this to A, then
A will operate on B in such a way that B will cause C to act in a
way which will accomplish the objective." While this conflicts
with the child's expectation of direct, physical relationship in
feedback patterns, the child is able to learn that predictable
results can be achieved through noncongruent feedback patterns.
And by the fact that, as in the case of the hand-operated meat
grinder, these processes are somewhat visible to the user, especially
if a small amount of food is added at a time, the child is helped
to observe the transformations which occur. The child's control
of his or her world is thereby increased through theuseof mechanical
tools and the development of instrumental skills. Cognitively,
the child has experienced the fact that a simple motion can, through
mechanical action, yield complex but predictable motions and results.
Socioemotionally, the child has established an increase in autonomy,
self-worth, and confidence.
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11
. Meat grinder
. In addition to helping to prepare the
various dishes for raw beef from France, Germany, and Italy, and
for raw lamb from Syria and Lebanon, a meat grinder will grind
many foods. (Actually, a meat grinder cuts with the scissor-like
action of its blades.) Whatever can get into small enough pieces
to be carried along by the feeder screw and is less hard than a
rock can be accommodated by a meat grinder, provided that the
grinder is not a flimsy, plastic model. Meat grinders come with
three different size cutting blades, sometimes more. This variety
of blades makes the meat grinder similar in versatility to the
mul ti -surfaced graters. In other words, one can explore the effects
of the different cutting blades on the same food, and one can
explore the effects of the same cutting blade on different foods.
The handle can be turned in two directions: one direction will
move the food into the cutting blades, the other will turn the
food within the channel without any cutting taking place. All of
these possibilities provide many experiences in observation and
problem solving. The action of the meat grinder (and this is true
with all of these mechanical tools) will stop immediately when the
movement of the handle stops. This makes it possible to stop and
extract any material which has become caught in the mechanism,
whether it be a button, a bead, or a finger.
12. Egg beater . This is for mixing drinks and egg yolk
and is the mechanical version of the whisk, or, rather, two whisks.
Egg beaters come with a variety of mechanisms; choose one which
works smoothly.
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iL—Apple parer and corer . This tool is an old New England
design to make fast work of turning apples into pies. It is of
special delight to children (as well as adults) since it does
three different operations simultaneously. There is a revolving
screw which is turned by a hand crank. At the other end of the
screw are three prongs onto which is pushed the core of a whole
apple. By turning the hand crank in a certain direction the apple
comes into contact with a movable blade which peels the apple and
a stationary blade which both slices and cores the apple. When the
whole operation is completed, the apple is peeled, cored, and is
sliced in one continuous, spiral-shaped piece. Then, if the child
should wish, a knife cut can be made through the apple from the
center hole to one side to produce many apple rings. This is all
pretty fancy and if the available apples are ton mushy or mealy,
,
then try potato, yellow summer squash, turnip, young beets, and
cucumber. In fact, let the children try anything. If something
works, it's delightful. If something doesn't, and most things
won't, something has been learned about that, too. The blades on
this tool are sharp and unprotected; caution and respect are required.
The third category is electrical food tools. By using
electrical food tools children move away from direct physical action
on the foods to increased identity with food activities which they
see commonly in their own homes and on television. The instrumental
skills which children develop through the use of hand and mechanical
tools is almost non-existent with electrical tools. Flipping the
switch is about as passive in terms of manual activity as it is
possible to get. However, these tools can be safe for use by
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children, and children delight in and are fascinated by their
well as their "magic." Here are three electrical
tools which are suitable for children to use with raw foods.
14. Blender . This makes small pieces of food into a puree.
It is a rare child who can turn the switch off before the food is
long-past the chopped or minced stages. Children enjoy making
drinks and soups with it. The safety instructions are the same
for children as for adults. Follow them.
15. Food processor . These will outblend blenders, but
because they have different cutting attachments, they can do many
different things as well. Proceed as with multi-surfaced graters
and meat grinders. These tend to be quite safe, but by all means
follow all safety precautions, especially allowing the blade to
come to a complete stop before opening the cover.
16. Juice extractor . This is not designed for citrus fruit
but rather to extract the hidden juices from pieces of hard plants.
Many people have had carrot juice made with a juice extractor. Also
try celery, beets, red cabbage, pumpkin, and all the winter squashes.
This tool releases flavors which are barely hinted at when the raw
food is eaten in any other form. Three-ounce disposable cups filled
no more than 1/3-full are to be used to sample the juices. Since
drinking extracted juice is considerably easier and faster than
chewing the food to extract the juice, and since ingestion by
children of some raw foods (including beets and cabbage) needsto be
limited, controls must be enforced. Small cups help.
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There are many models of extractors on the market and they
tend to be a bit more complicated (they tend to have more parts
which complicate) than either blenders or food processors. It is
especially important that the grating disk is correctly placed
before turning on the motor. This tool makes incredible drinks
for sipping. It enables children to see how much liquid has been
extracted from a particular food and how much or how little of that
particular food in the form of pomace remains in the machine. Also,
this often stimulates creative thought and language, as well as
creative play.
17. Here is one strong bit of good but dogmatic advice on
the use of electric knives with young children: Don't! Never!
Some activities with raw foods . It is inappropriate in a
description of an experiential, phenomenological, development
curriculum to specify lessons which children "should have," and there
is no intention that the following activities are to be so interpreted.
Rather, they (and similar ones dealing with processed foods, cooking
with recipes, and cooking without recipes which will be found
further along) are selected examples of experiences of particular
children and particular teachers in particular circumstances. The
examples were recorded for a variety of reasons over a number of years.
They vary in objectivity. In some cases, the actual experiences
of more than one child were combined, in the examples, into one
child's expereinces. While literal truth has been waived in some
examples, every example is expressive of real children in activities
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and experiences which are true to them. In some cases, editing has
occurred. Care has been taken to avoid deceptive fabrication. It
is hoped that these examples are to some degree representative of
the kinds of experiences other children and teachers might have by
working with this curriculum. It is, in addition, hoped that
these examples enable the reader to more effectively and
meaningfully understand the holistic, experiential, phenomenological,
and developmental nature of this curriculum.
One additional word on these examples: they were noted and
remembered because they were notable and memorable. Many children
are quiet while they intently work with food and tools. And
children often engage in activities which are repetitive and
completely lacking in anything remarkable. Sometimes the individual
actions have little interest, in terms of recording them, while
the total behavior is amazing. An example of this would be peeling
one carrot for 30 or more minutes. Such examples are not presented
here. In any case, these examples were selected because they are
instructive and delightful. They are not the total picture of any
group of children.
Indeed, they are not one group of children. The children,
who range in age from 3 through 8, are from California, Connecticut
and Massachusetts. They are children with whom I have worked
directly or with whose teachers I have worked directly over the
last 10 years.
The fundamental activities with raw foods are indicated in
Figure 9, Activities with raw foods.
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Active exploration and observation
of raw foods
From familiar to unfamiliar
Making changes through child's actions
Using food tools
Creating relationships and classifications
Figure 9. Activities with raw foods.
Exampl e 1 . Here is a conversation among young children when
they were all busily engaged in working with carrots. It illustrates
their conviviality, the holistic nature of their thinking and
feeling, and the ease with which they enter into play.
Child 1: I like these things.
Child 2: I like carrots. I'm a rabbit. I eat lettuce and
carrots.
Child 1: I like to eat rabbits—eat carrots.
Child 2: I eat carrots and lettuce, so I'm a rabbit.
Child 1 : Me, too.
Child 3: Guinea pigs eat lettuce. I don't like lettuce.
Not either potatoes. Not either—
.
Child 2: I love potatoes.
Child 3: I don't like bananas. I mean I don't like apples.
I like bananas.
Child 1 : I 1 ike bananas, too.
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This sequence illustrates the exploration involved
in an initial experience with a peeler by a girl who is blind.
Teacher: Now one side of the scraper is sharp and the
other isn't. Feel this. This side is not sharp.
Feel it? Feel the difference? You want to feel
that on top. Hold the piece of celery down here
and then scrape this way, away from your hand.
Can you hear it?
Child: Yes. And what's this button under here?
Teacher: What's this button? What button?
Child: Over here. This.
Teacher: That rod in the middle? That is attached to the
blade, which rotates. (Putting the scraping on
her hand.) This is what you did. That is the scraped
piece of celery. Feel it?
Child: Yes.
Teacher: That's it. (The child begins to work again.) Right.
Check that. And then hold on to the celery.
Example 3 . A child relates an observed food to previously
acquired information and indicates present understandings:
Child 1: Can I take this home? (Reference to carrot top.)
Teacher: Yes, you may.
Child 1: I'm going to take this home. I'm going to grow
something. I'm going to grow another plant.
Teacher: How do you grow another plant from this?
Child 1: You just put 'em in water.
Child 2: And dirt.
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Example 4 . This extended sequence illustrates how a teacher
can use questions and comments to help children divert, focus, and
extend their attention. The teacher gets the children to estimate
the interior of the food from their observation of the exterior and
from their previous information, followed by comparison of estimates
with the perceived interior conditions. Notice that responses
which might seem "wrong" are not highlighted, but rather returned
to, to allow the child to modify his/her response and save face.
This sequence also contains in the description of the shape of the
cucumber a fine example of what R. M. Jones terms "outsight," that
is, "grasping, enlivening, enhancing, discovering, making one's
own this-or-that datum in the real world— by virtue of gracing it
with this-or-that private image" (R. M. Jones, 1968, p. 80).
Teacher: Do you know what this is?
Child 1: What?
Teacher: Do you know what it is?
Child 2: He don't know what it is.
Teacher: Do you know what this is?
Child 1
:
Yeah.
Teacher: What is it?
Child 1: Why?
Teacher: What do we call this?
Child 1: Uh, uh. Uh. Uh. I forget sometimes.
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Child 2: What?
Teacher: Cucumber.
Child 2: A cucumber.
Child 1: Cucumber.
Teacher: Have you ever had a cucumber?
Child 1: Yeah.
Teacher: What do you think it looks like on the inside?
Child 1: White.
Child 2: White.
Teacher: You think it looks white? Is it white on the outside?
Child 2: No. Green.
Teacher: Green? Is it all the same shade of green?
Child 2: No. This is yellow.
Teacher: Well, that's sort of yellow. What's this?
Child 1: Dark.
Child 2: Dark green.
Teacher: Dark green. And what's up here?
Child 2: Yellow.
Teacher: Sort of yellow. And you think it is not green and
yellow on the inside?
Child 1: No.
Teacher: What's it shaped like? What's it look like? It's
long, isn't it?
Child 2: It's a long circle.
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Teacher: A long circle. Can you see the light coming on
it— sort of shiny, isn't it? Shiny. Can you
feel it? What does it feel like?
Child 1: Soft.
Teacher: Feels soft? What else does it feel like?
Child 1: Cold.
Teacher: It feels cold. And what else? What else does it
feel like?
Child 1: Nothing else.
Child 3: Nothing else.
Teacher: Nothing else? Is it rough or is it smooth?
Child 1: Rough.
Child 3: Rough.
Teacher: Is it rough? Feel it again.
Child 2: Smooth, I think.
Teacher: You think it's smooth.
Child 3: Rough.
Teacher: You think it's rough. And you think it is white
on the inside?
Child 1 Yeah.
Teacher What color do you think it is on the inside?
Child 2 White.
Teacher What color do you think it is on the inside?
Child 3 Uh. Green.
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Teacher: You think it is green. You think it is white.
And you think it is white. How are we going to
find out what color it is on the inside?
Child 2: I bet I know it.
Teacher: How can we find out?
Child 2: We have to scrape the skin off.
Teacher: Have to scrape the skin off. Do you want to do that?
Child 2: Yeah. I want to.
Teacher: All right. Nope. Away from your fingers, remember.
Hold it down here and then. . . . That's the way.
Child 2: It's not doing it.
Teacher: It's not doing very well. Maybe the other scraper
will work. Try this scraper. Can you use it on
the cucumber? Use this scraper on the cucumber and
see if it will take the skin off.
Child 2: No.
Teacher: Well, bear down harder. You've gotta use muscle.
Ah. What color is it?
Child 2: White!
Teacher: What color did you say it would be?
Child 2: White!
Teacher: What color did you say it would be?
Child 3: Green.
Teacher: What color did you say it would be?
Child 1 : White.
Teacher: What color is it?
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Child 1 : White.
Child 2: White.
Child 1: We guessed it.
Child 2: I've seen the inside of a cucumber before.
Teacher: Oh, you have? Well, what made you think that the
inside of this cucumber was the same color as the
inside of other cucumbers that you've seen before?
Child 2: Because all cucumbers have the same color inside.
Teacher: They do?
Child 2: Mm.
Teacher: Well. Now, you wanted to see what we can do with
this. Now, I'll give you a chance to see with
cucumbers again. Hold on, and this is just—you're
going to scrape it. Now scrape. Can you scrape
it this way down towards. . .?
Child 3: Yeah. It works.
Teacher: Yeah.
Child 2: Do it so it doesn't run over. . . .
Child 4: Can I have a cucumber?
Child 2: I can't. I. ... It doesn't work too well. It
hits my finger on the hard board.
Child 4: Can I have a cucumber?
Teacher: That's right. It's hard, isn't it? It doesn't work
very wel 1
.
Child 2: Yeah.
Child 4: Can I have a cucumber?
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Teacher: Well, what happened here? Is this as smooth as
it was? Do it this way.
Child 4: Can I have a cucumber?
Teacher: Now you can work with it. You want a. . .?
Child 2: It looks.
. . .
Teacher: We happen to have one more cucumber. What color
do you think it is on the inside of this cucumber?
Child 2: White.
Child 1: White.
Child 3: White.
Teacher: What makes you think that this cucumber is not green
on the inside?
Child 2: 'Cause a— 'cause he saw that this is white.
Teacher: But this is a different cucumber. This is not the
same cucumber as this. What makes you think this
couldn't be green on the inside?
Child 1: It's green.
Child 2: But I know that all the cucumbers have white in the
inside and yellow and green on the outside.
Teacher: Does this have yellow and green on the outside?
Child 2: Mm-hmm.
Child 1: Let's see.
Child 2: There's some yellow.
Teacher: That's what?
Child 2: There's some yellow.
Child 1: Let's see, now.
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Teacher:
Child 2:
Child 1:
Teacher:
Child 3:
Teacher:
Child 3:
Child 1:
Teacher:
Child 2:
Teacher:
Child 3:
Teacher:
Child 1:
Teacher:
Child 4:
Teacher:
Child 2:
Teacher:
You want to see, now. Okay. Not toward your hand.
Away from—hold on here; hold on there. And then
Scrape it, using your— here— hold it like that.
Now. Use your muscle. What color is it?
White!
White!
My goodness. That's not green either.
No. I want to scrape now.
What—do you think there are any seeds inside of this?
No.
No.
You think there are not any seeds.
I don't either.
Do you think there are any seeds inside?
No.
No. No seeds.
I bet there aren't.
Okay. We'll say there—you don't think there are
any seeds in the—this—either of these cucumbers.
Think there are any seeds in here?
No.
No seeds.
There is no—what can help take this off really well?
Well, what's the best scraper you have found?
What's the best peeler you have found here?
Child 2: This one.
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Teacher: That one thing, yeah. You'll just have to wait
until that. ... But you can cut it with other.
Child 1: It's not coming.
Teacher: You think it might work with.
. .? Try this.
See if that will do anything. Not that way; try
it this way.
Child 1: No. It just cuts.
Teacher: Yeah. It just— it cuts. That's right.
Child 1: How can I do this?
Teacher: You like that parsnip?
Child 1: It's not— not coming.
Teacher: What's it taste like?
Child 5: Candy.
Teacher: Like. . . .
Child 5: Candy.
Teacher: Like candy.
Child 1: It's not coming. Is there something that I— that. . .?
Child 2: How about a knife?
Child 1: Huh?
Teacher: You know what? There are seeds in this piece.
Child 3: There are seeds in this piece, too.
Teacher: And you told me there weren't any seeds in cucumbers.
Child 1: Well, it is.
Child 3: Well, they are.
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Example 5 . Here is a child engaged in testing behavior.
Bronson was very quiet, but very busy as he grated a carrot. He
held the four-sided grater with one hand and gently slid the carrot
side-ways and slowly grated about 1 tablespoon of carrot. As he
grated he turned the grater trying to test each side.
Example 6 . Here is an example of how one child turns a "slip
of the tongue" into a playful, imaginative story, which the teacher
goes along with, although rather humorlessly. This does show the
suggestive power that food has for young children who skate the
thin line between reality and fantasy. Often children use food as
they would use paint or clay or any other medium for self-expression,
Teacher: Tell me how you made all of those things. If you
tell me, I can write it down for you. Then you can
take it home so your daddy and Helen can read what
you did.
Child: Well. . . .1. . . .1 made all of these carrots, see.
And I. ... Well. I put 'em in bowls. And. . . .
Teacher: What did you do first?
Child: I scraped the carrot with the peeler.
Teacher: (Writing) "I scraped the carrot with the peeler."
Then what did you do?
Child: I put it in the bowl.
Teacher: What didyouput in the bowl? The peelings or the
carrot that was left?
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Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
No. I mean I put the peelings in the bowl. Then
I put the. . . .
Wait for me. (Writing.) "I put the peelings in the
bowl." Okay. Now you can go on.
Well, then I cut the carrot into 300 little people,
I mean, pieces. Yeah, I really did. I cut the
carrot into little people. There were a million
of them.
Do you want me to write that down?
(Laughing.) Yeah. Then they. . . .
Wait. Let me get this down. Now, then, let me read
what I have written. (Reads.) "I scraped the carrot
with the peeler. I put the peelings in the bowl."
Now what?
They were cut into a million people and they started
walk. . . .
(Writing.) "They were cut into a million people and
the. ..." And they what?
And they start yelling, "I'm hungry! I'm hungry!"
(Writing.) "They started yelling, 'I'm hungry. I'm
hungry.'" What did they want to eat?
Carrots. They want to eat carrots.
(Writing.) "They wanted to eat carrots." That's
pretty funny.
(Laughing.) Yeah.
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Teacher: Is that really what happened?
Child: Yeah.
Teacher: Is your daddy going to enjoy reading this?
Child: (Laughing.) Yeah.
Teacher: What about all of those bowls of carrots?
Child: I'm going to eat them.
Example 7 . This sequence illustrates ways a teacher can extend
children's curiosity by providing questions rather than answers. At
the end is a brief glimpse of a child who is open to new experiences.
Child 1 : What's that?
Teacher: What does it look like?
Child 1: I don't know.
Child 2: It's a carrot.
Teacher: Is it a carrot?
Child 2: Yeah.
Teacher: Does it look just like the other carrots we've been
eating?
Child 1: No.
Teacher: What's different about it?
Child 2: It's not orange.
Teacher: It's not orange. That's right.
Child 1: Are these hard like the other ones were?
Teacher: Yeah, they're hard.
Child 1
:
Well, what are they?
Teacher: These taste good.
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Child 2: Huh?
Teacher: These taste good.
Child 1: What are they?
Teacher: We call them parsnips.
Child 1: Carrots?
Teacher: Parsnips.
Child 1: Huh?
Teacher: Well, these are parsnips. They look much like
carrots, but they're really not carrots. They are
similar to carrots. Called parsnips. Want to
taste some? Taste good.
Child 3: Can I help make carrots?
Teacher: Well, we don't have any more carrots. These are
different.
Child 3: I like different kinds.
Example 8 . Sometimes children's prejudices can be effected
quite by accident and discovery. One day while working with a fresh
pineapple, a child declared she wasn't going to eat any.
Teacher: Why aren't you going to eat any?
Child: I don't like pineapple.
Teacher: Have you ever had pineapple before?
Child: No.
How do you know you wouldn't like pineapple if you
have never eaten it before?
Teacher:
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Child: I don't know. I just don't like it. I don't
want any.
Teacher: Okay.
(After cutting the pineapple into chunks, there was
juice all over this child's hands, and it was running
up her arms. In desperation, she started licking
her hands and arms. After controlling the situation,
she looked up, rather surprised, with a light in her
eye.)
Child: It's good. I like it. I'll take this home.
Example 9 . This girl was exploring a mango.
Child 1: I cut it. Mmmm.
Teacher: You sure did. How does it taste?
Child 1 : Good.
Teacher: Is it juicy?
Child 1 : Yeah.
Child 2: How you know?
Teacher: How did you know it was juicy?
Child 1: 'Cause I let the juice run down my mouth.
Teacher: Ah, ha. You let the juice run down your mouth.
Child 1: And then I licked it. It was going down my lips and
then I licked it.
Example 10 . Michael, age 8, had had a history of "eating
problems," which was his method of establishing autonomy
from his
parents. It was only after many weeks of "I'll cut,
but I won t eat
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during which he observed and tested the teacher's explicit and
implicit behaviors toward all of the children engaged in the food
activities, as well as snack and lunch, that he finally developed
the trust which allowed him to begin to taste and, later, to eat.
After a long school holiday, his way of relating to the world was
changed. The tentative, wary, solitary Michael seemed to have been
outgrown and discarded. His assuredness and vivacity was delightful
to behold. He was now gregarious, playing actively with the other
children and shouting loudly. He insisted on sampling every food,
the more unfamiliar the better. And he adopted the role of host,
encouarging other children to "try."
Michael was asked if he would like to try some goat's milk
and he consented. He drank some and said to Jamal, "It's good.
You want to try some?"
Example 11 . When a minor injury occurs, the teacher must not
overreact. This is a learning experience for everyone, and a source
of great pride when a potentially dangerous task is executed with
safety.
Child 1 : I cut my finger.
Teacher; You cut your finger? Where? Well, you did, didn't
you? (All the other children at the table look,
attentively, at the finger.) Why don't you go wash
your hands? Go wash your hands, so they will be clean.
(A few minutes later.
)
Do you know why you did that?
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Child 1: How?
Teacher: Well, you were cutting toward your hand. You were
cutting like this, toward your hand rather than
toward the board. You've gotta cut down towards
the board with your hands out of the way. And then
if it slips, it won't cut your fingers.
(The girl who cut herself takes up the knife and
begins again working on the parsnip. Everyone
gets back to work, seemingly forgetting about the
incident. Approximately 20 minutes later, the
following occurs.)
Child 2 I didn't cut my finger!
Teacher You did what?
Child 2 I didn't cut my finger!
Teacher Good for you.
Child 3 I didn't cut my finger, either.
Child 4 I didn't cut my finger, either.
Child 5 And he's only three and a half.
Example 12 . A 3-year-old girl was exploring the long sugar cane.
The teacher stood it on the floor to compare its length with her
height. She responded, "I'm not small. I'm growing bigger and bigger,
and bigger." She put the cane on the table with one section over a
cutting board. The teacher asked her if she would like to use the
cleaver so she could cut the sugar cane. She said, "I want to use
that." The teacher held the back of the cleaver blade while she
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got both hands on the handle. Then the teacher put his hands over
hers but also in direct contact with the handle. She, and the
teacher, began to cut. After two tries, she stood up and used the
cleaver by herself. She began with open-mouthed, tongue-out
concentration on hitting the right spot. When tiny chips of cane
and juice started flying all over, she became red-faced and determined
to get the cleaver through the cane. Finally, with big grins, she
cut through the cane, put the cleaver on the cutting board, sat down,
and said, "I'm tired." Then she put a bit of the pith from the cane
in her mouth, and with an expression of shock and anguish, spat it
out.
Example 13 . It is a notable occasion when a young child (in this
case, 5 years old) perceives a connection between his/her action and
his/her world and then is able to put the connection into words:
Child: It's a puzzle. See, I can make a puzzle.
Teacher: How can you make a puzzle with that?
Child: See! Just by cutting, and then I break these pieces
and then I can put them back together. There. See?
Simple!
Example 14 . Some children express their delight in their discovery
with great exuberance.
Child: That's like some steps! That's like some steps!
That's like some steps! It's like some steps!
Teacher: It is like some steps. You're right.
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Activities with Processed Foods
There are relatively few parts of the earth where the climate
and geography are such that fresh food for a balanced diet is
available at all times and seasons throughout the year. Unlike
hibernating animals, people need to eat daily for optimum vigor
and health. Since humans can eat only relatively small amounts
of food and need to eat daily, food preservation has been, historically,
a problem. Prehistoric people needed to hunt often for food
because, although more than enough was gathered, much of it rotted
or putrefied before it could be eaten. This daily food gathering
not only taxed energies and prevented engagement in other less
vital but civilizing activities but also taxed available food
resources, sometimes to the extent of depletion, requiring them
to wander in search of new food sources.
Prehistoric people realized that meat which had been roasted
over a fire tasted good, was easier to eat, and, most important,
would not decay for a few days. This meant that successful hunting
or larger game was required only every few days and that less of
the kill was wasted, making moves to other areas less necessary.
Over the years, other processes for preserving foods were
developed. Fish, meat, and plants, especially fruit, were dried.
Fish and meat were cured with salt and, often, smoked. Fish,
meat, and plants were pickled with salt or vinegar. Foods, both
raw and cooked, were chilled with ice and snow and by storing in
wells, cellars, and springhouses. Much later, the process of
canning was invented, and it wasn't long before "canned goods
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became a major part of every market and almost every diet, and home
canning became the pride of housewives. With the invention of
mechanical refrigeration, chilling became more reliable and more
convenient. Now, mechanical freezers, which temporarily stop the
growth of microorganisms that cause spoilage, have allowed frozen
foods to become the leader as a method of preserving raw meat,
fish, plants, and also cooked foods.
With additives to guarantee the quality of food,
cooking to make it more edible, and freezing,
canning and drying to preserve it, man has
acquired a formidable arsenal of food-processing
methods. The old problem of saving today's meat
for next week is long solved; today's housewife
expects to serve July-fresh strawberries in
December. For with modern processing, the
produce of every season and every country can
always be as close as the nearest supermarket.
(Sebrell, Jr., Haggerty, and the Editors of
Time-Life Books, 1967, p. 63)^
The processed foods which are the concern of this part of
the curriculum are those foods from markets which have undergone
processes of cooking, dehydration, drying, smoking, pickling,
canning, or freezing, that is, foods which are not raw and which
require no further processing to be safe to eat, whether or not
that was the intention of the processors or the usual practice of
consumers. Some foods which have been cured, smoked, pickled, or
frozen still must be cooked before being eaten. The label should
be checked for instructions or, if there is no label, a person both
knowledgeable and trustworthy should be consulted before venturing
forth into possible trouble.
^In addition to this volume, Hertzber, Vaughan, and Greene
(1974) was used in preparing the previous paragraphs.
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Canned foods are a boon for any teacher involved in a food
and cooking curriculurn. They are in most cases inexpensive and
easily obtainable. They can be put on a bottom shelf and retain
their quality excellently for a number of years. The range of
foods which are available in cans or jars is astounding: vegetables,
fruits, meats, breads, soups, drinks, fish.
One difference between fresh foods and canned foods is the
matter of texture. Foods that are canned are softer in texture
than fresh foods. This comes about because of two things. One,
the canning process involves cooking at very high temperatures to
sterilize the food and the container. In cooking, the food becomes
softer through the breakdown of cell walls and chemical changes occur
as well. The second reason canned foods are softer is that the can
contains a liquid, usually water, broth, or brine. Sometimes the
liquid also contains flavorings, seasonings, and other additives to
maintain the quality and safety of the food. What happens is that
some parts of the food, some of the nutrients, some of the flavors,
go from the food into the liquid, and some of the liquids go into
the food.
Canned foods are processed in many parts of the world, and
while they are easy to transport, they are transported only to
places where there is a market sufficiently large to justify the
expense of transportation. New York City has many more diverse
canned foods available because of the large and diverse groups of
people in the city than does Granby, Connecticut, where there is a
small, homogeneous population. But when the teacher happens to go
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to New York or any other cosmopolitan community he or she can take
advantage of the many canned foods available there, purchase them,
drop them into a bag or suitcase, bring them home, and take them to
school. Children and their parents on vacation and parents on business
trips can be helpful here, too.
Canned foods are ideal for tasting parties. Small cans, designed
for one serving, give every child in the classroom an opportunity
to sample. Each child can taste one new food, and there is only
enough for a taste. It is all right if a child doesn't want any
more— there is no more. If a child likes it and wants more, there
is, perhaps, more on another day. Many children will refuse the first
taste fearing that they may have to take a second one whether they
like the first one or not. If they know there is only enough for
one taste, they are more willing to try it.
If the food happens to be large so there are not enough whole
pieces per child, those whole pieces can be cut so every child can
have a taste. Serving the liquid from the canned vegetables for
tasting by each child can also be done. Three-ounce paper cups
filled less than one-third full work well. Of course, foods which
have been processed by drying, salting, pickling, cooking, and
freezing are excellent for tasting parties as long as the amounts
are kept at the minimum. Tasting is not satiation.
When foods of different cultures are being tasted, it is not
unusual or unexpected that a child will dislike a particular taste.
There are many possible reasons for this. Many foods are not
expected to be eaten by themselves, but when they become a part
of
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a combination of flavors are more than palatable. For instance,
many people might not like the taste of mustard alone, but with a
cheeseburger find it indispensable.
Some people have individual chemistries which cause allergies
to particular foods. If a comparison tasting party is presented
with tiny amounts of skim milk, low fat milk, whole milk, and
buttermilk, and one or quite a few of the children refuse them all,
they may be lactase deficient and allergic to cow's milk (Kretchmer,
1972). In fact, most of the people in the world are not supplied
with lactase after infancy, and, therefore, would no more think of
drinking any kind of milk after infancy than we would think of
drinking blood (Harris, 1972).
In addition to milk, it is not uncommon for a child to be
allergic to eggs, fish, crustaceans, tomatoes, strawberries, nuts,
chocolate, or grains. Parents as well as health records need to
be consulted. Allergies are quite different from individual food
preferences. They are nothing to play around with. There are always
other new tastes to introduce to a child without trying to trick a
child who is allergic to wheat, for instance, into eating a food
containing wheat under the guise that it is rice.
Apart from chemical and medical considerations there are cultural
food preferences, as are suggested by our profound, although perhaps
irrational, abhorrence of drinking blood or eating dog, while at
certain seasons the Moran of the East African Masai drink blood
drawn from live cattle by shooting an arrow into the jugular vein
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(Sebrell, Jr., Haggerty, and the Editors of Time-Life Books, 1967,
p. 19). And in the Caroline Islands, and most of the countries of
East Asia, including China, Japan, and Korea, dog is a special
treat, as it was at one time in Newfoundland (Ishige, 1977, p. 204;
Kuper, 1977, p. 130).
In an article published by an American magazine, the following
was related:
Old Asian hands swear by kimchi
,
a fiery,
vile-smelling Korean dish concocted of
Chinese cabbage, garlic, ground red pepper,
scallions, onions, ginger, and (it is said)
a dash of dynamite. 'To bring the mishmash
to the properly explosive level, one should
seal it in a crock and bury it beneath the
ground for several days of fermenting— the
longer the better. After a few gulps of
kimchi
,
the round-eyed tyro breaks into a
heavy sweat and for hours thereafter exhales
such a powerful stench that he is guaranteed
front place in queues for buses or movies—
in fact, the queues will probably dissolve
entirely as soon as he appears. ("Survival:
A Primer," 1977)
This account prompted the following letter to the magazine
editor from Mrs. Sun Joo Lippold of Buffalo, New York:
Your description of kimchi . . .reminded me
of the cans of sauerkraut distributed by the
Americans during the Korean War.
Despite our hunger, we threw them away as
spoiled, since it was beyond our imagination
that American could eat such foul-smelling food.
Now sauerkraut and spareribs is one of my
favorites. Anyone for kimchi? It will clear
your sinus. (Lippold, 1 977
)
Once a teacher was visiting a classroom where the children
were sampling different processed foods from Japan. Afterward she
wrote this in a note to their teacher:
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I must admit that I have found that I am not
as openminded about trying new foods as I
thought. I have always loved to eat, and therefore
have tried just about everything that I have
encountered, but I guess I haven't really
encountered that many different things. When
I saw the dried fish with the heads, I just
couldn't bring myself to eating one and avoided
it even though 3-year-old Seth ate them. I
feel that this is something that I have to work
on because it is obviously mind over matter.
(Blake, Note 5)
There are many adults in this country who think that children
reject all but sweet foods. But children continue to eat and
enjoy eating many foods which are piqua:nt, sometimes rejecting the
sweet. One child sampled guava nectar: "That tastes like the
stuff they put on banana splits. Ugh!" Then he cut up a kosher
pickled green tomato. His comments were: "It tastes just like a
regular pickle. But it is ugly and green. It's hot and spicy in
the middle, but it is good."
Jaffrey (1975) who grew up in India and now lives in New York,
has written.
Children in America are always being told not
to eat too much candy. We were always being
told not to eat too many sour things like
tamarinds, raw mangoes, and aam papar ( aam papar
is made with sour mangoes, and the tastiest
variety looks like thick, dirty brown leather).
(p. 10)
Her account concerning the shift of tastes in American foods is
especially interesting.
You'd be surprised at what some children are
willing to try if adults are not sitting there
looking apprehensive. I've had my daughters
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American friends drop by and eat, with great
relish, all sorts of Indian foods, including
betel nuts! I keep my brass betel box in the
living room. By now I am quite accustomed to
seeing my daughters' friends come through the
front door, say hello, walk straight to the
betel box, rifle it, scattering seeks all over
the floor, and then calmly walk on to the
children's room, munching away like any Indian
child. They seem to love the cauliflower cooked
with fresh ginger and then chicken cooked with
whole spices, and the marinated butterflied leg
of lamb is, of course, an all-time favorite. One
group of girls astonished me by eating (and
enjoying) some hot mango pickle! All these
children are under twelve years of age and
belong to the same pizza-Coke sorority that we
have long despaired of. (pp. 11-12)
It does seem true, for all the reports of children being finicky
eaters, that adults are much less open to trying new foods than are
children. Children are curious by nature, and adults have had many
more years to build up strong prejudices of what is edible and what
is inedible, what tastes and looks good and what does not. But while
children may be willing to taste and eat foods that adults would not,
in this, as in everything else, children pick up clues and attitudes
from adults. After all, children do want to be grown-up, and one
way of doing that is to assume adults' prejudices. Many people shift
from being curious and open to new experiences and ideas, to what
has been referred to, and not so facetiously, as calcification of
concepts, a narrowing of experiences, a lessening of stimulation, a
poverty of new ideas.
While many programs for young children have explored balanced
plant protein via Lappe (1975), the same interest in exploring
entomophagy or insect eating via Taylor (1975) is not expected, nor
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is it the intent of this curriculum. However, one of the assumptions
that this curriculum rests on is that diversity has greater value
than has lack of diversity.
Watt (1972), in his article, "Man's Efficient Rush to Deadly
Dullness," defined diversity as the combination in any one set of
items of "evenness in numbers of different items in the set, and
richness in numbers of different items within the set" (p. 74).
To illustrate evenness, he presented two sets, both of which are
comprised of 25 items of five types. One set, the uneven set,
contained 14 cherries, 5 apples, 3 pears, 2 bananas, and 1 lemon.
The other set, the even set, contained 6 cherries, 5 apples, 5 pears,
5 bananas, and 4 lemons. To illustrate richness, which depends on
the number of items as well as the variety of items in a set, he
presented two sets. The first set contained 4 of Type A, 3 of Type
B, 2 of Type C, and 1 of Type D for a total of 10 items. The
second set contained 12 of Type A, 9 of Type B, 6 of Type C, 3 of
Type D, 2 of Type E, and 1 each of Types F, G, and H for a total
of 35 items. This second set was richer "because it [had] both
more items and rare items" (p. 74).
Watt stated that there is a "rapid loss of diversity in the
world [which] is a serious and pervasive phenomenon" (p. 74), as
can be seen by the increasing numbers of endangered species; the
reduction of food supplies through over-fishing, pollution, and the
spread of populated areas; the shift in economics from the many
and
small to the few and large, as in manufacturing, retail
distribution,
and agricultural production; the sameness of cities throughout
the
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world; and even in human population: "An extraordinarily high
proportion of the world's population is now very young. The
variety once found when many human age classes coexisted in
approximately equal numbers has gone" (p. 75). He maintained that
a situation of such consistency could not have resulted from chance
but was, rather, the result of policy.
We live in an age, and a culture, that puts
tremendous emphasis on efficiency and
productivity as desiderata for mankind. Since
variety is inimical to these goals, variety has
suffered and will continue to suffer. Unless
powerful and compelling arguments can be offered
to stop this loss of diversity, we will soon be
living in a homogeneous—and boring—world (p. 75).
He goes on to suggest that the many specific arguments for
maintaining diversity all fall into four categories: (a) diversity
promotes stability, (b) it insures against risk, (c) it utilizes
more completely the sun's energy, and (d) it promotes the mental
well-being of humans. Earlier, the emphasis in this curriculum
on inefficiency was explored, and examples of activities have
illustrated inefficiency. This curriculum also emphasizes development,
process, and the delight and pleasure in development and process
(R. Sears, 1966a). Imagination and play, which are also emphasized,
are by their nature, inefficient and nonproductive. Inefficiency,
development, imagination, and play encourage enthusiasm in being,
in creativity, in learning, all of which can result in meaningful,
holistic experience and autonomy (Gruen, 1978).
But how does all of this relate to processed foods?
Experiencing processed foods supports the child's natural
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curiosity and delight in and stimulation by diversity. Through
the support by this curriculum of the child's direct action on
processed foods, creation of relationships, and creation of food
combinations with processed and other foods, the child is better
able to resist the malign influences of culture toward homogeneity,
boredom, and the reduction and destruction of human experience.
The child is better able to say, "I like different kinds." The
importance of liking and eating different kinds is supported by
the statement:
The wider the variety of food intake, the
greater is the number of different chemical
substances [which are normal components of
natural food products] consumed and the less
is the chance that any one chemical will
reach a hazardous level in the diet. This
principle has been recognized as applying also
to food additives and pesticides. (Coon,
1973, p. 577)
Certainly different kinds are available in markets, much more
than July-fresh strawberries in December. So many, indeed, that
years can be spent exploring processed foods, comparing one with
the other and with raw foods the children know, tasting them,
changing them, combining them, observing them. Children can begin
to see the similarities between the foods that they eat and the
foods eaten by other people in other parts of the world. Perhaps,
just perhaps, these experiences will form a base upon which children
will be able to build feelings of mutuality with others throughout
the world.
The number of processed foods is so vast that children have
many opportunities to explore many examples of different types of
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food. Probably the food type which has the greatest number and
diversity of items, and in which children most delight, is bread.
Even a selection of breads which can be purchased in packages
or fresh from bakeries can be overwhelming: the many different
kinds of pretzels; the Danish, German, Jewish, and Lithuanian
pumpernickel s ; the Swedish 1 impa wi th caraway and fennel seeds
and orange rind; the Jewish bagel— so many kinds— and the bialy;
common crackers and steamed brown bread from New England; various
flat breads such as Mexican corn and flour tortillas, Armenian
peda and lavash
,
Scottish and English oat cakes, Norwegian lefsa
,
Jewish matzo, the rice and millet cakes from the United States,
and rusk from the Netherlands; breads made of potato, whole wheat,
oats, corn, as well as rye and white flour; Irish soda bread with
raisins and caraway seeds; Italian long, thin breadsticks and fat,
pepper biscuits; challah
,
the braided egg bread traditional for the
Jewish Sabbath; and the many crackers which are now available.
It is especially interesting to get one box which contains crackers
of various shapes and, even better, kinds of crackers for observing
and comparing such attributes as size, shape, number of sides,
number of points, straight and curved edges, all of which children
can use to make up games.
Another food type which contains a diversity of available
items and lends itself well to such exploration by children is
cheese. So many children only know squeezy-fresh, white bread and
processed American cheese. It does not need to be so.
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Children are fascinated with exploring the different forms
of a single food which are created by different processing methods.
For example, tomatoes: they come whole, sliced, crushed, and
stewed; there is tomato juice, sauce, and paste; there is tomato
catsup and chili sauce; tomato, cream of tomato, tomato and rice,
tomato bisque, and tomato and beef are some of the tomato-based
soups available which can be eaten cold; there are combinations
such as tomato with okra and tomato with zucchini; there are green
tomato pickles and relish; there is jellied tomato aspic; and for
backpackers and others who want to travel light, there are
dehydrated tomato flakes.
Milk also lends itself to exploring the results of different
processing methods, such as the various kinds of milk (pasteurized
homogenized whole, low fat, skim, buttermilk), and cream (half and
half, coffee, medium, all purpose, whipping, heavy, sour) as well
as butter; there are the canned evaporated and condensed, and the
dried powdered; there is "plain" yogurt and its many flavorings
and consistencies; and there are all the cheeses, beginning with
the different kinds of cottage, cream, and ricotta. If one has the
opportunity to obtain certified raw milk from a cow, a goat, and
it might be possible in some sections of the country— a sheep,
then the possible experiences and learnings would indeed be rich.
It must be remembered that some children are allergic to
milk. Sometimes a teacher is the first person to detect what seem
to be symptoms of milk allergy, » and, for the benefit of the
child
®"A history of diarrhea and abdominal pain following the
ingestion of certain foods gives an indication of possible
intolerance
(Patwardham & White, 1973, p. 479)
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and the family, needs to call these symptoms to the family's
attention so they can seek medical advice. For allergic children,
there are plenty of other rich learning experiences.
Probably most children are accustomed to eating foods
identified with a particular culture or country, if not on a daily
basis, then on Sundays, for special holidays, or when visiting
grandparents. If some processed foods of those cuisines with
which children are not only familiar but also have strong emotional
and familial bonds are introduced into the children's school life,
then school takes on added significance and social importance in
terms of their entire lives. This also gives children within the
group the opportunity to share important parts of themselves with
one another. Because of the still unresolved power conflicts within
the family which are related to eating and from which so many
children suffer, children tend to accept foods from one another
more easily than from the teacher (the school -parent) . By making
available foods which are special to particular children and
allowing them to share with others that which is special to them,
the school is helping all the children to extend and develop their
social skills through expanding and deepening their sense of
relatedness. Children can then explore in some depth processed
foods of a particular cuisine which might not be shared by any
child in the group, but, for some other reason, have become
especially relevant and interesting to the children, not just to
the teacher or an administrator. The lead comes from the
children.
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Children sometimes become fascinated by specific food
processes and want to explore various items which have been
processed in specific ways. Canned and frozen foods are ubiquitous,
but exploring smoked^ or pickled foods can fascinate them. The
dehydrated space and wilderness foods are of special interest.
With only a small amount of this food, it doesn't take a long
countdown for children's imaginations to soar.
Just because these foods have undergone a process of
preservation which either killed mocroorganisms or made them
inactive does not forever insure safety. The last date for sale
needs to be checked and the food eaten before that date has
expired. Food packages which have become cut, torn, or broken or,
for some reason, the original wrapping is not intact, must not
be purchased. Nor should cans be purchased which are dented or
have—even si ightly—convex lids, or have— even si ightly— leaked.
Packages of dry food should not be moist or show any sign of
having been moist. Frozen foods which are thawed or have obviously
thawed and refrozen into a solid lump must be rejected, as must
any food with any sign of mold or bacterial action (except, of
course, in those foods, such as mold cheeses, where this is intended
and desired). If, after purchasing, the smell, color, or texture
of the processed food seems even slightly off, it must not be
tasted. It must be thrown away in a secure and safe place. Better
^Explore but do it with restraint. "All smoked foods contain
some concentration of cancer-forming compounds." (Carr, 1971, p. 323)
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to throw away perfectly good sauerkraut or kimchi than hazard
serious harm.
It is helpful to remember that there is a difference between
food which is "bad" (that is, food which is nuxious, injurious,
unwholesome) and food which is distasteful and unpalatable. Food
which is wholesome, although unpalatable to certain people, is
not "bad food." Many people must like it very much, otherwise it
would not be produced, distributed, or marketed. Other individuals
and cultural groups don't live on bad food; rather they live on
food which, perhaps, we have not yet learned to like. Given the
proper situation and with positive motivation, the chances are
favorable that we can learn to like such foods, as do most people
growing up within that culture.
Learning Objectives
1. The children will attain curiosity and delight in direct
and active exploration and observation of foods and
involvement with foods.
2. The children will attain curiosity and willingness to
risk extending beyond the familiar to the unfamiliar in
direct and active exploration and observation of foods
and involvement with foods.
3. The children will attain curiosity and openness in
actively
creating physical changes in processed foods and alertness
in observation of those changes.
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4. The children will attain trust and confidence in
developing skills in the use of food tools with
processed foods.
5. The children will attain alertness and confidence in
combining imagination and content in the development
of relationships and classifications.
6. The children will attain curiosity and alertness in
exploration and observation of various examples of
specific food types.
7. The children will attain curiosity and alertness in
exploration and observation of specific foods processed
in various ways.
8. The children will attain curiosity and alertness in
exploration of various foods preserved by specific
processes.
9. The children will attain curiosity and alertness in
exploration and observation of various foods of specific
cultures or countries.
10. The children will attain the ability to decenter to extend
the relationship with the world and other people in it
through eating processed foods which come from cuisines
of people in other parts of the world.
11. The children will attain openness to extending knowledge
of ways to enjoy eating processed foods, and delight in
combining processed foods as well as combining processed
with raw foods.
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12. The children will attain openness to experience and
alertness in the identification of relevant attributes
of three-dimensional sequential experiences (creating
food combinations), and translation into two-dimensional
schematics (recording of procedures) which are ordered
from the "concrete" to the more abstract.
Set-up of the classroom . The set-up of the classroom for
activities with processed foods is the same as that for raw foods
with the following exceptions: The station for food container
equipped with ice or an ice substitute can be added.
Tools and equipment . Certainly the cutting boards, but also
the other tools and equipment identified for use with raw foods
can be used with processed foods. In addition, one tool is essential,
and two others are recommended.
1. Can opener . While there are many can openers on the market,
at this time only one is satisfactory for use by young children. It
is not a wall model and it certainly is not an electric model. It
is a hand model. The sturdy metal handles which keep the cutting
disk engaged with the can lid are covered with plastic. The large
handle which turns the cutting disk around the lid is of heavy
rolled metal. At the time of writing it sells for under $3.00 and
is widely available in hardware stores and supermarkets. It is
excellent. And as long as a child doesn't throw it or deliberately
close the cutting disk on a finger, it is absolutely safe. If a
child is unable to use the can opener independently, the teacher
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can hold the handles which keep the cutting disk engaged with the
can lid while the child turns the handle which turns the cutting
disk around the lid. In this way, it is the child who opens the
can.
2. Cookie and pastry cutters . These should be of sturdy
metal (either tinned steel or chrome plate) rather than plastic;
they are more expensive, but they more effectively cut various
foods. As many designs as possible are recommended, but especially
the sets of concentric circles (one with scalloped cutting edges,
the other plain), and the sets of animals, hearts, and five- and
six-pointed stars. Designs which are less than 4 inches across are
more often used with processed foods— slices of bread, cheese, and
cold cuts of meat, primarily.
3. Wire cheese slicer . This is one tool which is almost
impossible to find to purchase. It consists of a long, thin,
stainless steel or piano wire connected to the center of two
cylindrical wooden handles. It can easily be made: use about 12
to 14 inches of wire between two 4- to 5-inch lengths of 3/8- to
1/2-inch dowel; ensure that the ends of the wire are tucked under to
prevent scratches. Professional cheese makers use this tool to
cut loaves of cheese. The wire is placed around the cheese along
the line to be cut, the handles are brought together and pulled
together toward the body, the wire cutting through the cheese. With
young children, this is of necessity a cooperative venture: one
child cuts while the other child holds the cheese on each side
of the wire "circle." It is, as might be guessed, interesting
and
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fun to explore cutting other foods, too, but if the food is too
hard, the wire can snap and fly up. As with everything else,
exploration, but with caution.
Some activities with processed foods
. The fundamental
activities with processed foods are indicated in Figure 10,
Activities with processed foods.
Active exploration and observation
of processed foods
From familiar to unfamiliar
Making changes through child's actions
Using food tools
Creating relationships and classifications
Food types
Processing of specific foods
Foods of specific cultures or countries
Foods preserved by specific processes
Creating food combinations
Recording of procedures
Figure 10. Activities with processed foods.
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Processed Foods
Example 1 . Dips are special and children tend to like them.
They know that adults like dips and that adults often have them
when company comes. The easiest way to have a dip is to take a can
of creamed soup, open it, plop it into a bowl, then dip. Since
the soup company did not anticipate that their canned cream soup
would be a dip, it will seem very salty. It is best to avoid
saltine crackers, but fresh, raw foods, non-salty crackers, or
even dried toast will work very well. There are lots of creamed
soups to use and all have been enjoyed by young children. After a
while when children want to have more variety than the different
kinds of creamed soup, they can create this variety through the
addition of lemon juice or herbs or both lemon juice and herbs.
For example, lemon juice is great with cream of asparagus, nutmeg
goes very well with cream of potato, oregano is excellent with
cream of mushroom, mint goes well with pea soup, curry powder goes
well with both cream of celery and cream of chicken, lemon juice
or tarragon is good with cream of chicken. But let the children
experiment with small amounts of soup and small amounts of herbs.
Because of the comparative simplicity of making a dip by
opening a can of creamed soup, after children have done it once
or twice, they are able to talk about it and may want to do so.
With questions from the teacher, they can talk about what they
did, what food material they used, what tool they used, how they
used the tool, what they did with the food, how they ate it, what
they did first, what they did after that, what they did next, and
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then what did they do, and so on. This talk can take place while
dipping. It can take place the next day. It can be told to a
visitor who is ignorant of such a simple way to make a dip. And
after the children have become thoroughly familiar with their
experience of making dip, they can tell it to the teacher. While
they tell it to the teacher, the teacher enacts what they say,
providing immediate feedback to them, but feedback which is not
echolalic. The activity for both the teacher and the children
is one of lightness and play.
The teacher begins by showing an unopened can of creamed
soup of the same brand and type. This is then taken out of view.
A can opener is shown and then taken out of view. Then the can with
the can opener on the rim of the can is shown and then taken out
of view. Out of view, the teacher opens the can until the lid is
partially cut. This is then shown to the children. Again out of
view, the teacher completes cutting the lid and shows the lid and
the can of soup to the children. They are then moved out of view,
and an empty bowl is shown. The bowl is removed, then brought
back into view with the can of soup turned upside down immediately
over the bowl. They are both removed from view. Then they both
reappear as before with the exception that the teacher gives the
can one vigorous shake so that soup will fall into the bowl. If
a spoon was used in the children's experience, the same spoon is
used here. The bowl of dip is shown by itself then removed from
view. Whatever raw food or cracker was used by the children is
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now used by being shown dipped in the soup in the bowl. This is
then removed from view. The teacher, in full view, then takes a
bit of the dip with a "dipper." Then everyone gets to dip. (The
details and the order will, of course, vary with each group of
children, because of the children's varied sophistication and
perceptions. The teacher, in any case, follows the children's
lead. The teacher is providing feedback, but feedback which has
the element of play, of peekaboo).
Now that the story has been told and the feedback has been
provided, the teacher, without becoming pedantic, helps the children
think about and understand what they said, what they saw, and how
the former related to the latter.
At a later, appropriate time, the children again tell the
teacher the same story, that is, play the game again. This time
the teacher places on a table, simultaneously and from the children's
left to right, an unopened can of creamed soup, a can opener, and
an empty bowl’. The three are then removed. Then the can is shown
with the can opener on its rim. After some quick work by the
teacher and out of view of the children, the can is shown dumping
the soup into the bowl. Again, with raw foods or crackers, everyone
eats. And again, there is discussion of what the children said
and saw and the relation between the two.
The next few sequences require some additional equipment:
a large sheet of heavy pegboard, a sheet of chart paper to cover
the front surface of the pegboard, pegboard hardware shelf holders
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attached through the paper into the pegboard, and boards or other
suitable materials to use as the shelves.
The teacher again puts, from the children's left to right,
the array of unopened can, can opener, and bowl on one shelf. The
teacher continues to repeat all of the steps in the immediately
preceding series, substituting the shelf for the table.
Next, multiples of the can, can opener, and bowl will be
needed. Again the same steps are repeated, but with the exception
that, instead of items being removed from view, multiple items
are used and they remain in view. The steps are shown in sequence,
at one time, from the children's left to right, at another time,
from top to bottom, and at still another time, in a combination of
left to right and top to bottom. As in playing peekaboo, as
children become more familiar with the game and can anticipate
the regularities, they also enjoy the stimulation of variations.
Because of the many repetitions of the sequence, different
types of soups can be tried along with different raw foods,
crackers and toasts. This will also help the children to identify
the regularities of the procedures. However, the value of these
sequences becomes fully realized only when the children are abld
to talk out their questions and confusions, to explore in detail
the function of multiples in sequenced array, with all simultaneously
in view. Children must be supported in this by the teacher who
helps them to perceive and understand the relation of the
convention to the experience. For the children's perceptions to
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be clear and the understanding accurate, the teacher's increasingly
conventionalized and abstracted feedback process must be clear
and accurate of the children's experiences as they perceive and
relate them.
Once the children have grasped the previous concrete and
concrete-simulated representations, the teacher can shift from
the three-dimensional to two-dimensional schematic representations.
The entire series of sequences performed with the shelves against
the chart paper is again performed, but this time without the
shelves and without the actual cans, can openers, and bowls. Instead,
schematics can be applied directly on the chart paper, for example,
the front of soup can labels (saved from all the cans of soup
previously used), simple drawings, or outlines of the three-dimensional
objects and processes. As the children's understandings of the
translation process develop, they will begin to anticipate what the
teacher is doing, indicating what is next to be represented. Since
the children are well aware that the process of making a dip is
being represented, the word Pi
p
can be written at the top of the
chart paper. A recipe chart has now been developed. (This process
can be practiced by the children if schematics are attached to
felt or sandpaper and a flannel board is available.)
Although all of this may seem needlessly detailed, none
of it is to be labored. Neither the teacher nor the children are
to engage in this out of duty. This is to be another fascinating
game, a game of the struggle of order and disorder. And when
approached in a lighthearted manner, such purposeful, deliberate.
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and clarifying activities can help children in their understanding
of the relations between three-dimensional sequential experiences
and two-dimensional representational conventions.
Example 2 . There are a number of processed foods which lend
themselves to combination with other, often raw, foods. Peanut
butter, cottage cheese, and cream cheese are probably most prominent.
The possibilities for tasty combinations are seemingly endless.
Just using peanut butter, cottage cheese, and cream cheese as a
base, one can
(a) combine any two or all three,
(b) mix with small pieces of processed or raw foods,
(c) stuff processed or raw foods with one or the combination
(a) or the mixture (b), and
(d) stick processed or raw foods into the stuffing.
This can result in raw celery stuffed with peanut butter, cream
cheese and pimento rolled in tortilla, a prune stuffed in peanut
butter with pretzel sticks sticking out, dried beef and cottage
cheese stuffed in a pepper "boat," pinwheels of raw celery leaf
stuffed with cream cheese with curry powder, a hunk of raw zucchini
with one end cut to create a hollow filled with peanut butter and
cottage cheese and topped with grated carrot, or peanut butter
mixed with mashed pumpkin on bread and covered with shoestring
potatoes. In creating food combinations, children rarely just
stay with peanut butter, cream and cottage cheese. One child put
pieces of banana in cold tomato soup. That was a big hit. Another
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child put d ssrdinG in milk. Thdt wdsn't. OnG of thG gpGdt
favoritGS has bGGn salami wrappGd around and GatGn with a half
of banana.
AftGr childrGn havG GxpGrioncGd thG fGGdback and rGcording
activitiGS dGScribGd in thG prGvious GxamplG, thGy can bGcomG
involved in feedback and recording experiences of their food
combinations. They will learn that as their combinations become
more involved, the recording will, likewise, become more involved.
They may also learn that some steps are, perhaps, less essential
and can be left out of the recording, the chart consisting then of
the most relevant (from their perceptions) of the process elements.
This, again, is similar to play, for play also is an abstraction
from the original experience which deals only with general characteristics
and summarizes events (Sutton-Smith & Sutton-Smi th, 1974, p. 239).
Example 3 . Many children are interested in exploring herbs
and spices— looking at them, smelling them, tasting them directly,
mixing them with small amounts of cottage cheese so the taste is
not quite so strong, and, finding some they especially like,
increasing the amounts to make a dip or a spread to share with
others. A clean, dry, styrofoam egg container is ideal for holding
the small amounts of spices and herbs. Small bowls can hold the
cottage cheese.
One blind child, examining a whole cardamon, remarked that
it reminded her of styrofoam. One child, tasting coriander, was
reminded of black pepper.
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Example 4 . One activity which children particularly enjoy
is this. The teacher asks a child if he or she would like a
surprise. 10 If the child says, "Yes," then the teacher says, "Close
your eyes." The child with spunk will peek while trying to put
on a good show of having eyes closed. The teacher puts small
pieces of one or more foods which that child likes (that's what
makes this a surprise, not a trick) and puts them under something
like a lettuce leaf, a tortilla, a slice of mortadella, one layer
of peda bread. The "surprise" is placed before the child, and
eyes are opened with great delight, the child knowing that a love-
present has been given and received. Even though the foods may
not change, often a child will want another surprise, and with
closed, or almost closed eyes, will wait in anticipation for the
surprise and the time to express glee and delight, for as long as
there are no tricks, the particular make-up of the surprise makes
little difference. The child knows it is the thought, the feeling,
and the expenditure of time by the adult which matter.
Example 5 . Here is an example of a child connecting in-school
experiences with out-of-school experiences. Fiona, age 8, was
eating beef jerky. "I know what this is. Dried out beef, like
pepperoni. You don't have to refrigerate it. You can take it to
camp. It is good for backpacking." Then she nibbled on pieces of
a potato and a meat knish, deciding it was "bread on the outside,
^opor a discussion of the role of surprise in cognitive
development, see Charlesworth, 1969, pp. 257-314.
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1 i kG friGd mash potatoes and smelling like well-done steak inside."
When asked about her backpacking, she said that the knish would
not be good because "it needed to be refrigerated and would squish,
while the beef jerky was small, has fat, and would crack in my
pockets." As she cut another piece off the potato knish, she
commented, "Gross!"
Example 6 . Here a 7-year-old child, Bobby, reveals his ideas
on the relation of what one eats to what one is and also his
relation to the world.
Child: Cheese is made of grass.
Teacher: What do you mean, cheese is made of grass?
Child: Cows eat grass and cows make milk and cheese is
made out of milk. So cheese is made out of grass.
Teacher: Why isn't cheese green?
Child: When the cows eat grass it goes in their stomach
and then get changed around and comes out milk.
The milk is made in the cow's stomach.
Teacher: Do you eat cheese?
Child: Yes.
Teacher: Then you must be made of grass.
Child: No, I'm. . .I'm a human. Humans aren't made of grass.
This is an impressive example of what Duckworth referred to as
a "wonderful idea" and also an impressive example of thinking
through a series of logical steps which form a logical whole.
Bobby's strong positive sense of identity is revealed by his refusal
to concede that he is made of grass. The teacher might have been
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philosophically sophisticated and thought of the philosophical
distinction of matter undergoing a process change, such as grass
to cows and milk to cheese, indicated by the linguistic term
"from," as in "cows are made from grass" and "cheese is made from
milk," as opposed to matter undergoing a physical change, such as
cheese and bread to cheese sandwich, indicated by the linguistic
term "of," as in a cheese sandwich is made of cheese and bread."
Such a philosophically sophisticated teacher would have said, "Then
you must be made from grass." The teacher might then have led
Bobby to think more about the types of changes involved in the
state "grass" changing to the state "cheese." However, none of
these considerations are to diminish the already substantial
achievement in Bobby's thinking.
Example 7 . In this sequence, which extended over a few days,
we follow a boy in his imaginative approach to discovering the
relationship between "thing" and its "name." The particular support
offered by the teacher encouraged him in his active, imaginary
play. The teacher also encouraged other children to interact with
him. Greatly surprised and delighted with his "wonderful idea,"
she praises his idea, rather than praising him in general for having
the idea. She wants him to tell others about it. One girl, even
though she has no conception of why either the teacher or the boy
is excited, is not about to be put down by anything so "dumb" done
by a boy.
One 5-year-old boy, Barry, was playing around with the idea
of sandwiches and trying to "sell" them.
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Child 1; Come get your carrot sandwiches here. Carrot
sandwiches. Two for a dollar. Spaghetti
sandwiches here. Two for a dollar. Come get
your crayon sandwiches. Come get your sandwiches.
(Nobody showed any interest, so he went to see what was
happening with the blocks. Then he moved to the table where the
teacher was working with a group of children involved in clay.)
Teacher: I understand you have some sandwiches to sell.
What kinds do you have?
Child 1: Uh. Uh, I have carrot sandwiches.
Teacher: Is the carrot grated or is it whole?
Child 1: It's whole, but it is washed— and peeled.
Teacher: It must be a long sandwich. Do you have the long
carrot in a long hot dog bun or in a round hamburger
bun?
Child 1: Uh. I have it in a hamburger bun—and in a hot
dog bun.
Teacher: How can it be in both a hot dog bun and a hamburger
bun?
Child 1: Uh. I don't know. It's a. . .It's. . .Here.
Teacher: Yeah.
(The boy reaches into his pocket and pulls out an imaginary
sandwich.
)
Child 1 : Here.
Teacher: That's quite a sandwich. How much does it
cost?
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Child 1: Two for a dollar.
Teacher: But I only want one. How much will it be for one?
Child 1: Uh, ten cents.
Teacher: My, that's very inexpensive for a carrot sandwich.
At that price Tricia, Ann, and Hector might want
one, too.
Child 1: You want one or two?
Child 2: No.
Child 3: What?
Child 1: A sandwich.
Teacher: A sandwich with a whole carrot that's been washed
and peeled and a hamburger bun and a hot dog bun.
I have one here that you can look at so you can
decide whether you want one or not. (She holds up
her imaginary sandwich.) Do you want a sandwich
like this?
Child 3: No.
Child 2: No. I don't want one. I can make a better one
of my own. (And she starts patting the clay into a
flat shape.
)
Teacher: Maybe Hector would like a carrot sandwich.
Child 1: Yeah.
Teacher: Do you want to ask Hector if he would like a carrot
sandwich?
Child 1: Yeah.
Teacher: Wei 1 , ask him.
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Child 1: I've got to tee-tee.
Teacher: Well, go ahead and go.
(Later the same day, outside, Barry is climbing on the jungle
gym. All the children are involved in activities. The total
situation is rather calm. The teacher strolls over to the jungle
gym where Barry and one other child is involved in parallel play.)
Teacher: Have you ever heard of a spaghetti sandwich?
Child 1: No.
Teacher: I though I heard you selling a spaghetti sandwich
this morning
Child 1: I was. I did.
Teacher: How do you make a spaghetti sandwich?
Child 1: You just put some spaghetti inside.
Teacher: You just put some spaghetti inside. I see. Were
you also selling crayon sandwiches this morning?
Child 1: (Laughing) Yeah.
Teacher: Wow! What kind of sandwiches are they?
Child 1: They have different colored crayons in them.
Teacher: Aren't they hard to eat?
Child 1: Uh. They are melted. With an iron.
Teacher: Sounds like a grilled cheese sandwich to me.
Child 1
:
Yeah, that's what they are. Grilled cheese
sandwiches with crayons.
Teacher: Sounds pretty. Are they like the stained glass
windows we made with the grated crayons and the iron?
Child 1
:
Yeah.
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Teacher: You have very interesting sandwiches.
Child 1 : Yeah.
(A few days later, Barry was helping prepare lunch. Others
were making sandwiches. His job was to fix the large head of
cabbage to be ready for slaw. He washed it, and then he made a
nest of old newspapers and set it inside. With the cleaver, he cut
it into two large hunks and many little shreds. One of the hunks
had an outer leaf which was almost whole and had begun to lift
away from the others. Putting the cleaver down, he picked up the
leaf. He examined the leaf, seemingly intrigued by the size and
the concave shape. Looking over at those making sandwiches, he
began absent-mindedly to eat some of the cabbage leaf. He reached
for a slice of bread, and, with considerable animation, put it on
the cabbage leaf, folding the leaf over the bread, taco fashion.
Turning to the teacher, he called out.)
Child 1: Hey, look! A bread sandwich! See my bread
sandwich?
Teacher: Gee, Barry, that's a terrific sandwich! Maybe
you could tell Francine and Santana how you made it.
Child 1: You just take a cabbage leaf and put bread inside
of it.
Child 4: What's so super about that?
At some later time, the question to Barry from the teacher,
"What different ways can you make a bread sandwich?" might well
produce other interesting results.
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Example 8 . The following account is a graphic illustration
of how one teacher, in following the idea of "one food, many
tools," created a classroom structure supportive of the following
principles of instruction: (a) stimulate children's use of their
imaginations, (b) help children to actively test their ideas and
learn from the feedback, (c) support children's learning capacities,
(d) refrain from evaluation, instead guide through question, and
(e) provide permissive leadership.
This learning experience is almost unique in that it is of
excellent quality, and at the same time, it involves the entire
class. This situation would not have been possible without the
assistance of additional adults. However, without this assistance,
small groups could actively pursue their ideas over a period of
days.
In the late spring, one class, along with many of the
children's parents, grandparents, sisters, and brothers, went on
a sunrise field trip to the regional wholesale market to see the
market during the height of its activities. They investigated
refrigerated railroad cars, crates of food from many parts of
the world, a special room where bananas were ripened. Best of all,
there was a peanut roasting company with three workers, a big
peanut roaster, scales to weigh 1- and 5-pound amounts, chutes,
and a machine to bag the peanuts. The children, and everyone else,
at cold raw peanuts and hot roasted peanuts. Then both raw and
roasted peanuts were purchased to use in class.
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0nc6 bdck 3t school (somo of tho family mombors woro ablo
to stay through the morning), we ate breakfast. Then the teacher
began to ask questions. (Some of the children continued to eat
peanuts.
)
Teacher: What do you like to eat that is made of peanuts?
Children Peanut butter!
Teacher: Would you like to make peanut butter?
Children Yes!
Teacher: What do we have that we could use to make peanuts
into peanut butter? (One child goes quickly to the
cabinet and pulls out the meat grinder.)
Child 1: The meat grinder.
Teacher: What makes you think that the meat grinder will
change peanuts into peanut butter?
Child 1: Well, when we ground the cranberries with it, it
came out all mashy. (This is a reference to an
activity during the previous November.)
Child 2: And the potatoes. They came out brown just like
peanut butter. (This is a reference to preparing
potato latkes during the previous December. See:
Examples of recipes in Cooking with Recipes.)
Teacher What else can we use to make peanut butter?
Child 3 Step on them.
Teacher How?
Child 3 Just put 'em on the floor and step on 'em. That'll
make peanut butter for sure.
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Teacher:
Child 3:
Child 4:
Teacher:
(A check
Teacher:
Child 5:
Teacher:
Child 6:
Teacher
Child 6
Child 7
Teacher
Child 7
Teacher
Child 7
Teacher
Child 7
Teacher
Would you leave the shells on or take them off?
Uh, take 'em off or leave 'em on. Either way it'll
make peanut butter.
I know a way. You can put them in the blender.
Would you check to see if we have a blender here
now. I don't remember,
was made; no blender was found.)
We have something else much like a blender, but with
larger blades.
A food processor.
Yes. We can see what that will do with peanuts.
Any other ideas? What else do we have; what other
ways can you think of to make peanuts into peanut
butter?
How about a peanut butter maker?
Good idea. We don't have one.
Oh.
Hey, I know. We can use the hammer and hammer them.
Would you take the shells off first?
Yup.
What about the skins?
Yup.
I see. Are you sure you would want to take the
shells off first?
: Yeah. I would.
; How would you take them off?
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Child 7: Like this. (The child puts a peanut between his
teeth and cracks it open.)
Teacher: Who would eat the peanut butter you would make?
Child 7: I would.
Child 8: I wouldn't.
Teacher: Why do you think Kanalpa wouldn't want to eat your
peanut butter?
Child 7: Don't know.
Teacher: Kanalpa, can you tell Louis why you wouldn't want
to eat. . . .
Child 8: 'Cause it's been in your mouth.
Teacher: Is there some other way you can break the shell and
not smash it all into peanut butter?
Child 7: Easy, man. Easy.
Teacher: Show me with your hand how you would hammer it just
to break the shell.
(Louis goes through an elaborate slow motion demonstration.)
Teacher: Now, how will you hammer it to make peanut butter?
(Louis immediately bangs his hand down hard on his knee causing
some pain, which he tries to conceal.)
Teacher: I see. (Referring to his hurt.) Fortunately we
have a cutting board to make the peanut butter on.
You can use it as a hammering board. Any other
suggestions for ways to make peanut butter?
Child 9: Smash them.
Teacher: What?
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Child 9:
Teacher:
Child 10:
Teacher:
Child 10:
Teacher:
Child 11:
Teacher:
Child 12:
Teacher:
Child 12:
Teacher:
Child 12:
Teacher:
Child 12:
Teacher:
Child 12
Child 5:
Teacher:
Child 13
Smash them.
Yes, smashing peanuts will make peanut butter.
I know a good way. Use your teeth.
That's an excellent way to make peanut butter for
yourself. It makes the perfect size: bite size.
But what about sharing the peanut butter with your
friends?
No.
No. That's not a very good idea. But for peanut
butter for one, it's ideal.
How about punch them?
Try it. See how it works.
I know another way. You could smash them under a
chair leg. You could put a peanut on the floor and
put the chair leg on it and then sit on it.
On the floor?
Yeah.
Wouldn't the peanut butter get terribly dirty?
Well, we could put the chair on the table.
And sit on it on the table?
Yeah.
What about all the dirt on the bottom of the chair leg?
Well, we could use soap and water and wash it.
I know. Get a new chair.
Buy a new chair just to make peanut butter?
If you got a plastic bag, you could put your peanuts
in it. Then the peanut butter would be clean.
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My! That's a fine idea. Anything else? Can you
think of any other ways that peanuts could be made
into peanut butter?
We could boil them first.
That's true. We could boil them first. Now, let's
get busy making peanut butter. Let's experiment
with each of the methods. Would you adults help us
out? If each of you worked with a different small
group of children on one activity, it would be great.
Now, let's see what we are going to do. I'll write
the different ways to make peanut butter on the
board. Then we can decide who is doing what.
The session continued. Everyone was involved in at least one
method. Someone remembered the book press and that was tried, also.
The chair on the table routine was the most spectacular, the boiled
peanuts the most unexpected. The hammer method was quite a disappointment.
Everyone was surprised at how many different ways there are to make
peanut mash, inadequate as peanut butter, but still good to eat. The
meat grinder with the small blade made quite crunchy, but good, peanut
butter. The food processor produced what the children said was
really peanut butter.
After clean-up, putting the various products in paper cups to
go home, and dividing the roasted peanuts that were left so they could
be taken home, some of the people went home. The others took a nap—
except for Cliff, who was so wound up that he had to be up and doing.
He became absorbed in weighing with the balance all the objects that
Teacher:
Child 14:
Teacher:
he could find.
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The raw peanuts were saved for later activities.
Some weeks later the class was visited by a representative
of a nutrition education program connected with the State Land
Grant College. One of the parts of the nutrition education program
involved showing children how peanut butter could be made by
crushing peanuts with a baby food jar wrapped in tape. The visitor
was amazed at what the class had done, and saw no reason to go to
such trouble when it was so easy to crush them with a baby food jar.
Karl, 6 years old, spoke up: "Yeah, but if you only know one way
and you can't do it that way, then you need to know another way to do
it."
Cooking with Recipes
Other than eating, cooking is what most children think anyone
does with food. This is illustrated by a conversation by young
children engaged in a raw food activity.
Child 1: I glad I could cook. I like cooking.
Child 2: Me, too.
Child 3: You aren't cooking.
Child 1: After, she's goin' to cook. (This is in reference
to the teacher.) . . . Goin' tell my mother what I
did—cook.
But when children do, indeed, begin to cook, they are faced
with two
major challenges to their skills. One consists of learning skills of
safety and constructively working with heat. The second
consists of
learning skills of decentering (Piaget, 1970, p. 139)
and caring to
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be able to work with recipes. The first both requires and develops
an openness to experience, alertness, and confidence. The second
both requires and develops feelings of belonging, curiosity, and
social interaction. Together, they require and develop high levels
of instrumental, interpersonal, and imaginal skills. Cooking with
recipes helps children to see themselves a little closer to the
world of adults. ("Goin' tell my mother what I did—cook.") At
times it seems that, through their preparation of individual food
dishes and sharing them with significant persons, children penetrate
the adult world, to make their world and the adult's world one.
Offerings of food are always powerful. Offerings of food which one
has prepared oneself can bind and heal and transform and make living
worthwhile.
For a child, not faced with the necessity of cooking, there are
three reasons to cook with a recipe.
The first reason is to develop mastery of the process skills
involved in following a recipe and in cooking.
The second reason is the desire to recreate a particular food
dish. This might be a dish that the child especially enjoys. It
might be a food which some person out of the past had eaten, some
person who has captured the present imagination and curiosity of the
child. Such a food might be hardtack which Columbus and his crew
ate while on their voyages. It might be a food eaten in Brazil by
the grandparents of a child in the class. Whether the reason is
personal enjoyment or to have a shared experience with someone in the
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past or in the present but in another place, the reason must be
vital to the child from the child's perception.
The third reason is the desire to recreate a particular food
dish which the child wishes to give to another. The food might be
one that the child especially favors. It might be one that the
child knows the other person or group of people especially favor.
Or, happily, it might be both. The receiver of the gift is usually
a parent or a brother or sister. It may be a special friend in the
school. Whoever it is, that person is special to the child. To
avoid the implication that cooking with recipes eliminates all
problems that the child might face, it can be mentioned that if a
child is making a food to give to the new baby in the family, the
ingredients need to be double-checked.
Of the three reasons to cook with a recipe, the first, to
develop mastery of process skills, is the one which the child first
pursues and in which the child is most often and most deeply
involved. Sutton-Smith and Sutton-Smith (1974) wrote the following
regarding mastery:
You work at something whenever your present
actions are carried out primarily in order to
lead to some end result. The results in our
adult cases are salaries, promotions, products,
fame, prestige, inventions, creations, etc. Most
of children's free activity is of this sort.
They spend most of their time trying to find out
how to get results by their own activity. . . .
They want results. This is work; but because it
does not produce a salary, fame, or prestige, we
use another name for it, and that name is mastery.
(pp. 79-80)
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The Sutton-Smi ths identified mastery in the young child's
exploration of the relationships between things (such as hammering,
inspecting, opening, picking up, dropping), testing out what the
child can do (such as running, throwing, pushing, balancing,
dancing), imitation by paying attention to what other people do
(such as learning gestures, words, and social behaviors), and
construction of their personal space in their play world (such as
building a house or city and imitating adults by manipulating
things) (pp. 72-75, 96-97, 123). According to the Sutton-Smiths,
within each of these types of mastery there are steps that children
and adults always go through on their way to play. "These stages
are universal at any age and in any situation. The astronauts learn
to cope with their new environment in exactly the same way" (p. 157).
They have provided an example of the stages as experienced
by 1- to 2-year olds.
When they first see something new, say a
block, they either are frightened and turn
away or watch it carefully for some time.
When they stop being frightened, they
examine it carefully. Then they try to do
something with it. This is their first
attempt at mastery, and what they do will
be one of the actions below. They explore
how it relates to other objects (they bang
the block); they see what they can do with
it (they throw it on the floor); they copy
what their mother does with it (they put it
on another block); they build with it (they
stack it along with several others in a
tower). If they like the effect of what
they have done, they will usually repeat
this action for a long time until they have
mastered it. (p. 157)
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They went on to state:
There is an enormous amount of repetition and
practice in young children's mastery activity,
but the same is true of adults, especially when
we are learning a new skill, such as typing,
skiing, or tennis.
. . . When that skill is
mastered it is usually combined with other
skills into something more complicated.
. . .
The phases, then, that mastery goes through
are examination, action, repetition, and
combination, (pp. 157-158)
These are exactly the behaviors of young children engaged in cooking.
(See: "Some Activities in Cooking with Recipes.")
In addition to the reasons for cooking with a recipe, there are
characteristics of an appropriate recipe for use by young children
in this curriculum.
1. The primary ingredients are basically in their natural
states. This means raw foods. If there is a grain grinder, this
means dried corn rather than cornmeal
,
wheat berries rather than
flour. With raw foods, children have many active and fascinating
things to do. Foods must be washed and sometimes shaken and dried.
They must be cut and sometimes peeled or grated or ground. Sometimes
mincing must be done. Sometimes sifting, mixing, stirring, blending,
shaking, folding, creaming—all the different ways of getting
different foods to become one food. Then the baking or steaming
or frying or roasting or boiling— seeing what heat will do to foods.
The change is so great from the raw food to the cooked food, and
young children want to be directly involved in making it happen.
No canned mushroom soup and corn flakes over instant potatoes. If
it is too complicated to make it from fresh, raw foods, a simpler
recipe might be tried.
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2.
The ingredients are nutritious and the completed dish
is nutritious, for example, breads without sugar, broccoli with
cottage cheese, stuffed eggs, soups of broth or a milk base, fish
with lime juice, but not marshmallow and chocolate and graham
crackers. Sugar has increasingly come under attack as a major
health hazard, and it is an all too ubiquitous ingredient in
"convenience" processed food products (Mayer, 1976; "Too Much
Sugar?", 1978). It is irresponsible for an educational institution
to promote foods with more than a minimum of sugar. Fresh plants
need to be emphasized; there are plenty of natural sugars in them.
The school also has an obligation to help children extend their
eating preferences to a wide variety of foods, all of which are
nutritious.
3. The ingredients are available and within budgetary
constraints. If an ingredient is not available locally, a parent
or a member of the community might be travelling to a place where
it is available and be able to obtain the food for the class. If
the school cannot afford to purchase an ingredient, perhaps some
interested person would donate a small amount to the class. If
the ingredients are not available or are prohibitively expensive,
another food dish needs to be planned.
4. Preparation and cooking equipment and utensils are on
hand or readily available. This is one aspect of cooking which
often admits to great flexibility; there are many ways to construct
an apparatus for steaming food. Also, many people have kitchens
full of food equipment, including equipment for preparing many
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international foods. Often the equipment is infrequently used,
and the owners would be happy to share with the class.
5. The food dish is possible to be prepared within the time
constraints of the entire educational program. Children need to
be inefficient to maximize their learning. This doesn't happen
fast. The preparation of some foods, such as cheese, must extend
over more than one day. This can present a problem. Sometimes
a refrigerator can only be made available for certain short times
during the week. It is better not to begin a recipe than to find
at the end of the school day an hour of baking still to be done.
6. The food dish is basically simple to prepare, with each
process capable of being accomplished by the specific children
who will be involved. There is probably no food dish that could
be named as being inappropriate for preparation by young children
which could not be disputed. Certainly much depends on the comfort
and imagination in ways which are not only possible but also
successful. It is also true that one recipe might be inappropriate
early during the children's experiences with cooking and that
recipe might be quite appropriate at a later time. As one young
child said, "It's easy when you know how."
7. Mistakes in recipes are so common that it is usually
best for the teacher to test the recipe for soundness— using the
equipment in the classroom— before having children attempt it.
This run-through also helps the teacher prepare for those parts
which might cause difficulty for the children.
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The primary objective of cooking with any recipe is to help
children develop their skills to enable them to be more competent
and autonomous. To do this, children need many opportunities to
repeat behaviors to allow for the development of an already
acquired skill. Children also need to be increasingly stimulated
to develop new skills. Children not only need these, they demand
them.
When the environment is insufficiently stimulating (for
example, spreading canned mushroom soup and corn flakes over instant
potatoes) children will begin to stimulate themselves by adding,
changing, complicating. Safety can be more effectively maintained
if the teacher doesn't wait until the children, in desperation and
boredom, begin to make the situation interesting. Instead, the
teacher can add, change, and complicate. If the children are making
egg salad with processed mayonnaise, the teacher can introduce the
children to mayonnaise made with oil and egg yolk (shift from
processed to raw foods). If the children have made mayonnaise with
a blender, the teacher can introduce them to the use of a food
processor (shift from one electrical food tool to another), then to
anegg beater (shift from electrical food tool to mechanical tool),
and, later, a whisk (shift from mechanical to hand tool), then a
fork (shift from one hand tool to another). Sometimes it is possible
to shift ingredients without distorting the integrity of the food
dish. If the children have been using chicken eggs, introduce them
to duck or gooseeggs.
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Sometimes interesting things occur unexpectedly. Then the
teacher can capitalize on the situation and extend it.
A series of valuable lessons once resulted from
forgetting the eggs in planning a cake recipe
that called for two. We went ahead without them
and later asked the children who hadn't
participated in the preparation to guess what
ingredient was missing. Successive days we
eliminated other essentials to stress what each
ingredient did. The children were fascinated
and delighted. Fortunately, young children are
casual regarding quality. Each mystery cake
was eaten with gusto. (Sereda, Note 6)
Adding and subtracting, even changing ingredients, are
especially suitable for a basic bread recipe, such as pancakes.
With pancakes the teacher can help children experiment with (a) type
and texture of flour, (b) type and amount of liquid, (c) absence or
presence and type of leavening, (d) additions for varied flavor and
texture. One teacher found avocado pancakes to be a great success.
It is also possible to experiment with cooking processes.
What would happen if the pancake were boiled? or steamed? or fried?
or broiled? or baked? The teacher can extend such experiments by
introducing the children to dumplings, Chinese steamed buns,
fritters, and baked breads.
Cooking changes foods in a number of ways. It causes chemical
changes to occur, as in boiling an egg. It changes the taste, as in
dough. It preserves, as in meatloaf. It aids digestion, as in
white potatoes. It softens, as in carrots. It also hardens, as in
toast.
The cooking processes used in this curriculum are boil, simmer,
steam, fry, saute, braise, broil, roast, bake. The following
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definitions and comments may help the teacher better understand
what each process is and how one process differs from the other.
Boil. To cook food in a deep container with the food
immersed in water or a water-based liquid which is heated to the
boiling point, 212° Fahrenheit.
Simmer. To cook food immersed in water or a water-based
liquid heated to a point below boiling, but hot enough that
bubbles slowly appear from the bottom and break the surface of
the liquid.
Steam. To cook food in a tightly closed container with
boiling water in the bottom and the food placed above and surrounded
by steam. Great care must be taken when opening the container
since steam can cause severe burns.
Fry. To cook food in a deep container with the food immersed
in oil heated to between 350° and 400° Fahrenheit. The hot oil
"seizes" the food, forming a shell. The moisture in the food,
enclosed by the shell, turns to steam. If the oil is at the proper
temperature, steam provides most of the cooking and there is a
minimum absorption of oil into the food. For reasons of health
and safety, the oil must never be allowed to smoke.
Saute. To cook food quickly in a shallow container with
the food resting on a thin layer of hot oil or fat. For reasons
of health and safety, the oil or fat must never be allowed to
smoke.
Braise. To cook food (usually meat) in a deep container by
the sequence of two processes. In a small amount of oil or fat
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at high heat, the food is quickly browned on all surfaces. Then
water or a water-based liquid and other foods as flavorings are
added to the browned food. The temperature is lowered and the food
is cooked slowly in simmering liquid and flavored steam.
Broil. To cook food quickly with intense, direct heat and
dry, hot air either out of doors or in the oven with the door ajar.
Roast. To cook food (usually meat) with dry, even heat
circulation.
Bake. To cook food slowly in indirect heat at moderate
temperatures and dry, hot air within an oven or oven-like container.
Also to cook food through direct contact with a hot, dry surface.
With any cooking it is essential that the classroom have a
dry, chemical, multi-purpose fire extinguisher readily accessible
to the cooking area and that the teacher and all the children know
how to use it.
There are a number of problems which young children have in
following a recipe. One of the problems concerns their arithmetical
thinking.
Ginsburg (1977, part 1) indicates the dominance of counting
in the spontaneous arithmetic of young children, first counting
fingers, then objects, then representations of imaginary objects,
then symbols of collections of imaginary objects. However, because
of specific characteristics of children's thought, there are
difficulties in planning strategies for dealing with things once
and once only, and in establishing a one-to-one correspondence
between the numbers they say and the varied things they are trying
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to count. Between the ages of 2 and 6, children develop increasingly
efficient and economical ways of dealing with problems of more,
less, and sameness, but their solutions are based on their
observation of a physical variable, such as length or pattern, and
are, therefore, sometimes right and sometimes not. Young children's
computations suffer from being overly dependent on memory, but,
for them, representations on paper are full of pitfalls. It doubles
the work and, what is perhaps more critical, translating from
three-dimensional, dynamic experience to the two-dimensional, static
quality of paper requires considerable general knowledge of the
social conventions of literacy. Children ages 5 to 7 gradually
acquire skill at using tallies and types of written symbolism to
identify both number and the order of events. As Ginsburg has
stated, "Children's abstract ideas develop from their concrete
experience. This leads to an educational paradox: abstract ideas
can seldom be taught directly; they need to emerge from concrete
experience" (p. 56).
Activities with raw and processed foods are replete with
spontaneous experiences in counting, adding, and subtracting. With
processed foods, relevant attributes of three-dimensional sequential
experiences were identified and translated into two-dimensional
schematics, first in a form which is as much concrete as schematic
and then progressively moving toward the abstract. Now in cooking
with recipes, arithmetic goes beyond spontaneity.
Recipes specify not only ingredients and the preparation and
cooking processes, but also amounts of ingredients, sequence
in
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preparation, and timing of cooking. In following a recipe and in
cooking, there is usually considerable specificity of a mathematical
nature. It is largely this specificity which assures some degree
of predictable outcome. For specificity, standards of measurement
are required. These are expressed in a variety of ways.
Often recipes indicate measurement of ingredients by numbers
of whole things, for example, 1 egg, 8 carrots, 3 tomatoes. This
is often combined with an indication of size in relation to the
class, for example, 1 small pumpkin, 2 medium onions, 6 small
kohlrabies. Occasionally, salt is measured by the number of shakes
of a salt shaker and pepper by the number of complete turns of the
handle of a pepper mill. Frequently, terms of general amounts,
such as "some"and "few"are used. Sometimes amounts are indicated
by the action of one ingredient in relation to one or more other
ingredients, for example, "dust with flour," "sprinkle with lemon
juice and minced parsley," and "mix flour and water to make a soft
dough." Sometimes amounts are indicated by the physical relation
of one or more ingredients or of a cooking medium to other
ingredients or to the cooking container, for example, "fill each
tomato with salad mixture," "cover eggs with water," and "pour 1
inch of oil into skillet."
Since these measurements are based on counting and physical
action, they present no major problems to young children s thinking.
But when measures get more precise, they also get more abstract.
Although children may follow a recipe, they do not understand the
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recipe. One attempt to reduce the degree of abstraction and
extend the use of one-to-one correspondence is to change the way
measures are used.
Measures are given in multiples of a measuring unit. A
measuring unit is one concrete object, a measuring cup or a
measuring spoon, which measures one and only one amount, not only
in terms of quantity but also in number. The measuring units used
are 1-quart, 1-cup, 1/2-cup, 1/3-cup, 1/4-cup, 1-tablespoon,
1-teaspoon, 1/2-teaspoon, and 1/4-teaspoon. If 3/4 teaspoon is
called for in a recipe, three separate 1/4-teaspoons are to be
used with and by the children. Three separate measures, each one
a 1/4-teaspoon measuring spoon, are filled and added to the other
food. The child can clearly see that three of the things
called "quarter-teaspoons" are being used. Each quarter-teaspoon
is used only once during that food activity. If 2/3 cup is called
for, two separate 1/3-cups are to be used. The child can clearly
see that two of the measures called "one-third-cup" (and which are
different from other measures called different names) are being
used. By counting, the child realizes that two one-third-cups of
a certain ingredient are being added to the other ingredients. Each
of those 1/3-cup measures is used only once. This helps young
children clarify their thinking concerning one-to-one relationships
and aids their developing understanding of wholes and parts of
wholes, that is, fractions. The same 1-cup measure used for milk
is not, in the same recipe preparation activity, also used for
The use of one measure for each foodwater or anything else.
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measured allows all of the ingredients to be made ready before
any ingredient is used. This display allows children to better
understand transformations by concretely experiencing the "whole"
prior to preparation and comparing it through recall when the
"whole" is experienced after preparation. All of this makes the
entire experience more meaningful. This, in turn, makes the
recipe chart and the reading of it more meaningful.
As children are able to introduce some flexibility into
their understanding of one-to-one relationships, as children are
able to understand more fully the relation of measuring container
to that which is measured, then, and only then, will children be
able to use with understanding one 1/4-teaspoon to measure 3/4-
teaspoon salt, one glass measuring cup with markings indicating
fractional divisions to measure 3/4 cup, and one 1/2-teaspoon to
measure successively 1/2 teaspoon pepper, 1/2 teaspoon oregano,
and 1/2 teaspoon cumin. Any young child can perform the operation,
but understanding the operation is another thing entirely. Having
many duplicate measures is one way to help children in their
understanding.
In this curriculum U.S. units are used. Although the
expectation is that in the future our weights and measures for
cooking will be the International System of Units (SI), an
extension and refinement of the traditional metric system, at the
present time the standard concerning conversions has not been
decided. Direct arithmetical conversions are awkward, for example,
1 ounce (solid measurement) = 28.3495g; 1 fluid ounce = 29.5737cm^.
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Presently, various cookbook authors convert 1 ounce (solid) to 28g,
28. 5g, and 30g; 1 fluid ounce to 29cm3, 29.5cm^, and 30cm^. With
larger amounts, the range of the variations is greater. For an
adult with an understanding of arithmetic and of the inherent
approximation in measurements in cooking, such variation presents
only irritation and, perhaps, inconvenience. But to a young child
who doesn't understand arithmetic, approximation, or cooking, and
who usually regards the recipe as sacred and untouchable, such
variation presents major problems, including a threat to the child's
basic trust in the world. Such inconsistency may reach its height
in the single book by Johnson and Povey (1976) where on two consecutive
pages (pp. 86, 87) 1 cup chilled milk is stated as equivalent to
250 ml, 1 cup cold milk as equivalent to 225 ml. Until such time
that there is general agreement and common usage concerning the
conversion from U.S. to SI units for cooking, it seems advisable to
maintain the present standard.
Building on the development of recipe charts as outlined in
the previous section on processed foods, there are two additional
ways to aid children's understanding of the conventions of recipes.
One is to devise a system of color coding which will establish a
relationship of correspondence between the various cooking tools and
measures and the schematics on the recipe chart. This can be done
by applying colored tape to a part of each tool and measure where
the tape is clearly visible, but not where it will come in contact
with the food. Tape in the same pattern and colors can then be
applied in the same place to the chart schematics. Thus, color
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coding is added to the schematic representation of shape to help
children read the recipe chart.
An additional way children's understanding of recipe charts
can be aided is to eliminate the variability among the different
representations of the same objects. This can be done by making a
collection of stamps which will print the shapes on the charts.
Stamps can be made from heavy cardboard, styrofoam trays, or
linoleum blocks. Or, for greater cost, rubber stamps can be made
commercially. Not only do stamps consistently represent shapes
and sizes, especially important for measures, but also the ease of
using stamps and children's fascination with stamping encourage
children to create recipe charts.
As children comprehend the cognitive processes and the
physical process becomes easier, children can actively participate
in making recipe charts of foods which they have prepared. However,
the recipe chart, the representation of experiences in food
preparation, must always follow, not precede, the actual food
preparation. In terms of children's thinking ability, a recipe is
to be arrived at through experience. The conventions of two-
dimensional representations of sequential events become understandable
to young children only after the events themselves are understood.
Only in this way can children understand the map-territory relationship
of recipe to food preparation. A recipe is not the experience itself.
A recipe is a conventionalized abstraction from generalized
experience.
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Once the particular food dish to be prepared has been
selected, the teacher reads the recipe and tells the small group
of children the information they need to be able to prepare it.
After the food preparation has been completed, the children and
the teacher talk together about what they have done, identifying
the ingredients and materials for preparation, cooking process,
and the sequence of steps in preparation. When the children
have clearly understood their own experiences in preparing the
food dish, they can discuss how to develop the recipe chart and
then begin to make the chart. With the use of stamps, it may be
necessary to make duplicates of the recipe chart so each child can
have one to take home. If the food is a gift for another person,
the child might want to give a copy of the recipe chart as well.
Learning Objectives
1. The children will attain trust, confidence, openness to
experience, and alertness to be able to work safely and
constructively with heat and a wide variety of cooking
tools and equipment.
2. The children will attain curiosity, initiative, and
willingness to develop mastery of the conventions of
recipe charts and the processes involved in food
preparations.
3. The children will attain wonder and delight in the
observations of transformations which foods undergo from
the raw state to the processed and completed food
dish
state.
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4. The children will attain the ability to decenter to allow
for the extension of relationship with other people from
afar in time and in space through the recreation of
particular recipes.
5. The children will attain initiative and caring in the
production of favored food dishes to share with others.
6. The children will attain autonomy and openness to extend
in number and diversity the cooked foods eaten and enjoyed.
Set-up of the classroom . The set-up of the classroom for
cooking with recipes is substantially the same as for activities
with raw and processed foods. However, depending on the particular
recipe, an additional small table may be needed to support the
cooking equipment. Spatial requirements of specific cooking
equipment can be found in the next section. Tools and equipment.
Tools and equipment . In these recipes, almost all of the
ingredients initially are in the raw state, so all of the tools
and equipment discussed previously in the section on raw foods can
be used in cooking activities. In addition, there are certain
items which are used in cooking but not with raw foods, such as
mixing bowls, baking pans and sheets, baking dishes, sifter, rolling
pin, rubber spatula. Use the highest quality available— sturdy,
solid, easy to clean, of sizes which children can use with ease.
By all means avoid cheap, gray, enameled cooking utensils, cadmium-
plated metal utensils, and gal vanized-iron utensils as chemical
poisoning can result (Dack, 1956, pp. 12-30).
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1. Electric cooking equipment. Even if a classroom is
equipped with a range and even if it is small in size, that range
has been designed to be used by adults, not by children in a
classroom. The dials or buttons which regulate the heat will
probably be a problem for children when the range is in use.
Cleaning will probably be a problem, especially around and under
the heating elements. It will be permanently installed, which means
that it will be there all the time whether it is being used or not.
Installation also means that it will be in that part of the room
where cooking activities will be centered, whether or not that is
the most effective position in terms of the total classroom space
and the total educational program.
Ranges contain an oven and surface heating elements. Both of
these can be obtained without some of the disadvantages of a range.
There are electric ovens which are small enough to fit on a counter
or a table. A small electric convection oven is now made in the
United States which has a glass door and operates on standard
household current. Hot plates are now made in the United States
with a solid cast-iron heating plate equipped with a thermostatic
sensor unit. However, a hot plate on a table with a skillet^^ or
pan on it is a lot of hazardous stacking. Much of the danger can
be eliminated by combining the heating element and the skillet or
pan into one. This has been done in the electric skillet and the
^^The term "skillet" is used in preference to the more common
term "frying pan" to avoid the confusion resulting from "sauteing in
a frying pan" or "simmering in a frying pan." Various terms for the
same object are frequent. If conflicts arise from different
terminology at home and at school, the teacher must help the child
clarify the terms. This may result in the teacher's terminology
changing
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BlGctric cooking pot. Those are small and can easily be used at a
table. There are problems and even dangers involved in using
electric cooking equipment, but these problems and dangers can
either be greatly reduced or eliminated with some effort by the
teacher and, perhaps, some involvement by some of the children.
There is the problem of electric cords. They must be
completely without any sign of wear. They must be kept dry. They
must be out of the way and certainly out of the path of both
children and adults. If the cooking table is adjacent to a wall
with an electrical outlet, this need be little problem. However,
if the cooking table is in the center of the room, the cord probably
is least a hazard if it is suspended from immediately above the
center of the table. This will probably also mean some high
clothesline arrangement and an extension cord. The extension cord
must also be without any sign of wear, be kept dry, and, in addition,
be heavy-duty. It should also be no longer than necessary to extend
from the cord on the electric skillet or cooking pot, completely
clear the heads of the teacher and any other adults who might visit
the classroom, and, safely, drop to connect with a wall outlet. No
connections into light fixtures should be used.
There is the problem of overheating the table surface. Sheet
aluminum, cut to size with metal shears, bound in heavy cloth adhesive
tape, and placed under the cooking units, is effective. No cooking
on top of newspapers, grocery bags, plastic sheeting, oil cloths, or
asbestos pads should be done.
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There is the problem of the exterior heat of the cooking units.
Electric skillets, cooking pots, and tabletop ovens produce heat
in order to cook the foods inside. However, they tend to be
poorly insulated, especially the skillets and cooking pots, and
the outside surfaces become hot. Shields for skillets and cooking
pots can be constructed which act as insulators and prevent any
contact with the outside surface. Shields are constructed of short
pieces of lumber attached together, covered with aluminum foil, and
tied around the cooking units. One-inch lumber can be cut so it
extends 1 inch above the brim. Leangths are to be cut so they fit
immediately against the sides of the cooking unit. Where the sides
curve, short lengths can be cut to maintain the contact of the
lumber against the sides. When the unit is completely surrounded,
the lumber can be securely connected with two or three lengths of
thin webbing or heavy cords attached with nails or staples (from a
staple gun) at two or three levels, leaving enough webbing or cord
at the ends to tie. The lumber is then to be covered with aluminum
foil. The foil helps to reduce scorching of the wood and its odor,
which can be upsetting to the children. The foil will not get hot,
and it can be easily changed when soiled.
Such a shield will completely eliminate all accidental
burns caused by the side or the underside of the hand or arm coming
in contact with the hot brim. This is probably the most common
cause of burns to children using unshielded electric skillets and
cooking pots. This is such a problem because the child's attention
is focused not on avoiding the brim but rather on what is occurring
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with the food and the cooking implement. If the child should
accidently hit the top edge of the shield, this would immediately
convey a message that the hand or arm is getting close to the hot
surface, but no burns would result.
It is usually impractical to construct a shield for a tabletop
oven. Placing it in a corner and placing pegboard barriers around
it is, on the whole, more satisfactory. But if there is a window
in the door or if, as in the previously-mentioned convection oven,
the door itself is glass, the transformations occurring in baking
and roasting can and must be observed so children can learn more
thoroughly and meaningfully. (Not that children should be required
to sit and watch, but children should be allowed to sit and watch.)
The hazards of a tabletop oven occur not primarily from exterior
heat but rather when the door is open and foods are being put in
or taken out. To minimize these hazards, first, ovens with doors
which lift off or which open a full 180 degrees to the side are
safer than ovens with doors which open only 90 degrees to the side
or from the top or the bottom. The door itself radiates much heat
and, when touched, can cause a severe burn. Second, pot holders
are to be used. Pot holders need to be sturdy with no worn spots,
clean, and— thisis essential —completely dry. Wet pot holders
provide no insulation whatever; indeed, the moisture can turn to
steam in the hand, causing severe burns. Have plenty of pot
holders available so they can be changed as often as they need to
be. Third, baking pans, dishes, and sheets need to be rather small
in relation to the interior size of the oven, especially the sides
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of the oven. This gives hands and pot holders plenty of room to
move and reduces the hazard of getting burned. Fourth, before
the oven is turned on, the racks need to be adjusted and extra
racks removed. The food to be cooked is to be placed on the top
rack, never between racks. Fifth, the weight of the food to be
cooked at any one time in a baking pan or dish must be light
enough so the child can comfortably carry it from where the initial
preparation occurred and place it in the oven. Fatigue is cumulative.
The weight of the food should not be so great that a child falters
at the oven door. Sixth, the amount of cooked food, especially
liquid, needs to be rather small in relation to the interior size
of the baking pan or dish. This helps reduce the hazard of spilling
when the food is being taken out of the oven. If all of these
stipulations result in a miniscule amount of food to be cooked in
the oven, this underscores the fact that this is an experiential
learning program, not a feeding program.
There are cooking situations in which the use of the heating
surface of a range or a hot plate and a separate utensil is preferred
to an electric skillet and cooking pot. This is especially the
case with a heat-proof clear glass double boiler. Whether this is
being used as a double boiler or one of the sections is being used
separately as a sauce pan, it demands being watched. Do not shield.
Do not barricade. Sit and observe what is happening inside.
If the largest electric cooking pot is too small for cooking
pasta and there is a range in the classroom, use a stock pot on a
surface heating element. Put against the range a sturdy, flat-bottomed
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chair, one which does not fold, one which does not rock from one
three-legs to another three-legs. Put the back of the chair next
to the range. (This insures that the child will fall freely,
landing probably feet first, rather than tripping over the back of
the chair.) By standing on the chair, most young children would
be high enough to do whatever needs to be done in safety. One
caution— a child should stand on the chair only for short stretches
of time. Any child subject to vertigo who wants to tend to the
food in the stock pot is to be held while up there. But only for
moments.
If there is no range in the room, but there is a heavy duty
hot plate, it can be placed on the protective aluminum sheet on
the floor, well out of the way of traffic and the sand table. If
the hot plate is too small or too flimsy to safely support a stock
pot of boiling water—and certainly most of them are—then it would
be wise and prudent to plan a field trip for a few children to
someone's kitchen to cook that recipe there on a range. And take
the chair.
2. Cooking implements. In every cooking activity, there is
some kind of spoon, fork, stirrer, skimmer, sieve, strainer, whisk,
spatula, turner, tongs, masher, ladle, or baster which is used to
manipulate the food while it is being cooked. Cooking implements
need to be sturdy, of non-rusting material, and designed so that
the hand is wel 1 -protected from heat. This protection can come
through long handles and also a change in material from the part of
the implement which is in direct contact with the hot food and the
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handle, or the part of the handle which is gripped. Often both
distance and bi-material are incorporated in the same implement.
Some materials such as wood and bamboo are poor conductors of
heat and, therefore, especially effective for handles. All of
these points need to be considered in deciding on a purchase or on
allowing a young child to use a particular cooking implement.
Certainly manufacturers have a responsibility to produce
safe products. But even when the implement is sturdily and safely
constructed, there are other problems which are outside of any
possible responsibility of the manufacturer, but do occur with
young children. The primary problem consists of hot liquids
running along the handle—even long handles—and possibly burning
the child's hands. Even when a child stands to cook, the implement
isnot always held so that the handle is higher than the part which
comes in contact with the hot food. There is also a problem when
the implement is not being used, because almost all, when resting
on the cutting board, tend to drip toward the handle.
There are two methods to counteract this problem. Both
involve a bit of improvising. A clean, metal can may be selected
which is wide enough to accommodate the working end of the
particular implement to be used, and deep enough, when the implement
is deposited there, to hold the handle upright. A few layers of
clean paper towels can be placed in the bottom of the can to absorb
the liquid. By putting the implement in such a can, rather than
on the cutting board, the handle is well above the level of any
liquid clinging on the tool, and that liquid would tend to drain
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off onto the absorbent paper towels. Add to this the fact that the
implement and its drip are away and not cluttering the cutting
board, there is an additional safety reason for using such a can.
Second, a cellulose sponge can be tightly wrapped around and held
to the mid-section of the handle with strong elastics. This will
serve not only to stop any liquid from going further than that
mid-point, but also it clearly delineates where the child is to
grasp the handle, thereby taking full advantage of the length of
the implement. If the sponge is cut, excess bulk, which could in
itself be a hazard, can be avoided. This procedure would be
especially helpful when cooking with fats and oils and is recommended.
When both the can and the sponge procedures are standard parts of
children's cooking activities, one area of hazard is reduced and,
in most cases, eliminated.
3. Bamboo-handled strainer. This is the classic Chinese
strainer for frying. It is also an ideal strainer and lifter for
young children to use. It has a long, broad, bamboo handle which
will not conduct heat. The handle is sturdily attached to a strong,
slightly concave basket of brass wire loosely twisted and reinforced
with non-rusting steel wire. Hot fat will instantly run through
the holes between the wire; unlike many strainers, holes predominate
over the material. It is light in weight. It is handmade, and it
has a simple but rich beauty about it. For its purpose, it couldn't
be better made. And it is one of the least expensive strainers
on
the market.
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4. Measures. Measures are necessary for both liquid and
dry ingredients. Sizes needed are 1-quart, 1-cup, 1/2-cup, 1/3-cup,
1/4-cup, 1 -tabl espoon
, 1-teaspoon, 1/2-teaspoon, and 1/4-teaspoon.
There needs to be a 1 -quart measure and four 1-cup measures made
of shatter- and heat-resistant, clear glass. Additional 1-cup
measures and all of the other sizes should be made of aluminum or
stainless steel. Fortunately, the measuring cups and spoons are
among the least expensive of all equipment for food and cooking
activities. Classrooms need to have at least eight of each, although
a dozen is preferred. Whatever the number, all measures of any one
size need to be identical, that is, duplicates in design and material.
The rings connecting the measuring spoons should be removed. They
need to be available by size, not in sets.
5. Grain mill. The grain mill works on the same principle
as the meat grinder except the meat grinder has cutting blades
through which the food moves while the grain mill has two incised
metal disks with which the food is ground. There are a variety
of hand-powered grain mills on the market. One should be selected
that will produce variable size grinds and also grind a variety
of grains, nuts, and other small, hard foods. Again, it is
possible to turn the handle without accomplishing any grinding.
Some children are perfectly happy with that arrangement; other
children soon learn to relate the direction of turning the handle
to whether or not flour is being produced.
When the grain mill is set for fine grinding and large,
particularly hard pieces are put into the hopper, much force
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on the handle is required for the mill to grind. Unless the mill
is quite securely attached to a secure surface, resistance
within the milling disks results in movement of the entire mill
and the possibility of its falling to the floor while in use. The
mill must be made secure. If it will be used with much frequency,
it could be attached to a sturdy surface with screws or bolts.
If this is impractical, the teacher may need to adjust the mill
for size of grind and hold the mill securely while a child is
grinding.
It is possible for a finger to be caught by the turning screw,
but the action would have to be quite deliberate. It is not
possible for a finger to be caught between the two grinding disks,
although long hair might be.
For cleaning after grinding oily nuts and seeds, take the
mill completely apart and use hot water, liquid detergent, and a
stiff brush. Dry immediately and thoroughly. For cleaning after
grinding dry seeds and grains, take the mill completely apart and
use a dry, stiff brush followed by a slightly damp, clean dish
towel. Nuts, seeds, and grains turn rancid quickly. Clean often.
6. Sev press. The sev or sai ve press is used in making
the variously shaped and sized noodles of chick-pea ( gram ) flour
which are eaten as snacks in India. These presses vary somewhat
in design. Probably the most handsome is one of brass which looks
rather like a magnificant pepper grinder. It is a large, heavy
cylinder with a long, curved handle. The top comes off to insert
the dough and the plates through which the dough is extruded
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directly into hot oil for frying. There are four different plates
so that thin thread, fat string, wide ribbon, and deeply-ribbed
rope shapes can be produced. (A teacher can inquire of a child:
"How can a flat plate produce long noodles?") If small amounts of
dough are inserted at a time, the plates can be changed more often.
This procedure can be easily and safely accomplished by
3-year-olds. With a sturdy shield around the high-sided, electric
cooking pot containing only 1 inch of oil, with the bamboo-handled
strainer wrapped with a piece of sponge, and a can to hold the
strainer when it is not in use, there is little danger. The
teacher, of course, must be there to guide and support the child.
7. Tortilla press. Shaping tortillas by hand is now almost
unknown. In Mexico they are bought ready-made, as we buy potato
chips and bread. However, a tortilla press for home use is made
in Mexico and available in this country. It consists of two
reinforced disks of heavy metal hinged together with a large and
long metal handle which is hinged to the bottom disk. Masa harina ,
a special corn mixture for tortillas and tamales, made and
distributed in this country, is mixed with a small amount of water,
formed into a small ball and placed on the open press between two
sheets of polyethylene, such as a sandwich bag. The press is closed
and pressure applied to the handle. The press is opened and the
plastic sheets carefully removed from the tortilla. Now the flat,
circular tortilla is ready to be baked on the traditional Mexican
comal or griddle, or in an electric skillet.
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A similar press is made in India for shaping whole wheat
dough into chapatis and pooris . Helpfully, this is equipped with
plastic on the inside surfaces. The tortilla press makes excellent
chapatis and pooris
,
and the chapati press probably makes excellent
tortillas. Fascinating discussions with children can result from
such across-the-worl d mixing of equipment and cuisines.
It is possible for some fingers, even a hand, to be pinched
by both of these presses, but with proper caution they are both
quite safe.
8. Pasta machine, noodle maker. Recently it has become
popular for home cooks to have a pasta machine. There are a
number of hand-cranked models available. Now there is even an
electric model on the market. The hand-cranked type is of special
delight to children: there is simply more to do. This machine
consists of a series of three pairs of steel rollers in a heavy
steel unit which clamps to the counter or table surface. One
roller is smooth and this mixes, kneads, and rolls the dough (wheat
flour and water for pasta secca
,
wheat flour, water, and egg for
pasta fresca ). There is also an adjustment which allows the dough
to be rolled increasingly thinner. The other two pairs of rollers
cut the thinly rolled dough, one for fine, the other for broad.
The hand crank moves from one pair of rollers to be reinserted in
another. The crank can be turned in either direction. Turning,
adjusting, reinserting the dough, kneading, getting the dough to
hold together, getting it thinner, cutting it— there is much to
do which involves and fascinates children. And there is no
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possible way that even a small finger could be pinched or cut.
There is one drawback: it is difficult to keep clean and free
of bits of dough which get caught in the housing. Toothpicks
and a little time after each use will help reduce this problem.
Keep the rollers lightly oiled.
9. Pepper mill. Children enjoy turning a pepper mill and
observing what happens as a result of their action. Using a
pepper mill is another opportunity for children to become aware
of and better understand a process of transformation. And freshly
ground pepper is more flavorful than pepper which is pre-ground
and stored.
10. Aprons. For all cooking activities, children and their
clothing need protection. Use sturdy aprons or smocks, but avoid
big, floppy sleeves.
11. Cutting board. A cutting board of polythylene or rubber
is to be used for each child for every food activity. This is
the child's base.
Special precautions must be taken concerning cleaning the
board after raw meat, poultry, or fish has been prepared fro
cooking. The board must be thoroughly scrubbed with soap or
detergent and hot water before any other food is placed on it,
especially a food which will not be cooked. This cleaning must
become habitual. People who are well aware of the hazards of
eating raw animal meat can be oblivious to the danger of eating
a tomato sliced on a cutting board covered with raw meat juices.
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This must not be allowed to happen. These boards can be cleaned
by a nontoxic disinfectant and scalding. The major advantage of
polyethylene and rubber over wood is that they can be kept sanitary
and wood cannot. To avoid food poisoning, care is essential.
Examples of recipes
. Concerning the following recipes,
certain points need to be made.
1. Raw foods must be cleaned and prepared for cooking. For
example, before cooking minced onion, an onion must be cleaned of
dirt and the tissue-like skin which, in addition to covering the
outside, may be between layers on the inside of the onion. The
base at the roots and the tip where the leaves join are to cut off.
Children find this easier to do if they first cut the onion vertically
from tip to root base, placing each half on the cutting board, cut
side down, and then cutting the tip and base from each onion half.
If there is any skin between the layers, this is apparent and the
child can remove it by hand by simply disassembling the onion half,
taking out the skin, and reassembling. Sometimes there is a dry
mold on the surface of one of the outside layers. This mold can
be removed by the child by firmly wiping with a damp towel or
gently with brush and clean water. Now, with an onion holder and a
paring knife, the child can cut the onion in small enough pieces
to use a mincer or a chef's knife to make minced onion.
Very little of this detail is specified in the following
recipes. Instead the recipes read, for example:
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Ingredients
Onion, medium size, 1
Materials for Preparation
Paring knife
Mincer
Steps in Preparation
Peel and finely mince the onion.
The detail is, in most instances, absent from these recipes, not
only concerning onions but other raw foods as well. In the
experience of changing one medium-size onion into minced onion,
this detail must be foreseen and planned for, since to ensure a
quality produce it must be experienced. These recipes are designed
to convey a direction and an approach, not to solve all possible
problems.
2. Temperature is given in Fahrenheit degrees.
3. Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, every food
is to be served from a serving dish. This not only eliminates the
danger of burning from accidentally touching the cooking container
but use of a serving dish effectively communicates the shift in
orientation from the food in preparation to food in community.
Sharing and other pro-social behaviors come to the fore.
Example
Number Recipes
1 Apache Pumpkin
(Native American)
2 Tortillas
(Mexico)
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Example
Number
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Recipes
Spiced Pork
Came Adobado
(Pueblo, Native American)
Roast Onions
Oignons R6tis au four
(France)
Beets Baked in Their Skins
Betteraves en Robe des Champs
(France)
Simple Fried Cheese Sandwiches
Einfache gebackene Kaseschnitten
(Switzerland)
Baked Bananas in Their Jackets
(United States)
Roast Breast of Lamb
(United States)
Barbecued Spareribs of Pork
Roasted Spareribs
Fiddleheads
(United States, Native American, Canadian)
French Beans with Butter
Haricots Verts au Beurre
(France)
Baked Cheese Sandwiches
Kaseschnitten aus dem Ofen
(Switzerland)
Broiled Eggplant Slices
(Not identified)
Glazed Turnip
(Not identified)
Blue Corn Pancakes
(Native American)
Scotch Achiltibuie Very Plain Stovies
(Scotland)
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Example
Number Recipes
15 Cheese Corn Sticks
Surul 1 itos
(Puerto Rico)
16 Steamed Butternut Squash
(Not identified)
17 Sauteed Spinach
(Not identified)
18 Bratwurst
(Switzerland)
19 Birchermuesl i (The Original)
(Switzerland)
20 Grated Sauteed Zucchini
(Not identified)
21 Pancakes
Omeletten
(Switzerland)
22 Broccoli Florentine Style
Broccoli alia Florentine
(Tuscany, Italy)
Broccoli Aqlio e Olio
(Italy, outside of Tuscany)
23 Meat Broth with Flakes of Eggs and Cheese
Stracciatella
(Tuscany, Italy)
Egg Drop or Egg Flower Soup
(Chinese)
Avgolemono
(Greek)
Beid Bi Lamoun
(Middle East)
Arkayagan Abour
(Armenian)
24 Fry Bread
Pahnelaguaz
(Native Ameri can
)
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Example
Number
25
26
27
28
29
Recipes
Beggar
Bettelmann
(Germany)
Appel kaka
(Swedish)
Pumpkin Tureen
Le Potiron tout Rond
(France)
Vegetable Soup
(United States)
Boiled Rice with Lemon
Riso al Limone
(Italy)
Swabian Scrambled Eggs with Onions and Croutons
Schwabische Ruhreier
(Swabia, Germany)
30 Noodles
Sev or Saive
(India)
31 Cream and Butter Sauce
Salsa di panna e burro
for Pasta
(Italy)
32 Potato Latkes
(Jewish)
33 A Dutch Stew
Hutspot Met Klapstuck
(Netherlands)
34 Cauliflower with Lemon
(Middle Eastern)
Juice
35 Chick-pea Flour Pancakes
Pudla
( India)
36 Apple Khoresh
(Persian)
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Example
Number Recipes
37 Carrot Salad
(Morocco)
38 A Good Stew for the Vigil of Lent or Easter Week
(Mexican)
Example 1 .
Recipe Name
Apache Pumpkin
Source of Recipe
Niethammer, 1974, p. 150
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Native American
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Pumpkin
Grease
Cooking Process
Fry
Materials for Preparation
Cleaver
Paring knife
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner, 2
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
Using a newspaper nest and the cleaver, cut a small,
fresh pumpkin into 6 to 8 pieces.
Using the knife, cut the pumpkin pieces into thin slices.
Cut off the peel
.
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Generously cover the bottom of the skillet with grease,
about 1 /4-inch deep, melted.
Grease should be hot but not smoking.
Place the pumpkin slice on one turner.
Move to just above the skillet.
With the other turner turned over, push the pumpkin
slice into the hot grease.
Turn frequently until the pumpkin is lightly browned
and tender but not mushy.
Remove pumpkin to paper towels to drain. Serve warm.
Example 2 .
Recipe Name
Tortillas
Source of Recipe
Kennedy, 1972, pp. 62-65
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Mexico
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Masa Harina, 2 cups
Water, warm, 1 1/3 cups (or less in very humid weather)
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 3
1/3-cup, 1
Mixing bowl
Polyethylene bags, sandwich-size, 2
Tortilla press
Skillet, electric or Mexican comal
Flexible pancake turner
Napkin, cloth, or towel, clean and dry
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Steps in Preparation
Measure masa harina and water into bowl.
Using hands, mix into a soft dough.
Roll a piece of dough into a ball the size of a walnut.
Place the ball of dough between the two polyethelene
bags in the tortilla press.
Close the tortilla press and firmly press down.
Open the press and pull the top bag off the flattened dough.
If the dough is thick and has a grainy, uneven edge, put it
back in the bowl, add a little more water and knead it
well. Make another ball and press it between the plastic
bags. If the dough sticks to the plastic or to the hands,
put it back, add more masa harina and knead well.
Heat the skillet until hot.
Place the tortilla on the skillet.
After a few seconds, turn the tortilla with spatula.
Continue to bake for about 1 minute. Tortilla will be soft
and pliable.
Take tortilla from skillet with turner and place in napkin
or dish towel, covering it completely.
As each tortilla is cooked, stack on top of the previously
cooked tortillas, always kept within the tightly-covered
cloth. This helps keep the tortilla warm and moist.
Comments
If tortilla should stick to skillet, scrape with the turner.
Then, lightly oil a paper towel, hold it down with the turner and
move it over the skillet surface.
If tortilla should puff up while baking, so much the better.
Example 3 .
Recipe Name
Sliced Pork
Came Adobado
Source of Recipe
Hughes, 1972, p. 27
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Pueblo, Native American
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Origin of Food
Animal: meat. Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Pork, fresh, lean, 1 pound
Chili, 2 to 4 tablespoons
Cooking Process
Roast
Materials for Preparation
Chef's knife
Large mixing bowl
Measures:
1
-tablespoon, 2 to 4
Cooking spoon
Plastic Wrap
Refrigerator
Baking pan
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
Cut pork into thin strips about 2 inches long.
Put into mixing bowl
.
Add chili powder and mix thoroughly with cooking spoon.
Cover bowl with 2 layers of plastic wrap and refrigerate
over night.
Heat oven to 400 degrees.
With cooking spoon place pork strips evenly over baking pan.
Roast for 30 to 45 minutes, or until meat is crisp and brown.
Use the cooking spoon to remove meat to paper towels to drain.
Serve warm.
Comments
This is hot, but then, it's supposed to be hot. If it is too
hot, eat bread; don't drink water for that spreads and increases
the burning sensation.
Good with tortillas or fry bread.
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Example 4 .
Recipe Name
Roast Onions
Oiqnons Rot is au four
Source of Recipe
David, 1970, pp. 308-309
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
France
Origin of Food
Plant: stem
Ingredients
Onion, whole, wiped with damp sponge, unpeeled
Sal t
Butter
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Oven
Baking pan
Cooking fork
Paring knife
Spoon
Steps in Preparation
Preheat over to 350 to 450 degrees.
Place onions in baking pan.
Place pan in oven.
Bake until onions are charred, 1 to 2 hours, or until
cooking fork goes into onions easily.
Remove from oven.
Place onions on cutting board.
Holding each onion on cutting board with fork, cut in half
from leaves to root.
With spoon, take onion out of skin.
Slice peeled onions.
Eat with salt and butter.
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Comments
The onions will cook faster if they are cooked for 10 minutes
in boiling water before they are put in oven to bake.
The French also have a dish called Betteraves en Robe des
Champs
,
beets baked in their skins. The medium to large beets are
scrubbed but not peeled. The stems are cut off about an inch from
the root. The roots are placed in a baking pan in a 350 degree
oven for 3 to 4 hours. After the beets are tender, they are
removed from the oven, held with a cooking fork, peeled and sliced.
They are served with salt and butter (David, 1970, p. 285).
Also, see baked bananas from the United States.
Example 5 .
Recipe Name
Simple Fried Cheese Sandwiches
Einfache gebackene Kaseschnitten
Source of Recipe
Hazelton, 1977, p. 203
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Switzerland
Origin Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: milk
Ingredients
Swiss cheese, 6 thick slices, about 6 ounces, the same
size as the bread
Break, firm white, 12 thin slices
Butter
Cooking Process
Fry
Material for Preparation
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
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Steps in Preparation
Place one slice of Swiss cheese between 2 slices of bread.
In a skillet, melt enough butter to cover half the thickness
of 1 slice of bread.
Fry sandwiches, pressing bread slices together with turner.
Turn and fry on the other side.
The sandwiches should be golden brown.
Remove sandwiches to serving plate.
Allow to cool slightly before serving.
Example 6 .
Recipe Name
Baked Bananas in Their Jackets
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1972, p. 749
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
United States
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Bananas, ripe
Brown sugar, a sprinkle
Lemon or lime juice, fresh, a sprinkle
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Oven
Baking pan
Paring knife
Serving spoon
Steps in Preparation
Heat oven to 350 degrees.
Wash and dry bananas. Do not peel.
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Place unpeeled bananas on baking pan and put in oven.
Bake 20 to 30 minutes until skins are black and the
banana feels very soft when pressed with a clean pot
holder.
Remove the baking pan of bananas from the oven.
Using pot holders, place bananas on cutting board.
Using paring knife, cut off each end of each banana.
Cut each banana in half from end to end.
Carefully take bananas out of peels.
Slice and spoon them into the serving dish
Sprinkle a small amount of brown sugar over the banana
pieces.
Sprinkle the fresh lemon or lime juice on top.
Serve before it gets cold.
Comments
See also French recipe for roasted onions.
Example 7 .
Recipe Name
Roast Breast of Lamb
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1972, p. 386
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
United States
Origin of Food
Animal : meat
Ingredients
Breast of lamb
Salt
Pepper
Cooking Process
Roast
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Materials for Preparation
Oven
Roasting pan
Cooking fork
Kitchen shears
Steps in Preparation
Heat oven to 400 degrees.
Salt and pepper both sides of lamb.
Put lamb in roasting pan in oven.
Turn every 15 minutes with cooking fork.
Roast for 1 to 1 1/4 hours.
Remove from oven with the fork.
With kitchen shears, cut between the rib bones.
Eat while warm.
Comments
Garlic, tabasco, and rosemary, in addition to salt and pepper,
can be put on meat before roasting.
Mardikian (1949, p. 103) indicates that breast of lamb should
bake at 375 degrees for 2 hours.
Beard (1972, p. 416) gives a recipe for barbecued spareribs
of pork which can be prepared in the same way as his Roast Breast
of Lamb, barbecue sauce being brushed on every 15 minutes while
being turned.
In a later book. Beard (1977, pp. 81-82) gives a recipe for
roasted spareribs seasoned only with kosher salt and freshly ground
pepper which roasts for 30 minutes on each side and, to be very well
done, another 10 to 15 minutes.
Sokolov (1973, pp. 89-90) has a recipe for barbecued spareribs
which broils for about 10 minutes on the first side and 8 to 10
minutes on the second.
Example 8 .
Recipe Name
Fiddleheads
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1972, p. 559.
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Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
United States, also Native American and Canadian
Origin of Food
Plant: stem, leaf
Ingredients
Fiddlehead ferns
Water
Salt
Cooking Process
Simmer
Materials for Preparation
Bowl of Water
Paring Knife
Cooking pot, electric
Slotted spoon
Steps in Preparation
Wash fiddlehead ferns in the bowl of water.
Cut off any brown ends.
Add water and salt to the cooking pot.
Simmer about 10 minutes.
Remove from hot water to serving dish with slotted spoon.
Eat either warm or cold.
Comments
"Young plants of the deadly poison hemlock or water hemlock"
(Hardin & Arena, 1974, p. 41) can be mistaken for the young fern
"fiddleheads" or "crosiers." Purchase from reliable food market
in the spring.
Fiddlehead ferns can also be dipped in a batter and deep
fried.
Melted butter over the hot, cooked fiddleheads can be tried.
Example 9 .
Recipe Name
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French Beans with Butter
Haricots Verts au Beurre
Source of Recipe
David, 1970, p. 303
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
France
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Green beans, young and tender
Water
Salt, 2 or 3 shakes
Butter, 1 ounce or 2 tablespoons for each pound of beans
Cooking Process
Boil
Materials for Preparation
Cooking pot, electric
Water
Slotted spoon
Serving dish
Steps in Preparation
Wash beans, discarding any wilted ones.
Break off tips of ends.
Place beans in pan.
Add water to pan, just to cover beans.
Add small amount of salt to water and beans.
Bring water to a boil.
Cook about 15 minutes.
Use slotted spoon to remove beans from water.
Put into serving dish.
Add butter and mix until butter melts.
Serve.
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Comments
This works very well with an electric skillet, and is much
safer when removing the beans from the hot water.
The beans can be steamed in a steamer instead of boiled.
After the beans have been boiled or steamed for 15 minutes,
they can be sauteed in butter for added flavor and crispness.
Example 10 .
Recipe Name
Baked Cheese Sandwiches
KSseschnitten aus dem Ofen
Source of Recipe
Hazelton, 1977, p. 203
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Switzerland
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: milk
Ingredients
Butter
Milk, cold, 1 cup
Bread, white, 6 slices
Cheese, Emmentaler, 6 1 -ounce slices
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Oven
Cookie Sheet
Measures:
1-cup, 1
Mixing bowl
Flexible pancake turner
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Steps in Preparation
Preheat over to 400 degrees.
Butter the cookie sheet.
Pour cold milk into mixing bowl.
Dip bread slices, one at a time, into the cold milk.
Lift the soaked bread from the milk with the turner,
allowing each slice to drain well.
Place the bread slices on the cookie sheet.
Place slices of cheese on the bread.
Place the cookie sheet of bread and cheese in the oven.
Bake for 5 to 10 minutes, or until the cheese is melted.
Remove cookie sheet from oven.
With the turner, place each sandwich on serving plate.
Allow to cool slightly before serving.
Comments
Sprinkle caraway seeds over the cheese before baking.
Place tomato slices and strips of cooked bacon on the bread
before placing cheese slices.
After baking, sprinkle with paprika or chopped walnuts.
Example 11 .
Recipe Name
Broiled Eggplant Slices
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1977, p. 132
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Not identified
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Eggplant
Olive oil
Salt, 1 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
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Cooking Process
Broil
Materials for Preparation
Chef's knife
Pastry brush
Measures
:
1/2-teaspoon, 2
Baking sheet
Oven
Flexible pancake turner
Steps in Preparation
Wash eggplant.
Place on cutting board and cut off the stem end and the very
tip of the rounded end.
Cut eggplant into 1/2-inch slices.
Using the pastry brush, spread slices lavishly on one side
with olive oil, sprinkle with half the salt, and 2 to 4
turns of the pepper mill.
Oil the baking sheet and place the eggplant slices with the
seasoned side up on the baking sheet.
Preheat the broiler.
Place the baking sheet of eggplant slices so that the
surfaces are about 5 inches from the heat.
Broil until lightly browned, about 5 minutes, brushing with
a little oil if they seem to be getting dry.
When browned, turn them over with the turner.
With the pastry brush, spread the second side with oil,
sprinkle with the remaining salt, and 2 to 4 turns of
the pepper mill.
Place under the broiler again until brown, about another
5 minutes; they should be just cooked through.
Comments
Finely chopped garlic can be added to the olive oil.
Minced, fresh parsley can be sprinkled on the top after
cooking.
This can be served with tomato sauce.
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Example 12 .
Recipe Name
Glazed Turnip
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1977, p. 211
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Not identified
Origin of Food
Plant: root
Ingredients
White turnips, small, 6 to 8
Butter, 8 tablespoons (1 stick)
Salt, 1 teaspoon
Sugar, white, 1 teaspoon
Cooking Process
Sauteed
Materials for Preparation
Scrub brush
Holding fork
Paring knife
Peeler
Skillet, electric
Measures:
1-tablespoon, 8
1-teaspoon, 2
Cooking spoon
Steps in Preparation
Wash the turnips with scrub brush.
On the cutting board, using the holding fork and knife,
cut the tops and the bottoms of each turnip.
Peel the turnip.
.
.
. ^
Using the holding fork and knife, cut the turnips into tour
pieces each.
.
With the skillet still cold, determine how many pieces ot
turnip can be cooked at one time in a single layer.
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If all the turnip can be cooked in two batches, divide the
stick of butter in half. If 3 or 4 batches are required,
divide the butter proportionately.
Heat the amount of butter to be used for one batch in the
skillet until foaming.
Add the turnips to the skillet.
Using fingers, sprinkle the salt, also divided proportionately
according to the number of batches of turnips.
Cook the turnips very slowly over medium low heat for about
10 minutes.
Stir and turn the turnips while they are being cooked.
Using fingers, sprinkle with a proportionate amount of sugar
and continue to stir and turn the turnips until they are
lightly glazed and tender but still crisp.
Continue this process until all the turnips are cooked.
Serve either hot or cold.
Example 13 .
Recipe Name
Blue Corn Pancakes
Source of Recipe
Niethammer, 1974, p. 141
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Native American
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Blue corn meal, 3 cups
Flour, white, 1 cup
Goat milk
Mutton fat or lard
Cooking Process
Saute
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 4
Mixing bowl
Wooden spoon
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Paper towels
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
Steps in Preparation
Measure 3 cups of blue corn meal and one cup of white flour
into the mixing bowl
.
Stir in enough goat milk to make a thin batter.
With paper towel, grease the skillet with mutton fat or
lard.
Heat the skillet until hot.
Put a spoonful of batter so that the pancakes are about
four inches in diameter.
When one side has begun to brown, 3 or 4 minutes, turn with
turner and cook 3 or 4 more minutes.
As they are done, use the turner to transfer to serving dish.
Add small amounts of fat to the skillet as necessary,
usually between batches.
Comments
Blue corn meal is available in New Mexico and in some other
parts of the Southwest. Check with your State Department of
Agriculture as to the availability of registered goat milk.
Example 14 .
Recipe Name
Scotch Achiltibuie Very Plain Stovies
Source of Recipe
Sokolov, 1973, p. 166
Style of Cooking of Country of Origin
Scotland
Origin of Food
Plant: root
Ingredients
Potatoes
Water
Salt
Pepper, freshly ground
Butter
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Cooking Process
Steam
Materials for Preparation
Scrub brush
Peeler
Paring knife
Cooking pot, electric
Cooking spoon
Steps in Preparation
Scrub as many potatoes as you need to cook.
Peel and slice the potatoes.
Add the potato slices to the pot.
Add just enough water to cover the bottom of the pot and
prevent burning.
Sprinkle potato slices with salt, freshly ground pepper and
small pieces of butter.
Cover tightly and steam over low heat gently until soft.
Transfer potatoes from pot to serving plate with cooking
spoon.
Serve.
Comments
Archil tibuie is a town on the coast of Loch Broom on North
Minch, Ross and Cromarty County, the northwest of Scotland.
Stovies are potatoes; they are called stovies because they
cook on the stove all day.
If an electric slow cooker can be used, it would be ideal.
Example 15 .
Recipe Name
Cheese Corn Sticks
Surul 1 i tos
Source of Recipe
Wolfe, and the Editors of Time-Life Books, 1970, p. 29
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Puerto Rico
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Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: milk
Ingredients
Corn meal, yellow, finely ground, 1 1/2 cups
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Water, 3 cups
Cheese, Edam, Gouda, or a mild Cheddar, 1 cup
Oil, vegetable, 1 1/2 cups
Cooking Process
Fry
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 6
.
' 1/2-cup, 2
1/2-teaspoon, 1
Cooking pot, electric
Wooden spoon
Grater
Mixing bowl with cold water
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
Slotted spoon
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
Put water and salt in cooking pot.
Bring to boil.
Stirring constantly with the wooden spoon, slowly pour in
the corn meal so that the water does not stop boiling.
Continue to cook and stir for 2 or 3 minutes until the
porridge is smooth and thick.
Turn off the heat.
Grate the cup of cheese.
Add the cheese to the porridge and thoroughly mix with wooden
spoon.
Cool to room temperature.
When completely cool, shape into cylinders about 2 or 3 inches
long and 1 inch in diameter.
After all the surull itos have been shaped, heat the oil in
the skillet.
When a tiny piece of the mixture dropped into the oil browns
quickly, the oil is hot and ready for frying. Do not allow
the oil to smoke.
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Place the surullitos
,
one at a time, on the end of the turner
over the oil
.
With the slotted spoon turned over, carefully push the
surull itos into the oil.
Fry no more than 5 at a time.
As they brown, turn them with slotted spoon and turner.
Fry for about 5 minutes, or until crisp and golden brown.
Using the slotted spoon and turner, remove from skillet to
paper towels to drain.
Cool before serving.
Example 16 .
Recipe Name
Steamed Butternut Squash
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1977, p. 432
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Not identified
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Butternut squash, whole
Water
Butter
Salt
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Steamed
Materials for Preparation
Large pan
Steamer
Cooking fork
Large spoon
Chef's knife
Butter curler knife
Bowl
Potato masher
Serving dish
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Steps in Preparation
Wash squash in large pan of water.
Put water in steamer, making sure that all the water is below
where the squash will be.
Put whole squash in steamer.
Put steamer on heat so that the water will begin changing to
steam.
Steam the squash for 30 to 45 minutes.
Test for doneness with a kitchen fork put into the solid end
near the stem. When the fork goes in easily, it is done.
Using the fork and spoon, put squash on cutting board.
With chef's knife, open squash through the seed area.
Using butter curler knife and large spoon, take out seeds
and seed fibers and reserve.
Scoop out squash pulp from skin using spoon and butter curler
knife.
Place the squash pulp into bowl.
Mash pulp with the potato masher.
Add lots of butter and a little salt and freshly ground pepper.
Mix well and transfer to serving dish.
Comment
The seeds can be cleaned and dried. Toast in a hot, dry
skillet, stirring constantly until they are evenly browned. Cool
slightly. Sprinkle with salt. Serve in a serving bowl.
Example 17 .
Recipe Name
Sauteed Spinach
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1977, p. 210
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Not identified
Origin of Food
Plant: leaf
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Ingredients
Spinach, fresh, 2 pounds
Oil, olive or peanut, 4 tablespoons
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
Nutmeg, 3 to 4 gratings
Cooking Process
Sauteed
Materials for Preparation
Large, deep pan of warm water
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
Long-handled spoon
Chef's knife or mincer
Measures:
1-tablespoon, 4
1/2-teaspoon, 1
Steps in Preparation
Remove the heavy stems from the spinach leaves with the hands.
Wash spinach in warm water.
Heat the skillet, very hot.
Place in the hot skillet a few leaves at a time, just to
cover the bottom. The leaves should wilt instantly.
With the turner and spoon, remove spinach from the skillet
and place on the cutting board.
Continue until all the spinach leaves are cooked.
The pan should stay dry. If liquid begins to collect, raise
the heat.
Chop the spinach with the chef's knife or the large mincer.
In the skillet, heat the oil.
Add the chopped spinach.
Add the salt, pepper, 2 to 4 turns of the mill, and the nutmeg.
Stir well and saute for 2 or 3 minutes.
Serve.
Comments
Finely chopped garlic can be added to the oil before adding
the spinach.
Instead of using salt, 2 tablespoons of soy sauce can be used.
One tablespoon of sesame seed can be added while the spinach
is being sauteed.
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Example 18 .
Recipe Name
Bratwurst
Source of Recipe
Hazelton, 1977, pp. 252-253
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Switzerland
Origin of Food
Animal : meat
Ingredients
Water
Bratwurst, veal sausages
Salt
Flour
Butter
Cooking Process
Simmer, Saute
Materials for Preparation
Tea kettle
Skillet, electric
Slotted spoon
Paper towels
Plate
Steps in Preparation
Boil water in kettle.
Place Bratwurst into skillet.
Cover the Bratwurst with boiling water from the kettle.
Add salt to the water and the sausage.
Heat the water in the skillet until it begins to boil, then
lower the heat so that the water is just below the boiling
point.
Simmer the sausages for 10 minutes.
Remove the sausages from the water with the slotted spoon,
placing them on paper towels.
Pat the sausages dry with the towels.
Sprinkle a little flour on a plate.
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Roll the sausages in the flour until they are evenly covered
with a thin layer.
Carefully pour the water from the skillet into the sink or
use a metal bucket on layers of newspapers to pour the
water in.
Add butter to the skillet and melt.
Brown the sausages covered in flour in the butter, turning
them with the slotted spoon until they are crisp on all sides.
Use the spoon to remove the sausages from the skillet to the
serving plate.
Comments
In the United States Bratwurst is sometimes known as Weisswurst
or white sausages.
Example 19 .
Recipe Name
Birchermuesl
i
(The Original)
Source of Recipe
Hazelton, 1977, pp. 188-189
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Switzerland
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Oatmeal, uncooked, 3 tablespoons
Cold water, 3 tablespoons
Lemon juice, 1 tablespoon
Sweetened condensed milk or honey, 1 tablespoon
Apple, 1 large
Nuts, 2 tablespoons
Cooking Process
No cooking
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Materials for Preparation
Measures
:
1-tablespoon, 10
Bowl
Spoon
Citrus reamer
Grater
Mincer
Steps in Preparation
Put oatmeal in bowl.
Add cold water.
Soak until the oatmeal is soft, preferably overnight.
Juice the lemon at serving time and add the juice and the
condensed milk or honey to the muesl
i
.
Grate the apple directly into the muesl
i
.
Mince nuts and sprinkle on top.
Serve.
Comments
This recipe is designed to serve one person. Increase the
amounts as needed.
Depending upon the oatmeal used, a little more water may have
to be added to muesl
i
to make it the consistency of porridge.
Instant oatmeal does not have to be soaked as long but the muesl
i
is better if allowed to stand for 10 minutes.
Example 20 .
Recipe Name
Grated Sauteed Zucchini
Source of Recipe
Beard, 1977, pp. 211-212
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Not identified
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
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Ingredients
Zucchini, 6 medium, about 3 pounds
Olive oil, 2 tablespoons
Butter, 2 tablespoons
Garlic, 1 clove
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Saute
Materials for Preparation
Paring knife
Grater
Measures:
1
-tablespoon, 4
1/2-teaspoon, 1
Skillet, electric
Wooden spoon
Steps in Preparation
Wash and dry zucchini.
Cut off tips of each end with paring knife.
Grate zucchini.
Squeeze grated zucchini in hands to get rid of liquid.
Melt butter with olive oil in skillet.
Put squeezed zucchini and peeled garlic clove into skillet.
Saute until tender, stirring all the time.
Do not let zucchini get mushy or brown.
Remove garlic clove.
Put zucchini in serving dish.
Sprinkle zucchini with the salt and 2 to 4 turns from the
pepper mill.
Serve.
Comments
Freshly grated Parmesan cheese can be added with the salt and
pepper.
A finely chopped scallion can be cooked with the zucchini.
One quarter teaspoon dried basil or 2 teaspoons minced, fresh
basil can be cooked with the zucchini.
Example 21 .
Recipe Name
Pancakes
Omeletten
Source of Recipe
Hazelton, 1977, pp. 180-181
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Switzerland
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: eggs, milk
Ingredients
Wheat flour, all-purpose, 5 1/4 cups
Salt, 1 teaspoon
Milk, 1 cup
Water, 1 cup
Eggs, 4
Shortening or oil, 3 tablespoons
Cooking Process
Saute
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 7
1/4-cup, 1
1-tablespoon, 3
1
-teaspoon, 1
Sifter
Large mixing bowl
Wooden spoon
Small mixing bowl
Whisk
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
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Steps in Preparation
Sift the flour with the salt into the large mixing bowl.
Gradually add the milk and water to the sifted flour, beating
well until completely smooth.
Break eggs into small mixing bowl.
Beat eggs until thoroughly blended.
Add the eggs to the flour, milk and water mixture.
Beat until smooth and shiny.
Let stand for 1 hour in a cool place.
Melt the shortening or oil in the skillet.
Drop batter by spoonfuls into the hot skillet.
Cook until brown on one side.
Turn with turner and cook on the other side.
Place on serving dish.
Serve.
Comments
Cheese pancakes can be made by beating 1 1/2 cups of grated
Swiss cheese into the batter.
Example 22 .
Recipe Name
Broccoli Florentine Style
Broccoli alia Fiorentina
Outside of Tuscany this is called Broccoli Aglio e Olio
Source of Recipe
Pezzini, 1978, p. 205
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Tuscany, Italy
Origin of Food
Plant: flower
Ingredients
Broccoli, young, tender, 1 pound
Water, 2 cups
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Oil , olive, 1/3 cup
Salt, 1/4 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
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Cooking Process
Boil
,
saute
Materials for Preparation
Paring knife
Measures:
1-cup, 2
1/3-cup, 1
1 /2-teaspoon, 1
1/4-teaspoon, 1
Large, deep, pan of warm water
Cooking pot, electric
Colander
Baking pan
Skillet, electric
Slotted cooking spoon
Steps in Preparation
Clean and wash broccoli in warm water.
Cut off any hard end of the stalk.
Separate the flower buds into small pieces.
Cut the stalk into large, bite-size pieces.
Add the water to the cooking pot.
Add salt to water.
Heat water to boiling.
With cooking spoon, carefully transfer the broccoli pieces
to the pot of boiling water.
Boil for 10 minutes or until slightly tender.
Using the slotted cooking spoon, carefully transfer the
broccoli to the colander set in baking pan.
Allow the broccoli to drain thoroughly.
Peel the cloves of garlic but leave whole.
Add garlic and oil to skillet.
Saute until garlic is brown, stirring from time to time.
Carefully add drained broccoli to the skillet.
Add salt and 4 to 6 turns of the pepper mill.
Gently stir with spoon while sauteing over low heat for
10 minutes.
With slotted cooking spoon, carefully remove to serving dish
and serve warm.
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Example 23 .
Recipe Name
Meat Broth with Flakes of Eggs and Cheese
Stracciatella
Source of Recipe
Pezzini, 1978, p. 43
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Tuscany, Italy
Origin of Food
Animal: milk, eggs, meat
Ingredients
Meat broth, either beef or chicken, good quality, 5 cups
Eggs, 2
Cheese, Parmesan, freshly grated, 6 tablespoons
Pepper, freshly ground
Salt, 1/4 teaspoon
Nutmeg, a few gratings
Cooking Process
Boil, simmer
Materials for preparation
Cooking pot, electric
Measures:
1-cup, 5
1-tablespoon, 6
1/4-teaspoon, 1
Mixing bowl
Whisk
Grater
Steps in Preparation
Put the meat broth in the cooking pot and bring to the boiling
point.
Beat eggs in bowl with whisk.
Grate cheese.
Grate nutmeg.
Mix the cheese, nutmeg, and salt with the eggs.
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Add pepper, 2 to 4 turns of the mill.
Pour egg mixture into the boiling broth, stirring constantly
with whisk. ^
Turn off heat and stir for 2 minutes.
Comments
Do not use the grated Parmesan cheese which comes in cardboard
or glass containers. It is not a substitute for freshly grated
Parmesan.
Try Swiss or other mild, firm cheese.
Minced parsley can be added.
An almost identical soup, but without the cheese and nutmeg,
is the famous Chinese egg drop or egg flower soup. This is usually
of chicken broth, but sometimes of meat broth. The egg is slightly
beaten, slowly poured into the broth, given one gentle stir,
garnished with chopped fresh scallion, including the green top, and
served (Hahn and the Editors of Time-Life Books, 1968, p. 27).
Although perhaps most identified as a mainstay of Jewish
cuisine, chicken soup is considered a major restorative throughout
the world. Jewish farmers aren't the only ones who, when they eat
a chicken, confirm that one of them is sick.
Thickening a simple broth with beaten egg and adding a food
which then transforms the whole character is a familiar type of
soup. Perhaps the most famous example is the Greek soup,
Avqolemono
,
made of chicken broth usually but also broth of meat,
other poultry, fish, and even vegetables. To the broth is added
beaten egg and a large quantity of fresh lemon juice. Rice is
also added (Fitzgibbon, 1976, p. 24). The version with chicken
broth, and sometimes with Italian pastina or tapioca instead of rice,
is popular in the Middle East under the name, Beid Bi Lamoun (Roden,
1974, p. 111).
An especially spl ended version is the Armenian Arkayagan Abour ,
royal or victory soup, a soup to celebrate an Armenian king^s victory
in battle over thirty-five hundred years ago. According to the story,
it originally used wild birds and gazelle. "Now, instead of serving
huge chunks of gazelle and pheasant meat, [Armenians] substitute
chicken broth, and make the meat balls out of deer meat. As culinary
art has progressed, they have added zest to the soup. In the olden
days they used to put young grapes into the soup for flavoring. Now
they add lemon juice and eggs beaten together. It gives a delightful
flavor that you can't find in anything else" (Mardikian, 1949, p. 38).
If you can get venison, it is an ideal soup for young children to
prepare. Mix and shape into small balls 1/2 pound ground venison,
1/2 cup bulghour, 1/4 cup minced, fresh onion, and 1/4 cup cup minced.
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fresh parsley. Simmer for 1 hour in 2 quarts chicken broth. Juice
2 lemons and beat well with 3 eggs. Turn off heat under soup.
Stirring constantly, add lemon-egg mixture and serve.
Knowing the history of this soup will surely stimulate vivid and
rich imaginative play during its preparation and eating.
Two important points:
Do not allow any of these soups to boil after adding the egg
or it will curdle.
Do not allow any of the soups with lemon added to the egg to
sit. Egg and acid mixtures spoil very quickly, especially when warm.
As soon as they are cool enough to be eaten, eat.
Example 24 .
Recipe Name
Fry Break
Pahnelaquaz
Source of Recipe
Niethammer, 1974, p. 157
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Native American
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Flour, all white or 1/2 white, 1/2 whole wheat, 4 cups
Baking powder, 1 tablespoon
Salt, 1 1/2 teaspoons
Cooking oil
Water
Lard for deep frying
Cooking Process
Fry
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Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 4
1-tablespoon, 1
1
-teaspoon, 2
1/2-teaspoon, 2
Mixing bowl
Paring knife
Flexible pancake turner
Cooking fork
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
Measure the flour, baking powder and salt into bowl.
Mix with hands.
Add cooking oil and enough water to make a soft dough.
Knead until the dough holds together and is pliable.
It should not feel wet.
Shape into small balls just big enough to fit into a child's
hand.
Pat each ball into a thin, flat circle.
Flip back and forth between palms so that it gets thinner
and flatter.
With the dough on the cutting board, use the knife to make
a small slit at the center of the circle similar to a
buttonhole.
Heat lard in skillet so that there is 1/4-inch of melted
lard. It should be hot but not smoking.
Put each round of dough on a turner.
Carefully slide into the hot lard in skillet.
Dough will brown quickly and puff up.
Using the turner and cooking fork, turn the dough to brown
the other side.
With cooking fork, remove the fried bread from skillet onto
paper towels to drain.
Put on serving dish to serve.
Comments
According to Niethammer, "fry bread is made by the Apaches,
Pimas, Papagos, Zunis, Hopis, Navajos, and the peoples of the Rio
Grande pueblos, among other groups" (p. 157).
These cook very well with a minimum amount of lard.
At least one Navajo substitutes 1 tablespoon of mayonnaise
for the cooking oil in the traditional recipe.
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Kositsky (1977, p. 25) gives the following amounts for one
child-sized bread: 2 tablespoons flour, 1/4 teaspoon baking powder,
pinch of salt, 2 teaspoons water (enough to make a workable dough).
Example 25 .
Recipe Name
Beggar
Bettelmann
Source of Recipes
Sokolov, 1973, p. 257
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Germany
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: eggs
Ingredients
Raisins, 3/4 cup
Nuts (walnuts, hazelnuts, almonds, or peanuts), 1/2 cup
Applesauce, fresh or canned, 4 cups
Bread crumbs, ready-made, or grated stale bread,
preferably dark rye, 1 1/2 cups
Butter
Eggs, 4
Cooking Process
Bake
Material for Preparation
Small bowl
Measures:
1-cup, 5
1/2-cup, 2
1/4-cup, 3
Mincer
Oven
Strainer
Cooking spoon
(Grater)
Large mixing bowl
Oven-proof baking dish
Whisk
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Steps in Preparation
In small bowl plump raisins in water for 1 hour.
Cut nuts into small pieces with the mincer.
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.
Drain the raisins.
Combine applesauce, bread crumbs, plumped, drained raisins
and nuts in large mixing bowl.
Smear the inside of the baking dish with butter.
Put mixture into baking dish.
Break eggs into the same small bowl that had contained the
raisins.
Beat eggs thoroughly.
Pour beaten eggs over the food in the baking dish.
Do not mix.
Bake for 30 to 40 minutes.
Serve from the baking dish and allow to cool slightly.
Comments
This is similar to Swedish apple cake, Appel kaka
,
made with
sweetened applesauce, layered alternately with a mixture of melted
butter and 1 impa crumbs. This is baked in a deep pan or souffle
dish for about 25 minutes in a moderate oven. It is cooled to room
temperature and served with whipped cream or a cold vanilla sauce.
Limpa is a Swedish yeast bread made with rye flour, molasses,
fennel, orange peel, and milk. It is more like a cake than a bread
(Fitzgibbon, 1976, pp. 17, 253).
Example 26 .
Recipe Name
Pumpkin Tureen
Le Potiron tout Rond
Source of Recipe
Ripault, 1966/1968, p. 205
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
France
Origin of Food
Plant; fruit. Animal: milk
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Ingredients
Pumpkin, sugar, small, 1
Bread, French, sliced
Cheese, Swiss, freshly grated
Cream, light
Salt
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Scrub brush
Paring knife
Butter curler knife
Baking pan
Oven
Cooking spoon, long-handled
Ladle
Steps in Preparation
Scrub whole pumpkin.
Cut out the top to serve as a cover.
Using the butter curler knife, clean out all the seeds and
string parts, including the bottom of the cover.
Put a layer of bread in the pumpkin.
Cover the bread with a layer of the grated Swiss cheese.
Fill the pumpkin with light cream to 1 inch from the top.
Replace the top of the pumpkin.
Place the filled pumpkin in baking pan.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.
Bake for 1 1/2 hours or more.
When the cooking spoon easily pierces the flesh (be gentle),
but the pumpkin still rigidly holds its shape, it is done.
With the cooking spoon, carefully scrape the flesh of the
pumpkin and mix thoroughly with the bread, cheese, and
cream.
Cool slightly.
Add salt and pepper to taste.
Serve from the pumpkin shell in the baking dish.
Comments
This recipe was given to Ripault by Paul Bocuse of L'Auberge,
Col longes-au-Mont-d'Or, Rh6ne.
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Child and Beck (1970* pp. 361-362) suggested using a pumpkin
with a stem 2 inches long. In their version, they seasoned the soup
with onions, butter, nutmeg, sage, and bay leaf. They also
suggested that after 1 1/2 hours at 400 degrees, the oven be turned
down to 350 degrees for the pumpkin to bake another 30 minutes. They
gave a variation which used chicken broth instead of light cream,
heavy cream being added at the end of cooking, along with chopped
parsley.
Example 27 .
Recipe Name
Vegetable Soup
Source of Recipe
The Ridgewood Street School, West Hartford, Connecticut (Note 7)
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
United States
Origin of Food
Plant: root, stem
Ingredients
Carrots, 3
Celery, 2 stalks
Onions, medium, 2
Potatoes, medium, 2
Water, 2 quarts
Salt, 1 tablespoon
Pepper, 1/2 teaspoon
Cooking Process
Simmer
Materials for Preparation
Peeler
Paring knife
Measures:
1-quart, 2
1-tablespoon, 1
1/2-teaspoon, 1
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Cooking pot, electric
Wooden spoon
Refrigerator
Ladle
Steps in Preparation
Peel carrots, onions, and potatoes.
Cut carrots, onions, potatoes, and celery into small pieces.
Put water in cooking pot.
Put vegetables into the water in the pot.
Add salt and pepper.
Turn heat on to simmer.
Cook all morning.
Cool
.
Refrigerate over night.
Reheat the next day and serve warm.
Example 28 .
Recipe Name
Boiled Rice with Lemon
Riso al Limone
Source of Recipe
Root, and the Editors of Time-Life Books, 1968, p. 159
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Italy
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: milk, eggs
Ingredients
Water, 6 quarts
Salt, 3 tablespoons .
Rice, plain white, raw, preferably imported Italian, 1
cup
Butter, 2 tablespoons
Eggs, 3
. ^ 1
Parmesan cheese, freshly grated, 1 cup
Lemon juice, fresh, 4 teaspoons
Cooking Process
Boil
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Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-quart, 6
1-cup, 2
1-teaspoon, 9
Stock pot, large, 2
Wooden spoon, long-handled
Ladle or scoop, long-handled
Colander, large
Casserole, flame-proof, 1-quart size
Mixing bowl
Fork
Steps in Preparation
Put water in stock pot.
Add salt.
Bring water to bubbling boil over high heat.
Add rice to water slowly so water continues to boil.
Stir once or twice.
Reduce heat to moderate and boil rice uncovered and
undisturbed for about 15 minutes.
Test a few grains of rice to see if they are soft and not
chal ky.
When rice is done, use long-handled ladle or scoop to put
rice and water into colander set on top of the second
stock pot to catch the hot water.
Melt butter in casserole over low heat.
Add the hot, drained rice to casserole.
In mixing bowl, beat eggs with fork until well -combined.
Beat the cheese and lemon juice into the eggs.
Stir egg mixture into rice with fork.
Cook over very low heat, stirring gently with a fork, for
3 or 4 minutes.
Comments
In the case of the 6 quarts of water, it may be necessary to
use a 1-quart measure repetitively. If children count this in
unison, mistakes will be reduced. Assuming a plentiful water
supply, if there is any question concerning amount at any point in
the process, the water can be dumped and the process begun again.
Serve at once while the rice is still creamy. Don't allow
this rice to sit at room temperature; bacteria develop quickly in
this, as it does in other egg and acid foods, such as mayonnaise.
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Example 29 .
Recipe Name
Swabian Scrambled Eggs with Onion and Croutons
Schwabi sche RUhreier
Source of Recipe
Sheraton, 1977, p. 90
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Swabia, Germany
Origin of Food
Animal: eggs, milk
Ingredients
Butter, 1 tablespoon
Bread, white, 1 slice
Onion, small, to yield 2 teaspoons, minced
Eggs, 2
Milk, 1 tablespoon
Salt, a few dashes
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Saute
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1
-tablespoon, 2
1-teaspoon, 2
Skillet, electric
Chef's knife
Small bowl
Whisk
Flexible pancake turner
Steps in Preparation
Heat butter in skillet.
Cut the crust away from the bread and set aside.
Dice the slice of bread.
Finely mince the onion.
Slowly fry diced bread and 2 teaspoons of minced onion in
butter until golden.
Break eggs into bowl
.
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Lightly beat the eggs with whisk.
Add milk, a few dashes of salt, 2 or 3 turns from the pepper
mill, and mix with the eggs.
Pour the egg mixture over the bread and onion in the skillet.
Using the turner, stir egg mixture over low heat until egg
is scrambled.
Using the turner, put the scrambled eggs into a serving dish.
Serve.
Comments.
This recipe is designed to serve one adult. Increase the
proportions to serve a group of children.
Example 30 .
Recipe Name
Noodles
Sev or Saive
Source of Recipe
Sacharoff, 1972, p. 38
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
India
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Chick-pea flour ( besan ) , 1 cup
Oil, 1 tablespoon
Water, 2 to 8 tablespoons
Baking soda, 2 pinches
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Cayenne powder, 1/8 teaspoon
Vegetable oil for deep frying (preferably peanut oil) 1 1/2
cups
Cooking Process
Fry
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Materials for Preparation
Large mixing bowl
Measures:
1-cup, 2
1/2-cup, 1
1
-tablespoon, 3 to 9
1/2-teaspoon, 1
1/4-teaspoon, 1
Paring knife
Wooden spoon
Cooking pot, electric
Sev press
Chinese bamboo-handled strainer
Paper towels
Can for holding strainer
Steps in Preparation
Measure flour into large bowl.
Sprinkle the tablespoon of oil over the flour.
Mix with fingers until oil is evenly distributed throughout
the flour.
Add the water to the flour, a little at a time, until it is
soft and pliable.
Measure the cayenne powder by filling and leveling the 1/4-
teaspoon, and, with the paring knife, cutting it in half,
pushing one half back in the cayenne powder container. What
remains in the measure is 1/8 teaspoon.
Add the baking soda, salt and cayenne, mixing thoroughly with
wooden spoon.
Heat the oil in the deep, electric pot until it is hot but
not smoking.
Test temperature by putting tiny pieces of dough into the hot
oil. Pieces should immediately start to brown when the oil
is ready.
Put small amounts of dough into the sey^ press.
Crank the press handle until noodles drop into the hot oil.
Fry for about 2 minutes, or until light brown.
Lift out noodles and drain on paper towels.
Place the strainer in the can when not being used.
Let cool before placing on serving dish.
Comments
If a small amount of dough is used, it is possible to switch
from one Sev Press plate to another to make different sizes and shapes.
Small strings or balls of dough can be made by hand and fried
without using a Sev Press if one is not available.
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Chick-pea flour can be ground from whole, dried chick-peas
using the grain grinder.
Example 31 .
Recipe Name
Cream and Butter Sauce for Pasta
Salsa di panna e burro
Source of Recipe
Hazan, 1977, pp. 130-131
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Italy
Origin of Food
Animal: milk
Ingredients
Cream, heavy, 2/3 cup
Butter, melted, 3 tablespoons
Pasta, cooked, 1 pound
Cream, heavy, 1/3 cup
Cheese, Parmesan, freshly grated, 2/3 cup
Pepper, freshly ground, 4 to 6 turns of the mill
Nutmeg, 2 to 3 gratings
Cooking Process
Simmer
Material for Preparation
Measures:
1/3-cup, 5
1-tablespoon, 3
Cooking pot, electric
Wooden spoon
Small bowl
Grater
Pepper mill
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Steps in Preparation
Put 2/3 cup heavy cream and the butter in the cooking pot.
Simmer until slightly thickened. This will be less than a
minute of simmering.
Add pasta and toss in the cream and butter mixture to mix
together.
Mix remaining 1/3 cup cream and other remaining ingredients
in small bowl and pour over pasta.
Serve immediately.
Comments
This is designed for fettucine made with 3 eggs and 2 1/4 cups
of flour, but it can be used with spaghetti.
Use only good quality, fresh, heavy cream.
Example 32 .
Recipe Name
Potato Latkes
Source of Recipe
Frucht, Rothschild, Katz with the Ladies Auxiliary of
Temple Beth Israel, 1974, p. 55
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Jewish
Origin of Food
Plant: root
Ingredients
Potatoes, large, raw, 4 to 5
Onion, medium, 1
Eggs, 2
Salt, Kosher, 1/2 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
Matzoh meal , 1/4 cup
Oil, peanut
Cooking Process
Fry
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Materials for Preparation
Peeler
Paring knife
Meat grinder with fine blade
Mixing bowl, large
Measures:
1/4-cup, 1
1/2-teaspoon, 1
Wooden spoon
Skillet, electric
Cooking spoon
Flexible pancake turner
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
Peel potatoes and onion.
Cut in pieces small enough to be fed easily into meat grinder.
Grind potatoes and onions.
Put ground potatoes and onion in mixing bowl.
Break and add the eggs.
Add salt and 6 to 8 turns of the pepper mill.
Add matzoh meal
.
Mix well
.
Add oil to the skillet to a depth of 1/2-inch and heat to high.
Add more oil as needed to maintain this level throughout
cooking.
With the wooden spoon, take a small amount of the potato
mixture and hold it immediately above the surface of the oil.
With the cooking spoon turned over, carefully push the potato
mixture off the wooden spoon into the oil.
Fry until brown on one side.
Using the turner and the cooking spoon, carefully turn the
latkes and brown the other side.
When both sides are brown, carefully remove the latkes to
the paper towel to drain.
Serve while still warm.
Comments
The potatoes and onions can be grated instead of ground.
The potatoes turn dark quickly. This can be somewhat prevented
if they are quickly placed into a bowl of cold water as they are
peeled.
Potato latkes are traditionally served with applesauce.
This is a Parve recipe which means that it does not contain any
form of milk produce or any form of meat product including the
simplest meat- or dairy-derived chemicals. According to Jewish
dietary laws, potato 1 atkes can be eaten with either a meat or
dairy meal
.
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Example 33 .
Recipe Name
A Dutch Stew
Hutspot Met Klapstuck
Source of Recipe
Sokolov, 1973, p. 60
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Netherlands
Origin of Food
Plant: root, stem. Animal: Meat
Ingredients
Water, 3 cups
Salt, 1 teaspoon
Boneless chuck beef, 1 1/2 pounds
Carrots, 3 pounds
Potatoes, 3 pounds
Onions, 1 pound
Sal t
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Simmer
Materials for Preparation
Measures:
1-cup, 3
1-teaspoon, 1
Cooking pot, electric
Scrub brush
Chef's knife
Paring knife
Cooking fork
Cooking spoon
Potato masher
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Steps in Preparation
Put the water and salt in the pot and bring to a boil.
Add the meat to the pot.
Scrub carrots and potatotes.
Slice the carrots.
Cut the potatoes into 4 pieces.
Peel the onions and cut into 4 pieces.
Cover pot tightly.
Reduce heat under the pot.
Simmer slowly for about 2 hours.
Not add the carrots.
Continue simmering for 15 minutes.
Add the potatoes and onion.
Continue simmering for about 30 minutes.
Add water if needed but only enough to prevent burning. Mixture
should now be soup-like.
When all ingredients are tender, remove meat onto serving plate
with the cooking fork and spoon.
Mash the vegetables together.
Season with salt and very generously with freshly ground pepper.
Slice the meat and serve with the mashed vegetables.
Comments
If the meat is especially lean, two tablespoons of bacon fat
can be added along with the potatoes and onions.
Example 34 .
Recipe Name
Cauliflower with Lemon Juice
Source of Recipe
Roden, 1974, p. 297
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Middle Eastern
Origin of Food
Plant: flowers
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Ingredients
Cauliflower, young and white
Water
Salt (if boiling cauliflower)
Lemon, 1/2 (if boiling cauliflower)
Butter, 1 tablespoon
Oil, olive, 1 tablespoon or more
Lemon, 1
Salt
Pepper, freshly ground
Cooking Process
Boil or steam; saute
Materials for Preparation
Paring knife
Large mixing bowl
Cooking pot, electric or steamer
Cooking fork
Cooking spoon
Colander
Baking pan
Skillet, electric
Measures:
1
-tablespoon, 2
Citrus reamer
Steps in Preparation
Leave cauliflower whole but pare along the bottom and cut off
any wilted or damaged leaves.
Wash by dipping up and down in large mixing bowl of water.
To boil, put water in cooking pot to cover cauliflower, add
salt and juice of 1/2 lemon to water, heat water to boiling,
place the cauliflower in the boiling water with the cooking
spoon, and boil for 10 minutes.
To steam, put small amount of water in bottom of steamer, not
enough to touch the cauliflower, add the cauliflower, cover
the steamer and steam for 10 minutes. Turn off head and
remove the lid for 5 minutes before testing for doneness.
Pierce the base of the cauliflower with the cooking fork; if
it is slightly tender, remove the cauliflower with the
cooking fork and spoon to the calender set in a baking pan
to drain and cool. If not tender, boil or steam for an
additional 2 or 3 minutes, then put in colander to drain
and cool
.
When cool, break off flowerets.
Heat 1 tablespoon butter with 1 tablespoon or more olive oil
in skillet over very low heat.
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Juice 1 lemon and add to skillet.
Add small amounts of salt and pepper.
Using the cooking spoon, transfer the cauliflower flowerets
to skillet and gently roll in the seasoned butter and oil
until the cauliflower is heated through and the lemon
juice has been absorbed.
Using cooking spoon, transfer cauliflower and sauce to serving
dish and serve while warm.
Comments
A little crushed garlic can be added to the butter and oil
before adding the other seasonings.
Example 38 .
Recipe Name
Chick-pea Flour Pancakes
Pudla
Source of Recipe
Sacharoff, 1972, p. 158
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
India
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit
Ingredients
Chick-pea flour ( besan gram) , 1 cup (or more)
Cumin seeds, whole, 1 teaspoon
Salt, 1 teaspoon
Cayenne, 1 shake
Water, 1/2 cup
Onion, medium size, 1
Ginger root, fershly grated, 1/4 teaspoon
Tomato, 1, whole, fresh
Oil, vegetable, for frying (preferably peanut oil)
Cooking Process
Saute
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Materials for Preparation
Mixing bowl
Measures:
1-cup, 1
1/2-cup, 1
1
-teaspoon, 2
1/4-teaspoon, 1
Cooking spoon
Paring knife
Mincer
Grater
Skillet, electric
Flexible pancake turner
Paper towels
Steps in Preparation
In large bowl measure the chick-pea flour.
Add cumin seeds, salt, cayenne (the amount of cayenne will
effect how spicy the pudla is).
Mix the water into the flour slowly with hands or cooking
spoon until batter becomes smooth.
Finely mince the onion.
Grate the ginger.
Dice the tomato.
Add to batter, stirring with spoon.
The batter should be a little thicker than pancake batter.
If the batter is very thin, add a bit more chick-pea flour.
Add a tablespoon of oil to skillet.
Heat skillet to medium high. Do not allow the oil to smoke.
When oil is hot, place 2 tablespoons of batter in the center
of the skillet.
Quickly spread the batter with the bottom of the cooking spoon
until the pancake is uniformly thin and approximately 4
inches in diameter.
Saute for one minute.
Carefully turn the pancake over with the turner.
Cook the second side for 2 minutes or until it turns a light
brown with a number of dark spots. Turn again if necessary
so that both sides are sufficiently cooked. The brown and
black spots do not mean that the pudla is burning, but
rather that it is satisfactorily cooked.
Lift out of skillet with turner onto paper towels.
Allow to cool slightly before placing onto serving dish.
Comment
This is good served with plain yogurt.
Chick-pea flour can be ground from whole, dried chick-peas
using the grain grinder.
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Example 36 .
Recipe Name
Apple Khoresh
Source of Recipe
Roden, 1974, pp. 359-360
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Persian
Origin of Food
Plant: fruit. Animal: meat
Ingredients
Onion, medium, 1
Butter, melted, or oil, 3 tablespoons
Lamb, lean, stewing, cubed, 1 pound
Salt
Pepper, freshly ground
Cinnamon, ground, 1 teaspoon
Water, 2 1/2 cups
Apples, tart, 3
Butter, 2 or 3 tablespoons
Lemon, 1 or 2
Cooking Process
Braise, saute
Materials for Preparation
Mincer
Measures
:
1-cup, 3
1/2-cup, 1
1-tablespoon, 3
1
-teaspoon, 1
Cooking pot, electric
Cooking fork
Pepper mill
Flexible pancake turner
Skimmer
Peeler
Apple and pear corer and slicer
Paring knife
Skillet, electric
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Cooking spoon
Citrus reamer
Tasting spoon, as many as necessary
Steps in Preparation
Peel and mince the onion.
Saute the onion in the cooking pot with 3 tablespoons of
butter or oil, until the onion is soft and golden.
Add the meat and brown all over.
Season with small amounts of salt and freshly ground pepper,
and sprinkle with cinnamon.
Add 2 1/2 cups of water to the pot, covering the meat.
Add heat and bring water to a boil.
Skim off any scum from the surface as it accumulates.
Reduce the heat to simmer and simmer for 1 1/2 to 2 hours
or until the meat is tender when pierced with the cooking
fork.
As the water evaporates, add more.
Peel, core, and slice or chop the apples into rather large
pieces.
Saute the apple pieces in 2 or 3 tablespoons of butter in the
skillet until lightly colored and soft.
Using the cooking spoon, carefully transfer the sauteed apples
to the meat stew.
Juice 1 lemon and add to the stew.
Stir.
With a tasting spoon, being careful to let the liquid cool
first, taste to see if there is any hint of the lemon juice.
If not, juice 1/2 lemon. Add it, stir, and repeat the
tasting procedure. If there is still no hint of lemon, add
the juice from the other 1/2 lemon. The stew should not
taste lemony, but the lemon tends to bring out the fullness
of other flavors.
Comments
This is to be served with plain rice.
Yellow split peas can be added at the start of cooking for a
richer texture.
Four, fresh, firm peaches can be substituted for the apples.
The stew should simmer for an additional 15 to 20 minutes after the
addition of the stewed peaches. The name for this is Peach Khoresh.
Example 37 .
Recipe Name
Carrot Salad
Source of Recipe
Wolfert, 1973, p. 75
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Morocco
Origin of Food
Plant: root
Ingredients
Carrots, 1 pound
Garlic, 1 clove
Water
Cinnamon, ground, 1/8 teaspoon
Cumin, ground, 1/4 teaspoon
Paprika, sweet, 1/2 teaspoon
Lemon, fresh, 1
Sugar, granulated, 1/8 teaspoon
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Oil, olive
Parsley, fresh
Cooking Process
Boil
Materials for Preparation
Peeler
Cooking pot, electric
Cooking fork
Slotted spoon
Paring knife
Large mixing bowl
Citrus reamer
Small bowl
Measures:
1/2-teaspoon, 2
1/4-teaspoon, 1
1/8 teaspoon, 2
Small spoon
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Plastic wrap
Refrigerator
Mincer
Steps in Preparation
Peel carrots.
Peel garlic.
Place whole peeled carrots with the clove of garlic in the
cooking pot.
Cover with water and heat to boiling.
Boil until the carrots are barely tender, testing for doneness
with the cooking fork.
Remove the carrots with the slotted cooking spoon and the
cooking fork.
Discard the garlic.
Dice or slice the carrots and put in large mixing bowl.
Juice the lemon.
Put the spices, sugar and salt in the small bowl.
Add lemon juice.
Mix with small spoon.
Pour over the carrots and mix.
Cover with 2 layers of plastic wrap and chill.
Mince the parsley.
Transfer the chilled carrots to a serving dish.
Sprinkle with small amount of olive oil and top with parsley
just before serving.
Example 38 .
Recipe Name
A Good Stew for the Vigil of Lent or Easter Week
Source of Recipe
E. Hunt, 1977, pp. 132-133
Style of Cooking or Country of Origin
Mexican
Origin of Food
Plant: stem, fruit. Animal: Meat
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Ingredients
Oil, olive
Fish, white meat, 6 filets, about 2 pounds
Onion, medium, 2
Pepper, green bell, 1 large
Tomato, fresh, 3
Cinnamon, ground, 1/4 teaspoon
Thyme, ground, V/A teaspoon
Oregano, ground, 1/4 teaspoon
Cumin, ground, 1/4 teaspoon
Rosemary, ground, 1/4 teasooon
Cayenne, 1/4 teaspoon
Salt, 1/2 teaspoon
Pepper, freshly ground
Oil
,
olive, 1/2 cup
Lemon, fresh, 1/2
Water, 1/2 cup
Cooking Process
Bake
Materials for Preparation
Paring knife
Serrated knife
Baking pan
Citrus reamer
Measures:
1/2-cup, 2
1/2-teaspoon, 1
1/4-teaspoon, 6
Small bowl
Wooden spoon
Oven
Flexible pancake turner
Steps in Preparation
Peel and cut the onions into rings.
Cut the green pepper into strips.
Cut tomatoes into round slices, about 1/2-inch thick.
Oil the baking pan.
Arrange the fish filets in the pan.
Cover them with the onion rings, pepper strips, and tomato
si ices.
Juice the lemon.
. .
Mix all of the spices with the olive oil, lemon juice, and
water
.
Pour this mixture evenly over the fish, onions, peppers,
and tomatoes.
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Turn the oven to 350 degrees.
Place baking dish in the oven.
Bake for 1 hour or until fish becomes flaky.
Comments
The best fish for this recipe is red snapper, but sole, pike,
sea bass, or, in extreme cases of need, fresh cod can be used.
Before serving, chopped pickled chili peppers, chopped
capers, and green olives can be sprinkled on top.
This stew is served with white rice.
This recipe was originally found in a book published in 1831,
titled The Very New Art of the Kitchen or An Excellent Collection
of the Best Recipes at Low Cost Dedicated to Young Mexican Maidens.
The original recipe calls for dry, white wine rather than
water.
Some activities in cooking with recipes . The fundamental
activities in cooking with recipes are indicated in Figure 11,
Activities in cooking with recipes.
Active preparation of cooked foods
Using cooking tools and equipment
From familiar to unfamiliar
Developing social interaction
Recording of procedures
Figure 11. Activities in cooking with recipes.
Cooking with recipes: Example 1 . After taking the onion out
of the grocery bag, Paul looked it over and finally decided
it was
an onion. But one thing mystified him: "It doesn't smell.
Later
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after the onion was roasted and he had cut it, he said, "They look
like jellyfish. Here it looks like parachutes."
Example 2 . Nadia is pleased that she is able to open the
raisin box by herself. Claudia cut the shortening, adds it to
the bowl. Nadia starts blending (says it is tough). She asks what
the metal extension of the blender handle is. It is easier for her
to push the butter down by hand and break it into pieces that way.
Elizabeth is able to use the pastry blender well and is able to cut
in butter with it. She knows enough to remove butter from the
blender when too much accumulates. Adam stands up to blend, Claudia
holds the bowl. He has listened to the explanation that the metal
blender extension is a rest place for the thumb and is sure to put
his thumb there. Next, Adam holds the bowl; Claudia blends. Nadia
adds the milk. Claudia stirs it with fork. Adam adds raisins.
Has some difficulty stirring them in. (It is easier when he stands
up.) They blend with their hands and enjoy this. Each one has a
turn rolling the dough. Each child cuts one scone with the round
pastry cutter.
Example 3 . Harry didn't like the taste the first time, but
later went back to try it again. When asked why he did this, he
replied, "Well, I thought I might like it this time." He didn't,
but it was worth the try. His curiosity was satisfied.
Example 4 . As far as food preparation was concerned, most
of the children wanted to try every possible method of preparing
one food. To cut carrots into small pieces, we had children using
knives, scrapers, graters, choppers, and even forks. In beating
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an egg, they used knives, forks, spoons, and one adventurous
child even tried using his fingers.
Example 5 . During the trip to the meatpacking company,
Melissa was determined to watch the cow being slaughtered even
though she had a preconceived notion that a valuable, milk-giving
animal should not be destroyed.
Example 6 . Ben and Terry made new batches of dough. It
was easier to make this time because they knew what the dough should
,
feel like. Ben mixed at least five batches of dough. Garrett
cranked the pasta machine what seemed like hundreds of times in
an effort to clean the machine of all the dust (the machine was a
long-unused wedding present loaned to the group by one of the
children's parents), so they could finally make a clean, edible
batch of pasta.
And what a surprise when it did come out! The wheat they
had ground which was far from what they understood as spaghetti
("It's like birdseed." "No, it's like Meow Mix." "It looks like snow.
"It's like sand, like shredded glass."), which was made into fat
balls of dough, and which was then put again and again through
the pasta machine, really turned out to be spaghetti. The kids
were very excited and surprised.
Ben heated the sauce that he and Ellen had made the day
before. Frank grated the Parmesan cheese. Then Sonny decided
more was needed, so he grated more. Mary started the water in
the cooking pot. Garrett was the first to put some of the
spaghetti into the boiling water. Everyone had some trouble
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getting the spaghetti out of the pot. But no matter how gooey it
became, and even though the sauce and cheese ran out long before
the spaghetti did, they had done it and they loved it. No one
seemed to care that over two hours had been spent in this activity.
Surely, all of the children will see spaghetti differently from
now on.
Example 7 . Pam and Jonathan measured out the flour.
Jonathan reluctantly allowed David to measure the 1/4-cup of
flour. ("David, you wanna dump this?") Pam then measured in
the baking powder and salt. Jonathan stirred the flour and the
others took turns. Jonathan then poured the 1-cup of water into
the flour. Again all three took turns stirring.
Without directions Pam and Jonathan realized it was time to
dig in and work the flour with their hands. David did not care
for this at first, but then got into it without realizing it and
liked the feel very much. All three children liked clapping the
dough between their hands to make flat cakes. All three children
took turns placing dough into hot oil and turning it over.
Jonathan was a little too quick and David too slow at first, but
by their third turn they had it down pat.
Example 8 . In this example an unfortunate accident became,
with the skillful guidance of the teacher, a positive learning
experience.
Child - Can I use this to peel? (Jason has a small lime.)
Teacher - It is very small. It's going to be difficult to hold
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your fingers so they don't get cut. But if you want
to try it, you may.
(Jason goes to his chair on the opposite side of a large
table. There are too many children at the table: seven.
About 10 minutes pass. Then he is back standing by the
teacher with the partially cut lime and holding out a
finger with a small cut.)
Teacher - It hurts, doesn't it?
Child - Yeah.
Teacher - If you go wash your hands now, it won't hurt so much.
Child - Yeah. What?
Teacher - Go wash your hands. The finger won't hurt quite so much
then. Come back and we'll get a band-aid on it.
(A few minutes later, he returns with his hands washed and
still wet. The teacher takes a nearby towel and pats his
hands dry, being especially gentle in the area of the cut.
The teacher pulls out four identical band-aids from a
pocket and lets the child choose the one he wants on his
finger. That one is applied.)
Teacher - Do you know why the cut hurt so much? There is acid in
the lime which gets in the cut and makes it really hurt.
Washing your hands gets rid of a lot of that acid, so
it feels a bit better. In a few minutes we will be
cleaning up. It won't be long 'til the bus comes. If
you would like, you can take one of those plastic bags
and begin collecting the foods you worked with so you can
take them home.
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(Jason takes a plastic bag and goes back to his cutting
board. The teacher begins to help the children with their
clean-up, handing out plastic bags, making sure the tools
are safely handled during this time when the chidren's
attention is elsewhere, and then helping them with the
washing of tools, cutting boards, table, and picking up
around the table. Children begin collecting the things
they want to take home with them. The teacher notices
the partially cut lime on a shelf, takes it and goes to
Jason.
)
Teacher - Jason, do you know what lemonade is? (Jason nods his
head.) Do you like lemonade?
Child - Yeah.
Teacher - Well, with this lime you can make something very much
like lemonade. It's called limeade. You take the lime,
cut it in half, and squeeze the lime juice into a glass.
Then you add a little bit of sugar and mix it with the
lime juice. Then you put water in and mix it around.
Then you drink it. It tastes good. A lot like lemonade.
We call it limeade when we use lime to make it with.
Maybe you would like to take the lime home so you can
make limeade.
(Jason, who is holding his painting and his plastic bag
with carrot and parsnip peelings in it, takes the lime
and disappears. Two of the children begin calling that
the bus is coming around the corner. Jason appears with
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his painting and his plastic bag which doesn't contain any
carrot and parsnip peelings but does contain the lime.
He heads toward the door. The teacher pulls him aside.
Teacher - What are you going to do with that lime?
Child - I'm going to make limeaid.
Teacher - How do you make limeaid?
Child - You cut the lime and squeeze it into a cup. Then you
put in a little sugar and mix it together and then some
water and mix it together and drink it.
Teacher - How does it taste?
Child - Delicious!
(Jason, full of smiles, runs out to the bus.)
Example 9 . Nina, age 7; Erin, age 4; and Alex, age 8, had
been eager to cook pancakes for a long time, and, for one reason or
another, were just not getting to it. Alex reported that his mother
was too mean to make pancakes for him, that she said they would
make her fat. Nina only had them when her father made them, which
wasn't as often as she would like. Erin didn't reveal any informa-
tion other than that she liked pancakes.
The teacher decided they should use the graham flour which was
donated to the class. The teacher had brought in a pint of
blueberries and a nectarine to go in the pancakes. Erin began by
identifying the blueberries and the nectarine as grapes and an
apple. Both Nina and Alex told her she was wrong, but she was
sure. As soon as she tasted the blueberries, she knew they weren't
All three ate berries and were then delighted to discovergrapes.
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each other's funny looking tongues and teeth. While the older two
rather smugly sat back and listened, the teacher talked with Erin
about the "apple": What is the skin color? What will the inside
color be? Will there be any seeds? How many? What a surprise!
After using the serated fruit knife, Erin realized that it wasn't
an apple at all, that it wasn't white on the inside and that it
didn't have little black seeds. Alex told her that he could have
told her all along that it was a peach. Then Nina, delighted to
be able to catch Alex like this, triumphantly identified the fruit
as a nectarine. The teacher quickly moved on to the pancakes.
Nina measured 1-cup graham flour. Erin watched Nina with
complete absorption. Then Erin carefully filled a 1 /2-cup with
white flour and leveled it off with the spoon she had used to fill
the cup, all in the manner she had just observed. Nina then
measured 1-tablespoon of sugar and 1/4-teaspoon of salt. Erin added
1
-teaspoon baking powder. All the dry ingredients were put into a
mixing bowl after measuring. Alex said that he loved pancakes and
was sure glad to make them. He then cracked an egg and immediately
went to wash his hands. When he returned, he beat the egg,
measured three 1-tablespoons corn oil and 1-cup milk, and added
them all to the dry ingredients. Nina, Alex, and Erin each took
a turn at mixing the batter. It seemed too dry, so Alex added a
little more milk. Nina said that her father always puts in more
eggs. Alex said the recipe only called for two eggs; then he asked
the teacher if the recipe didn't call for two eggs and not any more.
He maintained that when it is too dry, you need to add more milk or
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water and not eggs. Nina put another egg in, saying she couldn't
wait until she could start eating the pancakes. Alex added a cup
of blueberries. Erin used the onion holder and thinly sliced the
nectarine. Then she added that, too. As Alex carefully stirred
the batter, Nina put a little oil on the electric skillet which
was surrounded by the foil -wrapped wooden shield.
The electric skillet had been turned on earlier and was
getting hot. The teacher instructed the children in how to test
the skillet for temperature with drops of water. "Do you see the
water dance? Now you try. Sprinkle just a few drops of water with
your fingers. There. See it dance? Isn't that something? That
means the skillet is hot enough for the pancakes now."
Nina put three spoonfuls of batter on the skillet to make
three pancakes. Alex exclaimed, "Oh boy! Oh boy! Oh boy!" Nina
asked when they would be ready to turn. The teacher said, "Look
for little bubbles. Erin, do you see the bubbles? That means the
pancakes are ready to turn." Nina was very cautious in turning over
the pancakes. They kept sliding off the turner, but she insisted
on doing it herself. She kept at the task and eventually got all
three turned over. Then she finally gave the opinion, "Those aren't
pancakes like my daddy makes. They look like cookies." Alex used
the turner and removed the pancakes to a plate.
Erin would not taste any, but Nina and Alex ate them with
gusto. Alex, with his mouth full, observed that the pancakes were
a different color from any pancakes he had eaten before. Nina
said that they had to hurry so she could take the recipe chart home.
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She and Erin took a turn at cooking the pancakes. Turning became
easier for Nina, but Erin asked the teacher for help in sliding
the turner under the pancakes and aiming them on the correct spot.
The teacher realized that the butter had been left in the
refrigerator. Erin volunteered to get it. She did, and, before
she got back to the table, she had unwrapped the stick and then
proceeded to rub the butter with both hands. When the teacher
realized what was happening and asked for the butter she relinquished
it willingly and continued to rub her hands happily with the
residue of butter that remained on them. She rubbed her hands
over a cold pancake and began to eat it. Then she ate another in
the same manner. She liked them.
The next day Nina arrived at school announcing: "Everyone ate
my pancakes at home. They loved them. Now it's time to do the
recipe chart."
About a month later, in a phone conversation with the teacher,
Alex's mother revealed that he had begged her to get graham flour
everytime they went to the store. "But paying for a 5-pound bag
of graham flour was ridiculous. Why, neither of us even like
graham crackers. Well, I finally agreed, on the stipulation that
he eat all the pancakes that are made. Well, that kid is really
something! He not only eats the pancakes, he cooks them. Says
he
learned it in school. You know, they're delicious. I love
them,
especially with blueberries and walnuts.
"Oh, yes, I have to tell you this. My step-father
was coming
to dinner and I had to work late. Alex said he would
make dinner.
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You'll never guess what he made. Pancakes with spinach in them.
Spinach, mind you! I don't even like spinach. Served it with
creamed tuna fish. It was delicious. But spinach! Who would
ever think of that?"
Cooking Without Recipes
Young children are not only more adventurous in sampling new
foods than are adults, they are more adventurous in their cooking,
more willing to depart from a recipe, more willing to cook without
any recipe at all. Children pursue mastery beyond the development
of skills to cope with the existing world. Their pursuit of mastery
extends to directly acting on the world; changing it; making it
more in tune with their own thinking—acting— feel ing; stretching it
to encompass their active imaginations; making it their own. This
can be observed in young children's language, in their play, and
in their cooking.
Children are not recipe-bound. If, during preparation, the
batter seems dry, one child adds milk, another adds egg, even though
neither was called for in the recipe. One child, in preparing grated
carrot and apple salad, realized that someone ate the apple and was
quite willing to substitute a fresh guava. A child will grate more
cheese than a recipe calls for because grating cheese is fun.
Children can easily conceive numerous methods of making peanut
butter.
In regard to food preparation, children are not subject to
the same stresses which cause so many adults to be anxious, insecure.
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and conservative (F. Smith, 1975, p. 240). Children are less aware
and less concerned with whether something is "right" as long as it
seems right to them. Few adults who are aware of the food
conventions of the United States, as diverse as those conventions
are, can help but flinch at the idea of banana in tomato soup and
recoil at the sight of sardine in milk. Individual children may
like or dislike either or both, but the liking and disliking is a
matter of individual preference, not social or moral sanction.
Also children tend to focus on essentials rather than
inessentials in preparing a food dish, that is, a soup is to be
wet, bread is to be dry, a meat is to have a generous amount of
meat. Other things can be there, but these are essential. And
no matter what else is there, a soup is still a soup, a bread is
still a bread, and a meat is still a meat.
' To help teachers be more aware of some of the possibilities
of common food classifications, the following may be helpful
Mixed fruit (sweet fruit) consists of fruit (one or more
types, whole, if small, or in pieces), (optional) nuts or seeds
(raw or roasted), and binder (for example, fruit juice, honey,
sugar, cream, sour cream, yogurt, mayonnaise), and/or flavoring
(for example, extracts, essences, herbs, spices).
Soup consists of liquid (for example, water, milk, cream,
plant juice, meat broth, sauce), (optional) solids (for example,
parts of plants, meat, eggs, cheese, pasta), and (optional)
flavoring (for example herbs, spices, butter, vinegar, soy sauce.
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salt). If the liquid is water, solids and flavoring are not
optional
.
Stew consists of liquid (the same types as in soup), solids
(parts of plants and/or meat), and (optional) flavoring (the same
types as in soup). Soup and stew differ from each other in
proportion of liquid to solids, soup being more liquid, and
usually, in the size of the solids, solids in the stew being
larger than in the soup.
Bread consists of grain (one or more types; ground, cut,
or flattened, that is, physically changed in some way), liquid
(for example, water, milk), (optional) leavening (for example,
e99S, yeast, sour dough, baking powder, baking soda), (optional)
oil or fat for richness and softening (for example, butter,
margarine, olive oil, bacon grease, lard), and (optional) falvoring
(for example, spices, herbs, sugar, parts of plants, especially
aromatic plants). Bread with little or no leavening, and with a
high proportion of liquid to grain, is baked on a hot, flat
surface. Bread with little or no leavening, and with a high
proportion of grain to liquid, is formed into thin, flat shapes
and baked on a hot, flat surface, cooked in boiling liquid, or fried.
Bread with leavening is baked in form pans (for example, loaf pan,
tube pan, muffin pan, waffle iron), cooked in boiling liquid, or
fried.
Hunt (1977) began her chapter on the history of bread as
follows:
.
-
4..
"Crush some seeds between two rocks. Mix the seeds with
enough water to make a dough. Pat the dough into a flat
cake and put it on a flat rock in the sun to bake." There
was not written language when the first bread was baked,
but if there had been, the original recipe might have read
something like this one. (p. 1)
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Some children enjoy exploring the possibilities of one food,
such as yogurt. Ingredients: yogurt starter, warm milk; yogurt
starter, warm milk, dry milk; or yogurt starter, warm evaporated
milk, dry milk. Process: placed in glass or crock in warm,
draft-free environment for 6 hours or more (up to 24 hours), then
cooled. Yogurt can be eaten plain; eaten with flavoring (for
example, salt, spices, parts or plants); and used as a binder for
other foods (for example, raw or cooked parts of plants; cooked,
small pieces of meat; cooked, small pieces of egg; small pieces of
cheese) which may then be eaten as is or cooked. Yogurt can be
flavored and used as a marinade for raw parts of plants and
pieces of meat and then cooked. And yogurt can be made into cheese
by draining the whey (Corey, 1962, p. 32), as well as into drinks
by adding cold water and flavoring (Sacharoff, 1972, p. 23).
These explorations in cooking without a recipe are, of
course, conceived and executed by individual children. The
development of interest and skill in exploration is not always
coincident with the development of connoisseurship. But it is
rare that the food is not only edible, but eaten. Invariably the
food is interesting. Often it is delightful and delicious. The
true value, however, lies apart from delectability. Experiences
in cooking without recipes confirms and strengthens the child's
developing sense of competence and autonomy.
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Learning objectives .
1. The children will attain self-confidence and delight in
the creation and preparation of food dishes by direct
activity and experiment.
2. The children will attain a sense of competence and
adequacy in the development of creativity and flexibility
in the use of food ingredients, preparation and cooking
processes, and in devising records of the experience.
3. The children will attain autonomy and openness to extend
in number and diversity the foods eaten and enjoyed.
Set-up of the classroom . The same as in cooking with
recipes.
Tools and equipment . The same as in cooking with recipes.
Some activities in cooking without recipes . The fundamental
activities in cooking without recipes are indicated in Figure 12,
Activities in cooking without recipes.
Active creation of food dishes
Using cooking tools and equipment
Recording of procedures
Figure 12. Activities in cooking without recipes.
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Cooking without recipes: Example 1 . Ramon was exploring
the electric juice extractor, and decided to make soup. He
started with extracting the juice from two carrots. He poured the
juice into the electric skillet, turned on the heat, and stirred
with the flexible pancake turner. Soon, most of the juice had
boiled away, so he opened the extractor and put the carrot pulp
in the skillet. Then he sliced an apple and put it in. Since it
was still dry, he put in a 1/2-pint container of milk. After
stirring, he added a 1-tablespoon of water (except most of it
spilled before getting in the skillet), a pinch of clove, one shake
of the salt shaker, and many grinds of pepper. Using the 1-
tablespoon measure, he started to transfer the soup into the juice
extractor, but soon stopped to get a cooking spoon. He could use
the cooking spoon very well to transfer the soup to the extractor,
but getting the soup into the feeder hole presented a problem
which he solved by picking up what he could with his fingers and
leaving what remained. When everything that was going in had
gotten in, he turned on the motor. He collected the liquid in a
bowl, added a spoonful of peanut butter, and, declaring it to be
the best soup he had ever eaten, proceeded to eat it all.
Example 2 . The teacher had brought in fresh tomatoes. Kim
asked if she could stuff them for snacks. First, she washed the
tomatoes and, using the serated fruit knife, cut out the cores.
Then she used the butter curler knife to take out all the insides
of each tomato. Kim didn't seem the least bored. Then she got
cream cheese from the freezer and began to mash that with the
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potato masher. This operation consisted primarily of scraping the
cream cheese off the masher. When the teacher suggested adding
a small amount of milk and that was done, Kim gave a big sigh,
although she never complained that it was hard to do. She then
went to the box of spices and herbs, opening, smelling, and trying
to make up her mind. She decided on oregano and added some to the
cheese mixture. As she filled each tomato with the cheese, she
very carefully placed a few sunflower seeds and peanuts on top.
Example 3 . It was Friday of an unusually busy week of food
activities and two children were given the job of seeing what they
could do with the leftovers. Their solution was to make a stew.
One sliced cucumber and carrots with the crinkle cutter, and cut
a piece of yellow sharp cheddar cheese and a piece of white extra
sharp Cheddar cheese (also with the crinkle cutter). The other
used the chef's knife and the mezzaluna mincer on half a cabbage
and a hard-cooked egg. All of this was put into the electric
cooking pot, along with butter, peanuts, and raisins, about a cup
of water was added, and the lid was put on. It cooked, primarily
by steaming, for an hour. It was consumed before all the children
had had all they wanted.
Example 4 . One child made a salad of raw carrots, tomatoes,
beets, scallions, celery, pineapple, and onions. Cheddar cheese
was grated and, with raisins, peanuts, and cashews, sprinkled over
the top. The salad dressing was peanut oil, rice vinegar, salt,
and pepper. Since the child decided that it didn't have much
flavor, water and a pinch of cumin, savory, marjoram, and tumeric
were added.
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Example 5 . Chicken rivel soup was made with 3 cans of
chicken broth, 3 carrots, 1/4-teaspoon paprika, 1/4-teaspoon
pepper, 3 cups fresh spinach, 1-cup chick-pea flour, and 1 egg.
The steps in preparation were:
1. Preheat electric skillet to 270°.
2. Scrape carrots and cut into 1/2-inch slices.
3. Pour 3 cans of chicken broth into skillet.
4. Add carrots, cover, and cook until soft.
5. Add pepper and paprika and stir.
6. Tear spinach leaves and drop in broth. Cook for 5 minutes.
7. Measure chick-pea flour and place in small mixing bowl.
8. Beat egg and add to flour. Mix until it is lumpy.
9. With broth simmering, drop lumps of rivels into soup.
10. Simmer 6 1/2 minutes.
11. Serve. Don't get burned.
Special instructions were given: any broth, vegetables, or
flour can be used.
Feedback and Evaluation
The child recieves feedback from three sources when
using a food tool: seeing and feeling the hand or arm moving,
seeing the tool moving, and seeing the changes in the food from
the impact of the tool. The child receives feedback from the
teacher and from other children. Tasting and eating provide
feedback, too. The child uses all of this feedback to make
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decisions concerning the next action, whether to advance or retreat,
continue or desist, or shift to a different direction. The feedback
also provides information to the child concerning the child's
relation to and interaction with the world, and, simultaneously,
this feedback provides some basis for the child's conception of
self-worth, self-competence, and personal relation to a valued
social community.
At the same time, the teacher receives feedback. While
functioning as a permissive leader, a stimulator, a facilitator,
an observer, a diagnostician, and a reaction to the children, the
teacher is receiving feedback from both the children's and his or
her own behavior and response. Although the teacher is not directly
participating in the food activities along with the children, the
teacher is directly participating in the learning. Because the
teacher is working with four or fewer children at a time and
because the children are almost exclusively involved in overt
participation in varied activities, it is possible for the teacher
and the children to reach and maintain a fairly high degree of
mutually directed action and response, a ping-pong relationship
of successfully "playing" together, a flow of adjustments and
accommodations to maintain the quality of the teaching-learning
process. This enables the teacher to learn with considerable
specificity and accuracy what each child does, can do, and knows.
This also enables the teacher to help each child maximize present
learnings and foreseen subsequent learnings. Thus, the teacher
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is learning not only what each child is learning but also what is
occurring within the total teaching-learning experience.
This learning is based on direct and continual observation
by the teacher, and this observation forms the primary basis
for evaluation of the curriculum. To directly observe children's
behavior, to listen to what they say, to observe children's
actions on food, to talk with families concerning the children's
food-related activities outside of school— these are the appropriate
methods of data collection for an experiential, phenomenological
curriculum designed to develop instrumental skills and knowledge
in the broad sense, interpersonal skills, and imaginal skills of
learning from direct experience for children ages 3 through 8.
Through observation, the teacher learns that Steven is
capable of extended attention and independent effort, and that he
experiences pleasure with the product he has made.
Steven made eggnog. He got out all the equipment, broke the
eggs and separated the yolk from the white with an egg separator,
measured and poured the sugar, milk, and flavoring, and beat the
mixture with an egg beater. The end product was delicious and
completely the result of his own achievement. Obviously
delighted with himself, he called out, "Look what I did! Taste
it! I can't wait to tell Daddy about this."
Through observation, the teacher learns that Steven is able
to decenter and is interested in practicing at home the skills and
perceptions acquired in school.
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Sometime later, Steven was proud of the scrambled eggs he
had made. He told the teacher, "I'm going to do this at home."
Through observation, the teacher becomes aware of children's
sense of trust and curiosity enabling them to be willing to
risk moving beyond the known to the unknown.
One group had made mayonnaise the day before in anticipation
of making stuffed eggs today. They decided there should be a
variety of chopped foods in separate dishes on a tray so each
child could make his or her own stuffing mixture. Celery was
prepared, as was dry bread crumbs. Some dried herbs were put out.
The children wanted more possibilities. The teacher went to the
closet and took out a small can of octopus pieces in oil imported
from Portugal. The children were a bit apprehensive, but game.
One child, Tom, said that he bet that Dolores would be afraid to
even try it, but that he wasn't scared. "What's so terrible about
eating octopus? It's dead, isn't it? It is really dead, isn't it?"
After getting assurance that the octopus was indeed dead
and that it had been cooked and then canned in Portugal before
being shipped over here, the children were eager to get the can open
so they could look at it. Opening the can proved to be quite a
chore. Opening a lid with a key was new to all of them, and the
teacher's assistance was frequently required. The fact that oil
which smelled so strong kept spilling out while the can was being
opened caused most of the children, including Tom, to sit
back
and watch. However, once it was opened and in a dish,
the
children began to approach and inspect it. When they
finally
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identified a sucker they seemed much relieved, saying it was
nothing but a baby. The stuffed eggs were a great hit. Tom
urged everyone to try his baby octopus in their egg stuffing.
At the end of a filling snack, almost the entire can of octopus
had been eaten. It was obvious from the children's talk that they
felt quite brave and grownup to have eaten such a food. Even
Dolores said it wasn't so bad.
Through observation, the teacher becomes aware of a child's
openness, felxibility, and commitment to invention.
During a discussion of their making raw cranberry and orange
relish, one child remarked, "If we didn't have a food grinder, we'd
find different ways to make it."
Observation enables a teacher to learn the abilities and
enthusiasms of a child with special needs.
John was helping to make curried chicken soup with carrots,
apples and bananas. His job was cutting apples, which he did with
skill and great vigor. As usual, he talked constantly, "I love
apples. Boy, we gonna make some dinner. I love bananas. They
going in the soup?"
Through observation, the teacher can learn the value both
children and parents place on signs of accomplishment.
Just as we finished, Pablo's father arrived. Pablo picked
up the recipe chart and showed it to his father. He went into
great detail about the events of the morning. His father asked
if it would be okay to borrow the chart so he could take it to
the hospital for Pablo's mother to see.
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When the teacher knows that Rita normally will not eat
pancakes at home, that Joanne is anything but a soup lover, and
that Satoshi tries to confine his diet to hot dogs, french fries,
and catsup, observing Rita eat a second corn pancake which she
had helped make, Joanne eating a whole cup of chicken rival soup
which she had helped make, and Satoshi getting excited over his
beet greens with Parmesan cheese allows the teacher to see the
values of direct and active manipulation in a supportive and
nonjudgmental environment to motivate children to explore new foods,
as well as to see the accomplishments of individual children.
Parents also report on occurrences at home.
One 4-year-old girl insisted on cutting the pork roast for
Sunday dinner. Her mother had allowed her to do some things in
the kitchen, but that seemed to be inadvisable. The girl insisted
that her teacher would let her. Since only family was there, the
mother relented, and, at the kitchen table with close and rather
uneasy supervision, the girl cut the roast in a few slices and many
hunks. It was cold when it was finally eaten, but everyone agreed
that it tasted delicious.
One 6-year-old boy set his alarm clock, was up before anyone
else, and make breakfast for the family. The next morning he did
the same, but with a different menu. Since he ordinarily was the
last one in the family to get out of bed, the parents were
flabbergasted at this early-morning, selfless generosity.
Some parents write.
They are so willing to try new things. I'm
amazed by the way they stay with me in the
kitchen and help me prepare the food, and the
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way they talk about the food is really
incredible! Two days ago, we were having
green beans for supper and Melissa told me
she wanted to try a new way of presenting
the green beans. So she went and washed her
hands, took out all the utensils and food
that she was going to use and prepared the
green beans with tuna fish and butter. Needless
to say, it was delicious! It made us all so
proud of her, and it gave her such a sense
of achievement. That dinner that night was not
an ordinary dinner, but a meal to celebrate!
(Rios, Note 8)
Experiences volunteering in the classroom by one mother led
to changes with her entire family.
Grocery store trips have been the biggest
change since Meghan got in your class.
Previously, upon entering a market, Clark and
Meghan would immediately race to the cereal
aisle in hopes that they might find some "free
inside" treasure in a box of Cheerios or
Wheaties. They still are earnest about their
cereal inspections, but only when we arrive
there on our journey to the check out. In the
meantime, the dialogue has become endless.
(Some days it drives me up a wall, thanks to
you.) Clark likes the taste of this lettuce
better than that one. And Meghan wants to know
why we can't taste the different types of grapes
and decide that way which we want to purchase.
Meghan hates the new generic lables because she
can't tell what's in them just by looking.
In restaurants and ice cream parlors, we have
developed a new system of ordering. Until
recently, we ordered pretty much what we knew
from experiece would taste good. Often, two of
us would order the same thing. Now, we each
order something different and we all taste
each others'. As you might well imagine, Meg
still sticks close to what she is familiar with.
We are all looking forward to the fruits of our
summer garden. The children have planted everything
so far with George, and will continue to do so
until all is in. The change will occur in the
harvesting. Instead of marching to Mom with the
freshly picked vegetables, for her to wash and
prepare, this year they will go through every
step from the garden to the table.
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Because in your class the children found pleasure
in trying raw foods and convenience foods in a
variety of new ways, they were first, more confident
about tasting a new recipe; and second, they
became interested in suggesting what might taste
good in a non-recipe food preparation; and they
found this great fun. An example of this is what
has come to be known as "30 to 26 Salad" at our
house. Clark has always been adamant about what
he wanted in his salad—very little lettuce,
tomatoes, some onions, croutons, and absolutely
no "crunchies" (celery).
As a result of my assisting in your class, I
felt confident about putting Clark in charge
of preparing the salad each evening. He is
quite adept at using scrapers and knives
responsibly. At first, with free rein on
refrigerator and cabinets for ingredients, he
kept close to his original recipe. Soon the
process became fun. And one evening recently,
I became aware that our salad chef was not just
that. The Chef was combining his basketball
talents with his newly acquired culinary talents.
He had chopped up all sorts of things, including
"crunchies," and put them in the bowl, leaving
the torn lettuce and cut tomatoes on the cutting
board. I was pleased that his former recipe had
taken on the character of a non-recipe. Soon I
became aware that the lettuce and tomatoes had
been set aside with a specific purpose in mind.
Alternating lettuce pieces with tomato pieces,
he practiced various basketball shots, including
his hood shot, by tossing them from various
nearby spots on the floor into the salad bowl.
Final score—Tomatoes 30, Lettuce 26. (Finley,
Note 9)
Because of the nature of this curriculum, information is
abundant, varied, and, often detailed. The teacher, able to carry
out this curriculum, is also the person best able to evaluate it.
Chapter III has presented the curriculum on food and cooking
for young children. It began with a discussion of the environment
for learning and the role of the teacher as instructor. It then
presented activities with raw and processed foods, and cooking with
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and without recipes. It concluded with discussion and examples of
feedback and evaluation in the curriculum.
A child's world is fresh and new and
beautiful, full of wonder and excitement.
It is our misfortune that for most of us
that clear-eyed vision, that true instinct
for what is beautiful and awe-inspiring,
is dimmed and even lost before we reach
adulthood. If I had influence with the
good fairy who is supposed to preside
over the christening of all children I
should ask that her gift to each child
in the world be a sense of wonder so
indestructible that it would last
throughout life, as an unfailing
antidote against the boredom and
disenchantments of later years, the
sterile preoccupation with things that
are artificial, the alienation from
the sources of our strength. --R. Carson
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CHAPTER IV
THE FIELD TEST
Chapter IV concerns the field test of selected parts of
the curriculum. The objectives, site, population sample, and
methods are described. The chapter also presents extended
selections from the transcripts of the field testing sessions.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the effect of the field
test on the curriculum.
The Field Test of Selected Parts of the Curriculum
Field testing of essential parts of the curriculum was
conducted in a laboratory school in a local college. The laboratory
school was established in 1926 and enjoys an excellent reputation.
Part of the testing involved children ranging in age from ^ through
8 situated outside their regular classroom. Part of the testing
was within the regular school program with 3-year-olds. The field
tests were video-and audio-taped. The audio portions were
transcribed, and it is from these transcripts that the following
selections are derived.
The field testing occurred during the spring of 1978: March
29, April 5 and 12, from noon to 2:00 p.m.; May 16 and 17, from
9:30 a.m. to 10:20 a.m. The dates and times were selected to avoid
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school vacations and other school
-related conflicts. The three
2-hour afternoon sessions occurred on Wednesday, the one day of
the week when the school day for the children concluded at noon.
The morning sessions took place in the room with the 3-year-olds
during the free-choice activity period, as one of the many activities
available to the 16 children in the group.
The first three sessions (March 29, April 5, 12) were video-
taped. There were considerable problems connected with this which
were created by the student video technician obtained through the
college and also technical problems related to the video equipment.
These problems meant a loss of significant portions of the field
testing, especially on April 12.
The last two sessions were planned to be followed by four
more sessions on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings of two succeeding
weeks. However, what was almost an epidemic of illness prevented
the next two, and, with the end of the school year rapidly
approaching, a serious case of separation anxiety prevented the
last two. (Cooking had been planned for the third session.)
Omitted material from the transcript, whether from lack of
original recording or for editorial reasons, is indicated by three
spaced periods indented on a separate line. Editorial deletion
was made in those sections where unrecorded material rendered
recorded material meaningless and in those sections where recorded
material was unintelligible.
The curriculum is designed for children ages 3 through 8. That
means that children would, ideally, be involved in this curriculum
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for six years. A field test which would effectively and fairly
test the entire curriculum is beyond the realm of possibility,
especially since this would presuppose the existence of at least
one school which had used the curriculum over that period of time.
Also, this curriculum is intended to be integrated into the
total curriculum for early childhood in the school, not something
which is plugged in and out by an outside, "special" teacher.
This field test, therefore, is completely formative in terms of
providing an instrument for evaluation of the curriculum.
Nevertheless, the field tests were undertaken to obtain information
concerning (a) whether the curriculum assists children in
accomplishing the stated objectives and (b) whether the curriculum
can be used across the stated age range.
March 29 . For all sessions, I intentionally brought more
food than could be used. This made it possible for me to be flexible
and attempt to work along with the direction of the children.
Probably the most successful example of the value of being able to
follow the lead of a child occurs in this first session. I ask the
children if theyhaveever eaten a raw plant other than carrots.
One child immediately responds with "raw peas." Unknown to him
and all the other children, I happened to have fresh pea pods in
the grocery sack next to me. Thus began what seems to me to be an
extraordinary learning experience for all of us. It is here that
one child verbalizes what is perhaps the key element in the
preferred environment for learning: "He's learning from us and
we're learning from him." If I had been part of the children's
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regular school program and known the children, I would have been
able to be more selective in the foods brought.
There were five children involved. This number was chosen
in order to obtain as much variety of response for the field test
as possible. There were two children who were 4 years old, a girl
and a boy; two children who were 6 years old, a girl and boy; and
a boy who had his 7th birthday during the time of the sessions.
Also the number of different food activities during the
first two testing sessions far exceeded the optimum, which, in a
total school program, would in most instances by one activity per
session. Again, this less than ideal situation was structured
in order to obtain a variety of responses for the field test. This,
of course, also colors the responses; what may be a gain in one
area may be a loss in another.
There were some problems with the working table arrangement.
The available tables were too small for the five cutting boards,
so two tables were used. Supervision was, occasionally, a problem.
The cleaning area, although small, was adequate. All of the children
found the cleaning procedure understandable and effortless to manage.
C - It came lighter [Shows a carrot which has been repeatedly scraped.]
T - It came lighter? Where is the lightest part of it?
C - Right here. Right in the middle.
T - Can you show me the middle? Show us the middle
of the carrot
where it is very light in color. That's right. How
did you
get down to that place?
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C - I scraped and scraped. [Shows them how.]
T - You scraped and scraped in the same place over and over again.
That's right. And the center's getting light in color.
C - Mine's getting yellowish.
T - Is it? You're getting to the same part of the carrot that
Bobby got to—the center of it.
C - The middle's soft.
T - The middle's soft?
C - And white- ish.
C - Are we going to cook these things?
T - No, not today. Hold this part. [Referring to tool.] Hold
the shiny part.
C - I want to use another one now.
T - You want to use another what?
C - I want to use the other scraper.
T - Here's the other one.
C - Hey, where's the knife?
T - Karen has the knife. Here, I'll hold it.
C - Mine's all done. Hmmmmm.
T - How did you know to turn that over, Bobby?
C - 'Cause I had one.
T - What does having one have to do with knowing whether you should
turn it over or not?
C - Because I know how to do it when I had one.
T - I see. Have you ever had raw carrots before?
C - Urn hm.
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T - Have you ever had any other raw plant before?
C - Yup.
C - Raw peas.
T - Raw peas? What do raw peas look like?
C - They look like round.
T - They look like round?
C - Except they don't taste like you just ate them for supper.
T - They don't taste round?
C - They don't taste like you just ate them for supper.
T - Oh, they don't. Well we have some green things here.
C - Sweet peas.
T - They aren't round.
C - But they're inside.
T - What's inside?
C - Peas. Sweet peas.
T - I'm holding it out. I'm not holding it inside anything.
C - Okay. I'll show the peas inside.
C - He's learning from us and we're learning from him.
T - Four peas.
C - Four peas in this pod?
T - In the pod? Oh, that's a pod. Do you think there are any peas
in this pod?
C - Yep.
C - These are big peas in here. A lot.
T - Bit or a lot?
C - A lot.
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T - A lot. How many?
C - Seven.
T - Seven! Is that more than in the first pod?
C - Yeah.
T - It is. Do you think there are any peas inside of this pod?
C - There are peas in every pod.
T - How do you know there are peas in every pod?
C - We grow 'em.
T - Did you grow this pod?
C - No.
T - How do you know there are peas inside of this pod, then?
C - 'Cause it comes from the same plant.
T - This comes from the plant that you grew?
C - No, the same kind of a plant.
T - The same kind of plant.
C - Yeah.
T - You mean that there can never be a pod that is empty?
C - Yes, there can.
C - Those are ones - those are lima beans.
C - They aren't lima beans. They're peas.
T - But those came from one of these two pods, not from this pod.
C - That's right.
T - How do you know that this is not lima beans?
C - Because lima beans come from a different kind of pod. And they
also have— uh, lima beans are flat.
T - Are flat?
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C - Another reason to tell how there are peas in it are 'cause
they're a little lumpy.
T - Can you tell from the number of lumps how many peas there are
inside?
C - Yep. I'll guess.
T - All right, guess.
C - One, two, three, four, five, six, seven. I think there are
seven in this pod. Let's see.
T - Let's see. Let's move all these aside.
C - One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,— eight!
T - Eight!
C - Eight!
T - Is that more or less than you guessed?
C - More.
T - Well, we now have—one pod had four peas in it and one pod had
eight peas and one pod had what?
C - Seven.
T - Seven. Four, seven, and eight. How many peas do you think are
in this pod? Can you tell by looking through it up at the light?
C - Seven. I think there are seven in here.
T - Seven in there?
C - One, two, three, four, five, six, seven.
T - You want to check this and—
C - Yep, there are seven.
T - Seven! But that's sort of flat.
C - I think there's eight.
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T - Now wait a minute. How can that be a pea if it's flat, because
Alex says that peas are round?
C - They re still in the pod if they're flat— or— this is, this
one hasn't full grown.
T - Check that with Kay. Ask her if she thinks that's a pea.
Look's pretty small to me.
C - Peas are good. I ate it before— raw.
T - Kay, Bobby has something to show you, and ask you.
C - Where did it go?
C - I think this one has more than eight.
T - What did you do with it? Are you sure it was there in the
first place?
C - Yeah.
T - What? They're not round but they look round.
C - Yeah.
T - How can they be—
C - Well they're not really round but they just have round corners.
T - Round corners, and then they're peas.
C - Dm hm.
T - How do you know when they are not a pea?
C - They're not in theipod, that they have more— like stems.
T - Little like stems. All right. Here we go. Alex, I'm picking
this up off the table. I'm not getting this from a pod, and
it's got a little stem, therefore this is not a pea. Is that
correct?
C- That's a pea!
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T - You said as long as it didn't come from a pod and had a stem
it was not a pea. I didn't get this from a pod, I got it
from this table and it—oops— I am now geting it from the
floor. [Children's laughter.] And it's got this little stem
on it.
C - Wait a minute. The stem comes from these.
T - What's that for? What does it do?
C - It's to hold the peas and make them grow.
T - To hold the peas so that they can grow?
C - Yeah.
T - Attaches it to the pod.
C - Urn hm.
T - Are you trying to tell me that it really is a pea even if it
came from the table?
C - Dm hm.
T - So some peas come from pods and some peas come from tables.
Is that right?
C - No, you see, they open them up and they put them on the table.
T - Ah, ha!
C - Sometimes they cook 'em.
T - Sometimes you cook them.
C - Yeah. I like 'em cooked, and like 'em raw, too.
T - You know what? My mother never put peas on tables. You know
where she would put them?
C - Where?
C - She put them on the stove and then she cooked them.
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C - Once they were cooked, then she put them on the table.
T - No, she would never put peas on the table. Occasionally I
might drop a pea on the table, but she would never put peas
on the table.
C - Peas go on the plate, but if you drop it, it goes on the table,
then you can get it from the table.
T - Yes, that's exactly what I would do.
C - Are we going to make pea-carrot salad?
T - You're making pieces of carrot. You're making the round peas
come out of the pea pods.
C - Pea-carrot salad?
C - What happens if a pea was in a bunch of carrots? How would you
guess that it's carrots?
T - Okay. How is a pea different from a carrot? It's different in
shape, isn't it?
C - It's different from shape and it's different from how hard it is.
T - Which is harder— peas or carrots?
C - First taste the peas; then taste the carrot.
T - All right. May I have a bit of your carrot to taste after the
pea? Thank you very much. I'm tasting a pea first. That's what
you said for me to taste first, isn't it?
C - Urn hm.
T - Good.
C - Now taste how good those carrots are.
T - Good. Different. They taste different.
C - They're different. They also taste harder.
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T - Peas feel harder than the carrots?
C - Nope.
T - The carrot feels harder than the pea. There's another
difference, but I can't tell it once I start chewing it. I
can tell it before I put it in my mouth. It's a different
color.
C - See.. It's got little stems.
C - When I opened a pea pod it had a big stem. It was in the
pea pod a very long time, and the other pea was starting to
grow.
T - Really?
C - Yeah.
T - What did it look like when it started to grow like that?
C - Well, urn, the stem was white and it was much littler. It
was about this big.
T - Do you think it was growing to make another plant? Another
pea plant?
C - Yeah.
T - Do you think you could plant one of these and ever get another
plant from it?
C - Yep.
T - If you planted one of these, would it be a carrot that would
come up?
C - No.
T - What would it be?
C - Peas.
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T - It would be a pea. [Holding a carrot.] If you planted the
seeds that came from this plant, would peas come up?
C - No.
T - What would come up?
C - Carrots.
T - Carrots would come up. Have you ever eaten any other plants
that were raw?
C - Urn hm. [The teacher brings a bunch of celery out of the
grocery sack.] Salad, no—
T - This is celery, but celery is very much like salad, isn't it?
Celery and salad.
C- It has an "s" sound. Guess whatl
T - It has the "s" sound. That's right.
C - Guess what!
C - And what's inside the peas?
C - Salad—
T - What do you find inside the pea? Do you have any peas left?
C - Yep.
C - Yes.
T - Let's look inside one of those little round peas and see what
we can see.
C - There's two dark things and those are seeds.
T - How do you know that there are going to be two dark things
in
the ones we're looking at?
C - Just peel the skin off and then you can open
it.
T - Peel the skin off?
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C - Yeah. See?
T - Oh, look at that! Aaron, look at this thin
—
C - Skin.
T - Skin, there. It's so thin. There.
C - I can see two black things.
T - You can see two black things?
C - Yeah. Two black things.
T - There's the skin.
C - Oh! There's the plant starting to grow in this one.
T - Look at that! A new plant started to grow. Let's see if
we can find another one. What did you find?
C - Falling apart.
T - Two halves.
C - I didn't find any black seeds.
T - You didn't find any black— I didn't either.
C - I didn't either.
T - Let's keep looking.
C - I'll look in this one. Okay?
T - You know what? I didn't know there was skin on a pea.
C - I knew. We have a whole garden of 'em.
T - Are these sweet peas?
C - No.
[
_ If they're not sweet peas does that mean they are bitter peas?
C - No. They're just regular peas.
T - Oh, regular peas.
C - Oh! I found another one with something growing
in it.
T - Looky here! Looky there!
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C - There's another one with something starting to grow there!
C - Look at this one. My pea started to grow with these on.
C - That's what I meant. That's what I meant.
T - Look! Look at Justin's. That's a great big one!
C - That's what I meant. That's what I meant.
T - And then what will happen to it?
C - It'll grow into another plant.
T - What kind of a plant?
C - Pea.
T - A pea plant.
C - Only if you don't eat it. Only if you don't eat the pea.
T - Ah, ha. So—
C - Only if you don't take the skin off.
T - So if you eat it, it doesn't grow into a pea plant.
C - No.
T - That's good to know, because I wouldn't want a pea plant growing
inside of me.
C - No way!
C - If you ate a seed, no pea plant would grow in you because it's
too dark in your body.
T - What did you say? What did you say about being too dark in
your—
?
C - There's one in here. There's one growing out—
T - Would you be interested in doing something with some celery?
C - I know how to eat it.
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T - You know how to eat it. How do you eat it?
C - With some peanut butter.
T - That's one way to eat it, isn't it? You know how I eat it?
C - How?
T - I open n\y mouth and put it in and chew. And sometimes I do
it like this. I'll break it.
C - Or you can cut it with a knife.
T - Looky there!
C - Yeah. That happens to you when you eat it.
T - That happens to me?
C - That happens to everybody.
T - This happens to everybody?
C - Well, it happens to me, at least.
T - It does?
C - Yeah.
T - I only thought it happened to celery.
C - No. See, when you go like this and all the lines come out,
that's what—
C - It didn't happen to me, it didn't happen to me!
T - You've got a few. It just broke off fast, didn't it?
C - Look at this.
T - You have some at the end of yours, too.
C - This part is kind of roundish.
T - It is sort of roundish, isn't it? But it's not round the
same way that carrot was round.
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C - On thG othGT hand, it's kind of whitG and crunchy, crunchier
than the others.
T - Yeah, particularly on this end.
C - But it doesn't
. have a hole in the middle.
T - It doesn't have a hole in the middle? It does or it doesn't
have a hole in the middle?
C - Doesn't have a hole.
T - Does a carrot have a hole in the middle?
C - No. See?
T - No. It just gets light-colored there.
C - You know what. This just has part of a hole, but it doesn't
go all the way through.
T - It doesn't? Some holes don't go all the way through. Can you
think of a hole that doesn't go all the way through?
C - I know. A mouse hole.
T - A what?
C - A mouse hole.
T - A mouse hole? In what?
C - In the wal 1
.
T - Doesn't that go all the way through the wall? So the mice can
go from one side of the wall to the other? It doesn't? Ah ha.
Can you think of another kind of a hole?
C - I know. Uh. Ears.
T - Ears. It only goes part of the way. It doesn't go all the way.
That's a hole that doesn't go all the way through. You know,
when I was driving here I saw a hole in the road, and it didn t
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go all the way through. I could tell because it had water
standing in it. And you know what we call them? Pot holes.
And they are bad for cars, aren't they?
C - Why?
T - If you happen to run right through them—they bounce, bounce
your car. I have another kind of celery. [Shows a stalk of
rhubarb.]
C - I didn't know there was another kind of celery like that.
C - It's kind of like a celery. It's kind of like it.
T - It's kind of like it, but it's not all like it?
C - The color isn't like it.
T - The color isn't like it? Well, let's look at—
C - It doesn't taste like it.
T - Well, that may be all—Oop—you're in luck. Sorry.
C - Try the skin. It doesn't taste like it.
T - Well, you think it is not.
C - I think somebody painted it.
T - Well, if it's painted, it's just on the surface that it's
colored, wouldn't it be? See if it's red underneath.
C - Nope.
T - So it might be painted, then?
C - Unh, unh. It isn't painted.
T - It isn't painted?
T - Look at that!
C - Look!
C - Look it!
-9
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C - That part tastes awful but. . .
T - Really?
C - This piece tastes like apple.
T - Does it taste like apple?
C - Um hm. Tastes like apple and salt together.
T - That sounds good.
C - Pass the knife so I can cut this one.
T - Pass the knife. The knife is right here.
C - This is worse than anything. Aach!
T - What does it taste like to you?
C - It might be painted inside.
C - Ittastes like apple and salt.
T - Does it? Like apple and salt? Does it taste sweet?
C - No.
T - Aaron, is yourt sweet?
C - Too sweet.
T - Too sweet?
C - They didn't sweeten it at all.
C - They over-did it. They over-did it.
C - It's sour.
T - That's sour.
C - They over-did it when they sweeted it.
T - You know what it's called?
C - Hey! Try this piece.
T - It's juicy. It's good. It's sour.
C - I don't want to eat this. It's too yuky, yuky.
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C - This tastes better.
T - You like the celery better? You know what this red, long food
is? What do we call it?
C - I've forgotten what we call it but it had this big leaf.
T - It had a huge leaf, and the leaf we don't eat. It's very
dangerous because it's poisonous. This part is not poisonous.
But the leaf is.
C - Can you eat that? [Referring to leaf.]
T - On celery, yes, but not the leaf of rhubarb. Rhubarb.
C - Rhubarb.
T - Yes. This is rhubarb.
C - Ugh.
C - I love rhubarb.
T - Isn't it good? You've had it cooked, I bet.
C - Yeah. In littler pieces.
T - In littler pieces and some kind of sweetening was added to it.
Some people make pies out of it.
C - I hate rhubarb.
T - There are quite a few different things here. [Showing a daikon.]
Do you think this is a white pea?
C - No.
T - Why not?
C - It's too big.
C - It's either a giant white radish or squash.
T - Hmmmm. What do you think, Aaron?
C - Squash.
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C - That's what it is.
T - What do you think, Justin?
C - I think that it's a big
—
pea pod.
T - Would you like to smell it?
C - He thinks it's a big pea pod?
C - Smells like squash.
T - Smells like squash. Would you like to smell it, Bobby?
C - It is squash.
C - Yes.
C - I would, too.
T - All right. We'll let you smell it.
C - It does smell like squash.
T - Does smell like squash.
C - It might be different.
T - It might be different.
C - It might be a big, giant cucumber or it might be a squash.
C - No way.
C - Not cucumber. We grow cucumbers.
C - Cucumbers are green.
T - Are they green?
C - Yep.
C - That's a cucumber.
T - That's a cucumber?
C - Urn hm.
C - Is this a squash?
T - That is a squash. All right, now.
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C - A round squash.
C - I'm going to cut a piece so I can save one for my Mom.
C - Good.
T - Good? Good what?
C - Good cucumbers. Until late summer when there aren't any bugs
or bugs' eggs on them, and they were eating cucumbers.
T - Did they eat all of the cucumbers?
C - No. They were—we threw the cucumbers that they were eating
on out. We had only one cucumber then.
T - Only one!
C - Yeah. But in the early summer we got a lot, but then in the
late summer we only got one.
T - I see. So you think this is not a cucumber?
C - Urn hm.
T - You think it is squash. Now, how will you know whether this
is squash or not?
C - 'Cause it smells like it.
C - Squash doesn't have leaves.
T - Squash doesn't have leaves?
C - It has a vine.
T - It has a vine, and a vine doesn't have leaves?
C - Sometimes.
T - Sometimes a vine has leaves. Kay, what do you think
about this?
How will we know whether this is squash or not?
C - It smells like squash.
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T - And as long as it smells like squash, it's squash? Is there
any other thing that we would look for that would help us know
whether it is squash or something else?
C - I know.
C - Cut it and see.
T - Cut it. Now what does the inside of a squash look like?
C - Orange.
C - Well, kind of like sweet potatoes.
C - We don't grow sweet potatoes, but we had sweet potatoes last
night.
T - How do you know whether this is a sweet potato or a squash?
C - Sweet potatoes are a different color.
C - They're brown.
T - They're brown. Is this brown? Aaron. Aaron, don't do that.
Put it down on the cutting board. Do you know why I stopped
you?
C - Might cut your finger off.
T - Well, not cut it off, but he might have gotten cut. Down on
the cutting board. And cut down. If you want to peel it, use
a peeler. There's a peeler right over there. If you want to
cut down toward the cutting board, use the knife. All right.
Okay. Kay, do you know which side of the knife is sharp?
C - This side.
T - That's right. So we cut straight down toward the cutting board
with it, holding—wait, wait a minute, hold it back there, so
you are only holdi,ngthe wooden handle. Right. If you do that.
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I'm going to give you a very large knife, because that's a very
large plant. And this is, again, very sharp. You might find
it better to stand up, as a matter ofi fact. You're doing very
well.
C - I'm going to cut this cucumber.
T - Okay. Now hold this.
C - I'm going to cut the cucumber. [The child cuts the fruit.]
T - Now, is that a squash?
C - It's a radish!
T - What? The outside's a squash and the inside's a radish?
C - Smells like a radish.
C - A big, giant radish.
C - It is a white radish.
T - How do you know it's a white radish?
C - You can tell how it looks like on the inside.
T - Alex is licking it to taste it.
C - It doesn't taste like . . . It doesn't taste burny.
C - Does it sting your tongue?
T - It isn't burny?
C - Only if you chew it up and swallow it.
C - Swallow it.
T - Well, let's cut off a piece and you can eat. Hold on to this
edge and use the knife. All right. This is the part that you
licked, so that will be your piece. All right. We'll move
these out of the way, and put these down. . .
C - That is a white one. That is a white one.
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T - A white one what?
C - Radish. 'Cause it stings my tongue.
C - You mean it's hot.
T - That's very good, Aaron. You knew how to put the pressure on
the knife without hurting yourself. Okay, Justin, here you go.
What does it smell like, Justin?
C - I already know what it is.
C - It is a white radish.
T - No, no. Once you get started, cut in the same place. There we go.
C - It is a white radish.
C - You know what I'm going to do?
T - What?
C - I'm going to make a salad.
T - You can do that with the grater?
C - Urn hm.
T - Good. How are you going to do it with the grater?
C - You'll see.
T - I'll watch. . . . Would you like some of this? Will it look
different when it comes through than the carrot did?
C - Yep.
C - I bet it's going to be good with that.
C - I can't wait 'til I get to taste it.
C - I can't wait 'til I get to taste it—with this cabbage in it.
C - Look what's coming out.
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T - What's coming out?
C - Cabbage and carrot stems and carrot leaves.
T - It's not so purple now, is it?
C - It's kind of greenish.
T - Dark.
C - Want to put some more of this in, this purple?
• • •
T - Look down in this.
C - It's brown and purple juice.
T - That's right. Green juice and little bits of orange pieces.
C - Yeah.
T - Looks good.
C - Looks gross.
T - Looks beautiful.
C - I only like the purple but I don't like the brown.
T - You don't like the brown?
C - No.
'
C - It reminds me of something that I just cannot forget. That's
what it is.
T - What, Bobby?
C - In four days I'm going to have a birthday party and in five
days it's my real birthday.
T - Really? How old will you be in five days?
C - Seven.
T - Seven. How old are you now?
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C - Six.
C - I'm six, too.
T - Do you like being six?
C - Yeah.
T - Why then are you going to be seven?
C - My sister's seven.
T - Wouldn't you like to stay six?
C - Well, I don't know what the other ages are.
T - I see. What do you think this came from?
C - Seeds.
April 5 . A food washing basin had not been set up prior to
the activities. Since no one else was in that part of the building,
we could remedy that omission when it was needed by leaving our
tools on the cutting boards and all going to the adjoining room to
fill the basin with warm water. That is what we did.
I also introduced creamed asparagus soup, quite ignorant of a
new play material on the market, well-known to the children, with the
same "Slime." This product, as I found out later, is green, viscous,
and resembles mucus. My plan for them to use the creamed asparagus
soup as a dip was not successful. This is an excellent example of
the importance of the teacher being in tune with the worlds of the
children. Since I knew that the children had had experience with
fish and fish tanks, it never occurred to me that "slime" might
be anything other than a rather casual expression of dislike of
the appearance of the soup. Unfortunately, I overlooked it, and
went on trying to interest the children in taking a dip.
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I also made the mistake of using as the cover for a "surprise"
a food which one child spurned. From his perspective, he received
a trick. This problem would have been alleviated had I shown
the children the slices of mortadella and, based on the responses
of individual children, started the game of surprise.
During the previous week's session, at a time after the taping
had ended, Justin, age 4, declared that he would not be returning.
The other children all said that they wanted to come back if I would
invite them again. They enjoyed the activities and wanted more.
Justin kept saying he would not be back. Toward the end of this
session, April 5, another child remembered the previous week's
incident, noted that Justin, who had said he wouldn't return, was
now across the table, and asked him about it. This enabled Justin
to reveal: "How could I've. I'd already signed up. . . . How could
I not be here?" This can be interpreted as follows: to Justin,
making a commitment also meant following through with that commitment.
His bond was given; he was now obligated. He could do nothing else,
except, and this is what he did; he could approach his steadfast
behavior in a spirit of playfulness. He made a joke. He fooled us
into thinking something which he knew could never be. It is possible
that something quite different was happening. He may have told his
parents that he was not going to attend again and been firmly told
that he most certainly was going to attend again, that once he had
sgined up for three sessions he would attend all three sessions.
His joke could have been his way to save face with us. It could
also be his way to express his internalization of the limit and
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control set by his parents. I never found out. But from all
perspectives, he was on top of the situation.
C - Three, four, five, . . .
[The children are investigating boiled, fried, and dried chick
peas.]
C - These here, whatever they are. They don't taste like peanuts.
T - They don't taste like peanuts?
C - They were tough.
T - What about the one that's wet?
C - I didn't eat mine.
T - You didn't eat one? Did you try a wet one?
C - No.
T - Here's a wet one. Did you get any wet ones, Bobby?
C - I didn't want to.
T - What one did you try, Bobby?
C - I tried one of those.
T - You tried one of those? What did you think about them?
C - Oh, I liked them.
T - You liked them?
C - I liked them, too.
T - What do you think they are?
C - I don't know.
C - This one tastes wet and I don't know.
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T - [To girl who had returned from bathroom.] Time to wash your
hands again, Kay.
C - Got to wash your hands again.
C - Mashed potatoes.
T - Mashed potatoes?
C - I've got skin on mine.
T - It's soft like mashed potatoes. My goodness! Remember what we
did last week with the ones we were looking at and we split
them in half and saw something growing inside? What were they?
C - Peanuts.
C - Peas.
T - Peas. Here. This came off of the stem. Have you found any
stems. I see some stems in your bowl. Do you see some stems
in your bowl?
C - Right here?
C - I've got some.
T - You do? You take the stem off and then will it come apart in
the middle?
C - Yeah.
T - Do you see something in the middle like we saw in the peas last
week?
C - No.
C - Yep. I see some.
C - Look it.
T - I see, Aaron. Take some of these, and see if you can
take the
peel off of them. The skins. And when you get the
skin off, see
if you can break them in half.
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T - Do you want something wet?
C - Yeah.
T - This is something you've never had before.
C - Pineapple.
C - Pineapple.
C - Pineapple.
T - What makes you think it's pineapple?
C - 'Cause I saw a big leave there.
T - You can tell from the leaf that it's pineapple?
Children - Yeah. Urn hm.
C - I knew from the stem.
T - You did! Isn't that something! Let me get the. . .
C - Could we each have a piece?
T - Yes, you may.
C - Will we have a white ... a white . . . white radish?
C - We could tell the difference.
T - You know what we called that in the beginning?
C - Radish.
T - Well, before you thought it was radish, you thought it was a
squash.
I want to get out the big knife and I'll give each of you a
chance to cut. Bobby, you're right here. Do you want to begin?
C - Yeah.
T - Okay. Come over here and stand up. Now. You hold this. Very
good. Now, next person. Justin? Come over here so you can
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reach it. Back here on the black handle. You think this is
going to be dry?
C - No.
T - What makes you think it's going to be wet?
C - 'Cause I can see the juice squirted out.
T - Would you like to bring your bowl over here? Bowls. It's
bowl time for pineapple pieces. Would you like a pineapple
piece?
C - Yippee!
T - Justin, would you like pineapple juice?
C - Yummy!
T - Yummy! Is it dry?
C - No. Wet. I wouldn't eat it if it was dry.
T - It's very wet, isn't it? We need a place to put the . . .?
You know what I made?
C - What?
T - Sticky fingers.
C - I did, too.
T - What makes you think these are carrots?
C - 'Cause they're orange.
T - What else?
C - 'Cause it says carrots.
T - Where does it say carrots? That says carrots?
Carrots.
C-a-r-r-o-t-s.
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C - Are we going to make something with these?
C - Well, how will we get the skin off our carrots?
C - There's no skin on carrots.
T - No skin on carrots!
C - Yes, there is.
C - There's a . . .
C - Soup.
T - Soup.
C - Can of asparagus. Pugh!
C - You drive me out of my mind.
T - Justin, have you ever opened a can before?
T - Would one of you like to open this? You want to do it, Bobby?
C - Yeah.
C - We have one of these, only yellow.
T - Only yellow?
C - Yeah.
C - Would someone please give me a parer?
C - I can't get it.
T - You need some help?
C - I just want ... I don't know how to get it on.
T - Justin, do you know how to do it?
T - How are you doing? Do you need some help with that?
C - I got it tightened on.
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C - Now I got to pull it off.
C - Let me try it.
T - Are you trying to help with this?
C - Mmmm.
T - All right.
C - I can't do it.
• • •
C - It's about time for lunch, kids.
T - Wei 1 , i t i s . . . .
C - See the one I made, see it?
T - Is it coming out?
C - Yup. I do it!
T - Good! Keep going.
T - Look what's happening. Look what Aaron has done.
C - He got it.
T - Careful pulling it off. You know, that's a very sharp edge.
C - I know it's a very sharp edge.
T - Thank you. We'll put that in a bowl.
C - That plops like Slime.
C - It is like Slime.
T - Now you can use it as a dip with your carrots. Have you ever
had a dip?
C - We can have a dip with our carrots?
T - Sure. Pass it over here. Justin, do you want some dip for
your carrot?
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C - No, thanks.
• • •
T - You know what W6 nood to do with this? (Showing a muddy carrot.)
C - What?
T - Look at it. What do you think we need to do with it?
C - Wash it.
T - What makes you think we need to wash it?
C - It's dirty.
T - It's dirty. You're right. You know what we could do?
C - Wash it in that water.
T - Yes, but that's the water we washed our hands in. We need to
get some other water for this. And we have to go to the kitchen
to get it.
T - [Referring to meat grinder.] It's all apart. It needs to be
put back together.
C - How do you put it back together?
T - Well, let me show you the pieces.
C - I think I know how.
T - Can you figure out how that goes?
C - No, no, no.
C - Yes.
T - Very good. Now this goes on.
C - I'm right, Bobby. I'm very right.
C - I'm going to give this to my Mother to cook.
C - Cook celery?
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C - Yes.
T - How could you cook celery?
C - Eat it.
C - You could put it in soup.
T - Put it in soup? What do you call soup with celery in it?
C - Soup from celery.
C - No.
C - Celery soup.
T - Celery soup. Do you know names of other kinds of soups?
C - Yeah. Mushroom soup.
T - Have you ever had mushroom soup?
C - No.
C - Chicken nooodle.
C - Alphabet.
T - Alphabet soup?
C - Your 're right, Aaron.
T - This will help, so it doesn't go all over everything. What
would you like?
C - Can I have some more pineapple?
T - Yes, you may have more pineapple. Is there more there? Yes,
there's more cut over here. I'll finish cutting this. Put
it on a plate. You want to take one?
C - Okay.
C - I'll take one.
C - Whoa!
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T - [A slice of pineapple slips onto the floor.] Look what I did.
What a mess. Here, let me get it up.
T - [To child using meat grinder.] What kind of mash is that? What
the mash made out of?
C - Celery.
C - Now put some carrots in it.
C - I know what I want to do.
C - But you know what? We don't have any more.
T - We have these two.
C - [The meat grinder becomes loose and falls from the table.] Wow
T - You know what happened?
C - It came off.
T - It certainly did. It's a good thing it didn't fall on you.
It's heavy, isn't it? Fell right off the table.
C - It hurt me a little bit.
T - It did? [The meat grinder is put back on the table.]
C - I'm making a good salad.
C - I can put pineapple in it.
T - What did you put in this?
C - Celery and carrots.
T - Celery and carrots.
C - Is there anything else?
T - Well, what's coming out of this end?
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C - Carrots and celery.
T - Oh, carrots and celery. And what did you put in here?
C - Carrots and celery. And I put the celery down here.
T - So when you put celery in here, what comes out here?
C - Celery.
• • •
C - Well
, what is it?
T - It's a surprise. Would any of you be interested in a surprise
snack?
C - Me.
C - Yeah.
C - Me.
T - You would. Well all right. To get a surprise, you have to shut
your eyes and we'll start with Bobby first, all right? Okay.
I'll take your plate, Bobby. Wait a minute. You shut your eyes.
Keep them shut and keep them shut and keep them shut and keep
them shut and keep them shut. Surprise!
C - What's that?
T - That's a surprise.
C - Is it salami?
T - It's a kind of salami.
C - I don't like salami
.
T - It's called mortadella, but it's got things in it that you, . . .
C - I don't know how to eat it.
T - You don't want to eat it? Your salami?
C - I don't know how to eat it.
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T - You don't know how to eat it?
C - Just pick it up and eat it.
C - Okay.
C - Not that way.
C - What way, then?
C - Pick it up.
C - Yeah, but how?
T - Justin, would you like a surprise?
C - Yeah.
T - All right. Shut your eyes.
C - I've only had my eyes open.
T - [In mock surprise and scorn.] What! You! You didn't!
C - I wanted to see what it was. I wanted to see what it was.
T - All right. Open your eyes, Justin. You have a surprise.
C - See what's under there.
C - I want a surprise.
T - You want a surprise? All right. Give me your plate.
C - Look what I have.
T - All right. Open your eyes, Kay.
C - I knew you'd give me the same thing.
T - How did you know it was going to be the same thing? Would you
like a surprise?
C - I'm the one who was next.
T - Okay, you're right. Wait a minute, Alex. Aaron said that he
wanted to be next. You'll be after Aaron. Okay. Do you have
your eyes shut? All right. Keep your eyes shut. Yes, that's
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your cutting board. Now let's see what we can find that's
going to be a surprise. Okay. Surprise for Aaron.
C - I know what it's going to be.
T - Oh-h-h. You don't know for sure.
C - I think so.
C - A salami.
T - Oh, surprise!
C - Hey, look under it.
C - That didn't surprise me, either.
T - Didn't surprise you?
T - Close your eyes, Alex. Surprise!
C - Surprise! Surprise!
C - I want another piece of salami.
T - Well there happens to be one left.
C - I do, too.
T - But it won't be a surprise for you because you already know
what I ' ve given you.
C - I want one, too.
T - Well, we only have one.
C - You could break it in half and we could close our eyes.
T - How many of you want another surprise? One, two, three, four.
All right. How many pieces do we have to cut out of this.
Children - Four.
T - Four. Okay. Make one cut. We've got two pieces. Make another
cut and how many pieces do we have?
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Children - Four.
T - Four. Is that as many pieces as we need?
Children - Yeah.
T - All right. Very good. Who wants the first surprise?
C - I do.
T - Hand me your plate.
C - I know what the surprise is going to be.
T - How do you know? Shut your eyes.
C - You told us.
T - I didn't tell you what your surprise was going to be.
C - Yes, you did.
T - Okay. Surprise!
C - What you put on my plate?
T - That's right. Okay. Now open your eyes now, Aaron.
Surprise Justin. Do you want the bigger one or the littler
one?
C - The littler one.
Children - What is it?
T - Well
,
we'll find out.
C - Maybe cookies.
T - Maybe cookies. Maybe a hippopotamus.
Children - No.
C - I know. It's an octopus.
C - No.
T - An octopus or an octopus cracker?
C - No.
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C - No octopus cracker, you're right.
T - What do you think this looks like, this in here? I'll shake it.
C - Crackers.
T - What do you think they look like?
C - I knew it!
T - What does it look like, Justin?
C - It shaped like a rectangle.
T - We'll see if you're right.
C - Saltines.
T - [Takes a matzoh out of box.] Is it a rectangle? How do you
know it's a rectangle?
C - It's a square.
T - Square?
C - It's a rectangle.
T - When it's cut. Can you make it so it's a rectangle? Is that a
rectangle? You're right.
C - I've got a rectangle.
T - I have another box. I'm going to shake it. I want you to tell
me... .
C - Cookies.
T - What do you think it is?
C - Animal cookies.
T - What shape do you think they are in?
C - Animals.
T - Animals.
C - Squares.
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T - You think they're squares. We'll find out. [Takes a tostada
,
a toasted tortilla, out of box.]
C - Circles.
C - Right.
C - I knew it was circles.
C - Tacos.
T - Well, this is similar to tacos. It's made out of the same thing
that tacos are made out of but these are flat. Tacos are like
this.
C - I know, but you make them.
T - You make them?
C - Yeah. No. See those are ... and you put them in the oven until
they get good and ....
T - You put them in the oven until ... it does look good. That's
right. Have you ever had a taco?
C - Yeah.
C - Unh unh.
T - Would you like one of these?
C - Yummy.
C - Can I try one?
T - Yes, you may.
C - Thank you.
T - You're welcome.
C - This is a round one.
C - Yummmmm.
T - Does it taste like the rectangular one?
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C - It tastes like a
. . .
C - Some yellow stuff in it.
T - What yellow stuff?
C - The circle cracker.
[A tostada is ground in the meat grinder along with the carrot
and celery.]
C - Hey, if you make . .
.
you could make a surprise with that.
T - How would we make a surprise with that?
C - We could put the salami over it.
T - But we don't have any more salami.
C - I know, we still have . . .
C - I have a lot.
T - Yes, you do.
C - Well, it looks good to me.
T - Do the rectangular crackers taste like the round circles?
C - No.
T - They don't?
C - If you put them together—mmmmmm.
T - It's dry, isn't it? Would you like some dip with it?
C - No, thank you.
T - You want some dip with your cracker?
C - No.
T - Is all of your cracker ground up?
C - No, I ate some.
T - Oh, you did eat some. Why don't you taste what you have here?
Does it taste the same as before you put it in?
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C - Yummy.
C - No.
T - Doesn't taste the same?
C - Hey, rn show you what you can mix it with. Pineapple.
C - I already mixed it with pineapple, I think.
C - I bet it wouldn't.
T - You put all the pineapple in it— even the outside?
C - Not the outside.
T - All right. Make some room on your cutting board. Put it down
flat on the cutting board. Is that enough? What is going to
be happening to all the dry cracker when the juice . . .?
C - Get wet.
T - You think so?
C - It's got to be good.
T - You may have what's left.
C - You have some more.
C - Put some salami in it.
T - Looks good.
C - I thought you said you weren't coming back, and you did.
T - That's right. He fooled us.
C - How could I've. I'd already signed up. [Laughter.]
T - He signed up. He'll be here next week.
C - I know.
C - How could I not be here?
C - You are here.
C - [Laughs.]
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This session was delayed in starting by more than
30 minutes. Grinding wheat and making it into spaghetti was the
plan for the afternoon's activity. Because of the late start, the
cooking had to be done at the children's homes. The freshly made
and cut spaghetti was spread on clean bath towels. (I had brought
them from home just to dry the spaghetti on.) The towels were
rolled and each child's own product was taken home.
The wheat berries were put in a mixing bowl. One 1 /4-cup of
them were put into the grain mill and ground by each child. The
flour was put in each child's mixing bowl, a few drops of olive oil
was mixed in, and 2 or more teaspoons of water were added to make
a dough. The dough was put through the pasta machine, kneaded, and
cut, then put on the towels.
Since one child was allergic to egg, I decided that we would
make spaghetti rather than the much easier to make egg noodle.
The child allergic to egg was absent this day. Justin, however,
was present.
One child tried to lay claim to an allergy, but I had checked
that situation and could handle it.
T - Make sure all the flour is in it. Make sure all the flour is
in it and then when you get a ball put it down in the bottom of
your bowl and hit it with your fist like this.
C - Hit it! Oh.
T - And then turn it over and hit it again. It's hard. It's
very
hard.
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C - Can we have a touch more water?
T - Well, keep working with what you've got. We don't want to
add too much water because then we'll have to add more flour
and we don't have any more ground. You're doing very well.
C - Let me see yours.
C - Mine is hard.
C - Are you ready to put it in the oven?
C - Mine's breaking up.
T - Yours is very wet. You need a little more flour for yours.
C - Mine is very dry.
T - We're going to have to go to this flour.
C - Mine is breaking up it's so dry.
C - You'll have to make the ball again.
T - Mix that in.
C - I really need some water. Mine is breaking up, it's so. . . .
Mine's falling apart, it's so dry.
T - I think you could use just a little bit more water.
C - Can I pour the water?
T - I think you need just a little more water, too. Bobby, do you
need a little more water?
C - I have a ball crumbled it up.
T - Yeah, but you have a little bit more at the bottom that didn't
get in. I'm going to the bottom that's dry. Okay. Now mix
that in at the bottom.
C - I think I'm done.
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C - My ball is broken.
C - Who's eating this spaghetti?
T - You are.
C - I'm allergic to it.
T - You're not allergic.
C - Well
,
I don't like it.
C - I don't like it either.
C - I hate tomato sauce.
T - We are not having tomato sauce.
C - Good.
C - But I love tomato sauce.
T - Well, we're not having it.
C - I hate tomato sauce.
C - I'm glad we're not having it.
T - Now, we have another thing that we're going to work with.
C - What's your name?
T - Mr. Self.
C - That's a funny name.
T - It is a funny name, isn't it.
C - Is mine done, Mr. Self?
T - I think so. [Referring to the pasta machine.] Let me get this
all tightened on the table top.
C - I punched both sides.
C - Well, what's that for?
T - Bring it over here, Justin.
C - What's that for?
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C - There, there's mine.
C - You're going to put it in there?
T - Yeah. Put in that part. It's going to come out right here.
C - Oh, cool
!
C - Will you put mine through?
T - Now fold it and put it in again.
C - Will you put mine in?
T - Keep mixing it. You need a little more water.
T - Well, you can buy it [whole wheat] in many stores these days.
It's very good. It means that none of the wheat was taken out
in making it. Look at this. Isn't it pretty?
C - Urn hm. Yeah.
C - This is a little too wet.
C - Oh, nol Look what she's doing!
T - You need a little more water. Dip your finger in the water
and then mix it in.
C - May I try mine?
T - You need just a little more water. Okay. Now. We're going to
put this through here. Put this over there. [To one child.]
Please sit down in the chair. [To another child.] Now, you
turn that.
C - Look it!
C - Could I try this one?
T - Hold your hands out.
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C - [Laughs.]
T - Hold them together like this. Both hands.
C - That is called broccoli.
T - Now very carefully, go over and spread that out on your towel.
C - What is it going to do to it?
T - It needs to dry a little bit. Next.
C - Me.
T - Sit down on the chair.
C - Is mine done?
T - Yes, we'll see if that will work. It feels a lot better to me.
T - If it's too dry, what do you add?
C - Flour.
T - If it's too wet, what do you add?
C - If it's too dry, you add water.
T - Oh-h-h. Water not flour. And if it's too wet?
C - Put some flour in.
T - Flour.
T - Much better. You know what we may need to do since it's 2
o'clock already?
C - What?
C - My Mommy's here.
T - Yes. Let you take this home to cook there. You know
how to
cook it?
C - No.
C - Yes.
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C - No.
T - Does anyone know how do you cook spaghetti?
C - My Mother knows, but I don't.
At 2:00 p.m. the video technician had to leave. Parents and
brothers and sisters began to arrive and were fascinated. Some of
them wanted to get involved and did. The last family left about
3:00 p.m.
May 16. I was given a corner of the 3-year-olds' room, near
two sinks, and out of the way of direct traffic. A small rectangular
table was used to hold three cutting boards. Behind me was another
table which held the food-washing basin.
The room was large and bright with windows on two opposite
walls which looked out on large porches and, beyond, to trees and
play yards. A head teacher and two assistants staffed the class.
There were also student observers in the room, making notes and,
occasionally, participating directly with a small group of children.
During the early morning the children played outdoors, coming
in around 9:15 a.m. to 9:20 a.m. Then the children and the
teachers congregated in front of the fireplace to discuss the plans
for the morning activities. Around 9:30 a.m. various activities
began. These continued until about 10:20 a.m. when the children got
ready for a quiet time, followed by a snack. The food activities
were one of the available activities during the 9:30 a.m. to 10:20
a.m. period. Other activities I noticed were playing a piano,
autoharp, xylophone, drums, bells, and other musical instruments;
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dress up; painting; tea party; puzzles; table toy construction;
feeding the guinea pig.
The head teacher was enthusiastic about my working with the
children. Previously, the children had explored seed plants and
planted some seeds. Earlier in the year, peelers had been introduced
to the children, but so many accidents occurred that that was not
repeated. The teacher was eager to see whether the same mishaps
happened again. The children apparently did not recall any
previous unhappy experience.
I had brought carrots, four peelers of two different styles,
and one paring knife. The children used the carrots and the
peelers, not the knife.
An audio tape recorder was used; the microphone rested on the
table. Unfortunately, that was set up there when the head teacher
asked me to join the group by the fireplace to introduce to the
children what would be happening at the food table. It was
fortunate because this interchange with all the children proved to
be quite informative. I was unable to take notes at the time, and
when I was able to, my memory was faulty. Only a few points can be
mentioned here. I began by saying I had brought a food for them to
work with which was orange in color. The children began to guess.
The first child said "orange." The second said "nectarine." Fourth
or fifth was "pumpkin." "Carrot" was about seventh. The children
were certainly familiar with carrots. They ate them for snack and
fed them to the guinea pig.
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T - What do we need to do before we work with the food?
C - We need to get the tools.
T - Before we do that what do we have to do?
C - Get the tools.
T - Before we get the tools, what do we have to do?
C - Get the knife.
T - Before we get the knife, what do we have to do?
C - Get the carrots.
T - Before we get the carrots?
C - The cutting carrots thing.
T - We have to do something ourselves— first. What do you do before
you have snack, before you work with food, what do you have to
do? What's the first thing you have to do? Look at your hands.
What do we have to do with our hands?
C - Clean them.
T - How do we clean them?
C - With soap and water.
T - Where is the water and soap? Let's go over and clean our hands
with the water and soap.
T - Are your hands clean?
C - My hands are clean.
T - Good. Good. Good. Now ....
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T - You noed to roll up your sleeves again because we're going to
be working in the water now— to wash the carrots.
C - Mine are still roll up.
T - Good.
C - Mine are too.
T - Would you like to take a carrot?
C - I do.
T - Take one.
C - Can' I take one?
T - Yes, you may.
C - I want to take one.
T - You may take that one. Come over and wash your carrot. We have
some tools to help in washing. What do we call those?
C - Scrubbers.
T - What? Scrubbers. Scrubber brushes. Brushes for scrubbing.
C - Yeah.
C - It's even got a finger.
T - It's got a place for your thumb to go, so you can hold it
easily. Isn't that handy?
C - You do that?
T - Yes, I do that sometimes, too. Is that clean now?
C - It's clean now.
T - Turn it around so you can see. Okay. After you finish, dip it
one more time in the water to rinse it. Very good. Then you
can put your scrub brushes back up on the table and you can take
your carrot to the cutting board.
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C - Hi.
T - Hi.
Start with the slicer near your hand and then move this way.
Okay? Near your hand, and then move away from your hand. The
other way. Start back where you were, near your hand, and go
away from your hand. Very good.
• • •
C - Look the way I did. I sliced the whole carrot.
T - Good for you. Keep going.
C - Is there a skin?
C - No.
T - Very thin, isn't it?
C - I got a peeler.
T - That has the cutting side, there.
C - You don't have to do any work, right?
T - Well, I have to do the work of watching you and make sure
everything is done safely. 'Cause I don't want you to hurt
yourselves.
C - I 'm not.
T - You certainly are not. You're doing a very good job. All of
you are doing a good job.
C - Me too.
T - Very safe. You put the slicer down near the hand that's holding
it, and then you move the slicer away from it. That's very good.
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C - Look. I sliced the whole thing now.
T - Good. Keep going.
C - Shall I slice this part?
T - Sure.
C - Look it! I— I sliced a whole thing. Look it!
T - Keep going.
C - You don't have to do this work that we're doing. You only have
to watch us. Right?
T - That's right.
C - Look it. I sliced a whole thing of it. I'm going to slice this
part. Are these slicers?
T - Yes, they're slicers.
C - Do you use them often?
T - Yes, I do. Very often.
C - Today, did you use them?
T - Not yet today.
C - Why?
T - Because I didn't have carrots for breakfast.
C - [Laughs.]
C - What's this red thing up here for?
C - What's this thing for?
T - That you can turn and switch the direction of the blade so
that
you can use it if you are left-handed or if you are
right-handed.
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C - I'm going to turn it.
T - You don't need to turn it because that's fixed for you, since
you are right-handed.
C - I'm doing good on this carrot. Right? I'm doing very super,
right?
• • •
C - See what I did? See the whole same thing?
C - I'm tired of doing that.
T - You're tired of doing that? Do you want to do something else in
the room or do you want to do something else with the carrot?
C - I want to do something else in the room.
T - You may.
C - Look at what happened.
T - Look what happened.
C - Can you put this back in?
T - Yes, I can. Do you know how it happened?
C - How?
T - You unscrewed it, didn't you? Yes. So that made it loose, and
that made it come out very easily. That's what that screw is for.
T - Here we go. Sometimes I get confused how to put this thing
together. There.
T - It's this part. You hold it like this.
C - What's this for?
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T - That's for scurbbing a carrot. Would you like to scrub a carrot
so it will get clean?
C - Yeah.
T - You may do that but the first thing you have to do is—what do
you have to do with your hands?
C - [Stretching fingers far apart.] This?
T — What do you have to do with your hands before you can work
with food?
C - [Moving fingers fast.] This?
T - Well, you need to do something else with your hands.
C - Well, what I have to do else with my hands?
T - Sally, what did you do with your hands before you worked with
the food?
C - Clean 'em.
C - Wash my hands.
C - Well, I already did. See.
T - Well, you didn't do it immediately before using the food. Soap
and water. Come over here and I'll pull your sleeves up. Very
good, use soap and water on your hands.
C - Look it, what the carrot did.
T - You need to hold on, don't you?
C - [Eating, without hands, a long, thin, slice of carrot which is
damp and clinging to the chin.] It's like noodle soup.
T - It is like noodle soup, isn't it?
C - Like carrot noodle soup.
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T - Now, you may select a carrot. Very good. And you see the basin
of water over there?
C - What?
T - And you see the basin of water over there?
C - Yes.
T - Use the scrub brush on the carrot in the water. Okay? Get the
carrot wet.
C - See. I getting it wet.
T - Good. Now pick it up and scrub it with the brush. Yes. You
need to have your sleeves up, don't you? Use the brush to
scrub the carrot.
T - Would you like to use this slicer?
C - Yeah. I don't know how to.
T - Well, you're doing very well. That's the way you do it. Put it
near your hand where you're holding it and move away from your
hand. See that! You did that. Very good. Do it again.
T - Look at that! This is what you did.
C - I did it.
T - You certainly did!
T - Look at that! Look at what you did!
C - Is this part sharp?
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T - This part under here is sharp. That's the part that goes
against the carrot. Right?
C - Oh.
T - Isn't that amazing! Look at this carrot! How it's twisted.
Isn't this something?
C - Looks like . . . .
T - That's very interesting. It's a different color there.
C - Yup. Seems ....
T - Is yours a different color inside?
C - What?
T - Is your carrot a different color inside?
C - No.
T - Look. Look and see.
C - Yes, it is.
T - Wow!
C - Mine, too.
T - Well, you have to keep scraping a long time before we can find
out.
T - What happened to Topia?
C - He went to the store.
C - Topia!
T - Topia didn't finish.
C - She has to finish what she did.
T - That's right. Topia didn't finish. That's
Topia's carrot.
There's your carrot. Come work with your carrot.
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C - I don't want to.
T - That's Topia's. Yes, you may use the tool on your carrot.
T - Yes, you may eat that. It's good to eat.
C - Yeah. Once I ate it and it was yummy.
C - Mmmmm.
C - Do you like carrots?
T-- Topia, you need to clean up your area so Henry can work there
now.
• • •
C - Working with carrots is very hard to do.
T - Well, of course it's hard. You don't think I'd bring anything
in that's easy, do you? No point in doing easy things. Hard
things are more fun. They are not easy. That's right.
May 17 . For this session I brought parsnips and a large bunch
of celery. The tools remained the same, that is, peelers. The
placement of the microphone was shifted so it would be suspended over
the table. No other environmental changes were made.
The Head Teacher mentioned that many parents had asked her to
explain what their children were talking about concerning "some man"
who was cooking with them. Apparently, children who were not even
at the food table were curious about my presence.
As part of the ongoing educational program, within the regular
school day, children were able to exercise self-choice on whether
and, to some degree, when they would participate in the food activities.
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The number of participating children was larger on the 17th than
on the previous day. There were other aspects to this day's
session which were of special interest.
What began as a way to clean parsnips developed into an
extended and varied water play experience. Using the brushes in
different ways was a major part of this experience, but the focus
soon became social, enjoying each other's company, using the
water and the objects as instruments to gain attention and
recognition of one another. This was entirely playful and, quite
obviously, delightful to all concerned. The audio tape does not
capture it; the microphone was over the adjoining table. This is
when the video camera would have been valuable.
What was spontaneous during the water play sequence became
contrived and touching in a later sequence. Heather directed Kim
to initiate a compact of friendship. Heather set up the sequence,
guided it through to completion, and then basked in the pleasure
of being told she was a "best friend" and able to say the friendship
was mutual. The many levels of social competence which this
sequence reveals are unusually well -developed in a child of three
years. The food curriculum was a contributory to this and the
previous social interactions to the extent that the food curriculum
provides support for child-initiated and self-rewarding activities
and promotes creativity, subjectivity, and self-awareness.
T - They're not orange, are they?
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C - No.
T - Would you like to take one? Would the two of you like to. . .
We have water over here to wash them in. And we have. . . .
What are these called?
C - Brushes.
T - We have brushes to scrub them with. Would you like to take
one and scrub it?
C - How come we have to scrub it? My Mommy doesn't do that.
T - Well, look at your white-looking carrot and does it look clean
C - No.
T - No. That's why we have to.
C - My Mommy washes it and she doesn't brush it.
T - Well.
C - That's what you have to do.
T - You can try to wash it without the brush and see how well it
does. You might want to use the brush.
C - Okay.
C - Well, that's a giant one. Next time can I get a giant one?
T - Your sleeves need to come up again so you don't get them wet.
Here's the water and the brushes. Come over here.
C - Debbie's dipping it in the water. [This child thinks Debbie
should not be doing this.]
T - That's good. That's very good.
C - With a brush.
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T - That's fine. There's no problem with that. You can dip your
brush dnto the water if you want to.
C - Virginia spilled the water.
T - You can mop it up.
C - Yeah. We can mop it up.
T - And if we get wet, we'll dry.
C - I don't have no extra clothes though.
T - Well, that's all right. You'll dry. It's a warm day.
C - Hey, it's getting longer.
C - Mine is getting longer.
C - Mine is getting longer.
C - Mine's getting thinner.
C - Mine's getting thinner.
C - Mine's getting fatter.
C - Because we found too much juice.
[Laughter.]
C - Mine's getting longer.
C - Mine's getting fatter.
C - Mine's getting cleaner.
C - Mine is getting cleaner.
C - Mine is getting cleaner.
C - Look at mine.
T - Terrific!
C - Can we eat this for a snack?
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T - If you don't eat it first.
C - Keep it in the water.
C - Keep it in the water.
C - Oh, Jamie, keep it in the water.
C - Keep it in the water.
C - Jamie, keep it in the water.
T - Jamie, is yours clean enough?
C - It smells like water.
T - It smells like water?
[Laughter.
]
T - [Scrubbing.] That's going to come off. Let's see. Hold on.
Looky here! Looky there! Very good. Hold on, hold on. We're
going to get more water.
C - It's raining.
C - It's getting inside.
T - There you are.
C - Jamie's broke off.
T - That's all right.
C - I'm not going to eat 'em, right?
T - You can eat them. They're good to eat.
C - But we have to peel the skin off.
T - Well, if you'd like, you may do that. We have. . . .
C - What do they taste like?
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T - We'n give you a chance to try them and find out. These are
peelers.
C - I know.
T - We have two different kinds of peelers.
C - I want this one.
C- See, you do it this way. You go like that.
T - You're doing very well. You hold it and move it away from your
hand so you don't get cut. That's very good. You're doing it
very well. Look at there. Look at the color underneath. It's
a different color, isn't it?
C - Yeah.
T - What color is it underneath?
C - [Referring to tool.] What do you have to do with this?
T - Okay. With this, you start here--to there.
C - It's white underneath.
T - Yes, it is.
C - I certainly know how to do this.
T - How is it?
C - Fine.
T - May I have some of your. . . . What do you think this is?
C - Carrot. #
T - Does it taste like a carrot?
C - Yup.
T - Eat a little bit of it. May I eat this?
C - Yes.
T - You want to eat some? See what it tastes like.
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C - No, not me.
C - I hate carrots.
T - Well, have you tasted it? What does it taste like?
C - Lobster.
T - Lobster?
C - Not the kind you eat.
T - Well, it's mild like lobster. It doesn't have a very strong
taste, but this is not carrot.
C - What is it?
T - It looks a lot like carrot, doesn't it? But it's not a carrot.
C - What is it?
T - It's called a parsnip.
C - Parsnip!
T - Parsnip.
C - Parsnip.
T - Urn hm. Now here, hold it like that.
C - Trying to get like this?
T - That's it. Parsnip. You want to try some of your parsnip?
C - No.
T - It's not a carrot.
C - I know.
T - May I try some of your parsnip.
C - Yeah.
T - Which piece will you lot me eat? Ah, thank you very much.
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C - What are these spots doing here?
T - That's the way parsnips grow.
C - Now you can try this.
T - Oh, thank you very much. You slice a good parsnip.
C - My name's Lisa.
T - Lisa. My name is Mr. Self.
C - My name is Jamie.
T - Jamie.
C - And my name is Karen .
T - Karen.
C - And my name is Lisa .
T - Lisa and Karen and Jamie.
C - Here's my carrot.
T - You have to chew it very carefully.
Head Teacher - I've only had parsnips once in my life. I'll have
to try one. Not parsley. Parsnip.
T - They might let you eat some of theirs.
C - You can have one of these.
C - You can have one of these.
Head Teacher - Thank you. I've never had them raw, and they're
really good.
T - [To Head Teacher.] Children usually like them much better raw
than cooked.
C - [Referring to parsnip.] Hey, you have a big one.
C - You have a big one.
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C - How did you get a big one?
C - Hey, mine is longer than yours.
C - No.
C - Yes.
C - No.
• • •
C - Did you wash this one?
T - No, I didn't. You did.
C - No, I washed this one.
T - Oh, well then, that other one hasn't been washed. If you didn't
wash it, it hasn't been washed.
C - Somebody has to do it.
T - You want to wash it, do you? You can wash it.
C - It's wet.
T - That's probably the moisture that's come off when you cut into
it. You can feel the difference. Feel the skin and then feel
inside. It's wetter inside than it is on the skin, isn't it?
C - It looks like a carrot.
T - It looks very much like a carrot except for the color.
C - Yeah. It grows just like a carrot.
T - How does a carrot grow?
C - It goes under the ground and then the roots come up.
T - The roots come up?
C - Yeah. The green stuff.
T - Do we call those roots?
C - Yes. And then we cut them up and eat 'em.
C - Did your wife buy these?
T - No. I bought them. Did you know that men could buyfood?
C - My Mommy does, but my Daddy lets me watch cartoons, but
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sometimes we watch baseball. My Mommy and I like to watch.
- C - I got my teeth filled.
T - Good.
C - Robin's bottom teeth fell out and she getting new teeth.
T - Terrific! That's what happens.
C - When I get big I'm going to have a purple bike when I get 6
and I can call on the phone. And lipstick.
C - I want a. . . .
T - You want a what?
C - Never mind.
T - How big do you have to be for lipstick?
C - Six.
T - I see.
C - Or four.
C - One of my friends is four and. . . .
T - I ate this parsnip that you scraped.
T - Jamie.
C - What do you want?
T - You went away before I was finished. We have to
get that brush
you were using. Where's that brush you were
using? And we
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have to take this off. Is it all right if people eat this for
snack? What you made?
C - Yeah. I don't want to eat it.
T - You don't have to eat it but could you find a bowl that we can
put it in to save it for snack? All right now. I'll hold this
here. Can you get it in? Can you get all of it in there so
we don't waste any? A little more. I few more pieces here.
C - That's it for me.
T - Thank you.
T - Would you like to come here and work with these? You need to
wash your hands with soap and water. Pull up your sleeves.
C - Yes. She can do this one.
T - Would you like to work with this or would you like to work with
this?
C - Then after this, can I peel that?
T - Yes. What is this?
C - Celery.
T - Have you ever had celery before?
C - Yes.
C - I did too.
T - Would you like to take off a piece of celery? Does that
look clean or dirty?
C - Clean.
T - Well , look all around.
C - Dirty.
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T - Wipe your finger across that and see if any of it comes off—
to tell whether it's clean or dirty. Would you like for me
to do it? All right. I'll do it. Look at my finger and look
at his down here. What's on my finger?
C - Dirty.
T - There, it's dirty. Over here you can wash it. Come over
here. And there are brushes over here.
T - All right. You can have a choice of this kind of scraper or
this kind of scraper. Which kind would you like? All right.
What you do is hold this. Put the scraper down on the celery
and golike this. Look at that! Look what you did! Good. Good.
C - Look what I made.
C - Pretty!
C - I'm going to show it to my Mom.
C - But you can't bring it home.
C - I 'm not.
C - Can show it to your Mom, Okay?
C - Yeah.
T - Hello, Sara. We're working with parsnip and celery. Would
you like to work with these things? All right, you don t have
to. You can do something else in the room.
C - It breaked but that's all right.
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C - I need a peeler.
T - What kind of peeler do you want, the one you were using before
or. . . .
C - What Heather.
T - What Heather has.
C - Watch. You press down.
T - That's right. Cut it away from the hand you're holding it with.
C - How do you do this?
T - You hold onto the red part.
C - You said every day you would come to us.
T - Not tomorrow. Yesterday and today; not tomorrow. Next week.
C - But the next day.
T - Not, not even the next day.
C - And my grandmother's going to be coming.
T - Oh, really! That's wonderful. Has she ever been here before?
C - Yes, she did. And my grandmother and grandpa.
T - Oh.
C - Look how clean it's getting.
T - It's changing the color, isn't it? It's a different color
on the inside than on the outside.
C - Look, Kim.
C - Kim, you say "Heather." Okay?
C - Yeah. "Heather."
C - What? [Whispers to her.]
C - You're my best friend.
C - Kimmy, you're my best friend.
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T - Use this one, Jason.
C - Why?
T - This one is fixed for someone who is left-handed. No, it will
work on celery as well as carrots. But you are right-handed
and you need one that is fixed for right-handed use. This one's
fixed for left-handed use.
C- Is that one for the other hand?
T - Yes, for the other hand. Right.
C - This hand?
T - Right, that hand. You want to try it with that hand? Okay.
See? Works, doesn't it?
C - Urn hm. Here.
T - Thank you. Cut off some of this first.
C - Why? Bad part?
T - This part you didn't get clean.
C - Going to take it off?
T - Yeah. [Cuts the top of the parsnip off.]
C - There.
C - Aren't those fat ones?
T - It is a fat one.
T - The part that's sharp is this part.
C - This one?
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T - Yes, and that goes down against the celery like this.
C - I want to eat a big one.
C - Wow!
T - Look at this! Good, isn't it? Crispy.
T - We all have plenty.
Head Teacher - [Referring to guinea pigs.] I know they'll eat
celery leaves.
C - Well, they'll eat this kind.
Head Teacher - But that's going to be for people to eat. Thank you,
Jason. But you cut some more pieces and we'll save some for
people and some for guinea pigs.
C - They can eat this part.
C - I'm going to eat this right now.
T - You may have some, but come wash it.
C - Now can I eat. I don't want cut this.
T - You may eat it.
C - I don't want to cut this off.
T - You don't have to scrape it, just wash it.
C - That's not orange.
T - You're right. It's not orange.
C - It's green.
T - That's right. It's green celery. I didn't have anything
that
was orange today.
C - Don't have any more orange?
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T - No orange today.
C - Do you have it when you get home?
T - No, I don't even have oranges at home.
C - Buy some.
T - Well, I'll do that. Do you have oranges at home?
C - Yep.
T - How did you get them?
C - Jane brought over to our house.
C - You know what?
T - What?
C - She had puppies.
T - Really?
C - Yes.
C - You should come over to our house some day.
T - Well, I'll try to do that.
C - Is that mine?
T - Yes. Do you want to eat it?
T - I'm not going to be here tomorrow. I'll be here next week.
C - Why don't you buy apples?
T - Hm?
C - Why don't you buy apples, she said.
T - I'll try.
C - Buy apples to peel
.
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I was unable to bring apples to peel. The realization that
the year was about to end and that next year the children would
be in a new room with new teachers made them want to hold on to
what was familiar. I became aware of this the following Tuesday
morning. I did not intrude. My field test came to an end.
The Effect of the Field Test on the Curriculum
Does the curriculum assist children in accomplishing the
stated objectives? Can the curriculum be used across the stated
age range? To respond to these questions requires looking at the
field testing as a whole.
The field testing took place at one site. The number of
children was small, approximately 15. The children were in two
groups. One group of five included girls and boys in ages from
4 to 7. The other children were 3-year-olds who directly engaged
in the food activities in a group of three. However, the particular
children who made up the groups of three changed from time to time.
The first group engaged in the food activities at a time outside
their regular school day. Indeed, the children who made up the
food group were from three different classroom groups in school.
The field testing consisted of five sessions. For a curriculum of
this size and complexity, much more field testing would be required
to fully and definitely answer the first question. However, much
information of a tentative nature was obtained from the field testing
that was done.
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The set-up of the classroom enabled the children easily and
successfully to achieve healthful and safe behaviors.
The tools and equipment which were used were of high interest
to the children, and they quickly developed a level of competence in
terms of physical dexterity and coordination which supported their
active exploration of the food materials. None of the 3-year-olds
suffered any accidents at all, nor, for that matter, did any of the
older children. From this, one may, perhaps, assume that the tools
and equipment were appropriate, effective, and suited to the purposes
and abilities of the individual children.
Most of the activities were with raw foods. The children's
cognitive entry behavior was such that working with raw foods, as
opposed to processed foods, was meaningful and highly interesting.
Processed foods (two breads and one cooked meat) were also introduced;
one recipe was used (spaghetti); and various non-recipe creations
(all "salads") were made. All of these were done with the older
children. No recording of food preparation procedures was attempted.
In the two sessions with the 3-year-olds there were fewer
children involved at any one time and they were able to leave and
sometimes come at will. The activities were fewer and repeated more
often. This procedure is the intention of the curriculum, and
this is what occurred.
Some teachers may be concerned that all the children in a
class would insist on either being involved in the food activities
or clustering around the table where the food activities are
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CGntsrsd. I contGnd that if food is only onG of a numbGr of
intGrGsting and involving activitiGS which arG simul tanGously
availablG to thG childron in thG class, neither of these situations
is likely to occur. My contention was borne out in the two sessions
during the free-choice activity period in the 3-year-olds' room.
All the children were curious and delighted in directly and
actively exploring, becoming involved in, and observing the various
foods. Except for the case of the creamed asparagus soup ("slime"),
they were curious and willing to risk going beyond the familiar to
the unfamiliar. They were open to making physical changes on the
foods, and they were alert in their observations. They offered
evidence of their trust and confidence in their skill development
with food tools. They showed no signs of needing to cling and
hoard, but were generous with the food they had prepared.
The 4- to 7-year-olds did the same things with the foods that
the 3-year-olds did, but did them faster. They then moved on to
other activities which engaged their interest and provided them with
opportunities to test and master. Because the curriculum holds
even more possibilities and challenges, it seems reasonable to believe
that 8-year-olds would be supported in developing greater skill and
becoming more competent. But even in the five field test sessions,
it was possible to observe the development of instrumental skills
(especially with respect to ideas, tools, physical dexterity),
interpersonal skills (especially with respect to communication,
subjectivity, personal meaning, community, cooperation, trust,
autonomy, initiative, industry), and imaginal skills (especially
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in rsspGct to concGpt formation, invention, learning from direct
experience)
.
The field testing seems to indicate that the cognitive
entry behavior requirements are variable and determined by each
child and that the affective entry characteristics requirements
are also variable in that children are able to participate at
whatever degree of motivation they happen to possess. As Duckworth
has written.
It is not considered important that each child
learn the same things as every other child.
What is considered important is that each child
be involved in learning for himself, day by day.
This is seen as the best way for children to be
prepared to continue doing their own learning,
outside school, and after they leave school.
(Duckworth, 1973, p. 26)
In the field testing, the children were learning in the broad
sense, connecting what they were learning with what they already
knew, responding to compelling forces from within themselves, observing
and manipulating their immediate environment, coming to know for
themselves. The field testing was devoid, as the curriculum is
devoid, of any sense of interpersonal competition, of one person or
one group of people being "better than" any other. The focus,
rather, is on helping children to learn, meaningfully, what they
subjectively, phenomenologically perceive as making sense to them-
selves. "In the long run what a child learns in school may be less
important than the fact that he learns, and wants to keep on
learning" (F. Smith, 1975, p. 231). The field testing revealed
children eagerly and capably learning. The testing was too limited
to provide information on the curriculum's impact of children s
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motivation for continued learning. However, if Duckworth's belief
that learning for [themselves], day by day" is "the best way for
children to be prepared to continue doing their own learning," then
it is reasonable to assume that the curriculum will, indeed,
support children's motivation for continued learning.
From the above, it seems possible to defend the contention
that the curriculum can support instruction which will lead to the
combination of imagination, community, and mastery which, in turn,
results in creative learning and development.
Based on the limitations of the scope of the field testing
compared with the scope of the curriculum and all the information
which the field testing has provided, the two questions can be
answered. The curriculum does assist children in accomplishing the
stated objectives. The curriculum can be used across the stated age
range. Based on these answers, the field test supports the
curriculum.
Chapter IV has concerned the field test of selected facts of
the curriculum. The objectives, site, population sample, and methods
were described. The chapter has also presented extended selections
from the transcripts of the field testing sessions. The chapter has
concluded with a discussion of the effect of the field test on the
curriculum.
I am a psychological and historical
structure, and have received, with
existence, a manner of existing, a style.
All my actions and thoughts stand in a
relationship to this structure, and even
a philosopher's thought is merely a way
of making explicit his hold on the world,
and what he is. The fact remains that I
am free, not in spite of, or on the
hither side of, these motivations, but by
means of them. For this significant life,
this certain significance of nature and
history which I am, does not limit my
access to the world, but the contrary
is my means of entering into communication
with it. It is by being unrestrictedly
and unreservedly what I am at present
that I have a chance of moving forward;
it is by living my time that I am able to
understand other times, by plunging into
the present and the world, by taking on
deliberately what I am fortuitously, by
willing what I will and doing what I do,
that I can go further. --M. Merleau-Pontly
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter V summarizes the problem, the theoretical foundation,
the curriculum, and the field test, and discusses their theoretical
and practical implications. Recommendations are presented for
implementing the food and cooking curriculum in early childhood
classrooms. In addition, this concluding chapter identifies
important topics for further study that were suggested by the
present work.
Summary
Technology, large-scale production, transportation, and the
rise of affluence have enabled society to become consumers almost
to the exclusion of our being creators and producers for our ovm
and others' well-being. This emphasis on purchasing ready-made
products is systemic in our society. The entire educational system,
to an unprecedented degree, is a part of and a contributor to the
consumer society. Curriculumsoriginate apart from the external
to the school and, in prepackaged form, are offered to the children.
Development is assumed to be alloplastic. Instruction and learning
are conceived of as largely verbal in nature. All too often,
activity by children is viewed as the means of expending "surplus
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energy ; the "work of the child" when the child is not working,
that is, learning by rote; and, also, as the means to learn ideas
important to subject matter disciplines. Even those teachers
who intellectually and emotionally embrace activity as children's
own way of processing their direct experience are usually unable
to provide the type of support which is necessary to help children
develop fully from the inside out. As a consequence, school is
usually indifferent or hostile toward the subjective and
phenomelol ogical existence of children, or, at best, provides only
perfunctory support for children's needs and concerns with
development, autonomy, responsibility, initiative, creativity,
self-worth, meaning, humane values, and community. There is a
lack of articulation between the curriculums for preschool and
primary education and between the home and the school which
exacerbates the gulf between the child and the school.
This study has attempted to accomplish two major objectives.
The first major objective was the formulation of a theoretical
foundation for a phenomonol ogical and experiential curriculum which
focuses on the child and on the central aspects of teaching and
learning. The theoretical foundation incorporates the theory of
consciousness and value development of B. P. Hall, the basic
principles of curriculum and instruction as formulated by Tyler,
the theory of creative learning as conceptualized by R. M. Jones,
the psychology and learning of the child as conceived by Piaget,
and the study by Lamm of theories of instruction. Activity,
perception, and experience are viewed as central and intrinsic
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to the child's physical, cognitive, imaginal, and social being
and to the child's world. Implicit and explicit in the theoretical
foundation are the child's autoplastic development, the concept
that the child's development of learning and capability takes
place through the child's own actions, initiative, and perception,
and that the child is intrinsically motivated toward self-
actual ization.
The second major object! ve was the creation of a curriculum,
a structured series of intended learning outcomes. The curriculum,
which is based directly on the theoretical foundation, is for
young children ages 3 through 8 and concerns activities with food
and cooking. Food and cooking activities were chosen because of the
biological and symbolic significance of food and cooking to young
children and also because of the social significance of food and
cooking throughout human history. Food and cooking involve the
child's direct activity and experience. Also food and cooking
activities can provide a bridge between the child's in-school and
out-of-school experience. In short, a curriculum in food and
cooking is ideal for promoting holistic education, creative learning,
and development.
In addition to the developmental theory, there are certain
aspects of this curriculum which stem from social considerations.
Creative, productive activity by the child is emphasized. Foods
and recipes which are low in sugar are used. The curriculum also
emphasizes the preparation of the various parts of plants (roots,
stem, leaf, flower, fruit) and foods from many different cultural
groups throughout the world.
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Beginning with the environment for learning and the role of
the teacher as instructor, the curriculum is presented in four
sections: (a) activities with raw foods, (b) activities with
processed foods, (3) cooking with recipes, and (d) cooking
without recipes. Each section is delineated by the following:
(a) some comments, including rationale, selection, and use,
(b) learning objectives, (c) set-up of the classroom, (d) tools
and equipment, and (e) some examples of activities. Feedback
and evaluation are discussed and examples are provided.
Although each section contains the learning objectives
specific to it, the aims of the entire curriculum are stated as
follows:
1. The children will attain curiosity and delight in direct
and active exploration and observation of foods and
involvement with foods.
2. The children will attain curiosity and willingness to
risk extending beyond the familiar to the unfamiliar.
3. The children will attain openness to make physical changes
and alertness in observation of these changes.
4. The children will attain trust and confidence in developing
skills in use of tools.
5. The children will attain alertness and confidence in
combining imagination and content in the development of
relationships and classifications.
6. The children will attain autonomy and openness to extend
in number and diversity the foods eaten and enjoyed.
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7. The children will attain the ability to decenter beyond
one's own world to develop relations with others and
their worlds.
8. The children will attain openness to experience and
alertness in the identification of relevant attributes
of three-dimensional experiences and translation into
two-dimensional schematics.
Selected parts of the curriculum were field tested to answer
the questions: (a) Does the curriculum assist children in
accomplishing the stated objectives? (b) Can the curriculum be used
across the stated age range? Taken as a whole, the field test seemed
to confirm that (a) the curriculum does assist children in
accomplishing the stated objectives, and (b) the curriculum can be
used across the stated age range.
There is, at present, no shortage in supply of early childhood
curriculums and instructional systems. With few exceptions, these
are of two types. Some instructional systems are packages, designed
to be adopted by as many state departments of education and purchased
and used by as many school systems as there are state departments
of education to adopt and school systems to purchase. These
instructional systems provide interior decoration to the same old
house, interior decoration which easily comes and goes as new styles
and slogans come into and go out of fashion. Interior decorators
profit from the present state of affairs and have little desire to
encourage change for fear of decreasing their profits. Other
instructional systems—packages—are designed to introduce change
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into as many schools as possible and as soon as possible. The
interior decorators are successful; the change agents are not.
Quite apart from the quality or lack thereof, the instructional
systems designed to introduce change are selected by persons who
will not be involved directly in the process of implementation;
the persons who are responsible for implementation have their own
conceptions of education, the school, students, administrators,
teachers, teaching, the classroom ground rules, reality, and fantasy,
and these conceptions may or may not fit the assumptions of the
curriculums. When teachers feel, and justifiably so, that they have
little or no choice in what they teach; when teachers feel, and
justifiably so, that administrators do not discuss with teachers the
course of action to be taken by the school and do not act as if the
opinions of teachers are important— then teachers are unlikely to
change their ways of perceiving and thinking. Therefore change-
real change—will not occur. Instead we have new postures, new
slogans, new interior decorations, in sum, as Sarason reminds us,
the more things change the more they remain the same (Sarason,
1971; Tyler, 1969, p. 64).
This curriculum and its instructional activities differ from
both of the above types of instructional systems. This curriculum
is not a package. This curriculum is not designed to be adopted by
a state or purchased and used by a school system. This curriculum
is not to be selected by persons who will not be involved directly
in the process of implementation. This curriculum is designed
neither to change education nor to support the status quo of consumer
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oriented schools. Rather, this curriculum is designed to help those
individual teachers who are willing and able (a) to help children
pursue direct, phenomenological experience in their efforts to
build skills in their search for meaning; (b) to choose a curriculum
they will use in their teaching; and (c) to perceive and think of
the direction, process, and means of instruction as developmental;
that development is from the inside out; and that instruction is
to guide children toward creative learning and development.
There are such teachers in independent and in public schools.
Some are involved in early childhood education at the preschool and
primary levels. Some of these are looking for such theoretical
foundation and curriculum as this and know that they are looking.
Others are looking and do not know that they are looking. These
are teachers who resist manipulation and manipulating to achieve
an extrinsic predetermined outcome whether the outcome is a response
to a stimulus, a consumption of what is produced, or some other
mechanical output to some other alien input. These are teachers
who resist routinized thinking and instruction. These are teachers
who are able to maintain their own enthusiasm and excitement in
learning, who spontaneously foster enthusiasm and excitement in
learning in their students. These are teachers who care deeply
about individual children. These are teachers who can approach
their jobs as play— they can reverse roles and power; they can
relax and live vividly and clearly with uncertainty from moment
to moment; they can be flexible, pursue and create novelty, and
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"vive" with children in the classroom (Sutton-Smith & Sutton-Smi th,
1974, pp. 235-249).
It can be asked, how can anyone contemplate any possibility
of this curriculum ever being used, given the demands placed on
schools today, demands which are too numerous to meet, which conflict
with one another, and which are primarily focused on "basics,"
products, and accountability. To this, the reply can only be the
following: today, the demands which are placed on schools are not
the same, and are not to the same degree for all schools; school
systems differ one from the other; principals differ; teachers
differ; children differ; families and communities differ. Certainly
there are many school systems where this curriculum could never be
implemented. But there are some where it could. There are some
principals who would make whatever changes have to be made to ensure
the success of this curriculum. There are teachers who would choose
to implement it. There are children, families, and communities who
would support it. Because the food and cooking curriculum is only
one part of the total early childhood curriculum, for those teachers
who do choose to implement it and for those children who learn and
develop with it, this curriculum could be of the greatest significance
to them. This curriculum could be the teachers' and children's
pivot of holistic development and experience and sanity.
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Recommendations for Implementing
the Curriculum in Schools
In addition to the specific details relating to the set-up
of the classroom and the tools and equipment which were provided
in Chapter III, there are further recommendations for implementing
the curriculum in schools.
1. To repeat, there are to be no school -wide or system-wide
adoptions. Probably the worst way to implement the curriculum is
to act on the false assumption that all early childhood teachers are
able and willing (or, with training, would become able and willing)
to use positively this curriculum in their teaching. This simply
will not work. This curriculum is too difficult, and requires too
much extra effort by the teacher, for the school to attempt to
implement it in such an indiscriminate manner. Children will scarcely
be well served by teachers who either overtly or covertly rebel
or subvert the curriculum.
2. To repeat, based on full knowledge of the theoretical
foundation and the curriculum, the teacher is to decide whether or
not to try to use the curriculum to help students develop. Only
those teachers who fully support the theoretical foundation and are
willing to assume the responsibilities which are entailed are to
implement this curriculum. Of course, an administrator or supervisor
can suggest the curriculum to a teacher, but the teacher must
ultimately decide.
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3. The entire school administration must allow the teacher's
own autonomy and initiative to make not only the initial decision
concerning implementation but also decisions throughout the entire
implementation of the curriculum. A teacher who is subjugated to the
school administration is highly restricted in effectively fostering
the phenomenological and autoplastic development of students.
Students are invariably effective learners of the hidden curriculum,
even when administrators and teachers with this were not so.
4. The school must provide the teacher a budget which is
adequate to the full implementation of the curriculum. The school
is responsible for this curriculum as with any other curriculum
implemented by the school. Parents do not supply books or science
equipment. Parents are not to supply the food. Neither is the
teacher.
5. Cash must be made readily available to the teacher so
purchases can be made where and when needed. The teacher is not
to be restricted by requisitions, or made to purchase only from
firms approved by the school. Obtaining high quality food
throughout the year requires flexibility and independent decision
making.
6. The administration, especially the principal, must be
strong and vigorous in support of the theoretical foundation and
the curriculum against the strong and sometimes vicious forces both
inside and outside the schools who may align themselves against
this curriculum. An independent school will find it almost as
difficult as will a public school. The administration must
support and protect the teacher and the program.
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7. ThG Qdrni ni strdti on dnd thG teachor must dGVGlop Gducational
programs with parents and other community members. Included can be
instructional sessions using the food and cooking curriculum with
parents and also with parents and their children. Of course,
visitors to the children's classroom can be encouraged to observe
the curriculum in action. Considerable opposition is due to
ignorance and these various educational programs will help reduce
this opposition. The schools are highly visible and highly vulnerable.
For this curriculum to survive at all, and unquestionably for the
curriculum to survive for at least six years, the school must do
whatever is possible and necessary to align the community in support
of this curriculum.
8. Though not, perhaps, necessary for support, it is
necessary for educational reasons that a longitudinal research study
be conducted. Because of the nature of this curriculum, transducer
data systems, as opposed to operator data systems (Barker, 1968,
pp. 140-145), are essential. The use of videotaping on a regular
basis in the classroom for documentation is especially appropriate
and effective. In addition to documenting the curriculum, the video
tapes will be valuable to the teacher for analysis of his or her
instructional behavior and also of the students' learning behavior
and development. The tapes will be valuable to parents in helping
them become more knowledgeable of their children's competencies
and development. With proper clearance, the tapes can be valuable
in both the pre-service and in-service training of teachers.
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Topics for Further Study
There are important topics for futher study which were
suggested by the present study.
Important information would be gained through descriptive
research of (a) decision making in school by teachers, (b) decision
making in school by students, (c) developmental use of the curriculum
by students over the six year span, (d) the impact of this curriculum
on other concurrent instructional activities, (e) the impact of this
curriculum on children's nutrition outside of school, (f) the impact
of this curriculum and the relationship between administrators and
teachers necessitated by this curriculum on the overall sociopolitical
system within the schools, and (g) the continuation of development
and creativity after age 8 by students who have participated in the
curriculum for the full six years and for periods of less than the
six years.
In addition to these research studies, useful extensions of the
children's experiences with food would be (a) growing foods, and (b)
field trips to gardens, farms, and orchards to see foods growing and
to wholesale and retail markets to see how foods are sold.
Today, certainly, it is not possible to be indifferent to food.
The worldwide increase in population is straining existing food
resources. Through political and agricultural mismanagement; the
overtaking of agricultural lands for housing; the spread of toxic
materials in the air, water, and earth; as well as the continuation
of natural disasters— through all of these causes, vast populations
are being denied the minimum food requirements for
healthful living.
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But in the United States, where children are taught to be consumers
and to exploit all resources for personal gain, we are producing
a generation who are unable to understand and constructively affect
the world-wide geo-political shortages and inequality of distribution
of food.
Also, it is becoming increasingly true that the food industry
in the United States is oriented toward a narrow range of fast foods
and convenience foods to the exclusion of the vast range of
possible raw foods. Even retail food markets are compelled to
compete with the fast food outlets along every street and highway.
What is not purchased cooked and hot is "heat and serve." We have
long had jokes about young brides who are ignorant of food
preparation. Now neither young brides nor anyone else must have
this knowledge. Cooking from raw foods is rapidly becoming the play
of the rich.
Situations analogous to that in the food industry are to be
found in other industries related to basic needs, such as housing,
clothing, and furniture making.
As a consequence of the shift from a creative to a consumer
society, we are all in danger of becoming Barrie's castaways,
without useful skills, in a world cut off from a meaningful past,
being lead by our Admirable Acquisitions. And children are
increasingly living in an impoverished environment devoid of
diversity and devoid of any conception of how things come into
being— indeed, that things do undergo a process of coming into
being. This has serious implications for the possiblity
of
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children's own development, autonomy, self-concept, and self-
actualization. Even development which comes from the inside out
requires a supportive environment in order to reach its
developmental ends. Schools must protect children from conformist
aspects of culture while helping children to live with and within
their entire culture. Schools must provide an environment of
.development to support children in their own development and an
environment of learning to support children in their own learning.
Schools must provide an environment of problem solving and creativity
to support children in their own problem solving and creativity.
Education must be meaningful and holistic, it must be based on
action and experiences, it must be centered on the children and
autoplastic in direction. Schools must help children live and
thrive on diversity, to "like different kinds," to make the
unfamiliar familiar, and to make the familiar new and fascinating.
When teachers and students are able to be experiential and
phenomenological in their teaching and learning, then there are
possibilities for autonomy, creativity, and development of both
teachers and students. Education then can become central to the
holistic needs and development of society.
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APPENDIX A
BIBLIOGRAPHIC MATERIALS ON FEEDBACK
AND EVALUATION IN INSTRUCTION
There are many bibliographic materials concerned with
feedback and evaluation in instruction which can be helpful to
the teacher. The following are especially pertinent to an
experiential, phenomenological curriculum for young children.
"Observation as a Source of Data in Evaluation" (Sawin,
1969, Chap. 5) can be of special help to the teacher involved in
feedback and evaluation, as can "Assessing Unplanned Effects of
Educational Experiences" (Sawin, 1969, Chap. 2). Unobtrusive
measures, the observation of natural effects, can also be helpful
in obtaining data concerning the quality of instruction (Sawin,
1969, pp. 182-184; Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest, 1966).
In the collected papers from the Minnesota Round Table on
Early Childhood Education II concerning evaluation of educational
programs for young children, there are reports on planning
evaluation studies by Bracht (1975, pp. 7-18), problems in
evaluating programs by Ball (1975, pp. 47-52), and observation in
natural settings by Carew (1975, pp. 67-75); all of them can be
directly related to an experimental, developmental curriculum and
instruction. Coller (1972) has provided a twenty-two-page
bibliography of observational systems in early childhood education
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as well as a literature review and descriptions of examples of
observations in selected situations.
While relating to instruction in the developmental point of
view rather than specifically early childhood education. Combs
(1978) and Aspy and Hicks (1978) have provided valuable assistance
to the teacher concerned with feedback and evaluation. Combs
(pp. 17-27) described approaches to assessment of humanistic
objectives including behavioral approaches, inferential techniques,
holistic measures and the use of judgment, critical indicators,
case history evidence, professional opinion, and experiential
report. Aspy and Hicks (pp. 29-42) reported on their research
on humanistic objectives based on signs of creative teaching and
learning (Combs, 1962) and have identified rationales and
assessment procedures. Although some modification would probably
be needed, teachers of young children would find this approach to
assessment procedures and analysis helpful.
Spielberg (1972) has outlined a procedure of participant-
observer in phenomenological evaluation in which the teacher, in
our case, would systematically record his own reactions as well
as those of students. An equally "soft" approach to evaluation
is proposed in "Things to Think About While Observing' by Hull
(1969/1970, pp. 153-154), developed for the staff of the
Elementary Science Study.
APPENDIX B
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE
ON FOOD ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN
This appendix presents a discussion of food and cooking
in current educational programs for children and a critical
analysis of selected books on cooking by children for use by
children and teachers of children.
Food in Current Educational
Programs for Children
Cooking is not an activity which is often considered a part
of childhood. If forno other reasons than economy and safety,
cooking has been the responsibility and the activity of adults.
However, children have always enjoyed observing adults in their
cooking and wait for when they can get a taste, lick the bowl,
and, perhaps, do some simple task which the adult deems appropriate
to their level of skill. That children are intensely interested
and eager to be involved in cooking activities can be seen from
their play. Making mud pies, birthday cakes of sand, giving tea
parties, collecting natural objects to simulate food, as well as
making food out of clay, are prototypical child's play behavior
(Winslow, 1961). As the middle class has developed, it became
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practical for more girls to learn some basic skills. With the
current breaking away of some sex role stereotypes, we are
beginning to realize that cooking is as valuable an activity for
boys as it is for girls.
In recent years, food preparation and cooking activities
have become an integral, if still occasional, part of early
childhood education programs. Food and cooking activities are
such basic experiences that they lend themselves to furthering
a variety of different program goals, such as the learning of
multiple attributes of objects (Sigel, 1969), the development of
process skills (Smith & Leiserson, 1974), the development of
meaningful learning (Rand, 1970), nutrition education (Foster,
1972; Jordan & Streets, 1973; Raman, 1975; Rockwell & Endres, 1969),
and the learning about and appreciation of multiethnic differences
in America (Kositsky, 1977).
In their description of the developmental -interaction
curriculum identified with the Bank Street College of Education,
Biber, Shapiro, and Wickens (1971, pp. 10-11, 25, 47-57) provided
an account of a sequence of planned activities including the
preparation in the classroom for the purchase of apples, the group
trip to a local store, and, once again in the classroom, the
cooking of applesauce. In the analysis which accompanied the
account of the learning episode they indicated that the following
cognitive categories were involved: experiences which support
the instrumentalities for cognitive functioning (for example,
direct experience with the qualities and relationships of the
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physical world; nonsymbolic constructive, manipulative activities
with things; experience with a variety of modes of nonverbal
representation; learning symbol systems; integrating nonpresent
experience conceptually) and aspects of the conceptual organization
of experience and information (for example, identity of objects
and persons; classification and differentiation; quantifying by
different criteria; orientation in space and time; awareness of
transformation processes; causality; formulation of uncertainty
and confusion). The same learning episode also met the following
educational goals for the program: to serve the child's need to
make an impact on the environment through direct physical contact
and maneuver; to advance the child's functioning knowledge of his
environment; to meet the child's need to cope with conflicts
intrinsic to this stage of development; to facilitate the development
of an image of self as a unique and competent person; to help the
child establish mutually supporting patterns of interaction.
Food and cooking experiences have also been found to be
therapeutic for children in hospitals (Dixon, 1975; Rickard &
Farnum, 1974; Weaver & Schlegel, 1976).
Criterial Attributes of the Literature
In recent years there has been a steady proliferation of
books on food and cooking activities for teachers of young children
as well as for young children to use at home. In analyzing these
books, certain attributes need to be considered.
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The first has to do with purpose. What are the author's
aims? What is the author hoping the work to accomplish? What
does the author want the teacher, the child to do, to learn?
Sometimes the purposes are explicitly stated and sometimes they
must be inferred.
Closely related to purpose is the author's perception of
and basic approach to children. This can range from the view of
children as creatures who feed on cutesy illustrations and recipe
titles and live on sweets, to the view that children become capable
only through modeling an adult (either the teacher or the author),
to the view that children learn and become capable through their
own actions, initiative, and perceptions. The first and second
view are both grounded in the concept that the child's development
is alloplastic; they differ in that the second sees children
responding to direct intervention while the first takes the
approach that extrinsic and childlike (that is, childish) motivation
is essential. The third view is based on the concept that the
child's development is autoplastic; this view supports the concept
that the child is intrinsically motivated toward self-actualization.
Most books on food and cooking for children are illustrated.
Some books, as mentioned above, have illustrations which are, at
best, decorative in nature and motivational in purpose. Others,
as is sometimes found in cookbooks designed for the beginning
adult, have illustrations which graphically explain key points
in the process in a manner which allows the viewer to grasp the
direction and essential aspects within the complex process
involved.
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Others, which attempt clarity, unfortunately result in
confusion and can be worse than no image at all (Arnheim, 1969,
pp. 305-312). Then there are books which seemingly include
illustrations more for reasons of tradition than for any other
purpose. Regrettably, some illustrations are objectionable
because of disparaging cultural stereotypes and similar problems.
Names of recipes, also, can be appropriate and helpful,
condescendingly cute, confusing, or simply wrong.
Ingredients, on the whole, can be either raw or processed
("convenience"); they can be "natural" or not; they can be heavy on
the sweets; they can be easy or difficult to obtain and expensive
or inexpensive to purchase; they can be listed in the recipe in
the order used, according to logical classification, or in no
perceptible order; and suggestions for alternate ingredients as
substitutions or as possiblities for creative explorations can be
provided or not. Amazingly it is rare to find a book which even
mentions the quality of ingredients.
Cooking equipment and food tools specified can be few in
number and "basic American," child-proof dull, or that which the
wel 1 -equipped cook for a specific cuisine would use. Again,
alternative possiblities can be suggested, warned against, or
ignored.
Processes in preparation and cooking specified by the
recipes can be limited to only a few or extensive in number and
variety; they can be emphasized and described in detail or hardly
mentioned.
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Measurements can be approximate or specific, either U.S.
or metric or some other system of unit.
Suggestions for safety, if they are provided at all, can
be full and helpful, skimpy, inconsistent, or they can increase
the teacher's or the child's fears and feelings of incompetency.
The books can be intended for specific and restricted age
groups, a wide range of ages and competencies, or for "children"
or "beginners." Even in these, it is not uncommon to find
explanations which are likely unnecessary alongside points which
cry out for explanation but on which the author is enigmatically
silent.
Then there is the matter of emphasis or concentration.
The more common are familiar and basic foods, "natural" food
cooking, multicultural or international foods, and "no heat" food
preparations.
Occasionally there is an effort to place the specific food
activity within a context, such as a menu, an historical period,
a geographical area, or a culture.
Some books provide references for further reading and for
sources of materials for enhancing and extending the learning
situation.
Critical Analysis of the Literature
In the critical analysis of the literature on food and cooking
activities for young children and for teachers of young children.
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I will be selective rather than complete. This will be approached
in two ways. First, the above attributes will be illustrated
from a variety of books and other materials. Second, three books,
which are diverse in both purpose and approach, will be analyzed.
From this study it may be possible to judge better the uniqueness
of the food and cooking curriculum.
As indicated earlier, food and cooking activities lend
themselves to furthering a variety of goals, and this is reflected
in the books and other materials designed for both teachers and
children. Certain purposes recur with some frequency. Sensory
learning is stated as a purpose by Blau, Brady, Bucher, Hiteshew,
Zavitkovsky, and Zavitkovsky (1977); Croft and Hess (1975, pp.
179-199); Johnson and Povey (1976); and McAfee, Haines, and Young
(1974). Experiential learning is a goal for Blau et al
. ; Cook
(1976); Croft and Hess (1975); Eliason and Jenkins (1977, pp. 186-
216); McAfee et al
.
(1974); Rudolph (1973); Wright and Puckett
(1975); and Williams (Not 1). Skill development is a goal for Bruno
and Dakan (1974); Cook (1976); Johnson and Povey (1976); Rodgers
and Larson (1977); and Stangl (Note 2). Cognitive development is
a goal for Blau et al.; Bruno and Dakan; Cook; Croft and Hess;
Eliason and Jenkins; Rodgers and Larson; and Wright and Kaplan
(1976); Blau et al .
;
Croft and Hess; Getzoff (1973); and McClenahan
and Jaqua (1976). Other specified objectives are social development
and cooperation (Cook; Croft & Hess; Eliason & Jenkins; Rudolph),
learnings in elementary curriculum areas (Blau et al .
;
Bruno &
Dakan; Cobb, 1972; Cook; Croft & Hess; Eliason & Jenkins; Freed,
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Levin, Murray, Osborne, Patton, & Tucker, 1974; Johnson & Povey;
McAfee et al
. ; Meyers, 1976; Perl, 1969, 1975, 1977; Rogers &
Larson; Stangl ; Wilms, 1975) and enjoyment (Bruno & Dakan; Getzoff;
Johnson, 1973; Johnson & Povey; McAfee et al ; Paul, 1975; Petrich
& Dalton, 1973; Rudolph; Sedgwick, 1967; Stein, 1975; Wilms). Bell
(1932) has the most succinct goal: "to teach children to cook
successfully" (p. 1).
Examples of the view of children as creatures who feed on
cutesy illustrations and recipe titles, live on sweets, and learn
only as they are acted upon are the books by Eliason and Jenkins,
McClenahan and Jaqua, Petrich and Dalton, Sedgwick, and Wright
and Puckett.
The first recipe given by Eliason and Jenkins is for
lollipops; one of their food activities is "cheese sculpturing—
more economical if used in combination with additional media such
as marshmallows" (p. 188). Sedgwick provides 33 recipes, 20 of
which are sweet. Wright and Puckett provide 74 recipes, 47 of
which are sweet.
Wright and Puckett also reveal their view of children as
incompetent in the following: "[The teacher] will have preplanned
so each child knows what he is to do. The teacher may need to
model, such as how to hold a table knife for spreading" (p. 14).
In their recipe for "A Big Gingerbread Boy or Girl" they give the
directions.
When you take the dough from the refrigerator,
you are ready to make the big boy. . . • Pop
the big gingerbread boy into a 375® oven and
bake about 10 minutes, until he is golden.
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Eat him in a hurry before he runs away.
(p. 25)
Some of their recipe titles are "Kids Krazy Krunchies, Eggsactly'
Scramble," " 'Stew-pendous, "'Pizzazy' "Pizzas." One of their
section titles is "Sneaky Nutrition." (It is difficult not to see
soemthing strikingly appropriate in a quotation from a young child
which they include following all the recipes and all the sample
menus. The quotation from Susan, p. 45, which is placed next to a
particularly vigorous scribble, reads, "Don't throw up your plate.")
Petrich and Dalton have collected some fine pictures by
children, especially one of a girl looking askance at three turtles
swimming in a large bowl of turtle soup (p. 57); it is unfortunate
that Petrich felt it necessary to add her own illustrations, for
example, a poorly drawn octopus with each tentacle holding a clam
shell (p. 101).
McClenahan and Jaqua evidently feel that motivation by the
teacher using the book is insufficient.
As a teaching aid or an attention-holder, the
dramatic appeal of the lively and amusing puppet
has no equal. We have often seen that children
retain what they have learned with the help of
a puppet more distinctly than what they have
heard or seen demonstrated by a mere human
being. . . . Nursery-school teachers might
encourage children to create their own versions
of these puppets by copying the patterns for
the children to take home so that, with parental
assistance, they can make their own cooking
helpers. Having their own puppets at home can
help children remember cooking processes and
information about nutrition to share with their
families, (p. 8)
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These particular puppets also help reinforce sex role stereotypes.
Ms. Parsley (a finger puppet) and Mr. Hush
Puppy (a hand puppet) can support the
lessons by encouraging, by amusing, and by
stimulating discussion. . . . Ms. Parsley is
especially good at directing activities and
making suggestions, while Mr. Hush Puppy can
actually demonstrate the use of equipment or
visual aids. (p. 9)
McClenahan and Jaqua do recognize the difficulty of their task:
"Because nutrition could be considered somewhat abstract, it is
up to the teacher to make it real by applying it to the children's
daily lives" (p. 45). If Ms. Parsley and Mr. Hush Puppy haven't
done the trick, use music:
The Little Lamb's Nutrition Song
(Lyrics by Sybil Limon)
(To the Tune of "Mary Had a Little Lamb")
Good nutrition makes you grow
From head to toe—yo, ho, ho!
But there are rules you have to know
To get your good nutrition.
Vegetables and fruits for you
Protein too
—
yoo, hoo, hoo!
Cereal or bread and milk
Will give you good nutrition.
Protein can be meat or fish
Or chicken— tish, tish, tish!
Cheese or eggs or beans or nuts
Will give you good nutrition.
Vegetables or fruits for snacks
And with meals— click, click, clack!
Eat them dried or cooked or raw
To get your good nutrition, (p. 45)
Johnson and Povey have developed a system for cooking
centers
in primary classrooms which eliminate interaction with
the teacher
through a massive and controlling environment. After
using the
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initial recipe (ingredients: peanut butter, powdered sugar,
sweetened condensed milk), two students at a time move on to
charts of things to remember, vocabulary words, a sign to indicate
the chefs for the day (two teams of two chefs a day), and recipes.
Then there are food preference charts, tape recordings of recipes,
role playing of procedures, and endless charts and task cards
in mathematics, science, social studies (including set-up of an
assembly line), and language arts. "From time to time . .
.
[and
only after] several months experience or more at the center" (p. 78)
children are encouraged to invent a recipe. This means using the
sign which reads:
What could we make with these ingredients?
peanut butter
chocolate chips
milk
powdered sugar (p. 79)
Then they use recipe charts which list ingredients but have blands
where the child specifies amounts and procedures. Johnson and Povey,
as might be guessed, have devised controls "to hold down greed
or the waste of food caused by errors in estimating quantities" (p.
82) by setting maximum amounts on the ingredients, insisting on
sharing the product, and only giving children tiny containers. As
they have stated, "Most children will not abuse the privilege of
cooking in school if the proper atmosphere is maintained" (p. 82).
Examples which illustrate the view of the child as a
phenomenological and autoplastic individual are not plentiful.
(For two examples, see Rudolph, 1973; and Stein, 1975). However,
it is possible to grasp some of this approach in the work of
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Ferreira (1973, pp. 23-32). She made the point that cooking time
is an experience, not a lesson.
The less the adult needs to show and explain
how-to-do-it, the more the children will learn
from the project. The adult may need to do some
preparation in advance, like peeling the tomatoes
to be chopped, cooking the eggs to be peeled or
precooking potatoes for chopping; but once the
project is put on the plate, the children should
feel free to experiment as they work with the
food: to smell, eat, squish, chop, feel, or
whatever, without the adult correcting them
(telling them they are doing it wrong). One
project could be the making of a deviled egg
sandwich; but many children will choose to eat
the egg and bread separately and never touch the
mayonnaise, then put it on bread. One can discuss
how different people fixed their egg and bread to
eat, and ask, where do eggs come from, was
anything done to them before class, etc.? This
will be a real-life experience for the child
only if he or she has his own place to sit and
work at the table. This kind of experimentation
cannot easily take place at a cooking activity
center where an adult is supervising, grinding
peanuts or beating eggs as a few children wander
in and out to try a particular process. There
is a place in a cooking program for the activity
center type of cooking, but it should be very
generously mixed in with individual cooking
projects so each child has his own food to do
with as he sees fit. One of the things he may
choose to do with it is not touch it, just look
it all over and watch the others, and this
should be all right, too. The adult may explain
that this child chose not to "cook" today, and
maybe next time he will want to join in and
find out what the other children are enjoying.
This in itself may be a tremendous learning
experience for that child who has to finish
everything on his plate at home. One can be
sure that by the end of the year, these same
children are eating with gusto almost everything
put in front of them. One can see the great
advantage in repeating projects several times
during the year to allow for experimentation.
(pp. 26-27)
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For illustrations to be informational the illustrator must
be keenly aware of what needs to be included. But it is equally
important that the illustrator also realize what must not be
included. Everything which is essential for the reader's
understanding must be there. Everything which is not essential
and is, therefore, confusing must be estimated. This problem
is notan easy one to solve. First of all, there is the problem
of communicating to the unknown reader whose cognitive entry
behavior, to use Bloom's term, may be anywhere from 0 to 100.
When you add to this the fact that informational illustrations
are created by adults with the intention of being understandable
and informational to young children, one gets a sense of the
difficulty, if not the impossibility, of the problem. It is not
surprising that there are not more positive examples.
There are two basic types of informational illustrations.
One type consists of one event selected from a very large number
of possible events. The illustration needs to focus on the
clarification of the single most confusing event. An example
is an illustration which accompanies a recipe for fresh clam
sauce (Getzoff, p. 73). To prepare this recipe, one must steam
fresh clams on a wire steamer tray set within a large covered
pot. The illustration shows an oblique view of a steam tray
which is labeled as such immediately to the side. On the right
is a 'cutaway view of a large covered pot which shows the steamer
tray from the horizontal position. On the tray three clams are
shown. Covering the bottom of the pot and extending to a point
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just below the top surface of the tray is water. The drawing
of the water shows a slightly uneven top surface and tiny circles,
representing bubbles, in the water. Above the water and filling
the entire pot are
-short, gently curved lines to indicate steam.
This illustration seeks to clarify what is probably the most
difficult part of the preparation of the clam sauce. While
illustrations of the various ingredients might be interesting,
they are not essential to preparing this recipe. The crucial aspect
of this recipe is that the cooking process is steaming, not
boiling. In other words, the clams must at all times be outside
of the water but surrounded by steam. Explaining this process in
words, especially as in this case, to 8- and 9-year-old children,
is exceedingly difficult. This illustration provides the
information.
The second basic type of informational illustration consists
of the selection of a series of events the illustration of which
provides information of the sequential process of food preparation.
An example of this is provided with a recipe, designed for 8- and
9-year-olds, for a fruit salad which calls for peaches, apples,
blueberries, strawberries, cherries, raisins, and one-quarter of
a cantaloupe (Getzoff, p. 93). The recipe calls for everything
to be in bite-size pieces. Blueberries and raisins don't need to
be cut. Cherries only need to be pitted. Slicing strawberries
is easy enough and cutting apples and peaches into bite-size
pieces presents no major difficulty. However, cutting a quarter
of a cantaloupe into bite-size pieces presents a challenge. The
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illustration shows a cantaloupe, with a quarter wedge cut out. The
quarter is shown with the seeds removed. Below and to the right
is a quarter of a cantaloupe, viewed from the same perspective,
with a knife separating the rind from the flesh. Below and to the
left is a quarter of a cantaloupe still in the basic shape of the
wedge but having been cut vertically once, from corner to corner,
and cut five times vertically but perpendicular to the center cut,
making a total of twelve pieces. Then to the right, again from the
same perspective and with all the pieces in the same basic
constellation of the quarter cantaloupe wedge, 24 pieces are
indicated, a horizontal cut having been made from corner to corner
through the middle of each piece.
Both of the above illustrations come from the same book. In
none of the books under review are the illustrations, which attempt
to be informational, as successful . Johnson (1973, 1976) employs
photographs which keep to the minimum extraneous information and
are on the whole successful. However, they do not provide the same
clarity in the communication of the technical information as do
the previously described drawings, which were executed, I should
state, by Pinkwater. And those two illustrations are significantly
more successful than all the others in the same book.
Unfortunately, there does not seem to exist cookbooks for
even younger children with informative illustrations of excellent
quality. Too often we find ones such as that found in the book
by Freed et al . In the recipe for fruit salad the illustration
is highly abstract and "artistic." Accompanied by an "artistic"
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approach to punctuation, the words, "apples mellon balls berries,
cherries, grapes bananas, peaches pears plums pineapple" are part
of the design. The direction provided for the preparation of all
these fruits consists of "cut up each fruit
. .
. use lemon juice
as dressing" (p. 12). Cutting a quarter of a cantaloupe is one
thing; cutting a whole pineapple is another.
It is disturbing that illustrations such as one in Petrich
and Dalton (p. 85) continue to be published. This shows a confusing
but unmistakable image of a Black child-monkey (with tail) sitting
on an enormous banana while gleefully looking at a book which is
held backwards. This is appalling in its obvious racial,
intellectual, and sexual connotations; that this appears in a book
which has been commercially successful throughout the country as a
gift item for children is worse than appalling.
Quite a different approach to illustration has been used in
the book by Rodgers and Larson which is termed "ideographic
reading." Specific pictorial symbols have been devised to represent
rules for cooking, food ingredients, tools, and food preparation
actions. With all of these "ideographs" each recipe is presented
on the right-hand page; the recipe is given in words on the left.
While this is basically a book on learning to read, the illustrations
would be of special interest to children who enjoy puzzles and
want to cook.
Names for recipes need to identify the food and clearly
communicate that to the child. The name "cinnamon toast" applied
to toast with butter, cinnamon, and sugar on one of the surfaces
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is an appropriate name and helpful to the child. Unfortunately,
some adults get carried away into their own ideas of childhood
and apply to recipes names which are not appropriate and not
helpful. "Play Dough Biscuits" is applied to a recipe for baking
powder biscuits (Croft & Hess, p. 182). The name "Soft Tortillas
and Tomato Juice" is applied to a recipe for flour tortillas to
be eaten along with a glass of tomato juice to drink (Wright &
Puckett, p. 21).
Fortunately, many books call for raw ingredients (Abisch &
Kaplan; Barkin & James, 1976; Cavin, 1973; Cobb; Cook; Getzoff;
Johnson; Kohn, 1972; McClenahan & Jaqua; Rodgers & Larson;
Rudolph; Stein). The increased interest in "natural foods" is
reflected in the books by Abisch and Kaplan; Cavin; Getzoff; and
Kohn. Convenience and processed foods are also emphasized in books
for children (Bruno & Dakan; Paul; Paul & Hawkins, 1970; Petrich &
Dalton). Examples of the dominance of sweet foods has already
been given. Suggestions for alternative ingredients are made in
the books by Barkan and James; Cavin; McClenahan and Jaqua; Rodgers
and Larson.
Many cookbooks for children are approached as if they were
coloring books— that is, the experiences which are truly involving
and therefore interesting are done by adults; the child is left
with the last minute decorative activities. A protest against such
cookbooks has been made by a 10-year-old named Seva:
In those cookbooks you ask your mommy to get a
frozen biscuit out of the refrigerator and you
put a big hole in it. Then you ask your mommy
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to heat up some grease and you ask your mommy
to cook it for you. Then you put some sugar
on it and you have a big recipe for donuts.
You ^ ask your mommy to do everything and you
don't do anything. It's more like your mommy
does everything. Kids' cookbooks are supposed
to be where you're making it, not your mother.
(Freeman, 1977, p. 350)
Here is an example of such a cookbook:
We do not use paring knives with primary children.
Instead we use plastic serrated knives or
scissors. The teacher cuts some things ahead
of time, as in quartering an apple. Red warning
dots are put on any utensil that needs special
caution, and careful instructions are given for
the use of these. . . . There are many no-heat
recipes. If an oven is used, only the teacher
handles it. (Johnson & Povey, pp. 24-25)
Stangl's book is organized according to particular food
processes: cutting, chopping, slicing; grinding, grating; whipping,
beating; shaking; mashing, creaming; squeezing; rolling, crushing;
stirring, mixing; spreading.
McAfee et al . have included a few recipes with approximate
measurement ("Friendship Fruit Salad," "Cooked Fruit," "Tossed
Salad," "Croutons," "Curds and Whey," "Snow Cream," "Porcupines,"
"Apple Rings"). They also give 12 varieties of "juice creations"
which measure by proportion. Johnson and Povey give all their
measurements in metric units. Cook gives each recipe twice, once
with U.S. units and the other with metric units.
Cook provides full and helpful information concerning safety.
Bruno and Dakan just touch upon safety. McClenahan and Jaqua
approach safety in an inconsistent way. They maintain that teachers
must reinforce safety continually. "You cannot assume that the
children will remember your safety rules, so repeat them with each
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cooking experience" (p. 15). If cooking is infrequent, that is a
good idea. However, if cooking is frequent, such repetition might
well create a blocking out by the children and perhaps even a
backlash. One point they make concerning safety is the size of
the group, stating that "a teacher should only work with eight
children at a time, or with ten or twelve if they are older, and
if there is an assistant teacher" (p. 15). From my experience,
groups larger than four tend to create safety problems.
In the books that we have considered, 2-year-olds is the
youngest age group specified (McClenahan & Jaqua, p. v). Both
Cavin and Kohn's books are designed for older children and
adolescents. However, within certain ranges the age of the child
does not seem to be a critical factor. Paul and Hawkins have
stated this idea well: "What you can cook depends upon how much
cooking you have done, and not on your age" (p. 13). Interest
and attention are also critical to success in cooking. Recipes
need to provide information at some consistent level so that the
child or the adult is not, all of a sudden, caught without adequate
instruction. In Backe (Note 3) we see such a situation in her
recipe for "Guber Sandwiches." Five apples are illustrated along
with a jar of peanut butter. Then there is the instruction "slice
5 apples in 12 slices each" and one whole apple is illustrated on
the left; then there is a large equal sign followed by 12 thin
slices of apple arranged like spokes on a wheel. This presents
several problems for the young child. There is the problem of
getting a whole apple into 12 slices. There is the problem of
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equivalency which young children (and this book was written for
nursery school children) are, if we can believe Piaget, incapable
of understanding. The idea of putting peanut butter between two
slices of apple is simple enough. But the problem of getting
there is not simple, and it has been made impossible by Backe.
Multicultural or international foods are emphasized in the
books by Johnson and Povey; McAfee et al
. ; Wilms; and Barna (Note
4). Abisch and Kaplan; Johnson and Povey; McClenahan and Jaqua;
Paul; and Stangl have written books which emphasize food
preparation not requiring any heat; such "no cooking" books are
seen by many as especially appropriate to young children.
Most cookbooks for children string the recipes one after the
other with, usually, no other organization than food groups.
Occasionally we find books which present recipes within some kind
of context so that the recipe can take on added meaning. Meyer
(1971) has written a book concerning bread within such contexts
as its preparation, scientific structure, history from prehistoric
times to today and in many parts of the world. The books by Perl
place food within cultural, geographical and historical contexts.
Kohn's book presents foods as part of a total "organic living"
experience. Cobb presents the preparation of foods as examples
of scientific processes.
Suggestions for further reading have been provided in the
books by Barna; Blau et al.; Cook; Croft and Hess; Johnson and
Povey; Kohn; McAfee et al.; and McClenahan and Jaqua. Sources
for materials for enhancing and extending the food learning
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experience have been provided by Barna; Johnson and Povey; and
McClenahan and Jaqua.
In 1972 three books were published which concerned children
and food. One developed from several years of experience in a
parent cooperative nursery school in Cambridge, Massachusetts;
one was published in cooperation with the U.S. Committee for UNICEF;
the third was published by the Center for Science in the Public
Interest. In the few years since 1974, all three books have come
to be widely considered the best of their kind. In 1977 a revised
edition of the third book was published and it is this edition
along with the other two books which I will critically analyze
according to the attributes already identified.
Kids Are Natural Cooks by Parents' Nursery School (1974)
helps children understand more fully the simple and the familiar,
and how they can expand this knowledge in many directions. It also
endeavors to help children enjoy thinking about and eating basic
and natural foods, tracing them back to their origins. This book
fosters motor, sensory, conceptual, and social skills, and also
nutritional benefits to the child from cooking natural and wholesome
food.
Although the recipes came out of activities with children in
an early childhood group center, the book is not designed to be
used directly with children in a school program. It is not a
teaching manual. Rather it is an account in cookbook form of some
of the food experiences in that one school. It is a book of ideas
It will not teach a non-cook how to be a cook.and possibilities.
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The book will help a teacher and a parent look at children and food
in a way which will probably be new and full of surprises. Although
the book is rich in content, it is clearly evident that children
are to discover, invent, and direct their own experiences—direct,
concrete, action-packed, meaningful experiences.
The school discovered that children ages three and four can
cook and
cut with sawtoothed knives, grind with food
and grain grinders, crack nuts with hammers,
.
break open eggs, pop corn in popcorn poppers,
turn over pancakes, as well as stir, pour,
mix, measure, beat, and squeeze, (p. 113)
Realizing those things and letting it happen required "patience
and faith and a giant step back from preconceived ideas of the
'right' way to do things in the kitchen" (p. 113). They looked to
children for ideas on recipes, ingredients, processes, and planning.
The solution is to relax, take a deep breath,
and try some of their ideas. . . . Even lumpy
pancakes made from flour they ground themselves
were devoured eagerly, and nobody cared when
our first batch of peanut butter was more like
cornmeal than butter, (pp. 113-114)
There are some excellent, unusual, and fascinating recipes:
steamed fresh pumpkin (p. 6), vegetable soup made with beef bones
(p. 39), kumpe , Norwegian potato dumplings made from raw and boiled
potatoes and suet (p. 43), spaghetti alia carbonara (p. 49), gelatin
made from pigs feet (p. 54), chappati
s
,
Indian fried bread (p. 85),
fiddlehead fern (along with a fascinating brainstorming session
trying to guess what they were) (pp. 95-96), cheese (pp. 108-109),
and fruit leather with instructions for drying in the sun or in
an oven (p. 112).
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The great disappointment is the orientation and quality of
the illustrations. Drawn by Lady McCrady, they are cutesy, facile,
childish-adult-humorous, and they are everywhere.
Many Hands Cooking: An International Cookbook for Girls and
by Cooper and Ratner (1974) contains 40 recipes from 40
different countries. The purpose is to increase international
understanding and to further the efforts of the U.S. Committee for
UNICEF. The book is divided into three parts. The second part,
by far the largest, is devoted to the recipes. The first part
(pp. iii-xiii) includes "A Note to Young Cooks"; a map of the
world (with the Mediterranean rather than the U.S. at the center)
with each of the 40 countries identified; the contents page, which
also gives a code for identifying the difficulty level ("easiest
to make," "easy to make," "not hard,' but do take a little extra
time and work") (p. v); "Safety First"— for example, "Always pick
up a knife by its handle, not by its blade." (p. vi); "Getting
Started"— incl uding " Have Fun !" (p. vi); "A Word About Ingredients";
"Eggs"; "Handy Cooking Tools" arranged by whether they are used
for preparing food or for cooking, all clearly illustrated and
labeled; "Measuring Made Simple"; "Abbreviations Used in the
Recipes"; "Table of Measures"; and then 3 pages of "Kitchen Terms
to Know." The book has spiral binding, and the recipes are printed
one to a page, so when one recipe is being used, the book lies
flat or can stand with the spiral at the top. The third part
includes "International Menus," two recipes for SCM (a high protein
food supplied by UNICEF and other agencies to countries where diets
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are low in protein), a "Glossary of Illustrations," "Metric and U.S.
Measures" (the recipes are given in U.S. units), and an index.
With recipes from 40 countries, one expects unusual recipes
with new taste experiences, and certainly few children in the U.S.
will find no new experiences here. On the other hand, the recipes
are not likely to offend the taste buds of any U.S. child with
any sense of adventure in food. But how characteristic the taste
experiences would be of the original cuisines is a question. The
Hungarian Liptoi Cheese recipe (p. 31) calls for an 8-oz. package
of cream cheese instead of Lipto sheep' s-milk cheese or the
Rumanian Brindza and it also leaves out the grated onion. The
Moroccan Chilled Oranges recipe (p. 12) leaves out any suggestion
of either rosewater or orange flower water. The Mexican Guacamole
recipe (p. 4) leaves out the chiles and coriander^'^ and adds, of all
things, mayonnaise. In the Indian Cashew Snack recipe (p. 39)
the cayenne pepper is listed as optional although the only other
ingredients are vegetable oil, raw cashews, and salt.^^ For the
Canadian Maple Snow recipe (p. 1), maple-flavored syrup is suggested.
Certainly obtaining ingredients can be a problem, but Cooper
and Ratner's solutions hardly seem adequate. "If you can't find
^^See Lang (1971, pp. 186-187).
i^See Roden (1974, p. 67) and Wolfert (1973, pp. 82-83).
^‘^See Kennedy (1972, pp. 113-114).
i^See Kaufman & Lakshmanan (1964, p. 194).
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an ingredient, study the recipe and see if it can be left out. If
not, maybe a substitute ingredient would do" (p. 1). This is good
advice for an experienced cook familiar with the cuisine; but it
is poor advice in a book for children designed to introduce them
to foods of 40 different countries. If they do not know the whole,
how can they know the essential parts? Their second suggestion
is no better. For the Japanese Tofu Toss, which calls for "1 2-in.
cake or of a 4-in. cake of tofu (bean curd)" (p. 44), they suggest
to boys and girls who cannot find bean curd in a local market, "Go
to your local public library and look in the back of a Chinese or
Japanese cookbook. You'll probably find the names and addresses of
several mail-order food companies that sell bean curd listed there"
(p. 1). One can only hope that the boys and girls will like Tofu
Toss a great deal
.
Seeing that the recipe for the United States is Early
American Graham Cracker Cake (p. 2), I also begin to wonder about
how typical of their cuisines the other recipes are. But for all
the compromises in the recipes, it remains a valuable book. The
recipes are introduced by some interesting comments about the
ingredients used, the way the food is eaten, and the history,
geography, and culture of the country. Also each recipe (except
for three) is accompanied by a colorful, vivacious, stylized
illustration by Tony Chen, usually of children in traditional
dress of the country who are engaged in activities which children
of that country might well engage in. The illustrations, although
decorative, have a clarity, a grace, and a gentle, loving humor
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which is totally delightful. The illustrations and its connection
with UNICEF are what sell the book.
Creative Food Experiences for Children by Goodwin and
Pollen (1977) is a resource book to be used, according to the
authors, by preschools, day care, elementary schools, parent
education classes, recreation departments, summer camps, scout
groups, children's television programs, and parents. This is a
book with a mission.
Children are the future of any society.
The foods children eat affect their growth,
development, ability to learn and general
behavior. How children eat is equally
important. The presentation of food in a
comfortable, relaxed atmosphere together
with love, care and eye appeal, can greatly
affect the way the child feels about himself
and those around him. Early experiences
with food may lay the foundation for
lifelong eating habits, (p. 1)
The mission is good health through good eating. The method is through
education. The goal is a healthy society.
This is a book for adults who teach children. As befits a
resource book, Goodwin and Pollen have packed a large book full of
information, charts, recipes, plans, definitions, lists, objectives,
suggestions, explanations, questions, answers, and resources with
their sources. Here is to be found basic nutrition information;
a guide to involving children in food experiences; lists of food-
related words of action, temperature, time, size, shape, quantity,
ingredients, flavor, texture, mixtures; lists of utensils for
preparation, measuring, mixing, top of range cooking, baking;
teaching instructions on measuring. There are lesson objectives.
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materials, procedures, and, usually, teacher's notes included in
8 lesson plans on vegetables, 8 lesson plans on fruits, 5 on milk,
11 on protein foods, 10 on cereals. There are suggested activities
for expanding the school food and nutrition curriculum through
developing language skills, developing the senses, learning
through role playing, developing mathematical skills, learning
through arts and crafts, learning about science, growing things
in the classroom, social studies, and through taking trips with a
school class. Listed in the section titled "Sources and Resources"
there are books for children; background books and cookbooks for
the teacher; music books, records and suggestions which could be
helpful in enhancing the school food program; film information;
useful addresses and other materials. There is even information
on how to evaluate nutritional resources developed by special interest
groups, food associations, and food industries. There are also
suggestions for lunches, snacks, and celebration, as well as
recipes for beverages; salads; soups; main dishes; breads, cereals,
and pancakes; desserts; and dips.
In terms of the nutrition material presented in this book,
the authors have drawn heavily on two sources; Lapp^ Diet For a
Small Planet (1975) and the U.S. Senate Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs' Dietary Goals for the United States (1977).
Children are planned to be actively involved in the study and
participation of food so that they can learn effectively. Extrinsic
motivation is used to increase children's activity and learning.
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The names are straightforward. The illustrations are bold, simple,
decorative, and few in number. The ingredients are standard and
widely available, although they are as whole and natural as possible.
The emphasis is, quite definitely, nutrition education. Whatever
creative experiences might occur, the final end is determined by
Goodwin and Pollen and the teachers. But used as a resource book,
it is invaluable.
Concl usion
Unfortunately the existing literature seems to lack a work
on food and cooking for children which is designed to promote
children's experiential learning and which is also comprehensive,
thorough, and theoretically sound. The present study is directed
toward providing a remedy for this situation.
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